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Die Druckfassung dieser Dissertation
Abstract

The development of an innovative product is a complex and highly dynamic process which has to be performed in a controlled way. Several dependencies exist between the defined tasks, the assigned resources, and the artifacts to be produced. In a development project, which is planned and executed according to a process definition, the time, budget, and available resources are limited. Controlling a development process involves monitoring the actual performance and analyzing whether it conforms to the plan. Poor performance, changing requirements, the detection of errors, and the creation or modification of key artifacts may require plan changes at process runtime. As a consequence of the inherent complexity of the task, software tool support is essential for controlling development processes.

Different insufficient solutions are nowadays applied in practice for this purpose. Project management systems support project planning and to some degree project controlling, but they do not support the execution of predefined processes. Workflow management systems on the other hand are commonly applied for process execution. However, they do not support the scheduling of tasks in a project, and they are not flexible enough for the management of development processes. As a consequence, both types of systems are insufficient when it comes to controlling development processes. Attempts for their integration fell short with respect to representing execution states in project plans and scheduling workflow instances.

This thesis describes a new concept for a process management system, which combines the strengths of the aforementioned tools and eliminates their deficiencies by substantial extensions. Starting point of the research were results of the collaborative research center (SFB) 476 IMPROVE. An integrated approach for the management of development processes has been extended with respect to task scheduling, progress measurement, and change management in development projects. In particular, an algorithm for the automatic generation of a project schedule has been developed which takes the execution states of the tasks into account. Subprocesses of a development process can be executed by a workflow engine, which interprets predefined workflow definitions. With respect to monitoring, specific progress measures for the degree of completion of tasks have been defined which rely on elements of the process model. In the case of plan changes at process runtime, the consistency of the plan with the execution state of the process is ensured.

The concepts have been implemented in the extension module PROCEED of the commercial life cycle asset information management system Comos of Siemens Industry Software. Comos is widely used in the plant engineering industries. Therefore, this thesis combines fundamental research results with a proof of concept implementation in an industrial context. The realization of PROCEED based on an industrial platform offers great opportunities for further evaluation of the provided functionalities in plant design projects in the plant engineering industries.
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Processes are inherent in the work of people in virtually every organization. A *process* can be defined as the logical organization of people, materials, energy, equipment, and procedures into work activities designed to produce a specified end result [Pal87]. *Process models* can be applied to capture all of these aspects. A process model defines the activities to be executed, their sequence, their responsible roles, the artifacts which are required for the activities and those which shall be produced [Lon93]. Additional properties regarding the expected durations of activities, their required effort, their priorities, etc. can be incorporated as well. The explicit definition of processes has several advantages [Kra98]. A process model allows the communication about the process. Process models can be reused for the definition of new processes. An explicitly defined process can be analyzed and improved subsequently. Finally, the explicit definition of a process enables process controlling during its performance. Process controlling subsumes all activities which are performed to ensure that the results of a process are delivered on time and meet the required quality standards. This includes monitoring the process and taking corrective measures if necessary.

A specific type of processes are *development processes*. They define how different human actors have to cooperate to develop a new product. Development processes have several specific characteristics [NW94]. First, they define multiple interrelationships between tasks, human resources, and products, which have to be managed at process runtime. Products subsume all documents and other artifacts produced in the process. Second, there is a high degree of uncertainty, and dynamic changes to the defined tasks, resources, products, and their mutual relationships occur frequently at process runtime. Finally, the tasks which have to be executed in a development process and their relationships cannot be completely defined in advance before the start of the process. The creation of key artifacts is often the precondition for the definition of further tasks.

The term *design process* is often used synonymously for development process [NM08]. However, one can also regard a design process as a special case or sub-process of a development process. The result of the former is the design of a new product, e.g. a car or a chemical plant, while the latter also includes the actual construction of the product. For example, the result of a plant design project is the design of a chemical plant while the actual construction has to take place subsequently or simultaneously. In contrast, the result of a software development process
includes the software itself and not merely its design.

Process management includes all activities regarding the modeling, performance, controlling, and improvement of processes. It is a means to improve the performance of individual process participants, teams, and whole organizations. The specific characteristics of development processes and their complexity demand for software tool support for process management. A process management system can support the process responsible by keeping track of all interdependencies between tasks, resources, and products, thereby maintaining a consistent state of the management data. The human resources who execute the defined tasks can be guided in carrying out their work. The compliance of the actual process performance to the defined process model can be enforced. Finally, a process management system can support the partial automation of development processes.

1.1 Motivation

A process management system which addresses the specific characteristics of development processes was realized in the project Adaptable and Human-Centered Environment for the Administration of Development Processes (AHEAD) [HJK+08] at the Department of Computer Science 3 of RWTH Aachen University. The aim of the AHEAD project was to provide new concepts and tool functionalities for the management of development processes. In particular, the aspects of process modeling, enactment, and improvement, as well as interorganizational collaboration were addressed. The AHEAD prototype was developed to evaluate the applicability of the developed concepts for the management of development processes.

Besides a formal definition of the process to be performed, a process management system needs an internal representation of a process instance, i.e. the current state of a performed process at runtime. In [Sch02], the following terminology has been introduced, which will also be used in this thesis.

Process Model Definition. A process model definition defines the process independent of any specific instance.

Process Model Instance. A process model instance represents a process in its current state of performance.

In both cases the term model is used to emphasize that the definition of the process as well as the process instance are both represented by according models in a process management system. The term process model enactment is used for the mechanical interpretation of a process model by a process management system and is thereby distinguished from process performance [Lon93]. Performance of a process means the execution of the defined tasks by process participants according to the process model and thereby refers to the actions of the process participants in the real world. In contrast, enactment refers to the state changes of the corresponding process model instance in a process management system.
Abbildung 1.1: Beispiel für einen dynamischen Aufgabenzustand.-netz.


Heutzutage werden komplexe Entwicklungsvorhaben oft gemäß einer Prozessmodelldefinition ausgeführt, die die Projekttiphasen, Meilensteine, Aufgaben und die Erzeugnisse zu produzieren definiert. Der Projektplan eines solchen Entwicklungsvorhabens muss den Restriktionen, die in der Prozessmodelldefinition bestehen, entsprechen, insbesondere die Reihenfolge der Aufgaben, die Zuweisung qualifizierter Ressourcen zu Aufgaben und die erzeugten Erzeugnisse [HJK+08, GDMR04]. Jedoch kann ein Projektplan in einer herkömmlichen Projektmanagementsystem keine aktuellen Verletzungen der Verwaltungsdaten des aktuellen Ausführungszustands nicht melden.
state. For this purpose, dynamic task nets integrate the information contained in project plans with information about the current performance state of a development process, namely the execution states of tasks and the actual data flow.

Controlling the performance of a development process refers to controlling a development project. Project controlling subsumes all activities for measuring the actual performance of the defined tasks, comparing the actual performance to the plan, identifying deviations from the plan, and taking corrective measures to get back on track if necessary [DIN09]. If corrective measures are unsuccessful or the project goals have changed, plan changes may be required at project runtime. The project controlling activities can be divided into monitoring and steering. Monitoring subsumes the activities from measuring the actual performance to identifying deviations while corrective measures and plan changes are means to control or steer a project.

The capabilities of the AHEAD system for project controlling are limited. Monitoring the performance of a development process is only possible based on task execution states and released document revisions. No degree of completion is computed to determine the exact progress of tasks during execution. Tasks in a dynamic task net are not scheduled for particular dates in the AHEAD system. As a consequence, it cannot be decided whether the resource assignments are feasible. Without a baseline schedule, it is not possible to assess the performance of a development process with respect to deadlines and budget limits. The AHEAD approach includes a conceptual framework for process management on several modeling layers which allows for continuous process improvement [Sch02]. However, process improvement with respect to timing data like average task durations is generally only possible when development processes are monitored at runtime. Consequently, it was required to extend the AHEAD approach with respect to project scheduling and controlling capabilities.

A prerequisite for project controlling is the existence of a baseline schedule which serves as a reference for assessing the actual performance. For example, the tasks depicted in Figure 1.1 have an estimated duration and resource requirements in terms of working hours. They have to be scheduled for particular dates, so that resources can be allocated according to the requirements. An executable schedule has to be time- and resource-feasible, i.e. it has to comply to all defined task dependencies, and the resource usage may not exceed the defined limits for any date. The complexity of development projects demands for software tool support for the automatic generation of such time- and resource-feasible schedules. Research on project scheduling has been conducted for several decades with considerable success [DH02]. However, there are still several open research questions with respect to scheduling [Smi03]. One of these problems is managing change. A project is never executed exactly as planned, so that plan changes occur frequently at project runtime. Dynamic plan changes require a partial or full rescheduling of the defined tasks. Most established approaches for project scheduling assume that the scheduling environment is predictable and that the generated schedule can be executed as planned, while practical applications tend to be highly unpredictable,
so that scheduling is an ongoing process of responding to unexpected and evolving circumstances. Algorithms which are able to reschedule the tasks in a project fast upon dynamic plan changes are still rare.

Based on a baseline schedule, project monitoring can be performed. The first step in project monitoring is to measure the actual performance of the defined tasks. For this purpose, the degree of completion of a task has to be determined. The degree of completion reflects to what extent the goal of the task has been reached. In this way, quantitative statements can be made about the progress of a running task. For example in Figure 1.1, it could be determined that the task Create Process Flow Diagram is 60% complete after creating the first revision of the process flow diagram. For the computation of the degree of completion, different progress measures can be applied, which quantify the actual progress of running tasks. A progress measure has to be sufficiently accurate in order to base management decisions on the computed values. At the same time, the measuring effort should be as low as possible in order to avoid a disproportionate measurement overhead which negatively affects the performance of the development process. Accuracy and measuring effort are mutually dependent, and a good trade-off has to be found by selecting appropriate progress measures. Furthermore, it is important to be able to determine the current project status in a timely manner, i.e. it should be possible to derive an accurate degree of completion for a task at any time. In large and complex projects, the timeliness of progress measurement can only be achieved with software tool support. But even with software tool support, the actuality of the computed values is degraded if progress measures rely on user inputs which are not provided on a regular basis. In project monitoring theory and practice, several different measures for the degree of completion of a task have been proposed and are used [PR05]. These measures differ with respect to their accuracy, the required measurement effort, and the actuality of the measured values. For different tasks in a project, different progress measures are appropriate. However, no integrated measurement framework exists which combines all common measures and which can be tailored to a specific development process.

Besides monitoring the actual performance, controlling also involves the application of corrective measures and plan changes. The integration of planning and scheduling has been identified in [Smi03] as another open problem in the scheduling research field. When tasks, dependencies, or resources are created, modified, or deleted at project runtime, then the schedule has to be updated. For example in Figure 1.1, the duration of the task Initial Piping and Instrumentation Diagram may be increased or the deadline for the task Assemble Equipment List may be antedated. Individual plan changes may lead to an inconsistent state of the management data with respect to timing properties and may even render scheduling impossible. A process management system has to ensure that dynamic changes eventually enable successful rescheduling. However, it is not possible to ensure the consistency of the timing data at any time during replanning because several operations may be required to obtain a new consistent state.

When it comes to planning and replanning, several additional issues have to be
considered. If project planning is performed by means of a software tool which is used by several users with different permissions, then the authorization for change operations has to be decided for every user individually. When a user is authorized to perform plan changes, he may require additional information to decide on the best option. For example, he may want to inspect the currently planned usage of all resources with a certain functional role to decide which resource to assign to a task. Finally, the history of plan changes should be traceable for two reasons. First, the effect of unforeseen disruptions at project runtime can be analyzed. Second, bad estimates of the required time and effort for tasks specified in a process model definition, which have been used for project planning, can be identified and corrected after project completion.

1.2 Research Context

The research presented in this thesis has been conducted in the context of the transfer project T6 Dynamic Process Management based upon Existing Systems at the Department of Computer Science 3 of RWTH Aachen University [HNWH08]. The project was part of the Transfer Center 61 succeeding the Collaborative Research Center (CRC) 476 IMPROVE [NM08], which were both funded by the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). The application domain of the CRC and the Transfer Center was the domain of plant engineering. The goal of the interdisciplinary research was to provide better software tool support for plant design processes. Software prototypes should demonstrate the applicability of the developed concepts and functionalities for the management of dynamic development processes.

Besides the advancement of the AHEAD approach, the transfer of the research results to industrial practice was the second goal of the transfer project T6. The AHEAD system was a purely academic prototype. It was generated from a formal specification of a graph rewriting system [SWZ99]. In contrast, the new concepts and algorithms presented in this thesis have been implemented as an extension module of the commercial life cycle asset information management system Comos, a product of Siemens Industry Software formerly known as innotec [Sie10]. Siemens Industry Software was the industrial partner in the transfer project T6. The Comos system was extended by new functionality for the management of dynamic development processes. The cooperation with the industry partner Siemens Industry Software also gave rise to additional requirements. In particular, workflow support for individual subprocesses in a plant design project and an adequate visualization of the project management data for project status reports were demanded by the industry partner.

Two other research projects were conducted in the Transfer Center 61 which were closely related to the transfer project T6. In the project T2 Computer-Assisted Work Process Modeling [THM08], the modeling of work processes based on ontologies was investigated. The project T3 Simulation-Supported Workflow Optimization in Process Engineering [KSSL08] was concerned with the simulation of development processes in order to optimize the usage of resources and tools. The software prototypes developed in the projects T2, T3, and T6 were coupled in a joint cooperation, so that
process models of the T2 project could be simulated by the simulation tool of the T3 project, and both, the models and the simulation results could be imported into Comos in the form of workflow templates. The resulting integrated tool framework has been presented in [HTT09, Pu09] but will not be treated in this thesis.

In the CRC 476 IMPROVE, another research project was conducted which was concerned with process management. In the project B1 Experience-Based Development Processes, direct process support was integrated in the software-tools which are used by engineers in a plant design project. The results of this project will be reviewed as related work in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

1.3 Solution Approach

In this thesis an innovative approach for controlling development processes by means of a process management system is presented. The developed solution exceeds state-of-the-art project and workflow management systems with respect to the management of development processes. Project management systems do not allow to connect the defined tasks in a project plan with technical products. Furthermore, they do not allow to enact predefined processes. On the other hand, workflow management systems do not support planning and scheduling. The deficiencies of the two types of systems are overcome by integrating the two paradigms and thereby providing integrated support for project planning and process enactment.

The AHEAD approach for process management has been advanced in this thesis to cover the aspects of project planning, scheduling and controlling. Planning refers to the initial definition of a dynamic task net including estimates for the required effort and duration of the defined tasks. In the process management literature, the terms task and activity are sometimes used synonymously. In this thesis, only the term task is used to refer to the portions of work defined in a process model. After planning, the defined tasks are scheduled. Controlling subsumes monitoring the actual performance as well as changing a dynamic task net at project runtime. A task net can be replanned and subsequently rescheduled at project runtime.

Established approaches for project planning, scheduling, and controlling from theory and practice have been analyzed, adapted, extended and integrated with the AHEAD approach for process management. The developed algorithms and tool functionalities have been implemented in the Process Management Environment for Engineering Design Processes (PROCEED) which is an extension module of the commercial life cycle asset information management system Comos. An exemplary plant design project has been defined and the enactment of the process model instance has been simulated in PROCEED to verify the correctness of the implemented algorithms and to evaluate the applicability of the provided tool functionality.

The solution approach can generally be divided into two parts. First, the DYNAMITE meta-model for modeling dynamic task nets has been extended by new entities, properties, relationships, and constraints to enable the modeling of timing and progress measurement aspects, resulting in the new TNT meta-model for Timed Dynamic Task Nets. Second, algorithms and tool functionalities have been developed
which build on the extended modeling capabilities and support the scheduling and controlling of process model instances. Figure 1.2 shows the structure of the TNT meta-model together with the corresponding algorithms and tool functionalities. Furthermore, it shows which aspects of the solution approach are treated in which chapter of this thesis.

Workflow support for technical subprocesses has been a specific requirement in the industrial context of the transfer project T6. Workflow management systems (WFMS) [JB96, Jab95, Wor95] are a popular type of process management systems. WFMS put an emphasis on the automation of processes. Previous work in the AHEAD project [Hel08a] regarding the integration of workflow instances into dynamic task nets could be continued [HBW09]. A workflow engine has been integrated in PROCEED to partially automate the enactment of dynamic task nets. If a task in a process is refined by several subtasks which together define another process, then the latter process is called a subprocess of the former. Workflow definitions serve as process model definitions for subprocesses of a development process. This tool functionality is related to the behavioral model of the TNT meta-model.

The timing model of the TNT meta-model defines entities, properties, and relationships to enable the scheduling of tasks in a dynamic task net. Tasks can be planned with respect to required workload and budget, expected duration, constraint dates, and planned dates. Timing consistency constraints have been defined which ensure the consistency of a dynamic task net with respect to all timing properties. The classical critical path analysis [KW59] has been adapted for hierarchically structured dynamic task nets to compute the earliest and latest possible start and end times of the defined tasks. A heuristic algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling of dynamic task nets has been developed based on a general parallel scheduling scheme.
The heuristic yields a good time- and resource-feasible schedule which is flexible in the sense that dynamic changes to the task net at runtime can be incorporated into the schedule. The heuristic can be applied for initial schedule generation as well as for dynamic rescheduling at project runtime.

The monitoring model of the TNT meta-model defines additional entities and properties which capture the actual performance of the enacted process. Several established progress measures from practice have been combined in an integrated measuring framework. These measures are complemented by new progress measures which build on the modeling capabilities of dynamic task nets [HW11]. In particular, the connection of tasks and products is exploited to determine the degree of completion of tasks. Furthermore, the information contained in process model definitions is used to determine the progress of subprocesses which are automatically enacted by the workflow engine. Earned value analysis [Anb03] is applied to derive performance indices for running tasks which allow a comparison of the actual process performance with the plan. The expected end times and costs of tasks can be forecasted and deviations from the plan can be detected early.

In the AHEAD system, different environments are designated to be used by the process manager and the process performers, respectively. In PROCEED, all process participants use the same environment. This required the development of an authorization model as part of the TNT meta-model to determine which user of the system is allowed to view and modify which parts of a dynamic task net. The authorization of a user depends on his personal permissions, his assigned tasks, and his position in the project team.

The five partial models amount to the core of the TNT meta-model. They enable the modeling, enactment, and controlling of development processes and regulate the access to the management data. However, a process model instance of a development process does not capture the management activities which are performed to monitor and control the development process. These activities include reporting, quality management, change management, replanning, and rescheduling. The solution approach for the controlling of development processes presented in this thesis also provides tool support for these activities. First, a general change management procedure has been defined which regulates the process of replanning and rescheduling. This procedure ensures that inconsistencies introduced during replanning are eventually resolved during rescheduling. Second, management processes can be enacted in the same way as technical processes in PROCEED. The workflow approach has been applied for the modeling and enactment of management processes. Specific workflow definitions can be defined by an organization, which define how change management cases, quality management procedures, and reporting have to be performed in a project of the organization. To enable the modeling of connections between management processes in a project and the corresponding development process, management extensions have been defined for the TNT meta-model.

All developed concepts and algorithms presented in this thesis have been implemented in the Process Management Environment for Engineering Design Processes to verify their correctness and applicability. PROCEED provides the main functionali-
ties of the AHEAD system for the modeling and enactment of dynamic task nets and complements them by functionality for project scheduling and controlling. Several views are provided to view and modify the management data which is stored in the Comos database, including a task list view and a task net view. For the visualization of a scheduled dynamic task net, a Gantt chart is preferable to a network diagram, because the temporal extent of tasks is directly visible. Therefore, PROCEED has been coupled with the widely used project management system MS Project [Mic10a] in order to use its various diagram types for the presentation of the management data. PROCEED additionally comprises a dedicated user interface for project status control which also provides decision support for replanning. The development of this user interface has been a requirement of the industrial partner in the research project and has been motivated by the specific characteristics of plant design processes. A multidimensional visualization approach has been developed to provide a condensed overview over the tasks in a project, their workload and their current status [HBW09]. The current project status can be analyzed from different perspectives. The processing of the management data is performed in a project data warehouse to which the management data is exported in regular intervals.

The developed concepts and algorithms and their implementation in PROCEED have been evaluated by means of an example scenario. An example plant design project has been modeled and scheduled. The enactment of the design process has been simulated. The monitoring functionalities provided by PROCEED have been used to determine the expected effects of task delays and other disruptions. Predefined management workflows have been enacted for controlled change management. Replanning and rescheduling of the task net have been performed according to the general change management procedure.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes several contributions which can be viewed from three different perspectives. First, research results have been transferred to the commercial software-tool Comos which is widely used in the plant engineering industries. Second, the AHEAD approach for the management of dynamic development processes has been extended by project management functionality, which is required to enact process model instances in the form of development projects. Third, new concepts and algorithms enabling software tool support for project scheduling and controlling have been developed which represent significant contributions in these fields of research.

Process management in Comos The commercial life cycle asset information system Comos has been extended by new functionalities for the explicit management of engineering design processes.

Task management The Comos system has been extended to support the management of tasks in addition to the engineering data and the resources, i.e. the
users of the system. Tasks can now be explicitly defined and stored as objects in the Comos database. They can be connected with the required engineering data and the assigned resources. This enables the integrated management of tasks, resources and products as it is supported by the AHEAD system.

**Workflow management** A workflow engine and client applications for the definition and monitoring of workflows have been integrated into Comos as part of PROCEED. The workflow management functionality enables the enactment of partially automated processes to guide engineers in performing their work. The underlying workflow technology offers interfaces for the integration of Comos with external applications.

**Project management** Based on the explicit representation of tasks, the Comos system now allows to plan and control plant design projects not only regarding the engineering data but also regarding time, resources and cost.

**Project management with dynamic task nets** The concepts for process management underlying the AHEAD prototype have been advanced. Several enhancements and extensions have been made regarding the meta-model for dynamic task nets and the algorithms for planning and controlling process model instances.

**Scheduling** The tasks in a dynamic task net can be scheduled automatically based on task assignments and workload estimates. Thereby, the semantics of the specific control flow types available in dynamic task nets are taken into account as well as the hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets. Task nets can also be rescheduled at runtime in case of dynamic changes. The generated schedule is robust in the sense that modifications to a dynamic task net at runtime do not necessarily affect the whole schedule and can often be handled locally.

**Monitoring** The degree of completion of tasks in a dynamic task net can be measured by means of several different progress measures. Specific progress measures have been developed for dynamic task nets which use the actual data flow and the knowledge contained in process model definitions. Earned value analysis is applied to detect and quantify deviations of the actual performance from the plan.

**Integration with workflow management** An approach for integrating workflow instances into dynamic task nets which was developed in the AHEAD project has been advanced, so that arbitrary subprocesses in a development project can now be automatically enacted by the workflow engine which has been developed as part of PROCEED.

**Access control** A new authorization model has been implemented in PROCEED which enables various ways of collaboration in contrast to the strict distinction between the roles of manager and engineer in the AHEAD system. All process participants use the same user interface while their access to the management
data is restricted depending on their permissions, assigned tasks, and respective positions in the project team.

**Controlling of development processes**  Scheduling and controlling of development projects are still open fields of research. This thesis makes several contributions to these research topics.

**Timing consistency constraints for executable process model**  The formally defined TNT meta-model for dynamic task nets incorporates timing consistency constraints. These constraints cover all dependencies between the structure of a process model instance, its enactment state, and the values of the timing properties. An executable process model can be timed, enacted, and dynamically changed at runtime whereby the consistency of the management data is ensured by the process management system.

**Heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling**  A heuristic algorithm for the generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem [DH02] has been developed, which has several distinguishing features. A general parallel scheduling scheme has been extended to support hierarchically structured task nets. Furthermore, the execution states of the defined tasks are taken into account during scheduling which enables the rescheduling of task nets at project runtime. Scheduling can be performed locally for only a part of a task net. Scheduling is performed directly based on the work calendars of the assigned resources. The durations of the defined tasks can be derived from workload estimates. If workload and duration buffers are defined for complex tasks, the resulting schedule is robust in the sense that the creation of additional subtasks at project runtime does not necessarily affect the whole project schedule.

**Integrated approach for progress measurement**  Different progress measures have been combined in an integrated measuring framework. Common measures from theory and practice are complemented by two new progress measures which rely on the actual data flow modeled in a dynamic task net and the enactment state of workflow instances, respectively. For every task in a process model instance, the most appropriate progress measure can be selected in order to achieve the best trade-off between measurement accuracy and effort. Aggregation methods which are used to combine the progress degrees of several subtasks at a common parent task yield aggregated progress degrees which remain stable even in case of dynamic changes to the task net.

**Data warehousing and visualization for project status analysis**  The combination of a data warehouse with visualization techniques enables visual project status analysis which complements the monitoring capabilities based on earned value analysis. Multidimensional visual analysis enables the assessment of the project status even in case of plant design projects with a vast number of engineering tasks and a high degree of simultaneous engineering. The analysis views
are tightly integrated with the management views of PROCEED which enables
direct intervention when delays or resource bottlenecks are detected.

**Authorization model covering process changes** The authorization model imple-
mented in the PROCEED system covers structural changes to a dynamic task net
at runtime. Users are authorized to make changes to a process model instance
depending on their assigned tasks. This approach goes one step further than
common access control mechanisms for process management systems which only
regulate the assignment of resources to tasks and the execution of tasks in a
process.

**Explicit modeling of management processes** Technical processes and manage-
ment processes in development projects are distinguished in PROCEED, and their
mutual dependencies are explicitly modeled in the system. While engineering
tasks are part of the project plan, the enactment of management processes in-
volves changes to the project plan. In related work, management processes are
either not covered at all or handled independently of the development process.

### 1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the application domain of this
thesis is described. The general plant design process is introduced, the main func-
tionalities of the Comos system are described, and the example scenario is presented,
which is used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3, some fundamental concepts and
established approaches for project management, scheduling, and controlling, are
explained, which are required for a better understanding of the main chapters. The
previous research achievements of the AHEAD project are reviewed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 to Chapter 10 are the main chapters of this thesis. In Chapter 5, the TNT
meta-model is presented which includes the adopted and adapted modeling elements
and constraints of the DYNAMITE meta-model. Chapter 6 describes how process
knowledge including timing data can be defined in PROCEED using task types and
process templates, and how it can be reused for subsequent projects. Furthermore,
the workflow management capabilities of PROCEED are described in Chapter 6. The
algorithms for temporal analysis and resource-constrained scheduling of dynamic
task nets are described in Chapter 7. In particular, the solution for the scheduling of
workflow instances is presented. The approach to project monitoring implemented
in PROCEED is described in Chapter 8, including the integrated framework for pro-
gress measurement and the multidimensional visualization of project management
data. Chapter 9 deals with the controlled enactment of management processes. It
is explained how domain and organization specific management workflows can be
defined, parameterized, and enacted. Furthermore, the general change management
procedure for replanning and rescheduling is described. Related work on the dif-
ferent subtopics of this thesis is reviewed in the respective chapters. In Chapter 10,
the prototypical implementation of the PROCEED system is presented. Chapter 11
concludes the thesis.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
Kapitel 2 Application Context

In the Collaborative Research Center 476 IMPROVE, the application domain of the AHEAD process management system was the domain of process plant engineering [NM08]. Also the Comos system, which has been extended by process management functionality in this thesis, is commonly used in the plant engineering industries. Therefore, this chapter introduces the general process model for plant design projects in Section 2.1. The purpose and main functionalities of the Comos system are described in Section 2.2. Finally in Section 2.3, a concrete example process is introduced which will be used as the reference scenario throughout this thesis.

2.1 The General Plant Design Process

This section introduces the engineering phases and main activities in a plant design project. Furthermore, the central documents and the different functional roles of project team members are described. The presentation is a synthesis of the descriptions given in [For94, PTW03, Mad00, Ull83, Lan00, Bön99, Mar06, DIN06, Hel08b, Wag03, Hir99, NM08]

A process plant is an industrial plant in which raw materials are processed and converted into products. Source materials and products may be gaseous, liquid or solid substances or mixtures of these states. Inside a process plant, a chemical or physical process takes place which converts intermediate products step by step by means of several unit operations. Different process plants exist for the various products in different business domains like chemical engineering, pharmaceutics, petroleum industry, food industry and construction industry. In a chemical plant, different substances react with each other to yield the final product. The required conditions regarding temperature, pressure, material flow, etc. are established by according devices.

Process design The chemical process which takes place inside a chemical plant has to be distinguished from the design process which yields the design of the chemical plant. During the design of a chemical process, decisions have to be made regarding the processing mode, the raw materials, products, and by-products, and the operations required to achieve the desired product. The processing mode can be either batch or continuous. Regarding the products, the flow rate is of
primary interest which affects the flow rate of the raw materials. Furthermore, the composition, phase, form, temperatures, and pressures of all raw material and product streams are determined. The processing operations to convert the raw material to products are inserted into the process flow sheet. Several alternative configurations are generated which are compared in order to select the one that is best suited for the existing conditions. During the design of the chemical process, several different process designs are created, which can be classified depending on the accuracy and detail they provide [PTW03].

**Quick estimating procedures** include so-called *order-of-magnitude designs* and *study or factored designs* which are both not really process designs, but are merely used for preliminary cost estimation.

**Preliminary designs** are used as a basis for deciding whether further work should be done on a proposed process or if an alternative solution is to be preferred.

**Detailed-estimate designs** are used to determine the cost-and-profit potential of an established process by detailed analyzes and calculations; exact specifications for the equipment, however, are not given and piping and layout work is minimized.

**Final process designs** are developed as the final step before developing the construction plans for the plant; complete specifications are presented for all components of the plant, and accurate costs based on quoted prices are obtained.

**Life cycle of a chemical plant** In the following, the *design process* is described which yields the design of a chemical plant. It is divided into several subsequent phases. Parallel to all process phases, project management and controlling have to be performed in a plant design project. The design process is embedded in the overall *life cycle of a chemical plant* which also includes its construction, operation and maintenance. The life cycle of a process plant can be divided into several phases [Bön99, Mar06, DIN06]. Figure 2.1 shows the most common division into phases and the most important activities of these phases.

The first phase in a plant design project is the *preliminary planning*. A *feasibility study* shows, if the plant can be realized given the general conditions. The main task in the preliminary planning phase is the process design. A general process concept is developed, mass balances are calculated and the general process data of the main devices is specified. It is usually the case, that the basic chemical process is not designed from scratch at this point, but that an existing process is adapted for the specific process plant to be developed. Therefore, extensive literature research and the use of according databases is an important step during the preliminary design phase. The central document which is created in this phase is the *block diagram* of the chemical process which specifies the basic operations and the material flow between them. An example of a block diagram is given in Figure 2.2. In this example, the raw materials and intermediate products pass through several process steps like Reaction, Concentration and Distillation. The material streams are annotated
Abbildung 2.1: Phases and main activities of the general plant design process.

with the corresponding (intermediate) products or by-products. Besides the process design, a general plant concept is developed regarding security, infrastructure, disposal of waste material and issues of environmental protection. A preliminary cost estimation and a profitability calculation can be conducted at the end of the preliminary planning phase.

The purpose of the *basic engineering* phase is to elaborate the process design and the plant concept so far that the permit procedure can be carried out after which the government decides about the permission for the construction of the plant. The central documents in this phase are the *process flow diagrams* (PFDs) for the different plant parts. It is common that every operation of the block flow diagram is detailed as a separate PFD to handle the complexity of the overall design. Figure 2.3 shows an example for a PFD. The PFD shows the main devices in the chemical plant like pumps (P1A, P2A, P3A), heat exchangers (W1-W5), vessels (B2) and columns (K1). In the basic engineering phase, the mass balances are elaborated and the equipment designs are specified. Devices which take a long time to be delivered are already requested from the manufacturers. The plant concept is elaborated in the form of a layout plan, and the process control system is specified. Based on the technical documents produced in the basic engineering phase, a cost calculation
and a profitability calculation can be performed.

In the **detail engineering** phase, the flow diagrams, specifications, layout plans, etc. are elaborated in full detail to enable the manufacturing of devices and the construction of the process plant. Based on the PFDs, **piping and instrumentation diagrams** (P&IDs) are created which incorporate additional information about the pipes between devices and all the instrumentation devices like measuring points, valves, etc. An example P&ID is depicted in Figure 2.4. In the detail engineering phase, the devices are designed in detail, and either standard products are ordered from the manufacturers or special devices are fabricated for the process plant. The same holds for the instrumentation devices. The layout of the pipes and other connections between devices are specified in isometries, and a three-dimensional model of the plant is generated. The infrastructure of the plant is specified in detail as well. Plans are established for the installation and the commissioning of the plant. During the whole detail engineering phase, the costs have to be monitored which includes the costs for the design work as well as the expected costs for the construction and installation work and the material costs of the chemical plant. Finally, schedule control is important so that the design process is performed as planned and no delays are introduced which could not be compensated in the following phases.

The **construction and installation** of the process plant already starts during the detail engineering phase. Basic and detail engineering are executed in sequence because the governmental permission is a prerequisite for proceeding with the detailed planning. However, the foundations can be built before P&IDs are completed,
Abbildung 2.3: Process flow diagram with basic information [ISO01].

Abbildung 2.4: Piping and instrumentation diagram with basic information [ISO01].
and available devices can be installed before all devices have been delivered. Hence, the phases of detail engineering and construction and installation overlap in time. Besides the foundations, the superstructure, the installed devices, the pipes, and the instrumentation, the construction also includes roads and infrastructure facilities. At the end of the construction and installation phase, there are several test runs of the plant before it can be commissioned.

During operation and maintenance, the correct functioning of the plant has to be ensured which requires the monitoring of according measured values. If the plant operates in batch mode, operation includes starting and stopping the plant and cleaning it between two batches. Also in the continuous operation mode a plant may have to be shut down temporarily for maintenance activities. Since a shutdown time is always associated with an income loss, it should be as short as possible. This is the goal of shutdown management. For all maintenance activities, the flow diagrams, specifications, reports, etc., which have been created during the different design phases, are of great importance and should be available to the plant operator. Therefore, software tools for the management of the engineering data like Comos (cf. Section 2.2) are used throughout the whole life cycle of a process plant. The final step in the life cycle of a process plant is its decommissioning.

All phases of the life cycle of a process plant have to be managed. However, in this thesis the focus lies on the design process which includes preliminary planning, basic and detail engineering. It is common, that different companies are responsible for the design and the construction of a plant. These contractors have to cooperate, but also manage their internal processes independently. The customer, which is the future owner of the plant, takes over after the commissioning and becomes the plant operator. All required documents from the design phases should be handed over to the plant operator.

**Functional roles** In plant design projects, several different functional roles are required [Lan00]. On the organizational level, the general management defines targets and verifies their implementation. This includes human resource management, product management, quality management, technical management and commercial management. Part of the technical management are controlling and engineering which are important roles in plant design projects. The engineering is responsible for the creation of the technical drawings, layout and installation plans. Process engineers are involved in the process design and the creation of the basic flow sheets. For the design of devices, engineers from different fields collaborate including mechanical and electrical engineers. Building plans and layout plans are created by architects and construction engineers. For the design of the process control system, specific know how regarding process automation is required. These and many other functional roles are required to successfully carry out the design and construction of a chemical plant. Tasks in a plant design project are usually assigned based on the required qualifications specified in terms of functional roles in the process model definition.
Software support  Software tools have been used to support many activities of the plant design process [PTW03]. The traditional areas where software is used in the process include the following.

Research  Electronic publications and databases for literature research about the latest data, flow diagrams, equipment, and simulation models,

Process flow diagrams  Generation, evaluation and selection of process flow diagrams,

Simulation  Selection of operating conditions, unit operation and sizing, component simulation, dynamic/steady-state simulation, and overall simulation of the process, scenario investigation,

Economics  Cost databases for chemicals, utilities, and equipment for process economics evaluations,

Optimization  Optimization of equipment type and size, processing order, etc. by means of mathematical models,

Layout  Generation of 2D/3D isometrics for piping and material transfer equipment as well as maintenance access.

Life cycle asset information systems like Comos cover several of these functionalities, inter alia the creation of process flow diagrams and layouts. The traditional areas for software support in plant design projects do not cover the management of the design process. However, software tools for process management are required in large design projects [NM08] as well.

2.2 The Life Cycle Asset Information System Comos

The PROCEED prototype has been realized as an extension module of the commercial life cycle asset information management system Comos [Sie10]. This section introduces the Comos system, its purpose and main functionalities.

The Comos system supports the design, construction and maintenance of industrial plants. Engineers in a plant design project use Comos to create and maintain the engineering data including flow diagrams, device specifications, and piping isometries [Sie10]. All engineering data is stored in the Comos database. Figure 2.5 shows screenshots of the Comos user interface. The main functionalities of the Comos system are the following.

• Creation and revisioning of flow diagrams and other technical drawings (cf. Figure 2.5 front),

• Design and specification of devices and instrumentation, e.g. vessels, heaters, pumps (cf. Figure 2.5 middle),

• Three-dimensional piping planning and visualization (cf. Figure 2.5 back),
Automatic generation of parts lists depending on the planned devices and instrumentation,

Management and revisioning of all required documents in a plant design process.

Comos stores all data in an object-oriented database. Documents created by means of external programs are stored in the file system and are referenced by according objects in the database. There are different types of objects in Comos.

**Planning objects** represent the actual engineering data in a project. Comos users work with planning objects.

**Base objects** are templates for planning objects and define their attributes.

**Attributes** can be specified for base objects. Attributes are also represented as objects in the database. Attributes can have textual, numerical or boolean values, or can link other objects in the database.

**Documents** can either be flow diagrams created with Comos or placeholder objects for external documents in the file system.
Comos provides basic functionality for collaborative work. All engineers in a project work on the same database. A user of the system can create a so-called working layer for the project data. All modifications done in a working layer do not affect the data in other working layers. The working layers are structured hierarchically. Changes made in one working layer can be released to the next higher working layer. Rudimentary support is provided for resolving conflicts between changes released from different working layers.

In Comos, the information about human resources in a company which belong to different departments is maintained in the so-called users project. In this project, multiple locations of a company can be defined which are subdivided into departments. Employees of the company are modeled as person objects contained in the department objects. The person objects can be linked to user accounts of the Comos system. Thereby, human resources and users of the Comos system are unified.

Until the development of the PROCEED prototype, Comos did not provide any functionality for explicit process management. The provided functionality for collaborative work can be regarded as implicit process support at best. Tasks could not be explicitly defined in Comos and no support was available for engineers to follow the defined procedures in a project. An integration of the product data contained in the Comos database with the project management data in a plant design project was not given. However, this integration is of great value for project monitoring and control. The available functionality for progress control in the released version of Comos was limited to status management of individual documents. For this reason, Comos has been extended by customers to allow for progress measurement of a whole plant design project based on the engineering data in the Comos database [LGB+05].

In this thesis, Comos has been extended by explicit process management support, integrating product, task and resource management and allowing for task-based project status analysis.

2.3 Example Scenario

While Section 2.1 introduced the general plant design process, this section describes the concrete example scenario which will be used in this thesis. While the AHEAD system has been applied to support the early phases of the plant design process [NM08], the Comos system is applied to all process phases, in particular to the detail engineering phase. Therefore, the example scenario covers preliminary planning, basic engineering, and detail engineering in a plant design project. The scenario has been developed based on thorough literature research [For94, PTW03, Mad00, UlI83, Lan00, Bön99, Mar06, DIN06, Hel08b, Wag03, Hir99, NM08] and discussions with representatives from industry [Sie10, Tec10]. The scenario has been designed to include the typical tasks which have to be executed in a plant design project. Although the scenario is quite elaborate, it cannot be complete. A plant design project in practice comprises several hundreds of tasks. Therefore, several tasks, documents and dependencies have been omitted to reduce the complexity of the process model instance. However, the most important task types which occur in
plant design projects are represented in the example. Several concepts used in this section and the notation for dynamic task nets will be introduced in the following chapters. The description in this section shall only provide a first glance on the example scenario to the reader. And it may serve as a reference for the examples which will be given in the following chapters.

The main part of the example is a dynamic task net which defines the phases, work packages and tasks in a two-year plant design project. The estimated workload, the durations, and the budget are defined for all tasks in the example task net. In this section, the defined tasks, the structure of the task net, and the planning data are described. Different planning and enactment states of the task net will be presented in the following chapters to explain the developed concepts and algorithms. The tasks in the example task net will be be scheduled. The progress of the defined tasks will be measured during the enactment of the process. Changes to the task net will be made, and the tasks will be rescheduled to incorporate these changes. Figure 2.6 gives an overview over the part of the hierarchically structured dynamic task net which covers the work breakdown structure of the example project. Tasks are represented as boxes and control flow dependencies as labeled arrows between these boxes. The labels indicate the semantics of the control flows which will be introduced in Section 5.2. For some control flows, lag times are defined. The subtasks of a complex task are positioned in a box below the task, which is connected by a double-headed arrow with the complex task.

The root node of the dynamic task net represents the whole design project. The typical project phases Preliminary Planning, Basic Engineering, and Detail Engineering are defined as subtasks of the root task. The subtasks of the project phases define the work packages in the project. In the preliminary planning phase, on the one hand, the chemical process is defined by performing a simulation and creating a block flow diagram (task BFD in Figure 2.6). On the other hand, a plant concept is determined which allows for a preliminary cost estimation. In the basic engineering phase, the cost estimation is concretized which is a prerequisite for the decision about the realization of the chemical plant and the continuation of the project. The task Realization Approval is the corresponding milestone in the project. In the task PFDs, the process flow diagrams are created, which are elaborated in the form of piping and instrumentation diagrams in the following task Initial P&IDs. The piping and instrumentation diagrams are elaborated in the detail engineering phase. Based on these P&IDs, the machines and devices, instruments, and pipes can be specified in detail in the corresponding tasks. A long-running task in the detail engineering phase is the procurement of the machines, devices and instruments. It starts as soon as the first devices have been specified and ends at the end of the detail engineering phase.

Figure 2.7 shows the subtasks of the work packages which are not part of the work breakdown structure of the project but are taken into account during project scheduling. An example for a workflow-managed task is included in the example: The task Specify Pump 037 is executed according to a predefined procedure. The tasks to determine the type of the pump have to be executed alternatively, i.e. only
Abbildung 2.6: Overview over the tasks of the work breakdown structure.
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Abbildung 2.7: Overview over technical tasks and work steps.
one of the tasks is executed at project runtime. All subtasks of Specify Pump 037 are work steps which together specify the procedure the engineer has to follow to complete the task. Work steps of individual engineers are not taken into account during project scheduling.

The planning data of the defined tasks in the example are listed in Table 2.1. For every task, the required workload in man hours is estimated. Furthermore, every task has budgeted costs in the currency Euros. Finally, the total duration of a task can be estimated. The workload and budget of a task include the respective values of all subtasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Workload (man hours)</th>
<th>Budget (Euros)</th>
<th>Duration (work days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>14278</td>
<td>759589</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Planning</td>
<td>1678</td>
<td>89269</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>42560</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Concept</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>12768</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Cost Estimation</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>13300</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Flow Diagram</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>10427</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Balances</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Engineering</td>
<td>3272</td>
<td>174070</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout Plan</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>8512</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Flow Diagrams</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>93632</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Calculation</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10640</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing and Permitting</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4256</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial P&amp;IDs</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>16811</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution P&amp;ID</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction P&amp;ID</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration P&amp;ID</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Plan</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>18726</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment List</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3404</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realization Approval</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail Engineering</td>
<td>8156</td>
<td>433899</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Planning</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>25536</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed P&amp;IDs</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>43624</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution P&amp;ID</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10640</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction P&amp;ID</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10640</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration P&amp;ID</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10640</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>46390</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Instrumentation</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6384</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution Instrumentation</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6384</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration Instrumentation</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>8512</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Circuit Breaker 42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Measuring Point 117</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Circuit Breaker 43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tabelle 2.1: Planning data of tasks in the example scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Col1</th>
<th>Col2</th>
<th>Col3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specify Measuring Point 116</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piping</td>
<td>2112</td>
<td>112358</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>110230</td>
<td>259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification of Machines and Devices</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>11491</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Pump 032</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Pump 037</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Heat Exchanger 017</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify Plug Flow Reactor 012</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1276</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isometries</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>18726</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Model</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Planning</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>21067</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete example task net has been scheduled, enacted, monitored, replanned and rescheduled to show the applicability of the concepts, algorithms and software tools which are presented in this thesis. However, only a part of the overall scenario can be displayed in detail in this thesis. Figure 2.8 shows the cutout of the dynamic task net which will be used to demonstrate the algorithms for scheduling and progress measurement. The figure contains additional information compared to the overview diagrams. For every task, the assigned resources are depicted in boxes with rounded edges. Multiple resources can be assigned to a task. The roles which are required for the task assignments are shown in brackets. In the example project, the project team members can play different functional roles which are structured in a generalization hierarchy. For example, the roles Process Engineer and Mechanical Engineer are both specializations of the general role Engineer. Roles are defined on the organizational level for all projects in the company. Depending on the composition of the project team, a subset of the organizational roles are available in a project. The structure of the project team will be introduced in Section 5.1.3. Figure 2.8 shows a state of the enacted development process at project runtime. The execution states of tasks are visualized by pictograms: gears for active tasks, check marks for terminated tasks, and pencil and paper for tasks which have not been started yet. The arrows connecting different tasks are labeled with their execution semantics which constrain the allowed execution states of the connected tasks. For the tasks Initial P&IDs and Detailed P&IDs, input and output parameters for documents and connecting data flows are defined. A revision of a document has been produced which is visualized by the paper icon. Dynamic task nets and their graphical representation will be described in detail in Chapter 5.

The cutout of the example shows the main project phases Basic Engineering and Detail Engineering and some of their subtasks. Among others, the following steps are executed in the example scenario.

1. The tasks Basic and Detail Engineering are defined as well as their main subtasks.
Required roles are defined for the tasks. Resources are manually assigned to the tasks.

2. Basic Engineering and Initial P&IDs are started.

3. A delay of the task PFDs is detected.

4. The tasks PFDs and Equipment List are finally terminated.

5. A first revision of the document P&ID.D is created.

6. After the previous steps, the development process has reached the depicted state of Figure 2.8. The scenario proceeds with a change management case. In the task Initial P&IDs, problems are encountered which require changes to process flow diagrams. The process manager makes the following changes to the task net.

- A new version of the terminated task PFDs is created.
- A feedback flow relation is defined indicating that feedback is given from Initial P&IDs to the new task version.
- Furthermore, a new version of the task Equipment List is created because it was already terminated.
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The described enactment and modifications of the dynamic task net could already be performed in the AHEAD prototype. With respect to this example, the functionality of PROCEED for managing a process model instance exceeds the process management support provided by the AHEAD system in the following ways, where the numbers refer to the previous enumeration.

1. The workload for the tasks and their durations are estimated and planned. Based on this information, the tasks are scheduled. During scheduling, eligible resources are automatically assigned to the defined tasks based on the specified required roles.

2. The degree of completion of the running tasks is measured by means of different progress measures. Progress measurement allows to forecast the expected duration and end time of a task by means of earned value analysis. In this way, the delay of the task PFDs can already be detected while it is still executing.

3. The resource Dreher which is responsible for the task PFDs reports the delay to the project manager. Since there is still time buffer for the task Basic Engineering available, prolonging task PFDs will prolong Basic Engineering only marginally and the project deadline will still be met. Therefore, the project manager decides to adapt the plan with respect to the task PFDs to reflect the actual performance.

4. Several changes are automatically performed for the tasks PFDs and Equipment List.
   - The planned end time is set to the actual end time, and the total duration is adapted accordingly.
   - Remaining planned workload is deleted.
   - The planned budget is aligned to the actual budget.
   - The degree of completion is set to 100%.

5. The first released revision of the P&ID.D represents the document state Devices Complete (DC). This results in an increased degree of completion of the task Initial P&IDs.

6. The plan changes are implemented in the course of a change management workflow which is requested by the person responsible for the task Initial P&IDs. The creation of the new version of the task PFDs leads to violations of timing consistency constraints with respect to its successors and its parent task. The inconsistencies are resolved by rescheduling the part of the dynamic task net. The change management case is closed after new revisions of the erroneous process flow diagrams have been approved.

Altogether, the extensions of the AHEAD approach with respect to the presented example scenario cover the scheduling of tasks, the progress measurement and detection of delays, dynamic changes to a dynamic task net at runtime including rescheduling, the evaluation and enforcement of timing consistency constraints, and the explicit modeling and enactment of management processes.
Kapitel 3

Fundamentals

The enactment of a development process always takes place in the form of a development project. In particular the problem of task scheduling, which will be introduced in Section 3.2, has been addressed mostly in the context of project management. Therefore, Section 3.1 gives an overview over the main concepts and techniques for project management. Section 3.2 deals with different scheduling problems and general solution approaches. Section 3.3 is concerned with project controlling, in particular with project monitoring, i.e. the determination of the current state and the progress of a running project. Finally, Section 3.4 introduces the workflow paradigm, which has been applied in this thesis for supporting subprocesses in development projects.

3.1 Project Management

According to the ISO 9000 standard, a project is a unique process, consisting of a set of coordinated and controlled activities and start and finish dates, undertaken to achieve an objective conforming to specific requirements including constraints of time, cost and resources [ISO05]. In [DH02] the main attributes of a project are summed up as follows.

A project has a goal or objective A definable end product, result or output that is defined in terms of cost, quality and timing.

Uniqueness A project is not a repetitive undertaking. Even projects of the same type, e.g. plant design projects, are essentially different.

Complexity The relationships between the defined tasks may be very complex.

Temporary nature Projects have defined start and end dates.

Uncertainty Projects are planned before they are executed, but due to uncertainties, i.e. unforeseen events and developments, no project is carried out exactly as planned.

Life cycle A project passes through a life cycle that consists of several phases.
Kerzner [Ker98] offers a reduced list for the general attributes of a project comprising: a specific objective, defined start and end dates, funding limits and the consumption of resources. Thereby, he omits one of the most significant characteristics of a project, namely its uniqueness. No two projects are run in exactly the same way. Therefore, it is not possible to provide a precise and fine-grained process model definition to be enacted in several different projects. However, different projects in a common domain may be run in a similar way when coarse grained process models are applied to support project management activities.

### 3.1.1 Project Management Activities

According to [Ker98], project management consists of all activities regarding project planning and project monitoring where monitoring includes steering the project. A similar definition can be found in [PR05] where the proper term controlling is used instead of monitoring. The 2004 edition of the PMBOK [PMI04] defines project management as application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities to meet project requirements. Project management is accomplished through the application and integration of the project management processes of initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing". This definition emphasizes the use of skills, tools and techniques and defines the different processes of project management. Demeulemeester and Herroelen stress in [DH02] that project management "basically involves the planning, scheduling and control of project activities to achieve performance, cost and time objectives for a given scope of work, while using resources efficiently and effectively". Thereby, a distinction is made between planning and scheduling of a project since the focus of [DH02] lies on project scheduling.

Altogether, many different definitions of project management exist which put emphasis on different aspects, be it soft skills or techniques. However, they all agree on the necessity of project planning and controlling. Furthermore, project management is commonly considered to be successful if the project objectives are achieved within time and cost limits and the product has the desired quality and is accepted by the customer.

The different constraints on the project are strongly related to each other, which is usually illustrated by the project management triangle [Ker98, PR05] depicted in Figure 3.1. The overall goal is to optimize all three aspects, i.e. complete the project as soon as possible with as little money as necessary and with the best possible results. However, reducing the makespan of the project may only be possible with higher resource usage and consequently higher costs. If the project duration and/or the resource usage should be reduced this is usually only possible by reducing the scope of the project or producing a product at a lower quality.

The definitions of project management determine the main responsibilities and processes. These can be refined by project management activities like the following list shows which is an excerpt of the list presented in [PR05].

- Project planning
Abbildung 3.1: The project management triangle [PR05].

- Project definition
- Identification of project risks
- Definition of quantity and quality of work
- Scheduling
- Resource planning
- Cost planning and budgeting

- Organization, communication and coordination
  - Definition of roles
  - Task assignments
  - Organization of the information flow

- Leadership
  - Resource selection
  - Promoting the clarity and acceptance of the project goals
  - Promoting the collaboration of the project team members
  - Initiation of changes
  - Decision making

- Controlling
  - Measuring and analyzing the project’s progress
  - Integrated controlling of quality, time, resources, costs and budget
  - Ordering corrective measures

In contrast to classical management, project management does not include staffing [Ker98, DH02]. As a matter of fact, a project manager does not staff his project. Staffing is a responsibility of the line managers in a company. The project manager merely has the right to request specific resources. While the activities listed under
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3.1.2 Project Management Phases

The project management activities can be associated with different phases which define the life cycle of a project. As for the definitions of the terms project and project management, different models for the general project life cycle exist.

In [PR05], four types of project management phases are distinguished: project start phase, planning and execution phases, coordination and change phases, project closing phase. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In the project start phase, the project is initiated. In the planning phase all project documents are created including plans and schedules. Afterwards, coordination and execution phases alternate until the project closing phase is reached. In the execution phases the actual technical work is performed which finally yields the product or outcome of the project. The coordination phases constitute the transitions between the planning, execution and closing phases and allow for changes to the project parameters and in particular the project schedule.

The definition of project management phases can be regarded as a coarse-grained, domain-independent process model for a project, which is even independent of the type of project. Process models for certain domains or specific project types usually also define distinct phases. For example, in plant design projects the design process is commonly divided into preliminary planning, basic and detail engineering as described in Section 2.1. These specific process phases should not be confused with the project management phases. However, there are connections and overlaps between the two perspectives on a project. The transitions between preliminary planning, basic and detail engineering constitute coordination phases in which milestones and intermediate results are evaluated. For software development projects, several elaborated process models exist. Prominent examples are the Unified Software Development Process [JBR99] and the V-Model [Bun06]. The Unified Software Development Process divides the control/execution phase into several execution phases.
with well defined transitions for coordination and change as described in [PR05] for projects in general. These technical project phases are the inception, elaboration, construction and transition.

In [DH02], a different process model for project management is presented which comprises the following six project management phases.

**Concept phase** The need for a project is identified, proposals are made for solving the problem together with preliminary estimates of cost and preliminary schedules. Often, a feasibility study is conducted.

**Definition phase** The proposed solution to the need or problem is exactly defined in terms of the project’s objectives, its scope and its strategy.

**Planning phase** The project activities are identified, the time and resource requirements are estimated, relationships and dependencies are identified, as well as schedule constraints.

**Scheduling phase** The project base plan is constructed which specifies resource feasible start and end dates for the activities, their resource requirements, and as a result the budget.

**Control phase** The work is performed according to the plan. The actual progress of the tasks is measured and compared to the planned progress. If a delay, budget overrun or underperformance is detected, corrective actions must be taken to get the project back on track.

**Termination phase** The project termination phase should include a thorough follow-up to learn from mistakes and to improve the defined processes.

Here, the execution phase is not divided into multiple phases and is called the control phase. The project start phase is subdivided into two phases as is the project planning phase where scheduling is distinguished from planning. The differences of this definition of project management phases compared to [PR05] are probably due to the focus of [DH02] on research about project scheduling while [PR05] addresses the project management practitioner.

Common to all general process models for project management is a planning phase in the beginning. In some cases, scheduling is considered as part of the planning process, in other cases planning is understood as the prerequisite for scheduling. In any case, planning of activities, dependencies, roles and resources has to be conducted before a schedule can be computed. Project planning can be described by the process depicted in Figure 3.3. In this case, a distinction is made between structural planning, i.e. the definition of tasks and their dependencies, and scheduling which includes the estimation of all data that is required to calculate a schedule (cf. Section 3.2).
3.1.3 Work Breakdown Structure and Project Plan

To manage the complexity of a project, the work to be done in the project is broken down into manageable portions which results in the so-called work breakdown structure (WBS). The project is divided into major pieces which are further refined into tasks and subtasks, until finally the level of work packages is reached.

The work packages form the lowest level of the WBS. A work package describes the work to be accomplished by a specific performing group and serves as a vehicle for monitoring and reporting progress of work [Ker98]. Work packages should be uniquely associated with a certain organizational unit to ensure clear responsibilities, they should not extend across project phase boundaries, and they should not refer to different product parts [Bur00].

The defined tasks together comprise the full amount of work that has to be conducted in the project. The costs of the project are distributed over the WBS. Each node in the WBS subsumes the costs and the need for resources of all subtasks. Therefore, also project management is incorporated as a task in the WBS because it occasions costs.

There are different ways to define a WBS, i.e. it can be structured according to different aspects. Three different types of work breakdown structures are distinguished [Bur00].
• Product oriented WBS
• Function oriented WBS
• Process oriented WBS

In a product oriented WBS, the main tasks and the work packages are divided according to the product structure, e.g. according to the parts of a chemical plant or a car which shall be designed in the project. As a consequence, the work breakdown structure becomes very similar to the product breakdown structure which is the hierarchical representation of the final product. A function oriented WBS structures the project according to the functional roles in a project. For a plant design project this would be among others civil engineering, process design, piping and instrumentation. A process oriented WBS defines the main tasks according to the enacted development process. The top level of a process oriented WBS therefore resembles the main process steps, e.g. preliminary planning, basic engineering, and detail engineering in a plant design project. Besides the three distinct types of WBS there may be mixed forms, e.g. a combination of function oriented WBS on the top level and a process oriented WBS on the lower levels [Bur00, p. 144].

A WBS is always project specific. There can be no standardized WBS which applies for several projects. It is however possible to use a standard WBS for a class of development projects which has to be tailored to the specific project at hand by removing irrelevant parts and adding new branches or work packages.

The following list is an example of a concrete work breakdown structure for a process plant construction project. The example is a reduced version of the one given in [PMI06]. It is a mixed type of a function and process oriented WBS.

1. Plant System Design
   1.1 Business requirements
   1.2 Process Models
      1.2.1 System Engineering
      1.2.2 Site Development
      1.2.3 Civil Structures
      ...

2. Construction

3. Legal and Regulatory Issues

4. Testing
   4.1 System Test
   4.2 Acceptance Test

5. Startup
6. Project Management

The example for a dynamic task net used in this thesis incorporates a work breakdown structure which is a combination of a process oriented WBS on the top level, a function oriented WBS on the lower levels and a product oriented WBS on the lowest levels (cf. Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 3.4). The first division into subtasks has been made according to the phases of the development process. On the next level, the tasks are defined according to the different functions, e.g. process definition, specification of devices, piping, instrumentation, and procurement. Finally, on the lowest level, tasks are defined according to the structure of the chemical plant to be designed. Individual tasks are defined for the flow diagrams of different plant parts and for the specification of devices.

The WBS of a project constitutes the basis for the responsibility matrix, network scheduling, costing, risk analysis, organizational structure, coordination of objectives and controlling [Ker98]. For detailed project planning, the work packages are further refined into subtasks. For every work package, the specific tasks are identified that need to be performed in order to accomplish the project’s objective [DH02]. When the subtasks of the work packages have been identified, their interdependencies can be defined. The tasks can then be visualized in the form of a project network. While the WBS defines the organization of the work in the project, the project network defines the control flow between the tasks and thereby the inherent processes in the project. In addition to the tasks and their dependencies, time estimates for the task durations are made, and the required resources are defined. Based on these data, a project schedule can be calculated. The work breakdown structure, the task dependencies, and the scheduled dates of tasks are all part of the project plan which is used to monitor and control a project at runtime.

For the visualization of project plans, several representations have emerged over time where the most commonly used are the Gantt chart and the network diagram [PR05]. A Gantt chart is a horizontal bar chart in which every bar represents a
task in the project. The width of the bar indicates the duration of the task and its horizontal position indicates the start time of the task. The tasks in a Gantt chart can be connected by dependency relations with several different semantics (cf. Section 3.2). However, Gantt charts are often used without task dependencies, since their representation quickly becomes too complex and confusing. A network diagram depicts the tasks in a project as nodes of a graph and the task dependencies as edges. The representation of a graph node and its position do not transport any information about the task duration and start time. Consequently, even in complex project plans the tasks can be neatly arranged, so that the logical task dependencies can be easily comprehended.

A work breakdown structure is not fixed after the planning phase of a project. It is continuously modified and adapted during the execution of the project [Bur00]. In large projects, it is common that work packages of later project phases are not subdivided into subtasks until project runtime. This practice is called rolling-wave planning [Ela08]. Work to be accomplished in the near term is planned in detail at a low level of the WBS, while work far in the future is planned for WBS components that are at a relatively high level of the WBS. As a consequence, the whole project plan is continuously modified and adapted at project runtime.

### 3.1.4 Organizational Breakdown Structure and Resources

In addition to the WBS, an organizational chart is defined for a project which is called the organizational breakdown structure (OBS) [DH02]. The OBS comprises the various organizational units that are going to work for the project, i.e. it defines the hierarchical structure of the project team. The members of the project team are called human resources. A project team can be structured into several subteams.

Figure 3.5 shows an example of an OBS for a plant design project. The depicted boxes represent the organizational units which may be subteams or positions for individuals. For every organizational unit, there is a person responsible. The connecting lines define the hierarchy of responsibility and authority.

The organizational units of the OBS are linked to the WBS of a project, i.e. the lowest units in the OBS are assigned to work packages of the WBS. For example, the subteam Piping is assigned to the piping work package in a plant design project. The members of the subteam are assigned to subtasks of the work package. The head of the subteam is responsible for the whole work package.

The members of an organizational unit in the OBS do not necessarily have the same qualifications. The qualifications of a human resource are usually defined by his functional roles. Role definitions can be used for the assignment of resources to tasks [NW94]. In a first step, the required role is defined for a task. In a second step, an eligible resource which can play the required role is selected for the task. Although it is not necessarily the case, membership to an organizational unit often coincides with certain roles, so that tasks which require the same qualifications are assigned to resources which are in the same organizational unit.

In project management, several different categories of resources can be distin-
guished [DH02], including human and non-human resources. The main distinction is made with respect to whether resources are renewable. Renewable resources are available on a period-by-period basis. The available amount is renewable from period to period while the total resource used at every time instant is constrained. Typical examples are manpower, machines, tools, equipment and space. Nonrenewable resources are available on a total project basis, with a limited consumption availability for the entire project. The most prominent example is money. Doubly-constrained resources are constrained per period as well as for the overall project, e.g. man hours per day in combination with a constraint on the total number of man hours for the project.

Another category contains partially (non)renewable resources whose availability is defined for a specific time interval. With this kind of resources it is possible to model a project team member who may work on either Saturday or Sunday but not both. This is not possible with renewable resources. As a matter of fact, the concept of partially (non)renewable resources includes renewable, nonrenewable and doubly-constrained resources.

A resource can be continuously divisible or discretely divisible. For a continuously divisible resource, the constant availability in each (real-valued) time instant may not be exceeded. Examples are power and energy. Human resources however are discretely divisible resources since the availability is constrained for each discrete time instant, e.g. a day.

In project scheduling, the most challenging task is to assign the available human resources to the defined tasks. A human resource, i.e. an employee of a company who is a member of the project team, can be categorized as a renewable or doubly-
3.2 Project Scheduling

The results of structural planning are the definitions of tasks and their dependencies. Effective project controlling requires the defined tasks to be scheduled over the project duration. Thereby, planned start and end times are assigned to the tasks. The schedule which is calculated in the project planning phase is called the baseline schedule and is used as a reference for project monitoring. It should satisfy precedence and resource constraints and meet as much as possible the objectives set forward by project management.

Several different objectives can be distinguished [DH02]. The most common objective is the time-based objective to minimize the project’s makespan, i.e. its duration. Another time-based objective is to minimize the total tardiness, i.e. the sum of all delays of tasks in the project should be minimized.

An important example of a resource-based objective is to minimize the resource availability costs while a given project deadline has to be met. In this case, the optimal capacities of renewable resources have to be determined. Another resource-based objective is resource leveling where one tries to level the usage of a resource over all time units.

Furthermore, financial and quality oriented objectives can be pursued. In the multi-objective case, scheduling involves the use of different objectives which are weighted and combined. Finally, multi-project scheduling is concerned with scheduling several projects in parallel which share common resources. This problem class can be solved by combining the project networks in one super-network and applying the techniques for single project scheduling, although this approach is not always feasible.

Estimation of task durations For the calculation of a baseline schedule, information about the required resources and workload of the defined tasks as well as their expected durations is needed. The estimation of task durations is difficult and error-prone. It depends on human judgment which may be biased, e.g. overestimating task durations is common to add extra safety as a protection against future time-cuts imposed by the upper management.

Two types of methods for workload and cost estimation can be distinguished [PR05]. The global estimation allows to derive the overall workload and cost of the project from only few key figures like, e.g., in plant engineering the type and size of the chemical plant. In software development projects, common global estimation methods are the function point method or the Cocomo approach [Bal00]. For global estimation methods, experience values of the company about comparable projects are required. Global estimation methods are useful for the decision whether the project should be executed. They are, however, too coarse to be useful for cost controlling at project runtime.
The **analytical estimation** derives the workload and costs from the corresponding values of the defined tasks and subtasks in the work breakdown structure in a bottom-up fashion. The cost estimation on project level finally should also incorporate indirect costs. Since the workload and costs are defined for the individual tasks and work packages in the project, they form a basis for project scheduling and controlling.

If several similar projects are run in a company which have similar goals, scope, objectives and underlying process models, knowledge from previous projects can be used for estimating the workload, resource requirements, and task durations for a new project. This is often the case in plant engineering, when several chemical plants for the same chemical product are designed by a company. Parameters like the size of the chemical plant, the location, legal and political issues may differ, but the type and number of devices and the general architecture of the plant are comparable and can be scaled accordingly. Therefore, it is often possible to estimate the required effort for the plant design based on the size of the plant and by comparing it to the size of previously designed chemical plants.

There are several different approaches for estimating task durations [DH02]. The most common technique is based on **single-time estimates**. In this case, the duration estimate made for a task is the mean or average time the task will probably take. The duration of a task should not include unexpected disruptions at project runtime. Furthermore, it should not depend on the duration of preceding or succeeding tasks.

Besides the estimation of deterministic task durations, there also exist approaches which deal with uncertainty. In the PERT model, stochastic task durations are used [MRCF59]. The duration of an activity is defined by a probability density function whose parameters are derived from **three-time-estimates**, i.e. a project manager estimates the optimistic, pessimistic and most likely duration of a task. During scheduling, the task durations are derived as values of random variables thereby incorporating a certain degree of uncertainty.

**Task net representation** After the work breakdown structure and task dependencies have been defined, and the required workload, resources and costs for the defined tasks have been estimated, the project schedule can be calculated which defines planned start and end times for all tasks in the project. Starting point for the schedule calculation is the project network. There are two possible formal representations of a project network.

In the so-called activity-on-arc (AoA) representation, tasks are represented by edges of a directed graph and the nodes of the graph represent events. AoA networks form the basis of the two best-known project networking techniques, namely PERT (Project Evaluation and Review Technique) [MRCF59] and CPM (Critical Path Method) [KW59]. However, AoA networks have the significant drawback that it is not possible to define control flow relationships between tasks with semantics different from the finish-start relationship [DH02].

In the activity-on-node (AoN) representation, a project network is represented by a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ where the tasks are represented by the vertices in $V$
and the precedence relations by the edges in $E \subseteq N \times N$. This representation allows for the so-called generalized precedence relations (GPRs). Four types of GPRs can be distinguished: start-start (SS), start-finish (SF), finish-start (FS) and finish-finish (FF). A GPR represents a maximal or minimal time-lag between the corresponding events of the source and target tasks. For example, a minimal time-lag $FS_{ij}^{\text{min}}(x)$ specifies that activity $j$ can only start $x$ time units after activity $i$ has finished. A GPR of $FF_{ij}^{\text{min}}(x)$ is common in design projects where activity $j$ may not be finished before $x$ time units after the preceding activity $i$ has finished so that the final results of the preceding activity can be incorporated. Combined GPRs are also possible, e.g. the combination of $SS_{ij}^{\text{min}}(x)$ and $FF_{ij}^{\text{min}}(x)$ to demand a time-lag of $x$ time units between the start and the end events of tasks $i$ and $j$. In [Haj97] an additional GPR was introduced for this specific combination. The use of AoN networks with GPRs with only minimal time-lags but no maximal time-lags is called the Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM) [Wie81, DH02, Kle00].

### 3.2.1 Temporal Analysis

Early techniques for scheduling tasks in a project network like the PERT [MRCF59], CPM [KW59] and the Metra-Potential Method (MPM) [Dib70, KS75] can be subsumed under the term temporal analysis [DH02]. With these techniques, the minimal makespan of a project, earliest possible start and end times of tasks and slack times allowing for task delays can be calculated. However, temporal analysis does not take resource requirements and availabilities into account. Therefore, it is not sufficient for computing a resource-feasible project schedule. In this thesis, temporal analysis is performed as a preprocessing step for resource-constrained scheduling. For this reason, the critical path method for AoN-networks is presented in the following.

### Critical Path Method

In its basic form, the critical path method (CPM) assumes deterministic task durations and only finish-start precedence relations with zero time-lag [KW59]. The goal is to compute and analyze the critical path, i.e. the set of tasks which cause a project deadline violation if they are delayed. The CPM is divided into two phases, the forward termination (forward pass calculation) and the backward termination (backward pass calculation).

The forward termination determines for every task $i$ its earliest possible start time $EPST_i$ and its earliest possible end time $EPET_i$. Let the project network be represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$ with $|V| = n$ and the nodes in $V$ representing the tasks are numbered in topological order so that each arc leads from a smaller to a higher node number. The duration of a task $i$ is denoted by $d_i$, and $P_i$ denotes the set of immediate predecessors of $i$. Without loss of generality one can assume a unique starting node for the project network and a unique end node, each with duration zero. The forward termination proceeds according to Algorithm 3.1.

From the earliest possible start times the so-called early schedule can be derived, i.e. every task is scheduled at its earliest possible start time.
Algorithm 3.1 CPM Forward Termination [DH02]

1: \( EPST_1 = EPET_1 = 0 \)
2: for \( j:=2 \) to \( n \) do
3: \( EPST_j := \max\{EPET_i | i \in P_j\} \)
4: \( EPET_j := EPST_j + d_j \)
5: end for

In the backward termination phase, the latest possible start times (LPST) and latest possible end times (LPET) of all tasks are calculated. The algorithm proceeds analogously to Algorithm 3.1 in reverse-topological order where the latest possible end time of a task is set to the minimal latest possible start time of all immediate successors, starting from the project deadline as the latest possible end time of the unique end node in the network. The overall time complexity of the forward and backward pass calculations is \( O(n^2) \) [DH02].

From the earliest and latest possible start and end times the float (or slack time) of tasks can be calculated. The total float of a task indicates the number of time units for which the task can be delayed without delaying the project end time. For a task \( i \), the total float \( TF_i \) is defined as

\[
TF_i = LPST_i - EPST_i = LPET_i - EPET_i
\]

The free float of a task indicates the number of time units for which the task can be delayed without delaying an immediate successor. For a task \( i \), the free float \( FF_i \) is defined as

\[
FF_i = \min\{EPST_j | j \in S_i\} - EPET_i
\]

where \( S_i \) denotes the set of immediate successors of task \( i \).

A task with a total float of zero is called a critical task since a delay of this task would delay the whole project. In practice however, the delay of a critical task can often be compensated by a faster completion of a succeeding task. A path from the start to the end node of the project network, which only contains critical tasks is called a critical path. There may exist several critical paths in a project network.

Temporal Analysis with Generalized Precedence Constraints

Temporal analysis can also be performed on project networks with GPRs (generalized precedence relations). This problem class was originally addressed by the Metra-Potential Method (MPM) [KS75]. The GPRs between two tasks \( i \) and \( j \) have the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s_i + SS_{ij}^{\text{min}} & \leq s_j \leq s_i + SS_{ij}^{\text{max}} \\
  f_i + FS_{ij}^{\text{min}} & \leq s_j \leq f_i + FS_{ij}^{\text{max}} \\
  s_i + SF_{ij}^{\text{min}} & \leq f_j \leq s_i + SF_{ij}^{\text{max}} \\
  f_i + FF_{ij}^{\text{min}} & \leq f_j \leq f_i + FF_{ij}^{\text{max}}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( s_i \) denotes the start event of task \( i \) and \( f_i \) its finish event. \( FS_{ij}^{\text{min}} \) denotes for example the minimal lag time \( x \) imposed by a generalized precedence constraint \( FS_{ij}^{\text{min}}(x) \). A GPR with a maximal time lag can be represented as a GPR with a
minimal time lag in the opposite direction [RH96]. Consequently, task nets with GPRs may contain cycles [RH96, DH02]. For example, two tasks can be connected in one direction by a start-finish precedence relation with a minimal time lag and in the other direction by a start-finish precedence relation with a maximal time lag.

GPRs can be represented in a standardized form, e.g. by transforming them to minimal start-start precedence relations of the form $s_i + l_{ij} \leq s_j$ with $l_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}$. The interval $[s_i + l_{ij}, s_i - l_{ij}]$ is then called the time window of $s_j$ relative to $s_i$ (cf. [DH02, p.116] for details). This results in the standardized representation of the network $G = (V, E)$. The transformation requires that the durations of the tasks are deterministic and fixed. A schedule $S = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n)$ is called time-feasible, if the task start times $s_i$ satisfy the following conditions:

$$
\begin{align*}
s_i & \geq 0 \quad \forall i \in V \\
s_i + l_{ij} & \leq s_j \quad \forall (i, j) \in E
\end{align*}
$$

A time feasible earliest start schedule (ESS) is a solution to the resource-unconstrained project scheduling problem with GPRs under the minimum makespan objective. The ESS can be computed efficiently by using the Modified Label Correcting Algorithm which is of time complexity $O(|V||E|)$ [DH02].

In a non-standardized network with GPRs, a critical path may not be a path in the strict sense but rather a tree structure because it may include a task connected with a minimal and maximal time-lag in the same direction, ensuring that the start or completion of the task should be exactly equal to the start or finish of a predecessor plus a certain time-lag. An example for this case is given in [DH02, p.122].

Also the notion of criticality has to be refined for task networks with GPRs. As mentioned earlier, in traditional CPM terminology a task is critical if delaying that task causes a project delay. Likewise, an increase of the duration of a critical task results in an increase of the project duration. In task nets with GPRs, delaying a critical task will also increase the project duration but a duration increase of a critical task may not. This is for example the case if only the start event of the task imposes constraints on other tasks in the network. Therefore, different criticality types are described in [DH02]. A task is labeled:

**Critical** if it is located on a critical path, which is the longest path from the unique start node to the unique end node,

**Start-critical** if (a) it is critical, and (b) if the project duration increases when the start time of the task is delayed,

**Finish-critical** if (a) it is critical, and (b) if the project duration increases when the end time of the task is delayed,

**Forward-critical** if (a) it is start-critical, and (b) when the project duration increases when the task’s duration is increased,

**Backward-critical** if (a) it is finish-critical, and (b) when the project duration increases when the task’s duration is decreased,
Bi-critical if (a) it is start- and finish-critical, and (b) when the project duration increases when the task’s duration is either increased or decreased.

The effects of decreasing the duration of a backward-critical task have already been described in [Wie81]. Splitting of tasks is proposed as a solution to the problem that increasing the duration of a backward-critical task may be required to decrease the duration of the project. In fact, this seems to be a practical solution, in which the task is simply paused which has to wait for another task to start or finish before itself may finish. When resources are taken into account, pausing a task means scheduling zero workload for a number of time units. The workload per day could also be reduced to a smaller value but still greater than zero to increase the duration of a task. These considerations however, are not possible in the context of traditional CPM and PDM. Furthermore, the anomalous effects of backward-critical tasks mainly affect the project planning phase. At project runtime, if a backward-critical task has already been started, the decrease of its duration cannot affect its start time anymore. The possible inconsistency regarding a constraint imposed on the end time of a started task can only be resolved by pausing, i.e. splitting, the task and thereby keeping the late end time.

The discussion of different types of task criticality is concerned with the different effects of a task delay or duration increase or decrease on the overall project duration. If, however, the project deadline must not be violated and the latest possible end time of the last task in the network is fixed, the question arises whether the delay of a task or a change of its duration still results in a time-feasible network for the fixed project deadline. Therefore, the notion of flexibility has been introduced in [EK92] to denote the freedom to manipulate the task duration to achieve feasibility. A task is said to be

Forward inflexible if extending the task duration results in a time-infeasible schedule,

Backward inflexible if shortening the task duration results in a time-infeasible schedule,

Bi-inflexible if it is forward- and backward-inflexible.

The notion of task floats for task nets with GPRs are similar to those of standard CPM networks. However, in task nets with GPRs, only late starts are used for computing task float, since task duration increases may not lead to a project delay [DH02].

3.2.2 Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling

To obtain a resource-feasible schedule, resource requirements and availabilities have to be considered in addition to precedence constraints and duration estimates. If two tasks require the same resource, they have to share the resource or they have to be executed in sequence. The problem to find a time and resource feasible schedule
for a task net with only finish-start relationships and a given set of renewable resources which is optimal with respect to the project’s makespan is called the resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP).

There are different approaches for solving the RCPSP [DH02]. The problem of finding the optimal solution to the RCPSP is NP-hard in the strong sense. Hence, exact methods for solving the RCPSP have an exponential runtime complexity in the worst case. Exact methods for solving the RCPSP include linear programming based approaches and branch-and-bound procedures. Besides exact methods, there are heuristic approaches which do not necessarily provide an optimal solution for the RCPSP but allow for an efficient and fast computation. Especially in the case of projects with high uncertainty and many disruptions at runtime, it is reasonable to work with sub-optimal schedules which can be (re-)computed efficiently. The heuristic methods can be divided into constructive heuristics and improvement heuristics.

**Constructive Heuristics**

Constructive heuristics start with an empty schedule and add tasks step by step until a time-feasible schedule has been generated. Priority rules are used to select the next task to be scheduled if there are several possibilities. Five different categories for priority rules can be distinguished.

**Task based priority rules** e.g. the task with the longer duration has higher priority,

**Network based priority rules** e.g. the task with more immediate successors has higher priority,

**Critical path based priority rules** e.g. the task with earlier latest possible start time or the smaller slack time has higher priority,

**Resource based priority rules** e.g. the task with greater resource demand has higher priority,

**Composite priority rules** define a weighted average of several priority rules.

Based on the defined priority rules, a priority list is computed in which the tasks to be scheduled are ordered according to their priority starting with the highest priority.

Two different scheduling schemes are distinguished. The *serial scheduling scheme* goes through the tasks according to the priority list and determines the earliest start time for each task whilst taking limited resource availabilities into account.

The *parallel scheduling scheme* goes through the time units from the start to the end of the scheduling time frame (in the planning phase this usually equals the whole project duration) and selects for each decision point the tasks which can be started. Decision points are those points in time at which a task is terminated. If
several tasks can be started at a decision point which compete for resources, the
selection is made according to the priority list.

Both, the serial and the parallel scheduling scheme have a runtime complexity of
$O(m \cdot n^2)$ where $m$ is the number of resources and $n$ the number of tasks [KH98]. A
schedule obtained by the serial scheduling scheme is a so-called active schedule
[DH02, Kle00]. Among the active schedules for a given task net, there is at least
one optimal solution. A schedule obtained by the parallel scheduling scheme is a
so-called non-delay schedule. There may be no optimal solution among the non-delay
schedules of a task net. This means, that for a given example the parallel scheme
may not find an optimal solution no matter which priority rules are used. However,
according to [Kle00], the two scheduling schemes do not dominate each other.
Examples are given for which the parallel scheduling scheme yields better results
for backward planning, where the scheduling schemes are applied starting from
the project deadline. Furthermore, the serial scheduling scheme performs slightly
worse than the parallel scheduling scheme considering the average deviation from
optimality but manages to find more optimal solutions.

Since constructive heuristics are efficiently computable, it is common to combine
the different variants in a multi-pass method. Thereby, different priority rules can be
used in each pass and different combinations of serial or parallel scheduling with
forwards, backwards or bi-directional scheduling can be applied. In this way, several
good solutions can be computed from which the best one can be selected.

**Improvement Heuristics**

Improvement heuristics start with a given time-feasible schedule, e.g. obtained using
a constructive heuristic, and try to improve it by applying change operations to
the schedule until a locally optimal solution is reached [DH02]. One example is the
steepest descent approach which computes the neighborhood of a solution which
consists of all schedules which result from applying an atomic change operation to
the solution. Then, the best solution in the neighborhood is selected. This procedure
is repeated until a solution is reached which is the optimal solution in its neighbor-
hood. In the fastest descent approach, not the complete neighborhood of a given
solution is generated, but as soon as a better solution than the current one is gene-
rated, this is selected for the next round. The iterated descent approach executes a
descent method several times for randomly generated schedules as starting points.
This way, several locally optimal solutions are generated from which the best one is
selected.

For the generation of a locally optimal resource-feasible schedule, other meta-
heuristic approaches can be applied as well [DH02, KH98]. These include tabu
search, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms. The latter two have also been
applied for schedule repair in case of disruptions [Wan05].
The Generalized Resource-Constrained Scheduling Problem

The RCPSP is restricted to scheduling tasks subject to minimal finish-start precedence constraints. The generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem (GRCPSP) also allows for the additional precedence relations of the precedence diagramming method (start-start, finish-finish and start-finish relations with minimal time lags) \[Kle00\]. Furthermore, release and due dates can be specified for tasks which define time windows for the tasks. Finally, the resource availabilities may vary for different time units.

Just like the RCPSP, the GRCPSP is NP-hard. Even the decision problem of detecting whether a feasible schedule exists for the GRCPSP is NP-complete \[DH02\].

In \[Kle00\] it is described, how the heuristic approaches for the RCPSP would have to be adapted to handle the generalized precedence relations of the GRCPSP. A brief discussion is given showing how priority rules can be adapted to the GRCPSP. The serial scheduling scheme can be immediately transferred to the GRCPSP while the parallel scheduling scheme has to be slightly modified. The computation of the next decision point has to be adapted because a task can not only be scheduled when another task is finished but possibly before because of generalized precedence constraints. A time-feasible schedule for the GRCPSP can be computed using forward planning. Backward planning, however, is generally not possible for the GRCPSP since different schedules are obtained for different project end dates due to varying resource availabilities \[Kle00\].

The resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations (RCPSP-GPR) allows for all GPRs including maximal time lags. In \[DH02\], exact branch-and-bound solution procedures are presented for the RCPSP-GPR. However, it is not described, how the heuristic approaches for the RCPSP would have to be adapted to handle generalized precedence relations with maximal time lags. No information can be found in literature, how maximal time lags affect the applicability of the scheduling schemes and priority rules for constructive heuristics.

3.2.3 Disruption Management

The baseline schedule is generated before the execution of the project. However, no project is executed exactly as planned. Due to uncertainties, unexpected disruptions occur frequently at project runtime which often require changes to the project schedule. Changes to the baseline schedule are eventually required when corrective measures have failed to align the actual performance with the plan.

According to \[HL05\], different methods for schedule generation under uncertainty can be followed. One possibility is to not generate a baseline schedule at all. In this case, scheduling policies are applied to assign tasks to resources on the fly at project runtime. However, without a baseline schedule effective project monitoring is not possible. The second possibility is to generate a baseline schedule with no anticipation of variability. In this case, reactive scheduling is required to repair the schedule in case of disruptions. In the third case, information about the particular variability characteristics, e.g. probability distributions for activity durations, is used.
This approach is called proactive (robust) scheduling. In this case, disruptions do not necessarily require schedule repair.

A schedule is called robust if it is rather insensitive to disruptions [HL05]. The term quality robustness is used when referring to the insensitivity of the schedule performance in terms of the objective value, e.g. the resource availability costs. The term solution robustness or stability is used to refer to the insensitivity of the task start times to disruptions, i.e. the schedule itself does not change significantly during repair. Furthermore, a schedule is called flexible if it can be easily repaired, i.e. changed into a new high quality schedule. If the flexibility of a schedule is low, high effort is needed for the repair.

### 3.3 Project Controlling

The goal of project controlling is to align the actual project performance with the project plan regarding costs, time and (the quality of) the results. It is necessary because of risks and uncertainties. At project runtime, the following unexpected events may occur [PR05].

**Change of goals** Changes to the project goals or to customer requirements,

**Disturbances** Resource unavailability, technical problems, delivery delays, etc.,

**Deviations from the plan** Wrong estimates or low efficiency.

Project controlling involves monitoring and steering a project. However, the usage of the term project controlling is not consistent in the literature and in practice. Sometimes controlling is used synonymously for monitoring a project. On the other hand, the term control is often used synonymously with steering.

The German standard DIN 69901-5 subsumes under the term project controlling the measurement of the actual project status, the comparison with the plan, the analysis and evaluation of deviations resulting in recommendations for corrective measures, the planning of corrective measures, and finally the steering of their implementation [DIN09].

Similarly, the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [PMI04] lists as the core functions of project controlling the comparison of actual and planned performance, the analysis of deviations, the evaluation of trends and possible alternatives, and the recommendation of suitable corrective measures. The PMBOK Guide defines processes for controlling the scope, schedule, costs and risks in a project as well as for change and quality control.

The project management control cycle depicted in Figure 3.6 describes the connection between project planning, execution and controlling [PR98, Lic06]. Project planning is a prerequisite for project controlling. It provides the initial project base plan. Project execution takes place based on this plan. During execution, the actual status of the project is measured and compared with the plan. Deviations from the plan are analyzed. Based on this analysis, either corrective control measures are taken
or the plan is adapted. The execution of the project proceeds either with corrective control measures or an adapted project plan. If corrective control measures are not effective, this is detected in another iteration of the cycle and further management decisions have to be made. In the following, the different steps of project controlling are described in more detail.

### 3.3.1 Determining the Actual Project Status

The first step is to determine the actual project status. The collected data refers to the parameters performance, time, resources, costs and process quality [PR05]. The actual performance is measured in terms of quality and quantity.

The quality of the (intermediate) products in a project has to be ensured by means of regular reviews and quality tests, and the documentation of their results. This is usually part of quality management in a project.

The quantitative performance is measured for the work packages in the project by computing their degree of completion (DOC). The DOC indicates, how much of the work with respect to the defined goal of the work package has already been done. This measure is independent of the actually spent time for the work package. For example, if the goal of a work package is to do the layout of the pipes in a chemical plant, then one can argue that the work is half done when half of the pipes have been laid out, no matter whether 20%, 50% or 80% of the scheduled time for the work package has already passed.

It is fairly easy to determine the DOC of work packages which have not been started yet or which are already completed. The challenging task is to accurately measure the DOC of work packages which have been started but are not completed yet. There are several common methods for calculating the DOC of tasks in a project. Some methods can be used in every project while others can only be used in projects of a certain type. In the following, the methods presented in [PR05] are coarsely
described.

A comparably simple technique is the *start-end method*. It assigns a DOC of 0% to a task which has not yet been started and 100% to a finished task. A running task is assigned a DOC of 50% or any other value \( k \) with \( 0% \leq k < 100% \). For the individual task, this may be a comparably inaccurate measure. However, when the DOCs of several tasks are aggregated at the common parent task, this results in a fairly accurate DOC for the parent task.

It is common in project planning to define *milestones* in the project schedule. These milestones define specific intermediate results of the project. Estimates for the DOC of the parent task are assigned to milestones. When a milestone is completed, the parent task is assumed to have reached the defined DOC.

It is always possible to *directly estimate* the DOC of a task based on experience and information about the work performed in the task. Since this direct estimation is error-prone, an alternative method is often used in which the *remaining workload* for a task is *estimated*. This results in a forecast for the expected total workload of the task which may deviate from the originally planned total workload. The ratio of actually performed work to the expected total workload yields the DOC of the task in question.

If there is an indicator for the work to be done in a task which increases *proportionally* to the degree of completion of the task, the former can be used to compute the latter. In construction projects for example, the square meters of concreted ground or the amount of used concrete or steel in tons can be used to measure the DOC of a task. In plant design projects, the number of completed device specifications can be used. If a task is subdivided into a larger number of comparable subtasks, it is possible to use the number of finished subtasks as the indicator. The DOC is then calculated as the ratio of the actually used or completed amount to the total planned amount, e.g. the number of finished tasks divided by the number of planned tasks. Two important aspects have to be considered for this measure. The completed work has to fulfill the required quality standards, and the planned total amount of work must not change during the execution of the task.

Besides the degree of completion of tasks, the effort which has actually been spent on the tasks has to be measured as well. This can be realized by means of a time-tracking system in which the performers of the tasks book their actually spent working hours. From the actual workload and the cost rates of the resources, the actual resource related costs of tasks and the whole project can be derived. In development projects, the costs of human resources account for the major part of the overall project costs. In construction projects, costs for machines, devices and material have to be considered as well. Costs for the required technological infrastructure, energy, facilities and also trainings and travel expenses are usually booked as base costs of a project.
3.3.2 Target-Performance Comparison and Analysis

When the actual performance of the tasks, the effort spent on the tasks, and the actual costs have been determined, the values have to be compared with the planned performance, workload and costs.

Besides the actual degree of completion of a task, the planned degree of completion can be computed as well. One possibility is to compute the quotient of the elapsed time of a task and the planned total time of a task. However, in this case a linear increase of the planned progress over time is assumed. A more exact approach is to compute the quotient of the planned workload to date and the planned total workload of the task. This results in non-linear functions for the planned progress when the planned workload is not equally distributed over the calendar days for which the task has been scheduled. The actual DOC of a task can be directly compared to the planned DOC. A deviation indicates that the task is either behind schedule or ahead of schedule. However, from this direct comparison of the actual and planned DOC it is not possible to make any predictions about the expected actual duration of the task. Furthermore, nothing can be said about the expected actual costs of the task in comparison to the budgeted costs.

For the quantitative comparison of planned and actual progress and costs, the earned value analysis (EVA) can be applied [Anb03, PR05] which is also referred to as earned value method. From the degree of completion of a task, the earned value (EV) can be computed. It is the monetary value of the accomplished work and is computed as

\[ EV = DOC \times BAC \] (3.1)

where \( BAC \) is the planned budget at completion of the task. The earned value is also called the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP). The planned value (PV) is the budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS), i.e. the money which should have been spent on the task to date according to the plan. The planned value can be derived from the project schedule and the cost rates of the resources. The actual value (AV) is the actual cost of work performed (ACWP), i.e. the personnel costs of the actual effort spent on the task to date. It can be determined by the results of time tracking and the cost rates of the resources.

Figure 3.7 shows an example of the development of the planned, actual, and earned value over time. From these values, two indices can be computed. The schedule performance index (SPI) indicates whether the task is on schedule, behind schedule or ahead of schedule. It is computed as follows.

\[ SPI = \frac{EV}{PV} \] (3.2)

The task is exactly on schedule if \( SPI = 1 \). If \( SPI < 1 \) then the task is behind schedule since the earned value is smaller than the planned value. If \( SPI > 1 \), the task is ahead of schedule. Corrective measures for a delayed task are only required if the SPI value falls below a certain threshold. The thresholds are usually project- or company-specific. For example, the following thresholds can be used together with
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Abbildung 3.7: Key figures of earned value analysis [Lip03].

The calculation of the schedule performance index has a known issue which is described in [Lip03]. If the planned deadline of a task is exceeded, the SPI converges from below to the value 1 until the task is finished, i.e. the task reaches an optimal performance in the end. This is the case because the planned costs remain constant after the planned deadline, but the task is still executed and the earned value increases. This problem is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Similarly, if the task finishes early, the SPI converges from above to the value 1 until the planned deadline is reached. In [Lip03], the earned schedule approach is presented which addresses the described problem. The presented performance index is called $SPI_t$. It is calculated by determining the date on which the current earned value was or will be the planned value. This date is compared with the current date. If it is before the current date, the task is behind schedule because the current earned value should have been reached earlier. Consequently, the $SPI_t$ is less than one. If it is after the current date the task is ahead of schedule and the $SPI_t$ is greater than one. Empirical studies have shown that the values of the $SPI_t$ do not differ from the values of the $SPI$ until

\[
0.9 \leq SPI < 0.9 \quad \text{Corrective measures may be necessary and should be discussed.}
\]

\[
SPI < 0.7 \quad \text{The task is considerably behind schedule and corrective measures are required.}
\]
the final stage of a task, but that the SPI does not exhibit the described anomalies in the final stage of the task.

![Graph showing SPI and CPI development](image)

**Abbildung 3.8: Development of the SPI and CPI in a delayed project [Lip03].**

The *cost performance index* (CPI) indicates whether the budget for the task will be met, overrun or underrun. It is computed as follows.

\[
CPI = \frac{EV}{AV} \tag{3.3}
\]

If \( CPI = 1 \), the task is exactly in budget. If \( CPI < 1 \), the task is over budget since the value of the performed work is less than the spent money. If \( CPI > 1 \), the task is under budget because the earned value is greater than the actual spent money.

The computation of the performance indices SPI and CPI is a way to analyze the current status of a task. It goes beyond the mere comparison of the actual and planned degrees of completion, since the indices are quantitative measures for how much a task is behind schedule or above budget respectively. In practice, the performance indices SPI and CPI are usually not calculated for every task in a project but only for the top-level tasks in the work breakdown structure and for the whole project.

Further analysis of the current project status is concerned with *forecasting* the expected end time and final budget of tasks. This can be done based on the SPI and CPI respectively [Anb03, Lic06]. The *forecasted duration* (FD) of a task can be computed as

\[
FD = \frac{PD}{SPI} \tag{3.4}
\]
where $PD$ denotes the planned duration of the task. This method for forecasting assumes that the past performance of the task is a good predictor of the future performance, i.e. efficiencies or inefficiencies observed to date will prevail to completion. This assumption is generally associated with earned value analysis. In contrast, the critical path method assumes that problems and opportunities that affected the project’s performance in the past will not occur in the future and that past performance is not a good predictor of future performance. For example, if a critical activity in a project network is delayed by a certain amount of time, it is assumed that the whole project will be delayed by exactly this amount of time, i.e. future performance will parallel the original plan. Based on this assumption an alternative method for forecasting the duration of a task is presented in [Anb03]

$$FD = PD - TV$$

(3.5)

where $TV$ denotes the schedule variance in time units, e.g. if the task is 4 time units behind schedule then $TV = -4$. This method is aligned with the critical path method. However, equation (3.4) is generally used in conjunction with earned value analysis.

Using the forecasted durations of tasks, it should be continuously checked in a project whether internal deadlines are met to detect delays early. This is particularly required, if the success of the project strongly depends on meeting the final deadline because a contractual penalty would apply in case of a deadline violation. This is usually the case for plant construction projects [PR05].

The earned value analysis has not been widely used to estimate the expected duration of a task at completion. It is more common to forecast the estimated cost at completion, also called estimate at completion (EAC). With the assumption that past performance is a good predictor of future performance, the EAC is computed as:

$$EAC = \frac{BAC}{CPI}$$

(3.6)

where $BAC$ denotes the planned budget at completion. Analogously to the forecast of the task duration, there is a formula which assumes that future performance will parallel the original plan [Anb03]:

$$EAC = AV + (BAC - EV)$$

(3.7)

The planned costs for the remaining work are added to the actual costs to date. As for the duration forecast, equation (3.6) is generally used in conjunction with earned value analysis instead of equation (3.7).

The earned value method is a useful means for quantifying deviations from the project plan and it helps the project management to focus on work packages that need the most attention. In particular, the quantification of deviations allows to distinguish between minor and critical delays and budget overruns.

### 3.3.3 Steering a Project

Delays, cost overruns, the failure to reach quality standards, and other disruptions require the intervention of the project management personnel. Steering a project
is necessary to ensure that the project stays on track, i.e. that it will still be completed within time and budget limits and will yield the aimed-at results with the required quality. Steering as part of project controlling involves the implementation of corrective measures or plan changes at project runtime [Bur00].

With respect to the project management triangle depicted in Figure 3.1, plan changes refer to the aspects time and cost/resources while corrective measures may affect the scope of the project and the quality of the final product. However, corrective measures may also increase the performance of the project team members which is not represented in the project management triangle. Increased performance may yield the same results in terms of scope and quality while using less time and/or less resources.

**Corrective measures** Corrective measures include all actions which aim at increasing the performance of the project team members or changing the focus of the work performed without changing the project plan. Increasing the performance of the project team members can for example be achieved by personal interviews and feedback, trainings, improved equipment, and additional tools. Sometimes it may be required to change the scope of the project. For example, to meet the project deadline, it may be necessary to drop certain requirements for the final product. However, this is only seldomly possible since the requirements are usually fixed in the contract for the project.

**Plan changes** Changes to the project plan include the addition and deletion of tasks and changes to the scheduled dates of tasks. Furthermore, the priority of tasks can be changed, i.e. the work on certain tasks is scheduled earlier for the assigned resources. Plan changes may even be required if the project has been executed as planned in the past but the scope of the project has changed. In particular, new customer requirements may lead to significant changes to the design of the product under development and consequently to the project plan. New tasks may have to be created and existing tasks may have to be removed from the plan. With respect to the project management triangle, a change has been made to the scope of the project, but the actual plan changes still refer only to time and costs. Changes to the project plan also include changes to resource assignments. A resource may be reassigned from another task which is ahead of schedule to accelerate the performance of a task which is behind schedule. If additional resources are used or more working hours are planned for resources of the project team, then this involves increased labor costs.

### 3.4 Workflow Management

In recent years, workflow management has become a popular approach in the broader field of process management [Jab95, JB96, Law97, JBS99, vdAvH02]. In particular in the area of business process management the workflow paradigm has
been widely adopted. For example, in the insurance domain, workflow management systems are used to guide clerks during their diverse cases [Wör10, Law97]. Conventional workflow management systems have proven to be suitable for predefined, rather static business processes. However, they are less suitable for the management of development processes.

The specific characteristics of development processes discriminate them from business processes. Business processes can be instantiated as individual and independent cases. For example, the cases performed by different clerks in an insurance company are usually independent, and so are the workflow instances which are enacted to support the work. In contrast, the subprocesses of a development process are always enacted in the context of an overall development process. The different subprocesses usually depend on each other which makes the management of the overall development process a challenging task.

A process model definition for a business process usually defines a standard procedure which has to be followed, and deviations from this procedure are handled as exceptional cases. Disruptions are seldom but have to be handled nevertheless by the process management system. This problem has been addressed in [WEH08, Wör10]. In contrast to this, disruptions are considered the normal case in development processes. The degree of uncertainty is much higher than in common business cases, and dynamic changes to a process model instance occur frequently [NW94].

Finally, a process model instance of a development process cannot be completely defined in advance, i.e. before runtime of the process. Many tasks cannot be planned until certain intermediate results of the development process are available, e.g. the design of a software architecture or a flow sheet which defines the main components of a chemical plant. These key artifacts are required for the refinement of the process model instance [NW94]. Depending on a released revision of a key artifact, new tasks are defined and existing tasks may have to be aborted. As a consequence, it is not possible to determine all tasks of a process in the process model definition. In contrast, a business process is usually not modified structurally due to the documents which are produced in a certain case.

Despite the limitations of the workflow approach, subprocesses of a development process may be adequately supported by a workflow management system [Hel08a, HHM+06]. Therefore, workflow management functionality has been integrated into PROCEED as described in Section 6.3 and [HBW09]. Furthermore, workflows are used in PROCEED to support management processes as described in Section 9.1. This section introduces the necessary terminology and concepts from the area of workflow management. Different formalisms and a general reference model for workflow management systems are presented as well as a class library for workflow management which has been used as a basis for the implementation of the workflow management functionality of the PROCEED prototype.
3.4.1 Definitions and Views

A workflow is usually regarded as "the computerized facilitation of a business process, in whole or part"[Wor95]. Hence, a distinct characteristic of a workflow as a specific type of process is the software support, let it be client tools for the human actors or the partial automation of the process by means of software services.

Furthermore, workflows are classified in [DvdAtH05] as person-to-application processes, i.e. human actors interact with software tools to perform the defined processes. In contrast to that, person-to-person processes occur in computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) where several human actors collaborate and software tools are only used for the necessary coordination. Finally, business-to-business processes define the interaction of software systems where no human actor is involved.

All required information for the execution of a workflow is defined in a workflow definition sometimes also called workflow model or schema. This definition can be instantiated several times in a workflow management system leading to several workflow instances of the same workflow type. Accordingly, one distinguishes between build time and runtime of a workflow. During build time, the workflow definition is created and elaborated. The tasks and control flow are defined, as well as the resource requirements of the tasks, the data, required applications, exception handlers and the like. During runtime of the workflow, the execution states of the tasks are changed by the workflow management system according to the workflow definition and the state of the workflow instance. Resources are automatically assigned to tasks who execute the tasks by using the available applications.

To cope with the complexity of workflow models, it is useful to look at them from different perspectives [JB96, vdAvH02].

Tasks and Control Flow This view describes the tasks to be performed within a workflow as well as their relationships which concern the routing of tasks. Workflow definitions usually contain control structures like alternative branches and loops comparable to those in imperative programming languages.

Resources and Organizational Structure Resources include all kinds of objects that are necessary to perform a workflow or task. Human resources are members of organizational units and have competencies and responsibilities.

Data and Data Flow Data are divided into control and production data. Local variables of workflows are examples of control data while documents produced in the process are considered as production data. Parameters can be defined for workflows and tasks. Data flow generally happens between parameters and local variables of workflows.

Temporal Aspects This view includes information about deadlines and durations of activities, temporal distances between activities, availability times for resources and other temporal restrictions. The consistency of temporal constraints has to be guaranteed and schedules can be derived from the constraints.
Applications The applications view focuses on the application programs that are used in order to perform certain tasks. In the business domain, this might be an accounting system, a text editor or a form for structured input.

Exception Handling A workflow definition usually describes the regular process execution. A workflow management system should also provide means for systematic recovery in case of exceptional and faulty situations. However, even these exception handling mechanisms have to be incorporated into the workflow definition before execution.

Additional views include Business Rules, Interorganizational Cooperation and others [DvdAtH05]. While most of the views apply for processes in general, control data and exception handling are particularly required for workflows since they enable process automation.

3.4.2 Modeling Languages

Since workflow management aims at a (partial) automation of the defined processes, the control flow definition usually comprises control structures like alternative branches and loops. The different modeling languages and formalisms for the definition of workflows therefore require modeling elements for these control structures. Other process modeling languages which are merely used for the analysis of processes or for manual enactment, do not necessarily require these control structures. Different formalisms have been used for workflow modeling, and many different modeling languages have been developed.

A common approach is to use Petri nets for workflow definitions [PW08, Aal98, Aal96, DvdAtH05]. Tasks are represented by transitions in a Petri net and the places in the Petri net represent the different possible states of the workflow. The firing of a transition represents the execution of the corresponding task. In [Aal96], van der Aalst gives three good reasons for using a Petri-net-based workflow management system. These are the formal semantics, the state-based model and the available analysis techniques. A disadvantage of Petri nets however is the difficulty to realize dynamic structural changes to the workflow definition at runtime.

An event-driven process chain (EPC) is a type of flowchart for business process modeling [KNS92, JBS99, DvdAtH05]. An EPCs is a bipartite graph which incorporates event nodes and function nodes. Event nodes represent states of the workflow while functions are the equivalent to tasks. In EPCs the control flow is defined by logical relationships for branch/merge and fork/join which connect events. EPCs are used in ARIS Workflow and SAP Business Workflow for modeling business processes.

The Web Service Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [WAM+07] is a textual language for process definitions which can be executed by a process management systems like the WebSphere Process Server [WAM+07]. Process models defined by means of the graphical Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) can be transformed to workflow definitions in BPEL [DDO07, Whi05, WDGW08, ODtHvdA07].
UML activity diagrams can be used to specify workflow definitions [DtH01, DvdAtH05]. However, the fact that their syntax and semantics are not fully defined in the OMG standard’s documentation impedes the realization of a WfMS using workflow definitions modeled as UML activity diagrams.

Several research prototypes for workflow management systems use their own modeling languages for workflow definitions. One example is the formal workflow model ADEPT (Application Development Based on Encapsulated Premodeled Process Templates) for the WfMS of the same name [RD98, Rei00]. Another prominent example is the workflow language YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) for the WfMS of the same name which is based on Petri nets [vdAtH05].

The Windows Workflow Foundation, which will be described in Section 3.4.4, provides a programming model comprising classes and interfaces for building workflow definitions either programmatically or declaratively. It does not provide a well-defined modeling language.

### 3.4.3 Workflow Management Systems

A workflow management system (WfMS) provides the actual software support for the execution of workflows. It is commonly understood as a system that completely defines, manages and executes ‘workflows’ through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of the workflow logic"[Wor95].

The prerequisite for workflow execution in a WfMS is a machine-readable workflow definition. From this definition, workflow instances can be instantiated and executed. This is done by a workflow engine which is the central component of a WfMS. The workflow reference model of the Workflow Management Coalition defines the components and interfaces of a WfMS which are depicted in Figure 3.9.

Process definition tools are used to create workflow definitions in a machine-readable form and store them in the repository of the WfMS. The workflow enactment service comprises one or multiple workflow engines each of which maintains several workflow instances. The human resources assigned to tasks in a workflow instance interact with the WfMS by means of workflow client applications. This can be for example a work list handler which presents the assigned tasks to the user and allows for state changes to the assigned tasks. For the execution of tasks, resources may require certain applications like a text editor, an email client or an input form, which are invoked via the workflow management system. A WfMS may communicate with other workflow enactment services to realize business-to-business integration. In this case, information is exchanged between different organizations and the control flow of the process is managed by communicating workflow management systems.

A distinguishing feature of a workflow management system is whether it allows for dynamic structural changes to a workflow definition at runtime. Dynamic changes include the addition and removal of tasks and control structures. The realization of such functionality involves consistency checks which guarantee that the modified workflow definition is still executable and in particular that running workflow instan-
3. Workflow Reference Model

3.1. Overview

The Workflow Reference model has been developed from the generic workflow application structure by identifying the interfaces within this structure which enable products to interoperate at a variety of levels. All workflow systems contain a number of generic components which interact in a defined set of ways; different products will typically exhibit different levels of capability within each of these generic components. To achieve interoperability between workflow products a standardised set of interfaces and data interchange formats between such components is necessary. A number of distinct interoperability scenarios can then be constructed by reference to such interfaces, identifying different levels of functional conformance as appropriate to the range of products in the market.

3.2. The Workflow Model

Figure 6 illustrates the major components and interfaces within the workflow architecture.

![Workflow Reference Model - Components & Interfaces](image)

Abbildung 3.9: Workflow Reference Model - Components & Interfaces [Wor95].

ces can continue execution according to the modified definition [Wör10, RD98]. If a copy of the workflow definition is stored for every workflow instance in the WfMS, the definition of an individual instance can be modified without affecting the other instances. If, however, there is only one workflow definition and only information about the execution state is stored for the instances in the WfMS, then a change to the shared definition affects all instances, which therefore have to be migrated to the new definition [Rin04]. Migration may also be necessary for domain specific reasons when open cases have to be continued according to new regulations.

Finally, dynamic changes of running workflow instances must also adhere to compliance constraints, i.e. domain-specific business rules which define on a higher level of abstraction whether a workflow is correct with respect to company regulations, applicable laws, and the like. This compliance is ensured by a workflow management system which has been developed in the transfer project T6 in cooperation with Generali Deutschland Informatik Services [HNWH08, WEH08, WKH08b, WKH08a, Wör10].

### 3.4.4 The Windows Workflow Foundation

In this thesis, a workflow management system has been implemented as part of the prototype PROCEED. This WfMS is based on a framework for the development of workflow applications which is called the *Windows Workflow Foundation* (WF) [Mic10b, SS06, Buk08].
The WF provides a new programming model for developing workflow-oriented applications. As such, it is not a WfMS and it is not necessarily used to develop workflow management systems. The intended and most common use of the WF is the development of business applications in which the workflow for using the respective application is explicitly represented in its source code. The WF aims at simplifying the development of these applications by providing types, classes and interfaces for the definition of workflows, as well as runtime services which provide functionality like persistence and tracking for the applications. Furthermore, the integrated development environment for .NET applications, Visual Studio, has been extended by a graphical designer for workflow definitions.

In the WF, two different types of workflow definitions are distinguished: the sequential workflow and the state machine workflow. A sequential workflow definition describes the control flow between activities and is therefore comparable to the common approaches to workflow modeling described in Section 3.4.2. A state machine workflow is essentially a finite state machine as the name indicates. In the context of this thesis, sequential workflows have been used for process automation.

A sequential workflow in WF is a hierarchical composition of .NET classes. Two general types of activities are distinguished: Composite activities and atomic activities. Composite activities define the control flow of the workflow. Atomic activities can invoke application specific code. The composition hierarchy is a tree structure which implicates that WF workflow definitions are always block structured. The WF provides a class library which contains numerous predefined activity classes. This includes the composite activities IfElseActivity for alternative branching, WhileActivity for iteration, as well as SequenceActivity, ParallelActivity and ReplicatorActivity. The latter creates and executes multiple instances of a single child activity at runtime. Examples for available atomic activities are the DelayActivity, and the CodeActivity to execute application specific code.

It is furthermore possible to write custom activity classes in a .NET programming language. This includes composite activities for the realization of special control flow relationships as well as custom atomic activities which can provide special services for an application. As a consequence of this flexibility, there is no fixed, well-defined modeling language for workflow definitions in the WF. In this thesis, the available activity types for workflow modeling have been restricted to a fixed subset of the available activities to enable the integration of WF workflows with dynamic task nets. Only the predefined composite activities IfElseActivity, WhileActivity, SequenceActivity, and ParallelActivity may be used to model the control flow of a workflow. A custom atomic activity has been implemented to synchronize with human tasks in PROCEED (cf. Section 6.3). In this thesis, the term activity is reserved for activities in WF workflow definitions, although it is often used synonymously with the term task. In general, the chunks of work specified by a process model are called tasks.

If an activity in a running workflow instance is closed due to an error, it may be necessary to undo previous results of the workflow. In this case, compensating activities can be started. Therefore, so-called compensation handlers can be defined
for all activities in a workflow definition. Compensation is a commonly adopted concept in workflow management systems, since the defined flow of work often has the characteristics of a database transaction. Either the workflow is successfully terminated and the results are committed or no changes are made to the database and all intermediate results are undone. This is a reasonable approach for person-to-application and business-to-business processes. However, it is not suitable if workflows are applied to support parts of a complex development process in which intermediate results may be corrected but are never discarded.

A WF workflow definition can either be created programmatically by means of a .NET programming language or declaratively in a WF-specific XML dialect. In the latter case, the composition of activity classes is defined in XML while custom activity classes are still defined in a .NET programming language. A workflow definition is represented graphically in the Visual Studio development environment as depicted in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.11 shows the component categories of the Windows Workflow Foundation. The WF Class Libraries include the WF programming model and the predefined activity types. The WF Runtime Engine provides an execution environment for workflow instances. It is not a self-contained application. Instead, an instance of the WorkflowRuntime class must be hosted by the developed application.

The WF Runtime Services provide additional functionality which may be required for the developed workflow-oriented application. There are core services for which a standard implementation exists like the persistence and the tracking service. It is
also possible to provide custom implementations for these services. Furthermore, local services can be developed depending on the requirements of the application.

The **WF Design-Time Tools** are used to graphically edit workflow definitions. Figure 3.10 shows the graphical representation of a WF workflow in the design view which is integrated into the Visual Studio development environment. The design time tools can be hosted in any other .NET application and have been used to realize the workflow designer and monitor of the PROCEED prototype.

**Dynamic changes to running workflow instances** As it has been pointed out in Section 3.4.3, a distinguishing feature of a workflow application is whether it allows for dynamic changes to a workflow definition at runtime. The WF allows for such changes via API method calls. Change operations can be applied to the definition of a workflow instance programmatically. Every workflow instance carries a copy of the workflow definition so that the changes affect only the one instance. All other instances of the same workflow type—whether they are currently executing or instantiated in the future—use their own copies of the original workflow definition. The available change operations include adding and removing an activity, replacing an activity by another one, and changing conditions for alternative branching and loops.

For technical reasons, several restrictions apply for changing a workflow at runtime [SS06]. An executing activity cannot be removed from a workflow instance, and its properties cannot be modified. Put another way, only the following dynamic changes are possible.

- Changing property values of not yet started activities,
- Removing a not yet started activity,
• Inserting a new activity into a not yet terminated activity.

The last two changes implicate that it is possible to move a not yet started activity from a not yet terminated activity to a not yet terminated activity.
The management of complex development processes nowadays needs adequate software tool support. A software tool can enable the process participants to keep track of the various interdependencies between the task, resources and products in a development process. Furthermore, it can guarantee that the management data is in a consistent state at any time and that all process regulations are satisfied. Examples are the correct sequencing of tasks, the unique assignment of product revisions to tasks, the mandatory release of a document before the completion of a task, and the correct assignment of a task to a resource in accordance with role restrictions.

The management system AHEAD (Adaptable and Human-Centered Environment for the MAAnagement of Design Processes) has been developed at the Department of Computer Science 3 at RWTH Aachen University with the goal to support dynamic development processes [JSW00, Jäg00, NWS03, FLW03, SW03, WSJH03, Wes01, Wes99c, Wes99b, JKN+99, KW00, HKW97, HKNW99, WHH07, HJK+08]. AHEAD is based on a formal meta-model defined in the executable specification language PROGRES (PROgrammed Graph REwriting System) [SWZ99]. The formal specification removes any potential for ambiguities and misinterpretation. Furthermore, the usage of an executable specification language allowed to generate the application logic of the management system from the specification. The user interface of AHEAD was realized by means of the UPGRADE framework [BJSW02a] which is commonly used in combination with the PROGRES environment.

The meta-model which defines the internal data structures to represent development processes on instance level in the AHEAD system comprises three integrated submodels. The DYNAMITE (DYNAMIC Task nEts) meta-model enables the modeling and execution of so-called dynamic task nets [Kra98, NWS03, HJK+08]. It is complemented by ResMod (Resource Modeling) [KW00] and CoMa (Configuration Management) [Wes95, Wes96, Wes99c], which are meta-models for resource management and product management, respectively. The three partial meta-models are tightly integrated: Tasks in a dynamic task net are assigned to resources, and product revisions are associated with tasks. Thereby, the tasks in a dynamic task net establish a connection between the entities defined in ResMod and CoMa. Figure 4.1 shows an example management configuration in the AHEAD system. The common visualization of a management configuration displays the resources in the left column, activities in the upper part of the right column and products below. The
4.1 RESMOD

In the AHEAD system both, human resources and non-human resources can be modeled. Human resources are the people in an organization or a project team. Non-human resources are, e.g., computer workstations, software tools, or machines. The same concepts are applied for modeling human and non-human resources which are subsumed under the general term resource. Two types of resources are distinguished: planned resources and actual resources [KW00]. Actual resources can be allocated for planned resources which define positions. Furthermore, a distinction is made between base resources in an organization and project resources. In the case of human resources, planned project resources are the positions in a project team while actual project resources are the actual team members who fill the positions. Actual base resources are the people belonging to an organization, e.g. employees of a company. Planned base resources are positions in the company to which the employees have been appointed. The human planned base resources are usually structured in organizational units like departments or company branches. In Figure 4.1, only actual base resources and planned project resources are depicted.

There are similarities between the concepts of a planned resource and a role. In the example of Figure 4.1, the resource Schmitz plays the role laboratory expert in
4.2 COMA

The partial meta-model CoMa for product management allows to model *products*, their dependencies, the different *variants* and *revisions* of products, as well as product *configurations* combining specific *versions* of different products into a coherent whole [Wes95, Wes96, Wes99c]. The term product does not merely refer to the final product of a development process and its parts. Instead, every artifact which is produced in the course of the development process is called a product, which includes documents, engineering data in a database, and source code fragments in case of a software development process.

In Figure 4.1, products are represented by ellipses containing their version trees. Product versions are represented by small boxes which are connected with the preceding and succeeding versions. A directed edge between two product ellipses indicates that the source of the edge depends on the target. The products are associated with input and output parameters of tasks in the dynamic task net which represents the development process. Product revisions are associated with the output parameters of those tasks in which they have been created. In this way, the management system AHEAD keeps track of which products are required for the tasks, which task creates or modifies a certain product, and which product version has been produced in the course of which task.
4.3 DYNAMITE

The DYNAMITE meta-model for dynamic task nets connects the partial models for resource and product management. A dynamic task net represents an enacted process model instance of a development process. Dynamic task nets can be compared to network diagrams which are commonly used for project planning. Just like in project plans, tasks are connected by control flows with different semantics, and human resources are assigned to tasks. However, in contrast to network diagrams in project management, the data flow between tasks is covered by a dynamic task net as well. Furthermore, the tasks in a dynamic task net have execution states, and the produced revisions of documents are represented as tokens in the task net. Therefore, a dynamic task net does not merely represent a project plan but also the enactment state of a development process. The specification of the DYNAMITE meta-model is divided into a structural part and a behavioral part [Sch02] which will be described in the following two sections.

4.3.1 Structural Model

In the structural part, the entities and relationships for modeling dynamic task nets are defined in a graph schema. Furthermore, structural invariants are defined which impose semantical constraints on a dynamic task net. Finally, structural manipulation operations are specified which can be applied to modify a dynamic task net.

Figure 4.2 shows the graph schema for dynamic task nets. It defines the node types of a graph which represents a dynamic task net. The successor relation of the most general node type ITEM is used for the versioning of all elements in a dynamic task net. By means of this relation, the history of changes to a task net can be traced. The most important entity is the TASK. Two tasks can be connected by a task

Abbildung 4.2: Graph schema for dynamic task nets [Sch02].
relation which can be a \textsc{controlflow} or a \textsc{feedbackflow} relation. A task can have several input and output parameters, whereby internal and external parameters are distinguished. Input and output parameters of different tasks can be connected by \textsc{dataflow} relationships. A document revision is represented in DYNAMITE by a \textsc{token} which refers to the corresponding document and the output parameter of the task in which it has been produced. The \textsc{realization} of a task contains its subtasks and their dependencies. It defines, how the task should be executed.

The structural invariants defined in the DYNAMITE meta-model impose additional semantical constraints on dynamic task nets which cannot be defined in the graph schema. The following list contains the informal description of the structural invariants.

\begin{itemize}
  \item The name of a task has to be unique in the dynamic task net.
  \item The hierarchy of tasks within a task net builds a tree structure.
  \item The control flow relationships between tasks must not form a cycle.
  \item If two tasks from different subnets (realizations) are connected by a control flow, their respective parent tasks must be connected by a control flow with the same orientation.
  \item There must exist a control flow path from a feedback flow’s target to its source.
  \item A data flow may only be created if it refines a task relationship, i.e. the tasks of the connected parameters have to be connected by a control or feedback flow with the same orientation.
  \item A token may only be released to a task that owns an input parameter which is connected by a data flow to an output parameter of the producing task.
  \item A token can only be read via an input parameter, if it has been released for the task owning that parameter.
\end{itemize}

These invariants have been formally defined in [Sch02]. For example, the invariant which prohibits control flow cycles is formally defined as follows.

\[
\forall t_1, t_2 \in \text{Tasks}(t_1 \in \{t_2.\text{Source}\} \rightarrow t_2 \notin \{t_1.\text{Source}\})
\]

The property \(t.\text{Source} \subseteq \text{Tasks}\) returns the set of all transitive predecessors of a task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\) with respect to the control flow relationship.

In Figure 4.3 an example of a DYNAMITE task net is depicted. This example has been taken from a larger scenario from the domain of chemical engineering, which is described in [NM08]. Tasks are represented by rectangular boxes. The displayed task net is \textit{hierarchically structured}. The hierarchy is indicated by means of the layout. The subtasks of Design Reaction are arranged below the task itself. Input and output parameters are represented as white and black circles respectively. Not all entities defined in the graph schema of Figure 4.2 are represented by nodes
in the graphical representation of a dynamic task net. The realization of a task is not displayed at all while task relations and data flows are represented by edges between tasks and parameters respectively. The distinction between internal and external parameters allows to model data flow from a parent task to a subtask and vice versa. An internal parameter of a task can be connected with external parameters of its subtasks. If a document which is produced in a subtask shall be available at the parent task, then an external output parameter has to be defined for the subtask which is connected with the internal input parameter of the parent task for this document. This is the case for the document Result in Figure 4.3. Vice versa, the input parameter for the document Requirements of the subtask Flowsheet Alternatives is connected to an internal output parameter of the task Design Reaction, so that it can be used in one of its subtasks.

The structural manipulation operations for dynamic task nets have been specified in the graph rewriting language PROGRES. A representative collection is presented in [Sch02]. Structural manipulation operations may not violate the semantical constraints imposed on dynamic task nets. Consequently, if a task net fulfills all structural invariants then the invariants are still fulfilled after a manipulation operation has been applied to the task net.

### 4.3.2 Behavioral Model

The behavioral part of the DYNAMITE meta-model is concerned with the execution states of tasks in a dynamic task net. The life cycle of a task is defined by the state transition diagram depicted in Figure 4.4. In the state InDefinition, the task is

---

**Abbildung 4.3: Example for a dynamic task net.**
Abbildung 4.4: State transition diagram [Kra98].

prepared for execution. As soon as all relevant properties are set, the task’s execution state can be changed to Waiting, i.e. it can now be started by the assigned resource. The state Active indicates, that the assigned resource is currently performing the work defined by the task. A task can be temporarily suspended. If changes to the task or its realization have to be made, the state of the task has to be changed to Planning first. If a task is successfully finished it reaches the final state Done. If it has to be aborted, the final state Failed is reached.

The definition of a single task’s life cycle is not sufficient to define the execution semantics of a complete task net. The possible execution state transitions of a task also depend on the execution states of all tasks, which are connected to the task by control or feedback flows. In DYNAMITE, a control flow connects exactly two tasks and it can have one out of three different semantics.

- A **standard** control flow defines that the target task of the control flow must not be terminated before the source. This is the minimal requirement for a control flow. However, the source and target of a standard control flow can be executed in parallel, and the target can even be started before the source.

- A **simultaneous** control flow defines the additional restriction, that the source task must be started before the target. The motivation for this control flow semantics is that the resources of the source and target tasks cooperate, and that a first intermediate result of the source task is required to start working on the target task. At the same time the constraint with respect to the termination of the tasks guarantees that the last version of the source’s output is consumed by the target task before it is terminated.

- The most restrictive control flow is that of type **sequential**. In this case, the target task may only become active after the source task has been terminated.

In DYNAMITE, the concept of a feedback flow addresses specific dynamic situations in development processes. Although the model of a development process usually defines dependent tasks and hence an order of execution, the actual execution of these tasks in a project is carried out iteratively. In case of a change request or a detected error in a product, it may be necessary to **redo previous process steps**. To
trace cases, in which feedback from a succeeding task is given to a previous task, a feedback flow is introduced. A feedback flow is initially active and is deactivated when the requested changes have been performed. As long as a task has an incoming active feedback flow, it cannot be successfully terminated. If a task has already been terminated and therefore has to be restarted to handle feedback from succeeding tasks, a new task version is created for this and succeeding terminated tasks. This case is depicted in Figure 4.3 where a feedback flow is defined from the task Evaluate to Simulate PFR for which a new version has been created. Figure 4.5 shows an example from the domain of software engineering where a feedback flow requires the versioning of several subsequent tasks. The use of feedback flows and versioned tasks is a possibility to redo already terminated process parts during enactment while ensuring traceability at the same time.

Besides control flows and feedback flows, also the position of a task in the hierarchy of a dynamic task net constrains its possible execution states. A task may not be started before its parent task, and it can only be committed after all of its subtasks have been terminated. If a task is suspended or aborted, all subtasks have to be suspended or aborted as well, respectively.

Altogether, the allowed state transitions of a task are restricted by the state transition diagram defining the life cycle of a task, by the execution states of all tasks which are connected with the task by control flows or active feedback flows, and by the execution states of its parent task and its subtasks. These constraints have been defined in the form of behavioral invariants in [Sch02] which are informally presented in the following list.

- Tasks that have never been activated cannot have a terminated parent task and the subtasks of a preparing task must also be preparing.
- A parent task must be activated before its subtasks.
- If a task is suspended, its parent task must be either active or suspended.

Abbildung 4.5: Feedback flows and task versioning in dynamic task nets [Sch02].
• Subtasks of failed tasks may not be running.

• The subtasks and predecessors of successfully terminated tasks have to be terminated as well. A task may not be successfully terminated if it is the source of an active feedback flow.

The formal definition of the first invariant taken from [Sch02] is provided here as an example where the property State returns the execution state of the given task, the property Parent the parent task, and the property Children all subtasks. The set Preparing\{InDefinition, Waiting\} is a subset of all possible execution states of a task.

\[
\text{Task.State} \in \text{Preparing} \rightarrow (\neg (\text{Task.Parent.State} = \text{Done}) \land \left( \forall t \in \text{Task.Children}(t.\text{State} \in \text{Preparing}) \right))
\]

State change operations may not lead to a violation of behavioral invariants. Hence, the defined behavioral invariants have several implications for state change operations in a dynamic task net. For example, the fourth constraint implicitly demands that upon the abortion of a task all active subtasks have to be aborted as well. The AHEAD system performs these required adaptations of a dynamic task net automatically when certain state change operations are performed. In this way, the behavioral consistency of dynamic task nets is ensured at any time.

4.3.3 Comparison With Other Paradigms

Dynamic task nets combine the advantages of different paradigms for process instance modeling and are tailored for the management of development processes in large and complex development projects.

Comparison with project plans  As mentioned earlier, a dynamic task net can be considered as an enhanced project network diagram. Networks diagrams are commonly used for project planning. Tasks and their dependencies are defined, critical path analysis is performed, resources are assigned to tasks, and the tasks are scheduled. A project plan may be adapted at project runtime to reflect the actual performance of the project. However, a project plan is not executable, i.e. the current status of the planned tasks are not reflected in the network diagram. This makes progress measurement difficult. In contrast, a dynamic task net is executable. A project is modeled as a process model instance. At any point in time, the task net reflects the current plan and at the same time the current enactment state of the process.

The Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM) which has been introduced in Section 3.2 defines four different types of precedence constraints which can be defined between two tasks in a network diagram: start-end, start-start, end-end and end-start. The control flow semantics defined in DYNAMITE can be mapped to the precedence constraints of the PDM as shown in Table 4.1. The task dependencies


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DYNAMITE control flow</th>
<th>PDM precedence constraint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard</td>
<td>end-end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simultaneous</td>
<td>start-start + end-end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequential</td>
<td>start-start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start-end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 4.1: DYNAMITE control flows versus PDM precedence constraints.

start-start and start-end have no counterpart in DYNAMITE. During the development of the DYNAMITE meta-model it was found, that they are not suitable for the management of development processes because a control flow should at least have the semantics of an end-end task dependency. The control flow type simultaneous combines the start-start and end-end precedence constraints. The introduction of a distinct control flow type for this combination is in line with [Haj97].

Since a dynamic task net is hierarchically structured and at the same time defines control flows, it combines the main characteristics of a work breakdown structure and an activity network (cf. Section 3.1). It is common practice in project planning to structure network diagrams hierarchically. When a unique identification number is assigned to every task in a hierarchical network diagram, then it is possible to derive the work breakdown structure from the network diagram automatically, and a separate work breakdown structure is dispensable [Bur00, p.145]. This is the case for dynamic task nets.

Project plans usually do not incorporate a notion of data flow. No parameters and data flow relationships can be specified which determine how documents shall be transferred between the tasks. Since a project plan cannot be enacted, the actual data flow [Joe97], i.e. the created and released revisions of documents, is also not represented in a project plan. In DYNAMITE, the data flow relationships between the tasks of a dynamic task net are explicitly modeled and so are the different document versions which are produced, released and consumed by the corresponding tasks. This is an important aspect for the management of development processes which are strongly data-driven. Process model definitions including workflow definitions commonly define data flows between tasks. However, workflow management systems are often limited with respect to modeling the actual data flow in workflow instances because different versions of documents cannot be explicitly represented.

**Comparison with workflows**  Workflow management is a popular approach for process management (cf. Section 3.4). A workflow definition is instantiated several times and the instances are executed according to the definition. Dynamic task nets represent process model instances and therefore have to be compared with workflow instances but not with workflow definitions. For this reason, control structures for alternative courses of action and loops which are common for workflow definition languages are not defined in DYNAMITE.

A major drawback of workflow management systems with respect to their appli-
cability for development processes is that the semantics of control flows is limited to the end-start precedence constraint. As argued before, modeling standard and simultaneous control flows is essential for the adequate modeling of cooperation scenarios in development processes where dependent tasks may be executed in parallel. The restriction to end-start precedence constraints is due to the fact, that the other precedence constraints start-start, start-end and end-end would render process automation impossible. In case of the end-start precedence constraint, the succeeding task can be automatically started when the end-event of the predecessor occurs. This is done by virtually every workflow management system. The constraint does not actually demand that the two events coincide but only that the start of the successor happens after the end of the predecessor. However, the additional assumption is made to enable automation. For the start-start precedence constraint the assumption would not be equally reasonable. For the start-end and end-end precedence constraints it would even be impossible to determine a start time for the automatic start of the successor. As a consequence, a dynamic task net with standard and simultaneous control flows cannot be automatically enacted.

A common form of dynamics in development processes is the unanticipated redo of already finished process parts due to errors found in the design of the product or due to changed requirements. These cases are supported in dynamic task nets by feedback flow relationships and new task versions as described earlier. In workflow management systems, the repetition of process parts is realized by loop control structures in the workflow definition. However, this only covers iterations which can be anticipated before workflow runtime. Repeating finished process parts at workflow runtime for which no loop construct has been defined requires dynamic changes to the workflow definition.

A dynamic task net can be arbitrarily modified at process runtime as long as the defined invariants hold after the modification. Tasks and control flows can be added, changed, or removed. Even if a process model definition restricts the allowed changes to a task net, there are significant degrees of freedom for modifications, and it is even possible to deviate from the process model definition (cf. Section 4.4). It is considerably more difficult to modify a workflow instance which is executed according to a workflow definition. This type of problem gave rise to a whole field of research on flexible process aware information systems [Rei00, RD98, WEH08, Wöhrle10, MS03, Wes99a, VW98, Cas98, PP99]. The common approach is to dynamically change the workflow definition at runtime and to continue the enactment of the workflow instance according to the modified definition. This is not required for dynamic task nets where a process model instance can be modified independently of the corresponding process model definition. Finally, most commercial workflow management systems to date do not allow any deviations of a workflow instance from the defined workflow definition at all.

The allowed state changes of tasks in a workflow instance are restricted by the control structures defined in the corresponding workflow definition. A WfMS ensures the consistency of the workflow instance enactment state with the workflow definition. If a WfMS allows dynamic structural changes to the definition of workflow
instances at runtime, the correctness of these changes has to be ensured. This can be achieved by defining process knowledge on a more abstract level and ensuring the compliance of workflow definitions to this process knowledge [Wör10]. Research on compliance of workflow definition has been carried out at the Department of Computer Science 3 of RWTH Aachen University [WKH08a, WKH08b, Wör10, WH11] and by other research groups [DAV05, MA07, BGS07, VA00, VBA01, Ver04]. In case of DYNAMITE, the behavioral and structural invariants can be regarded as general process knowledge to which every process model instance has to comply.

**Applicability for agile processes** For agile processes, which have recently become increasingly popular in the software engineering domain, the usage of a process management system like AHEAD would constitute a significant management overhead. The explicit modeling of tasks, control flows, data flows, and even feedback cases is incompatible to the agile approach where project planning at the level of individual tasks is avoided. Therefore, the AHEAD system is not suitable for projects which are performed according to the agile process management approach. However, several assumptions underly the agile software development approach which imply that it is not applicable for all development processes [TFR05]: all developers are able to have frequent, intensive personal communication with each other, are all equally skilled and informed about the product, and have immediate access to the customer. As a consequence, the agile approach is not applicable for distributed development, subcontracting, large project teams, and the development of large, complex systems [TFR05]. In these cases, software tool support as provided by the AHEAD system is required to keep track of all dependencies between tasks, resources, and the various artifacts which are created in a development project. Plant design projects are a prominent example of design projects with large project teams, and a highly complex product.

**Conclusion** Concluding, it can be stated that the DYNAMITE meta-model is adequate for modeling process model instances of development processes. It combines the advantages of project plans and workflow instances, namely flexibility and executability. Compared to the workflow approach, a drawback of the DYNAMITE meta-model is that it does not allow the automation of the defined processes. This drawback is addressed in this thesis by an integration of dynamic task nets with workflow instances to enable the automation of subprocesses. Compared to project planning, a drawback of the AHEAD system is that it does not support the scheduling and quantitative progress measurement of tasks. Here lie the main contributions of this thesis to the AHEAD approach.

### 4.4 Process Model Definitions and Evolution

Dynamic task nets represent process model instances. For effective process management, process model definitions are required which describe the commonalities of
all process instances of a certain process type. This enables process improvement over a series of process instances. Knowledge gained during the enactment of a process model instance can be incorporated into the process model definition, and can be subsequently used for the following instances. Furthermore, process model definitions can define domain-specific knowledge about development processes in a certain domain, e.g. chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, or software engineering. This includes knowledge about the typical task types, control flows, roles, products, and data flow relationships.

In [Sch02], a conceptual framework for process management is presented which defines the requirements for continuous process improvement by means of a process management system. The concepts of this framework have been realized in the AHEAD prototype [Sch02, HJK+08, HSW04b, HSW04a]. The proposed approach has been adopted by other research groups, e.g. in [GDMR04]. The framework proposes a four-layer view onto process management as it is depicted in Figure 4.6. The first layer (from bottom to top) reflects the real world process being performed by the process participants. On the second layer, a process model instance represents
the real-world process which can be used to manage the process by means of a software tool. Reusable process knowledge is kept within the third layer in the form of a process model definition. A process model definition can be instantiated to create new process model instances. The syntax and semantics of process model definitions and instances are defined within the process meta-model layer which provides according modeling languages.

The layers are connected with each other in that analysis of the process models on one layer may lead to changes of the models on the next higher layer, and changes on a higher layer are propagated to the next lower level. Evolution of process models may take place on every layer.

• The real-world process evolves in the sense that the process participants perform their work, produce results, and make decisions. It is important for software tool support, that the process model instance on the second layer matches the real-world process as exactly as possible. Since it is impossible to maintain a perfect match at any time during the runtime of the process, inconsistencies may occur.

• The process model instance may evolve in two ways. Its enactment state is continuously adapted to match the performance of the real-world process. Furthermore, instance evolution may take place due to management decisions which involve structural changes to the process model instance. In this case, the changed plan has to be propagated to the real-world process, i.e. the process participants have to carry out the modified plan.

• Changes to a process model instance may not have been foreseen in the corresponding process model definition and may therefore result in inconsistencies. From several changed process model instances, new process knowledge can be inferred and incorporated into the corresponding process model definition.

• It may be necessary to change a process model definition due to changed regulations. The instances of a changed definition may have to be adapted to comply to the new restrictions.

• Finally, the modeling languages restrict the creation of process model definitions and instances. If different or new modeling elements are required to express certain process knowledge, the process meta-model has to be adapted which constitutes meta model evolution.

In the AHEAD system, dynamic task nets represent process model instances. For process model definitions, UML class diagrams are used. Every class in such a class diagram is marked with a UML stereotype to indicate its DYNAMITE entity type. The classes define domain-specific types of tasks and parameters. Figure 4.7 shows an example process model definition which defines the design process of Figure 4.3 on the type level. Just like in the graphical representation of dynamic task nets, input and output parameters are represented as white and black circles in the process model definition. The representation corresponds to the defined UML stereotypes.
Tasks and realization nodes are marked in textual form with according stereotypes. The hierarchy of tasks and the association of parameters with tasks are modeled as composition associations. Control flows and data flows are modeled as associations between tasks and parameters respectively. Cardinalities are defined for associations to define for example how many instances of a certain task type should be contained in a process model instance or how many successors of a certain type a task may have. Finally, annotations to control flow associations define the required execution semantics. The UML profile which has been defined for process model definitions on type level can be considered as a graphical domain-specific language for process modeling. Design guidelines for domain-specific languages have been presented in [KKP+09].

The approach to process management in AHEAD is considered to be a wide spectrum approach [NM08]. A wide spectrum of processes is supported ranging from ad hoc processes to completely predefined processes. A dynamic task net can be built up from untyped tasks without any process model definition to represent an ad hoc process. If a process model definition is available which defines element and

Abbildung 4.7: Class diagram for a design subprocess [HJK+08].
relation types and their cardinalities, a process model instance can be instantiated from this definition. The process may be enacted complying to all constraints imposed by the process model definition. In this case the instance and the definition are called *strongly consistent*. However, if tasks are inserted into the process model instance which were not defined in the definition, this results in inconsistencies. The process models are called *weakly consistent* if the introduced tasks are not typed and the process model definition allows the introduction of untyped tasks. Otherwise they are *inconsistent*. Inconsistency and (weak) consistency can refer to structural and behavioral constraints imposed by the process model definition.

Besides process models on the type level, the approach developed in [Sch02] also provides the concept of *instance patterns*. An instance pattern can be inserted in one step into a dynamic task net. If the instance pattern represents a whole subprocess, it is called an *instance-level process model definition*. For the definition of instance patterns, UML object diagrams are used in AHEAD for two reasons:

- Multiple objects of the same class can be modeled in an object diagram, which is not possible with class diagrams.

- The context in which the pattern may be inserted can be specified as well in an object diagram.

Figure 4.8 shows an example of an instance pattern which can be used to insert a simulation task into a dynamic task net and connect it at the same time with control and data flows to the unique successor and predecessor which have to be present in the task net for the pattern to be applicable. The UML constraint `{new}` indicates which elements are created.

### 4.5 Interorganizational Cooperation

Development processes are rarely carried out in isolation by one company only. A common scenario is that of a customer-contractor relationship in which the customer provides the requirements for the product to be developed, and the contractor
has to fulfill these requirements. Well defined interfaces for the communication between customer and contractor contribute to the success of a development project. Furthermore, it is often the case, that the contractor delegates certain tasks to subcontractors. In this case, subprocesses of the overall development process are enacted by the subcontractors.

To support the various cooperation scenarios between different organizations, the AHEAD approach was extended by concepts for interorganizational cooperation. In a first step, a delegation-based cooperation model was developed which enables process modeling and enactment for contractor-subcontractor scenarios [Jäg02]. In a second step, this approach was elaborated and generalized to support a broader range of scenarios including the cooperation of partners with equal rights [Hel08a].

Although interorganizational cooperation is not in the focus of this thesis, the two approaches are shortly introduced here to complete the overview over the AHEAD system. Furthermore, a partial result of the work on the view-based cooperation approach, namely the coupling of AHEAD with workflow management systems, has been the starting point for the development of a similar integration approach which is presented in this thesis.

### 4.5.1 Delegation-based Cooperation

The implementation of the approach for delegation-based cooperation presented in [Jäg02, BJSW01, HJ04a, HJ04b, HJS04, HKJ08] lead to a distributed AHEAD system. Figure 4.9 illustrates the concept behind this system. Several instances of AHEAD are coupled with each other in order to support the management of a distributed development process. Every instance provides views for a project manager and the engineers or developers in a development project. Subprocesses of a development process can be delegated to subcontractors, and the enactment of these subprocesses can be monitored by the contractor.

A delegated subprocess may consist of a connected set of subtasks, i.e. it is not confined to a single task. This allows the contractor to define milestones for controlling the work of the subcontractor. The delegated subprocess serves as a contract between contractor and subcontractor. The contractor is obliged to provide the required inputs, based on which the subcontractor has to deliver the outputs fixed in the contract. The subcontractor may refine the delegated subprocess. Such refinements, however, are not visible to the contractor since they are not part of the contract. Finally, a delegation contract may be changed at process runtime according to a change protocol which assures that both parties agree on the change. In this way, dynamic process changes are supported even for interorganizational processes.

### 4.5.2 View-Based Cooperation

The delegation-based cooperation approach was generalized to support a broader spectrum of cooperation scenarios [Hel08a, HW06b, HW06a, HW07, HKJ08]. This
resulted in the view-based approach for interorganizational cooperation. The main drawbacks of the delegation-based approach which were addressed by the view-based approach are the following:

- It was only possible to expose process parts to another organization by delegating these parts to the organization. This excluded the scenario of monitoring subprocesses without delegation.

- Only delegation from contractor to subcontractor was supported. The cooperation of partner organizations with equal rights was not possible.

- The delegation of several disconnected subprocesses required several delegation contracts even if the subcontractor was the same organization. It was not possible to combine disconnected subprocesses in one delegation.

- The cooperation protocols could not be tailored to specific scenarios with different
levels of trust. In a case where only informal guidelines were required for the cooperation, the delegation still required strict rules.

From these drawbacks, the main requirements for the improved approach were derived as (1) flexible mechanisms for defining the visibility of process information shared with other organizations and (2) support of customizable cooperation relationships.

The fundamental concept which was introduced to meet these requirements was the dynamic process view. A dynamic process view is published by one organization and can be subscribed by another organization. It includes a subgraph of a dynamic task net where certain elements can be omitted, a view product workspace maintaining all view-related products and product versions, and a view resource space containing all view-related resources. Furthermore, a set of view definition rules defines which elements of the underlying private process are part of the process view.

Several cooperation phases have been defined which structure the whole process of interorganizational cooperation, from the private task net planning to the completion of process inter-connection. Finally, a cooperation model defines three layers for interorganizational cooperation: the private process layer on which the private processes of the organizations are defined, the process view layer on which the published process views reside, and the cooperation layer on which different kinds of cooperation relationships between organizations can be defined.

**Integration of workflow processes in a development process** The view-based cooperation model first of all addressed the interorganizational integration of development processes carried out in different organizations. This was complemented by an approach for the intraorganizational integration of processes executed within heterogeneous process management systems, namely AHEAD and conventional workflow management systems.

While development processes as a whole cannot be adequately supported by workflow management systems, there are often well understood, repetitive subprocesses which can be modeled as workflows and enacted by means of WfMS. Examples from plant design projects are the design and procurement of a device. In these processes, only few resources are involved and they usually have to follow a pre-defined procedure using certain tools to produce the required result. This type of processes is very suitable for workflow support. For this reason, an approach was developed to couple AHEAD with a workflow management system, and a prototypical implementation was realized in which the WfMS Shark was coupled with AHEAD.

A workflow instance is represented in AHEAD by a subnet of the dynamic task net which represents the whole development process. A view-based integration has been realized in the sense that the subnet always reflects the current enactment state of the workflow instance but changes to the workflow cannot be applied via the AHEAD system. Regarding the visibility of workflow elements, a gray-box approach was chosen. A workflow instance is neither represented by an atomic task in the task net (black-box approach) nor are all elements of the workflow necessarily visible.
Abbildung 4.10: Integration of workflow processes in AHEAD [HJK+08].

in the task net (white-box approach). For example, control variables or control
nodes in the workflow graph are not mapped to elements in the dynamic task net.
The processing of workflows in AHEAD takes place in several phases which are
illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Workflow Embedding  At first, a workflow template is imported, i.e. the correponding
task net representation is embedded into the dynamic task net (1/2). This
representation is called a workflow fragment.

Workflow Context Definition The workflow fragment is connected with other
tasks in the dynamic task net by control and data flows (3). The execution
states of the workflow tasks (i.e. the tasks in the workflow fragment) are set to
the Waiting state. An extended workflow definition which includes new conditions
for the execution of workflow activities is generated (4).

Workflow Instantiation  AHEAD sends a request to the WfMS for the creation of an
instance of the extended workflow definition. A workflow instance is created and
a reference to the instance is returned to AHEAD (5). Afterwards, the workflow
instance is started.

Workflow Monitoring  The workflow is enacted in the WfMS. Assigned resources
start their tasks, modify data and finally commit their tasks. All events regarding
task status changes or data modification in the WfMS are sent to AHEAD and
the workflow fragment is updated accordingly (6). A manager using the AHEAD
system can thus monitor the performance of the workflow.

Process Traceability  After the termination of the workflow instance, the workflow
fragment remains in the dynamic task net and all documents produced in the
course of the workflow remain accessible in AHEAD for reasons of traceability.
With this approach, workflow instances can be embedded in a dynamic task net. The enactment of embedded workflows can be monitored in AHEAD via the corresponding workflow fragments. AHEAD and the WfMS exchange events bidirectionally to inform each other about relevant process changes [Hel08a, HHM+06, Wei06]. The coupling of the two systems supports integrated project and workflow management and enables the integration of previously independent workflow processes in a development project.

4.6 The AHEAD Prototype

The AHEAD system has been realized as a research prototype using an infrastructure for rapid prototyping of graph-based applications. Figure 4.11 shows the general architecture of the AHEAD system. The application logic of the AHEAD system has been specified in the graph rewriting language PROGRES [SWZ99]. The PROGRES environment allows to generate C-code from such an executable specification. The PROGRESS specification of the AHEAD system is two-part. The generic specification part has been manually created by the developers of AHEAD. This part includes the DYNAMITE meta-model for dynamic task nets. Domain specific process knowledge is defined in the second part of the PROGRES specification. This part is generated from the UML class diagrams which are created by means of the modeling environment for process model definitions.

The UML-based process model definitions can be created by means of the commercial CASE tool Rational Rose. Process model definitions and their different versions can be managed as UML-packages in the repository of this tool. From the UML models, the domain-specific part of the PROGRES specification of the AHEAD system is generated by a transformer. Afterwards, the process model definitions constitute a part of the application logic of the AHEAD system.

For the implementation of the user interface of the AHEAD system, the UPGRADE framework has been used [BJSW02b, BJSW02a]. UPGRADE is a Java framework for the development of graph-based applications. The source code which is generated from the PROGRES specification is linked with the UPGRADE libraries. The resulting prototype can be adapted and extended by Java classes to customize its user interface. Different tools for the management and enactment of development processes have been realized by means of PROGRES/UPGRADE which will be described in this section. All management data which are created and modified by means of these tools are stored in a GRAS database [KSW95]. This database is optimized for the storage of graph structures.

The realization of the AHEAD prototype by means of PROGRES/UPGRADE has both, advantages and disadvantages. The infrastructure of PROGRESS, GRAS and UPGRADE allows for the rapid prototyping of graph-based applications. Due to the available code generation, far less effort is required compared to manual implementation. The application logic is formally specified in PROGRES by means of which the executable specification can be analyzed and interpreted to verify its correctness. The PROGRES language is dedicated to the development of graph-based applications.
Solutions to many common problems like pattern matching in a graph are provided by PROGRES.

One of the drawbacks of the realization approach is that it requires the extensive infrastructure consisting of PROGRES, GRAS and UPGRADE. This infrastructure is not maintained anymore and it is not intended for commercial use. Furthermore, the portability of the infrastructure is limited. While the Java framework UPGRADE can be ported to other platforms, PROGRES is limited to a Unix environment. Finally, the runtime efficiency of a PROGRES prototype is not optimal, since the general purpose code generation cannot incorporate any application-specific optimizations.

AHEAD provides two different environments for the management and enactment of process model instances respectively. The *management environment* is used by the project manager to manage the development process. He can define tasks, control flows and data flows, assign resources to tasks and prepare tasks for execution.
Abbildung 4.12: The task net view of the management environment [HJK⁺08].

Abbildung 4.13: The resource view of the management environment [HJK⁺08].

Structural changes to the dynamic task net are exclusively done in the management environment. The development process is enacted by the resources using the work environment in which they can change the execution states of their assigned tasks.

Figure 4.12 shows a screenshot of the task net view of the management environment. It shows the task hierarchy and the available actual resources on the left side. The main view shows the dynamic task net as a graph in which the elements are represented as in Figure 4.3. The graphical representation is very close to the internal data structures for dynamic task nets. This has been identified as one of the drawbacks of the AHEAD prototype regarding its applicability in practice. One of the contributions of this thesis is the improvement of the graphical representation of dynamic task nets to achieve a higher acceptance by users in industrial projects.
In addition to the task net view, the management environment comprises a resource view, which is used to assemble the project team. Planned resources can be defined for the project. Actual resources can be selected from the different organizational units in the company and assigned to the planned resources of the project. The resource view is depicted in Figure 4.13 with the project resources in the left tree view and the base resources in the right tree view.

Finally, the management environment comprises the product view which gives an overview over all development products and their versions. Versions of different documents can be combined into configurations. Products, versions and configurations are all displayed as nodes in a graph. An example screenshot of the product view can be found in [NM08, p. 317].

The work environment serves for the execution of defined tasks by the assigned resources. A user who has a position in the project team can log on to the system and a list of his assigned tasks is presented to him in the agenda tool of the work environment (top of Figure 4.14). For each assigned task, information about its state, deadline etc. is displayed. The user can start, suspend, finish or abort a task using the agenda tool, or he can start the work context tool for a selected task. The work context tool (bottom of Figure 4.14) provides access to the documents and tools required for executing a task. The relevant documents are presented in a list and in a graph view at the bottom of the work context tool. Furthermore the work context of the task is presented to the user which contains all tasks in the task net which are relevant for this task, i.e. which are connected via incoming and outgoing data flows. This can be predecessors and successors of a task, its parent task and its subtasks, and tasks connected by feedback flows.
In AHEAD, the use of the management environment is reserved for the project manager, and all other project team members are restrained to the work environment. This way, the access control to the management data is realized. Ordinary project team members can only change their assigned tasks and can only view the work contexts of these tasks. The project manager has full access to the whole management configuration and can modify all parts of the task net, resource model and product configuration.

In plant design projects, there are multiple responsible persons who need to have access to the whole management configuration. This can be achieved in AHEAD by giving these persons the role of project responsible. However, there are also scenarios in practice, where a hierarchical approach is required in which certain project team members are responsible for whole subprocesses and not only for their assigned tasks. Therefore, a more flexible access control model has been developed in this thesis as part of the solution approach for project controlling.
Kapitel 5

Timed Dynamic Task Nets

A process management system has to maintain an internal representation of a process model instance, including the dependencies between the defined tasks, the resources who are assigned to the tasks, and the products which are produced. Tasks, products and resources are managed in an integrated way in PROCEED. Dynamic task nets are used for the representation of process model instances.

The entities, properties, and relationships for dynamic task nets, as well as the constraints for changes to dynamic task nets are defined in a new meta-model which is presented in this chapter. The major extensions compared to the DYNAMITE meta-model are related to timing issues. Therefore, the new meta-model for dynamic task nets is called the TNT meta-model, which stands for Timed Dynamic Task Nets or Timed Nets in short. The development of the TNT meta-model had three different goals.

- The main concepts of the DYNAMITE meta-model should be transferred to the new meta-model. In particular, dynamic task nets should be used to represent process model instances.

- New requirements derived from the industrial context regarding the usability of the prototype should be addressed. The meta-model should be adapted and simplified where necessary.

- The meta-model had to be extended by new entities and properties for project planning and controlling.

Figure 5.1 shows the five partial models of the TNT meta-model. Every partial model defines on the one hand entities, properties, and relationships, and on the other hand constraints which apply to changes to the management data.

The distinction between a structural and a behavioral model has been adopted from DYNAMITE. The structural and the behavioral model of DYNAMITE have been adapted and extended to incorporate additional modeling entities, additional execution states of tasks, and corresponding invariants. The structural model covers the definition of the available entities for task net modeling, their properties and relationships, as well as structural invariants. It is presented in Section 5.1. The behavioral model covers the execution states of tasks and according behavioral invariants. Furthermore, it defines consistency constraints for structural change operations which depend on the execution states of tasks. The behavioral model is
Abbildung 5.1: Partial models of the TNT meta-model for dynamic task nets.

presented in Section 5.2. The invariants defined in the structural and behavioral model may never be violated.

The timing model defines additional entities and task properties which are required to schedule the tasks in a dynamic task net. Furthermore, it defines timing consistency constraints which ensure that a scheduled dynamic task net represents a time and resource feasible project schedule. Timing consistency constraints may be temporarily violated. The timing model is presented in Section 5.3.

The monitoring model introduces additional entities and properties which are required to measure the degree of completion of tasks in a dynamic task net and to evaluate their performance in comparison to the plan. Monitoring constraints define the situations in which the actual performance matches the plan. Their violation indicates a deviation from the plan. Monitoring constraints are non-strict in the sense that they may be permanently violated. The monitoring model is presented in Section 5.4.

When process model definitions are enacted in an engineering project, an authorization model has to be implemented which ensures that only authorized users of the system can perform changes to the management data. In Section 5.5, the authorization model of the TNT meta-model is described. Project specific permissions are assigned to members of a project team, which are evaluated in authorization rules to determine the effective permissions of a user.

Every partial model depends on entities, properties, and relationships defined in the next lower model, i.e. a partial model may define additional properties for entities which are defined in a lower model, and the constraints defined as part of a
5.1 Structural Model

The description of the entities and relationships defined by the structural model is divided into three sections corresponding to the different perspectives on dynamic task nets, namely tasks, products, and resources. Afterwards, the structural constraints are described which apply to all three perspectives.

5.1.1 Tasks and Control Flow

The central entity in the TNT meta-model is the task. It integrates the entities related to resource and product management with each other. Figure 5.2 shows the class Task together with related classes for modeling vertical and horizontal task relationships in a dynamic task net.

Vertical relationships refer to the hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets. Except for the root task, all other tasks in a dynamic task net have a unique parent task and may have several subtasks. The root task represents the whole project. A task which has subtasks is called a complex task, and a task without subtasks is called an atomic task. Like in the DYNAMITE meta-model, a distinction is made between the interface and the realization of a task. The interface of a task is its...
definition in terms of properties, parameters, assigned resources and relationships to other tasks. The realization of a task contains its subtasks and their mutual relationships. Therefore, the subtasks of a task are aggregated in an object of the class Realization which is associated with the parent task. The realization of a task is usually not displayed in the graphical representation of dynamic task nets.

For every task in a dynamic task net, the granularity level can be explicitly defined by setting the property value Granularity. This is an extension to the DYNAMITE meta-model. Three granularity levels are distinguished.

- Project structure
- Task
- Work step

The highest level is project structure. All tasks in a dynamic task net, which together form the work breakdown structure of the project, have the granularity level project structure. The lowest tasks in the hierarchy of a dynamic task net which have the granularity level project structure are the work packages. The next lower granularity level is the task level. Finally, the lowest level of granularity is the level work step. Tasks with this granularity are not taken into account during scheduling. For every task in a dynamic task net, the following two rules have to be fulfilled:

- The task has the same granularity level as its sibling tasks.
- The task has the same or a lower granularity level than its parent task.

The granularity level of a task may be set manually for a task. If no granularity level is explicitly specified for a new task, then the granularity of the new task is automatically set to the granularity of the sibling tasks or, if no siblings exist, to the granularity of the parent task. The granularity levels of the tasks in the example scenario have been defined as depicted in Figure 5.3.

In [HJK+08], three levels of granularity have been distinguished which overlap with the granularity levels introduced in this section. On a coarse-grained level, development processes are divided into phases according to some life cycle model. At a medium-grained level, development processes are decomposed further down to the level of documents or tasks, i.e. units of work distribution. At the fine-grained level, specific details of design subprocesses are considered. The granularity level work step can be mapped to the fine-grained level. However, the coarse-grained level does not cover all tasks of the work breakdown structure, i.e. with granularity level project structure, but only the first two levels. The granularity levels of [HJK+08] were not explicitly defined for the tasks in a dynamic task net. However, the tasks which were commonly represented in a dynamic task net in AHEAD belonged to the coarse-grained and medium-grained levels. This is still true for dynamic task nets in PROCEED where work steps can be defined but are not scheduled.

With respect to horizontal relationships, tasks can be connected by control and feedback flow relationships. A control flow connects exactly two tasks and is directed
Abbildung 5.3: Task net hierarchy with defined granularity levels.

Abbildung 5.4: Example for a hierarchical task net with control and feedback flows.

from the predecessor to the successor A feedback flow is defined between two tasks, when the results of the target task have to be changed due to detected errors or new requirements. The information regarding the required changes is provided by the source task. In Figure 5.4, a part of a hierarchically structured dynamic task net with defined control and feedback flows is depicted. If a task has subtasks they are depicted below the task in a box which is connected to the task by a double-headed arrow. Control flows are displayed as solid lines with closed arrowheads. A feedback flow is displayed as a dashed line with a closed arrowhead.

5.1.2 Documents and Data Flow

For modeling documents and data flow in dynamic task nets, the relevant entities and relationships of the DYNAMITE meta-model have been adopted. In Figure 5.5, the relevant classes and associations are depicted. An object of the class Document
represents a document in the Comos database, e.g. a flow diagram, a Word or Excel document. Input and output parameters can be defined for a task in PROCEED. An input parameter indicates, that a document is required for this task. An output parameter indicates, that a document is created or modified in the task. When a document is created in the Comos database, it is associated with the output parameter of the task in which it has been created, and with the output parameters of all tasks in which it will be modified. A data flow connects an output and an input parameter of two different tasks. It specifies that the document associated with the output parameter can be used in the task to which the input parameter belongs. An example for a data flow in a dynamic task net is shown in Figure 5.6. The block flow diagram (BFD) is transferred from the task Preliminary Planning to the task Basic Engineering.

In Comos, several revisions of a document can be created. In a three-step procedure, a revision is created, inspected and finally approved, and thereby released. Revisions are used to document certain intermediate results during the elaboration of a document. In contrast to common version management systems, it is not possible to retrieve an older version of a document from the Comos database to continue development starting from this version. Nevertheless, my means of document revisions the progress of the work is documented. Therefore, document revisions are represented in the TNT meta-model by objects of the class Revision. A revision of a document is produced in the course of a task. It is connected with the output parameter of this task which is associated with the corresponding document. In the example in Figure 5.6, a first revision of the process flow diagram PFD has been created with the revision number 0, and it has been released for all consuming tasks. In contrast to DYNAMITE, the release of document revisions for individual tasks and the consumption of document revisions by these tasks is not explicitly modeled in
Abbildung 5.6: Example for data flow in a dynamic task net.

PROCEED for reasons of simplification.

In the graphical representation of Figure 5.6, input parameters and output parameters of a task are listed below the name and execution state. Data flows are drawn between input and output parameters as dashed lines with open arrowheads. If a document revision has been produced in a task, it is depicted as a document item labeled with the name of the document, the revision number and the status of the document. The document item is connected with the output parameter. A produced but not yet released revision has no revision number but is labeled with * instead. When a revision is released, it is connected with all consuming input parameters.

In [Sch02], a distinction was made between internal and external parameters to model the data flow between a task and its subtasks (cf. Section 4.3). This concept has been abandoned in PROCEED for reasons of simplification. If the input of a task shall be available at one of its subtasks, then the input parameter of the subtask references the input parameter of the parent task. For this purpose, the association refers to is defined in Figure 5.5. Revisions which are available at the input parameter of the parent task are also available at the connected input parameter of the subtask. If the output of a subtask should be available at the parent task, then an output parameter is defined for the parent task which references the output parameter of the subtask. Revisions which are produced at the output parameter of the subtask are implicitly available at the output parameter of the parent task. Figure 5.6 illustrates the connection between parameters by means of references. The BFD is provided to the task Basic Engineering via a data flow and is also available for the subtask Create PFD because of the reference from its input parameter to the input parameter of Basic Engineering. The concept for modeling data flows in PROCEED is similar to the original data flow concept defined in [Kra98] which also did not distinguish between internal and external parameters. However, in [Kra98] ordinary data flows were defined in the opposite direction compared to the references in PROCEED. Data flows could be defined from an input parameter of a task to the input parameter of a subtask and from the output parameter of a task to an output parameter of the parent task. This approach required to produce and release document revisions.
which should be transferred from a subtask to its parent task and vice versa. The reference concept implemented in PROCEED simplifies the transfer of data between tasks and their subtasks.

### 5.1.3 Resource Modeling

In the TNT meta-model, the strict distinction between a resource model and a model for dynamic task nets as it was realized in AHEAD with RESMOD and DYNAMITE has been abandoned. The resource modeling capabilities of the TNT meta-model cover on the one hand the assignments of resources but also the modeling of the organizational structure. Resource management in the organization, allocation of resources for projects, and assignment of resources to tasks are all covered in the TNT meta-model.

All members of a project team in a plant design project use Comos and PROCEED to carry out their work and to manage their personal processes. Project team members are human resources for the project and at the same time users of the management system. Therefore, the terms human resource and user will be used synonymously in the following because they represent equivalent concepts with respect to the PROCEED system.

Figure 5.7 shows the classes and associations which are defined for resource management in PROCEED. Human resources are represented by objects of the class User. They are organized in departments which are structured hierarchically and are located at certain company locations. This information was already available in Comos before the extension by PROCEED. The classes User, Department and Location integrate the resource model of Comos into the TNT meta-model.

Non-human resources are not modeled in PROCEED for reasons of simplification. Software tools are not modeled explicitly since the main application which is used by the project team members is the Comos environment and the use of external applications is determined by the type of the documents which have to be edited. Required computer hardware, facilities etc. are not explicitly modeled as resources required for a task to simplify project planning. It is assumed that computer workstations, software and all required tools are available to the engineers in a project as needed, so that they do not need to be explicitly modeled and planned, i.e. assigned to tasks. Their costs however are incorporated in the project budget as part of the base costs.

**Functional roles** Human resources can play different functional roles in an organization and a project. A role defines the qualifications of the resources who can play this role. Examples for functional roles in a plant design project are project manager, controller, architect, construction engineer, or process engineer. Roles can be structured in a generalization hierarchy. If a resource can play a specific role, he can also play the more general role. Figure 5.8 shows the generalization hierarchy of roles of the example scenario. A role hierarchy like this may be defined in a plant engineering company. In this example, a mechanical engineer is assumed to have the qualifications of a general engineer like fundamental knowledge in mathematics
Abbildung 5.7: Classes for resources and task assignments.

and a general understanding of design. In practice, role hierarchies are rather flat, but they are nevertheless useful to organize the different functional roles defined in a company. The functional roles which are available in a concrete project are implicitly defined by the human resources which are members of the project team. A functional role is available in the project if there is a project team member who can play the role in the organization.

**Project team** A project team is built up from employees of the company who are members of different departments. The department heads decide whether their employees are released to work in a project for a requested time period. The organizational breakdown structure (OBS) defines the structure of the project team as described in Section 3.1. The organizational units of the OBS are subteams of the project team which are modeled in PROCEED as instances of the class `Team`. A team can be subdivided into several subteams. A team has several team members one of which is the team leader. The leader of a team is responsible for his team members and the subteams. He may instruct his team members and the leaders of the subteams.

Figure 5.9 shows a part of the organizational breakdown structure of the example scenario including the team members. The team leaders are represented by resource pictograms with a filled head. The team leader of the team Process Engineering is the resource Dreher. He receives instructions from the project manager and instructs
Abbildung 5.8: Role hierarchy of the example scenario.

Abbildung 5.9: Organizational breakdown structure of the example scenario.
Abbildung 5.10: Responsibility hierarchy derived from the OBS.

Abbildung 5.11: Example for a task with multiple task assignments.

his team members. The position *project manager* is modeled as a team with only one member. The hierarchy in the example is rather flat. However, the hierarchical structure is generally required to model the distribution of responsibility in the project team. The *responsibility hierarchy* is implicitly defined by the project team structure. For the example of Figure 5.9, the responsibility hierarchy is explicitly shown in Figure 5.10.

**Task assignments** In PROCEED, the concept of a *task assignment* has been introduced. The assignment of a resource to a task is explicitly modeled by an object of the class TaskAssignment. For a task assignment, a *required role* has to be specified. It is a strict constraint that the user who is assigned to the task via the task assignment can play the required role. Several resources can be assigned to a task. This is modeled by multiple task assignment objects. However, a resource cannot be assigned to two different task assignments of the same task. Exactly one of the assigned resources has to be defined as the person responsible for managing the task. This resource is called the *responsible resource*. The property *IsResponsible* is set to *true* for the task assignment of the responsible resource.

Figure 5.11 shows an example in which three resources have been assigned
to the task Specification of Machines and Devices. Task assignments are depicted as rounded boxes below the task. If no resource is assigned yet, only the role is displayed. Otherwise, the role is displayed in brackets after the resource’s name. It is required that both assigned resources can play the role Mechanical Engineer. The resource Vasileva is appointed to be responsible for the task. This is visualized in Figure 5.11 by underlining the required role and the assigned resource. A third task assignment has been defined which also specifies the required role Mechanical Engineer but no resource has been assigned yet.

In development projects, it is a common practice to define so called tickets to keep track of necessary bug fixes or enhancements of the developed product. These tickets are often managed by means of a bug tracking system, e.g. the system trac [Sof10]. A ticket can be directly assigned to a resource or it can be put in a task pool to be picked up by an eligible resource at a later point in time. These strategies are called the push- and pull-pattern in the context of workflow management systems [RvdAtHE05]. Both resource assignment patterns are supported by PROCEED. The push-pattern is realized by directly assigning tasks to resources. The pull-pattern is realized by only defining the required role of a task assignment and preparing the task for execution. An eligible resource who can play the required role in the project can pick up the task.

The explicit modeling of task assignments has several advantages for project planning, scheduling and execution. First, multiple resources can be assigned to a task which is particularly advantageous for rolling-wave planning, when the realization of a task in terms of subtasks is not yet completely defined but the required resources and workload for the task have to be planned. Dynamic task nets allow the creation of additional subtasks even at process runtime and thereby enable rolling-wave planning. Besides the deferred creation of subtasks, the definition of multiple task assignments for a task has the additional advantage that several resources can be assigned to a task which support the responsible resource but are not responsible for any of the subtasks.

Another advantage of explicitly modeled task assignments is that planned and actual workload for a task can be associated with each assigned resource individually. Resources can be assigned to a task with different planned workload, so that one resource has to work 2h per day on the task while another assigned resource has to work 8h per day on the task. Furthermore, the resources can book their actual workload on the task assignments which may deviate from the planned workload.

5.1.4 Structural Constraints

The structural model defines consistency constraints regarding the structure of a dynamic task net. For every structural change operation to a dynamic task net, it has to be ensured that the consistency of the management data is maintained. Therefore, several structural invariants have been defined which have to be fulfilled at any time. This implies that no structural change operation on a consistent dynamic task net may lead to a state of the task net in which an invariant is violated. From
the structural invariants, *pre- and post-conditions* for structural change operations have been derived and implemented in PROCEED. Several invariants, pre- and post-conditions have been adopted from DYNAMITE while others have been adapted or added. In particular, structural invariants which refer to task assignments were not defined in DYNAMITE.

**Definitions**

For the formal definition of the invariants and the pre- and post conditions of change operations, several definitions are required. These definitions apply as well for the behavioral model, timing model, and monitoring model, which are based on the structural model.

Several entities have been defined in the structural model, including tasks, resources, and documents. The different classes which have been introduced in this section define entity types. An entity type can be regarded as a set containing all objects of this type, e.g. the set of tasks. The properties which have been defined for the entity types are defined as mappings from an entity type to a certain domain. Let \( E \) be a set of entities of the same type and \( D \) a domain. A property is formally defined as a mapping

\[
P : E \rightarrow D \cup \{\bot\}
\]

Where \( \bot \) indicates that the value of the property is undefined. For reasons of simplification, properties of entities are written in the dot notation which has also been used in [Sch02]. For a concrete entity \( e \) of the entity type \( E \), the property \( P \) of equation Section 5.1.4 is denoted as follows.

\[
e.P \in D \cup \{\bot\}
\]

Likewise, a set-valued property \( S \) is denoted as \( e.S \subseteq D \) which is formally defined as a mapping \( P : E \rightarrow \wp(D) \cup \{\bot\} \) with \( e \in E \). For several invariants and algorithms presented in this thesis, it is required to check whether the value of a property is defined. For this purpose, the function \( \text{undef} \) is defined as follows.

\[
\text{undef} : (E \times (D \cup \{\bot\})) \times E \rightarrow \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}:
\]

\[
(P,e) \mapsto \begin{cases} 
\text{true}, & P(e) = \bot \\
\text{false}, & P(e) \in D 
\end{cases}
\]

For a property \( P \) of an entity \( e \in E \) the application of the function \( \text{undef} \) is denoted as \( \text{undef}(e,P) \in \{\text{true}, \text{false}\} \). Finally, methods can be defined for entity types in the dot notation \( e.M(\text{arg}) \in D \) for actual parameters \( \text{arg} \in A \) from the argument domain \( A \). These methods would be formally defined as \( M : E \times A \rightarrow D \) with \( e \in E \).

**Tasks and control flow** The set \( \text{Tasks} \) contains all tasks whereby different versions of a task are considered as distinct tasks. The set \( \text{ControlFlows} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \times \text{Tasks} \) contains all control flows. The set \( \text{FeedbackFlows} \subseteq (\text{Tasks} \times \text{Tasks}) \setminus \text{ControlFlows} \) contains all feedback flows. The set \( \text{Realizations} \) contains all realizations. For every control flow \( c \in \text{ControlFlows} \) the following attributes are defined.
• \( c.\text{Pred} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the source of the control flow.

• \( c.\text{Succ} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the target of the control flow.

For every feedback flow \( f \in \text{FeedbackFlows} \) the following attributes are defined.

• \( f.\text{Source} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the source of the feedback flow.

• \( f.\text{Target} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the target of the feedback flow.

• \( f.\text{Active} \in \{\text{True}, \text{False}\} \) indicates whether the feedback flow is still active.

For every task \( \text{Task} \in \text{Tasks} \) and \( \text{Realization} \in \text{Realizations} \) the following properties are defined.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{PreviousVersion} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the previous version of the task.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{PreviousVersions} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) is the set of all previous versions of the task, i.e. the non-reflexive transitive closure of the PreviousVersion function.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Realization} \in \text{Realizations} \) is the realization of a task.

• \( \text{Realization}.\text{Subtasks} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) is the set of all tasks in a realization.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Subtasks} := \text{Task}.\text{Realization}.\text{Subtasks} \) is the set of all subtasks.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Parent} \in \text{Tasks} \) is the task’s parent task which may be undefined.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Ancestors} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) is the set of all ancestors of a task, i.e. the non-reflexive transitive closure of the Parent function.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{ControlFlows} \subseteq \text{ControlFlows} \) denotes the set of outgoing control flows of the task.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Successors} := \{s | \exists c \in \text{Task}.\text{ControlFlows} : c.\text{Succ} = s\} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) denotes the set of direct successors of the task.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Predecessors} := \{p | \exists c \in \text{ControlFlows} : c.\text{Succ} = \text{Task} \land c.\text{Pred} = p\} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) denotes the set of direct predecessors of the task.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{TSuccessors} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) is the set of all transitive successors of the task, i.e. the non-reflexive transitive closure of the ControlFlows relation.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{Feedbacks} \subseteq \text{Feedbacks} \) denotes the set of outgoing feedback flows.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{ActiveFeedbacks} := \{f | f \in \text{Task}.\text{Feedbacks} \land f.\text{Active} = \text{true}\} \) denotes the set of all active outgoing feedback flows.

• \( \text{Task}.\text{FeedbackTargets} := \{t | \exists f \in \text{Task}.\text{Feedbacks} \land f.\text{Target} = t\} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) denotes the set of connected feedback targets.
Documents and data flow  The set Documents contains all documents. The set Revisions contains all revisions of documents. The set OutputParameters contains all output parameters and the set InputParameters contains all input parameters. The set DataFlows \( \subseteq \) InputParameters \( \times \) OutputParameters contains all data flows. For every task \( \text{Task} \in \text{Tasks} \) the following properties are defined.

- \( \text{Task}.\text{OutputParameters} \subseteq \text{OutputParameters} \)
- \( \text{Task}.\text{InputParameters} \subseteq \text{InputParameters} \)

For every input parameter \( \text{InputParameter} \in \text{InputParameters} \) the following properties are defined.

- \( \text{InputParameter}.\text{Task} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) the task to which the input parameter belongs.
- \( \text{InputParameter}.\text{DataFlows} \subseteq \text{DataFlows} \) denotes the set of all incoming data flows of the input parameter. There can be more than one incoming data flow for an input parameter when there are several versions of the source task.

For every data flow \( d \in \text{DataFlows} \) the following attributes are defined.

- \( d.\text{Source} \in \text{OutputParameters} \) denotes the source of the data flow.
- \( d.\text{Target} \in \text{InputParameters} \) denotes the target of the data flow.

For every document \( \text{Document} \in \text{Documents} \) the following properties are defined.

- \( \text{Document}.\text{Revisions} \subseteq \text{Revisions} \) denotes the set of all revisions of the document.

For every output parameter \( \text{OutputParameter} \in \text{OutputParameters} \) the following attributes are defined.

- \( \text{OutputParameter}.\text{DataFlows} \subseteq \text{DataFlows} \) denotes the set of all outgoing data flows of the output parameter.
- \( \text{OutputParameter}.\text{Task} \subseteq \text{Tasks} \) is the task to which the output parameter belongs.
- \( \text{OutputParameter}.\text{Document} \in \text{Documents} \) is the document which is associated with the output parameter.
- \( \text{OutputParameter}.\text{Revisions} \subseteq \text{OutputParameter}.\text{Document}.\text{Revisions} \) are the revisions which have been produced in the task of this output parameter.

For every revision \( \text{Revision} \in \text{Revisions} \) the following attributes are defined.

- \( \text{Revision}.\text{IsReleased} \in \{\text{True},\text{False}\} \) indicates whether the revision has already been released.
**Resource modeling**  The set Resources contains all resources in the project team. The set Roles contains all functional roles defined in the organization. The set TaskAssignments contains all task assignments. For every task Task ∈ Tasks the following properties are defined.

- Task.TaskAssignments ⊂ TaskAssignments is the set of all task assignments defined for the task.

For every task assignment a ∈ TaskAssignments the following attributes are defined.

- a.Task ∈ Tasks the task for which the task assignment has been defined.
- a.IsResponsible ∈ {True,False} indicates whether the task assignment defines the responsible resource for the task.
- a.Resource ∈ Resources the resource assigned to the task via the task assignment.
- a.Role ∈ Roles the required role specified for the task assignment.

**Structural Invariants**

Structural invariants are defined for the entities, relationships, and properties of the structural model. They can be divided into invariants concerning tasks and control flow, documents and data flow, and resource modeling. In the following definitions of the structural invariants, it is implicitly assumed that all instances contained in the sets which define the entity types belong to the same project. In that sense, the sets do not exactly represent the entity types but only subsets thereof. The same assumption is made for the definition of behavioral invariants and timing consistency constraints in the following sections.

**Tasks and control flow**  The following structural invariants ensure that the structure of a dynamic task net is consistent with respect to horizontal and vertical task relationships.

**Unique naming**

\[ ∀t_1,t_2 ∈ Tasks(t_1.Parent = t_2.Parent → t_1.Name ≠ t_2.Name) \]  

Two different subtasks of a common parent task must not have the same name.

**Task hierarchy**

\[ ∀t_1,t_2 ∈ Tasks(t_1 ∈ t_2.Ancestors → t_2 ∉ t_1.Ancestors) \]  

The hierarchy of tasks within a task net builds a tree structure.

**Acyclic control flow**

\[ ∀t_1,t_2 ∈ Tasks(t_1 ∈ t_2.TSuccessors → t_2 ∉ t_1.TSuccessors) \]  

The control flow relationships between tasks must not form a cycle.
Control flow balancing

∀ t_1, t_2 ∈ Tasks(t_2 ∈ t_1.Successors ∧ t_1.Parent ≠ t_2.Parent) ⇒ t_2.Parent ∈ t_1.Parent.Successors) (5.4)

If two tasks from different subnets (realizations) are connected by a control flow, their respective parent tasks must be connected by a control flow with the same orientation.

Feedback flow balancing

∀ t_1, t_2 ∈ Tasks(t_1 ∈ t_2.FeedbackTargets ⇒ t_1.Parent = t_2.Parent) ∨
   t_1.Parent ∈ t_2.Parent.FeedbackTargets ∨
   t_1 ∈ t_2.Parent.FeedbackTargets ∨
   t_1.Parent ∈ t_2.FeedbackTargets) (5.5)

Two tasks can be connected by a feedback flow, if they are subtasks of the same task, or if their parent tasks are connected by an equally directed feedback flow. Furthermore, a diagonal feedback flow to or from a subtask is allowed if the parent of the target or source task is connected by a feedback flow with the source or target task respectively (cf. [Kra98, p.80]).

Feedback flow orientation

∀ t_1, t_2 ∈ Tasks((t_1 ∈ t_2.FeedbackTargets ∧ (t_1.Parent = t_2.Parent) ∨
   t_1.Parent ∈ t_2.Parent.FeedbackTargets)) ⇒ t_2 ∈ t_1.TSuccessors) (5.6)

There must exist a control flow path from a feedback flow’s target to its source, except for diagonal feedback flows.

Redundant control flows

∀ t ∈ Tasks(∀ c_1, c_2 ∈ t.ControlFlows(c_1 ≠ c_2 ⇒ (c_1.Pred ≠ c_2.Pred ∨ c_1.Succ ≠ c_2.Succ)) (5.7)

There must not exist two different control flows between two tasks.

Redundant active feedback flows

∀ t ∈ Tasks(∀ f_1, f_2 ∈ t.Feedbacks(f_1 ≠ f_2 ∧ f_1.Target = f_2.Target ∧
   f_1.Source = f_2.Target ⇒ f_1.Active = false ∨ f_2.Active = false)) (5.8)

There must not exist two different active feedback flows between two tasks.
**Documents and data flow**  With respect to the definition of data flows, the following structural invariants are defined.

**Data flow between tasks**

\[ \forall d \in \text{DataFlows}(d.\text{Source.Task} \neq d.\text{Target.Task}) \quad (5.9) \]

The input and output parameters which are connected by a data flow do not belong to the same task.

**Data flow along task relationships**

\[ \forall d \in \text{DataFlows}(d.\text{Target.Task} \in d.\text{Source.Task}.\text{Successors} \lor d.\text{Target.Task} \in d.\text{Source.Task}.\text{FeedbackTargets}) \quad (5.10) \]

The tasks which are connected by a data flow are connected by a control or feedback flow with the same orientation.

**Unique input**

\[ \forall i \in \text{InputParameters}(\forall d_1, d_2 \in i.\text{DataFlows}(d_1 \neq d_2) \Rightarrow (d_1.\text{Source.Task} \in d_2.\text{Source.Task}.\text{PreviousVersions} \lor d_2.\text{Source.Task} \in d_1.\text{Source.Task}.\text{PreviousVersions})) \quad (5.11) \]

There may not be two different data flows between two parameters, and an input parameter cannot have data flows from different tasks defined. If an input parameter has two incoming data flows, the source output parameters belong to two different versions of the same task.

**Documents and output parameters**

\[ \forall d \in \text{Documents} \exists ! o \in \text{OutputParameters}(o.\text{Document} = d \land \forall i \in o.\text{Task}.\text{InputParameters}(i.\text{Document} \neq d)) \quad (5.12) \]

For every document, there exists exactly one producing output parameter in the task net, i.e. the task of the output parameter does not have the document as input.

**Revisions and output parameters**

\[ \forall r \in \text{Revisions} \exists ! o \in \text{OutputParameters}(r \in o.\text{Revisions}) \quad (5.13) \]

For every revision of a document, there exists exactly one output parameter in the task net which produced this revision. This implies that an output parameter cannot be deleted once it has produced a revision.
**Resource modeling** Structural invariants which apply for modeling resource assignments in dynamic task nets are the following.

**Clarified responsibility**

\[
\forall t \in \text{Tasks} (\forall a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments} \Rightarrow (\exists b \in t.\text{TaskAssignments} (b.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})))
\]  

(5.14)

When at least one task assignment has been defined for a task, then there is a task assignment for the responsible resource. As a consequence, the first created task assignment of a task becomes the responsible task assignment, and the responsible task assignment cannot be deleted before other task assignments.

**Unique responsible resource**

\[
\forall t \in \text{Tasks} (\forall a_1, a_2 \in t.\text{TaskAssignments} (a_1 \neq a_2 \Rightarrow \neg (a_1.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land a_2.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})))
\]  

(5.15)

There may not be two different task assignments of a task which both define the responsible resource.

**Pre- and Post-Conditions**

From the defined invariants, several pre- and post-conditions for structural change operations have been derived. These conditions impose constraints on the structure of a dynamic task net which have to be fulfilled in order to invoke the respective operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Pre-Condition</th>
<th>Post-Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CreateSubtask(p, out s)</td>
<td>( \forall s_1, s_2 \in p.\text{Subtasks}(s_1.\text{Name} \neq s_2.\text{Name}) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddRealization(t, r)</td>
<td>undef(t.\text{Realization})</td>
<td>t.\text{Realization} = r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoveRealization(t)</td>
<td>undef(t.\text{Realization})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateControlFlow(p, s)</td>
<td>((p.\text{Parent} = s.\text{Parent} \lor s.\text{Parent} \in p.\text{Parent.\text{Successors}}) \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( s \notin p.\text{Successors} \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( p \notin s.\text{TSuccessors} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteControlFlow(c)</td>
<td>( \neg \exists c_s \in \text{ControlFlows} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((c_s.\text{Pred} \in c.\text{Pred.\text{Subtasks}} \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( c_s.\text{Succ} \in c.\text{Succ.\text{Subtasks}} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \forall t_1, t_2 \in \text{Tasks}(\exists t_1 \in t_2.\text{FeedbackTargets} \Rightarrow t_2 \in t_1.\text{TSuccessors} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Structural Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Pre-Condition</th>
<th>Post-Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CreateFeedbackFlow(s, t, outf)</td>
<td>( s \in t.\text{TSuccessors}\land )</td>
<td>( f.\text{IsActive} = \text{true} \land f.\text{source} = s \land f.\text{target} = t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(t.\text{Parent} = s.\text{Parent})\lor )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.\text{Parent} \in s.\text{Parent}.\text{FeedbackTargets}\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t \in s.\text{Parent}.\text{FeedbackTargets}\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \neg \exists f' \in s.\text{ActiveFeedbacks}(f'.\text{Target} = t) \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o.\text{Revisions} = \emptyset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteOutputParameter(o)</td>
<td>( \exists c \in o.\text{Task}.\text{ControlFlows} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c.\text{Succ} = i.\text{Task})\lor )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \exists f \in o.\text{Task}.\text{ActiveFeedbacks} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f.\text{Target} = i.\text{Task})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \neg \exists d \in \text{DataFlows}(d.\text{Target} = i \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d.\text{Source}.\text{Task} \not\in o.\text{Task}.\text{PreviousVersions} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateDataFlow(o, i)</td>
<td>( \exists a' \in t.\text{TaskAssignments} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a'.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\neg \exists a_1, a_2 \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(a_1 \neq a_2 \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_1.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_2.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateTaskAssignment(t, out a)</td>
<td>a.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{false}\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \neg \exists a' \in a.\text{TaskAssignments}(a' \neq a) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteTaskAssignment(a)</td>
<td>( \exists a' \in a.\text{TaskAssignments} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a'.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\neg \exists a_1, a_2 \in a.\text{TaskAssignments}(a_1 \neq a_2 \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_1.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_2.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifyTaskAssignment(a)</td>
<td>( \exists a' \in a.\text{TaskAssignments} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a'.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\neg \exists a_1, a_2 \in a.\text{TaskAssignments}(a_1 \neq a_2 \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_1.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a_2.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true})\land )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateNewTaskVersion(t, out t')</td>
<td>( \neg \exists t \in \text{Tasks}(t \in \hat{t}.\text{PreviousVersions}) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t = \hat{t}.\text{PreviousVersion}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 5.1: Pre- and post-conditions for structural change operations.

The defined pre- and post-conditions have been implemented in PROCEED to ensure the structural consistency of a dynamic task net. If pre-conditions of a change operation are not fulfilled or its application would lead to a violation of a post-condition, then the operation is prohibited. As a consequence, a consistent dynamic task net cannot be transformed by a structural change operation into an inconsistent
5.2 Behavioral Model

The behavioral model specifies the available execution states of tasks and the allowed state transitions. Furthermore, it defines additional constraints for structural change operations which take the execution states of tasks into account. In particular, the creation of feedback flows depends on the execution states of the connected tasks.

5.2.1 Life Cycle of a Task

Every task in a dynamic task net has an execution state. The finite state machine depicted in Figure 5.12 defines the life cycle of a task. It defines the possible execution states and the generally allowed state transitions independent of the task’s context. The boxes represent task states while the edges represent transitions between these states. Every edge is labeled with the name of the transition.

In Definition is the initial state of a task. In this state, the properties of the task can be set, resources can be assigned and the realization of the task can be elaborated. When a task is completely defined, its state is changed to Waiting. If a responsible resource has been assigned to the task, this resource can start the task so that it becomes active. Otherwise, if only the required role for the responsible resource has been specified, a resource who can play this role can pick up the task and start it.

The state Active indicates that the work defined by the task is currently performed by the assigned resources. A task can be temporarily suspended. When a task is in the state Suspended, no work is performed on the task and no working hours can be booked on the task. In PROCEED, property values of a started task can be changed when the task is in the states Active or Replanning. However, only in the state Replanning, a task can be structurally changed, i.e. the realization of the task can be modified. The execution state Replanning had been introduced in DYNAMITE in [Kra98] but abandoned in [Sch02]. In PROCEED, the Replanning state has been reintroduced because it is particularly useful for rescheduling dynamic task nets.

A task can be aborted from each of the states Active, Suspended or Replanning. The final state Failed indicates that the task has been unsuccessfully terminated. On the other hand, if the work of an active task has been successfully completed, the task is committed whereby its state is changed to Done. The execution state Skipped has been introduced in PROCEED. This extension was required to cover certain cases during the enactment of workflow-managed tasks which will be described in Section 6.3. In DYNAMITE, it was not possible to skip the execution of a task completely without starting it in the first place. When a task is skipped in PROCEED, it is considered as successfully terminated although the work has not been done. A task can only be skipped when it has not been started yet. A running task has to be either committed or aborted.

Three subsets of the set of states are defined which correspond to the three different phases of the life cycle of a task: Preparing, Running and Terminated. A
5.2 Behavioral Model

A task is *preparing* if it is either in the state InDefinition or Waiting, i.e. it has not been started yet. If the task is active or temporarily suspended or replanning, it is considered as *running*. Finally, a task can be *terminated*, either successfully if it has been committed or skipped, or unsuccessfully if its execution failed.

The property values of a task may only be changed in the states InDefinition, Active and Replanning. A task which has one of these states is called *editable*. Structural changes to the realization of a task are only allowed if the task is in one of the states InDefinition or Replanning. When a task is in one of these states it is considered as *plannable*. 
In Figure 5.13, an example of an enacted dynamic task net is depicted. Several behavioral aspects are visualized in addition to the task net structure. The control flows are labeled with their semantics (cf. Section 4.3.2) and the tasks have execution states. The symbols which are used to represent the execution states of tasks are defined in the legend at the bottom of the figure.

5.2.2 Behavioral Constraints

The finite state automaton defined in Section 5.2.1 already constrains the allowed state transitions of a task. In addition to that, further constraints are imposed by the context of a task which includes the parent task, the subtasks and the predecessors and successors with respect to control and feedback flow relationships.

Definitions

For the definition of behavioral invariants, some additional definitions are required. The set \( \text{States} := \{ \text{InDefinition}, \text{Waiting}, \text{Active}, \text{Suspended}, \text{Replanning}, \text{Failed}, \text{Skipped}, \text{Done} \} \) contains all available execution states of a task. The following subsets of the set \( \text{States} \) are defined.

- \( \text{Preparing} := \{ \text{InDefinition}, \text{Waiting} \} \)
- \( \text{Running} := \{ \text{Active}, \text{Suspended} \} \)
- \( \text{Terminated} := \{ \text{Failed}, \text{Skipped}, \text{Done} \} \)
- \( \text{Plannable} := \{ \text{InDefinition}, \text{Replanning} \} \)
- \( \text{Editable} := \{ \text{InDefinition}, \text{Replanning}, \text{Active} \} \)

For every task \( \text{Task} \in \text{Tasks} \) the following property is defined.

- \( \text{Task}. \text{State} \in \text{States} \) denotes the current execution state of the task.

For every control flow \( c \in \text{ControlFlows} \) the following attribute is defined.

- \( c. \text{Semantics} \in \{ \text{Standard}, \text{Simultaneous}, \text{Sequential} \} \) is the semantics of the control flow.

For reasons of simplification, the following set-valued properties are defined for a task \( \text{Task} \in \text{Tasks} \).

- \( \text{Task. StdCFs} := \{ c | c \in \text{Task. ControlFlows} \land c. \text{Semantics} = \text{Standard} \} \)
- \( \text{Task. SimCFs} := \{ c | c \in \text{Task. ControlFlows} \land c. \text{Semantics} = \text{Simultaneous} \} \)
- \( \text{Task. SeqCFs} := \{ c | c \in \text{Task. ControlFlows} \land c. \text{Semantics} = \text{Sequential} \} \)
Behavioral Invariants

The behavioral invariants which are defined in the following have been in large part adopted from DYNAMITE [Kra98, Sch02]. However, the defined invariants deviate from those defined in [Sch02] in that the execution states RePlanning and Skipped have been added to the finite state automaton. Additional constraints have been defined which refer to the task assignment for the responsible resource of a task.

Several invariants are defined with respect to vertical task relationships, i.e. the relation of a task to its parent and its subtasks.

- A task that has never been started cannot have a terminated parent task, and the subtasks must also be preparing.
  \[
  \text{Task.State} \in \text{Preparing} \Rightarrow (\forall t \in \text{Task.Subtasks}(t.\text{State} \in \text{Preparing}) \land \\
  \neg(\text{Task.Parent} \in \text{Terminated}))
  \]  
  (5.16)

- A task that is running and not suspended has to have a running but not suspended parent task. This constraint demands that the subtasks of a suspended task may not be active or replanning.
  \[
  (\text{Task.State} = \text{Active} \lor \text{Task.State} = \text{Replanning}) \Rightarrow \\
  (\text{Task.Parent.State} = \text{Active} \lor \text{Task.Parent.State} = \text{Replanning})
  \]  
  (5.17)

- The parent task of a suspended task has to be running.
  \[
  \text{Task.State} = \text{Suspended} \Rightarrow (\text{Task.Parent.State} \in \text{Running})
  \]  
  (5.18)

- If a task is terminated, all subtasks have to be terminated as well and the parent task must not be preparing. This implies that a task may only be skipped when the parent task has been started or skipped.
  \[
  \text{Task.State} \in \text{Terminated} \Rightarrow (\forall t \in \text{Task.Subtasks}(t.\text{State} \in \text{Terminated}) \land \\
  \neg(\text{Task.Parent.State} \in \text{Preparing}))
  \]  
  (5.19)

The last invariant does not demand, that a successfully terminated tasks has only successfully terminated subtasks, i.e. a task can be committed when a subtask has failed. The failure of a subtask simply indicates that the assigned resources were not able to achieve the goals defined for the task. However, additional subtasks can be defined in which resources continue the work of the failed task and rework its results. In contrast to that, the failure of a task in a workflow instance which is enacted in a workflow management system usually leads to the failure of the whole workflow. This is due to the fact that workflow management systems are often used to support fully automatic processes. The failure of the whole workflow can only be prevented by the implementation of so called compensation handlers (cf. Section 3.4). In development processes, the failure of a task does not necessarily
mean that the whole process is condemned to failure. The definition of additional
tasks which make up for the failed task can be regarded as manual compensation.

Besides vertical task relationships, horizontal task relationships have to be con-
sidered as well. Two tasks can be connected by a control flow or a feedback flow.
The execution state changes of tasks connected by control or feedback flows are
constrained by the following invariants.

• The successors of a task may not be terminated before the task. This applies for
all control flow semantics. In particular, it is guaranteed that all predecessors of
a milestone task are terminated before the milestone terminates.

\[
\text{Task.State} \notin \text{Terminated} \Rightarrow \forall t \in \text{Task.Successors}(t.\text{State} \notin \text{Terminated})
\]  
(5.20)

• If a task has not been started yet, then its simultaneous successors may not have
been started either.

\[
\text{Task.State} \in \text{Preparing} \Rightarrow \forall c \in \text{Task.SimCFs}(c.\text{Succ}.\text{State} \in \text{Preparing})
\]  
(5.21)

• If a task has not been terminated yet, then its sequential successors may not
have been started.

\[
\text{Task.State} \notin \text{Terminated} \Rightarrow \forall c \in \text{Task.SeqCFs}(c.\text{Succ}.\text{State} \in \text{Preparing})
\]  
(5.22)

• If two tasks are connected by an active feedback flow, they both may not be
committed.

\[
\forall f \in \text{FeedbackFlows}(f.\text{IsActive} = \text{true} \Rightarrow f.\text{Source}.\text{State} = \text{Active} \land
f.\text{Target}.\text{State} \notin \text{Terminated})
\]  
(5.23)

The assignment of a responsible resource to a task constrains its allowed execution
state transitions as well.

• To complete the definition of a task, a task assignment for the responsible
resource has to be defined with a required role.

\[
\text{Task.State} = \text{Waiting} \Rightarrow \exists a \in \text{Task.TaskAssignments}(a.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land
\neg \text{undef}(a.\text{Role}))
\]  
(5.24)

• For a task to be started, the responsible resource has to be assigned to the task.

\[
\text{Task.State} \in \text{Running} \Rightarrow \exists a \in \text{Task.TaskAssignments}(a.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{true} \land
\neg \text{undef}(a.\text{Resource}))
\]  
(5.25)

Document revisions may also constrain the possible state changes of tasks. A task,
which still has an open revision, i.e. a revision which has been created and possibly
inspected but not yet approved, may not be committed.

\[
\text{Task.State} = \text{Done} \Rightarrow \neg (\exists o \in \text{Task.OutputParameters}(\exists r \in o.\text{Revisions}
(o.\text{IsReleased} = \text{false})))
\]  
(5.26)
Pre- and Post-Conditions

The constraints which are imposed by the defined invariants on state change operations in a dynamic task net have been translated to pre- and post-conditions for state change operations. Table 5.2 shows the conditions for all possible state changes of a task which also cover the constraints imposed by the finite state machine which defines the life cycle of a task. The post-conditions defined in Table 5.2 are fulfilled after a state change of a task because the following automatic adaptations of the context of the task are performed by PROCEED.

- When a task is suspended, all active and replanning subtasks are suspended as well.
- When a task is resumed, all suspended subtasks are resumed as well to the state they had before the suspension (either Active or Replanning). This adaptation is not required to re-establish consistency but it is convenient for the user.
- When a task is aborted, all running subtasks are aborted and all preparing subtasks are skipped. Furthermore all outgoing feedback flows are deactivated.
- When a task is skipped, all subtasks are skipped as well which are necessarily all preparing.

5.2.3 Execution States and Structural Change Operations

Several structural change operations are constrained by the execution states of the involved tasks. The corresponding invariants could not be formulated in Section 5.1.4 since the available execution states of a task have been introduced in Section 5.2.1. Therefore, this section draws the connection between the structural and the behavioral model. The constraints imposed by task execution states on structural change operations are directly defined as pre- and post-conditions of the corresponding change operations. The underlying invariants are only informally described. The creation of a feedback flow may require complex adaptations to a dynamic task net to maintain its consistency with respect to behavioral constraints. Therefore, these adaptations are described in detail at the end of this section.

Pre- and Post-Conditions

A task is editable if it is in one of the states InDefinition, Active or Replanning, i.e. the property values of the task may be changed. Structural changes to the realization of a task are only allowed if it is plannable, i.e. it is in one of the states InDefinition or Replanning. Furthermore, the execution state of a new task has to be initialized correctly. These constraints determine the pre- and post-conditions for structural change operations listed in Table 5.3 which are evaluated by PROCEED in addition to the structural conditions presented earlier.
### Operation | Pre-Condition | Post-Condition
--- | --- | ---
**Redefine(Task)** | Task.State = Waiting | Task.State = InDefinition
**Replan(Task)** | Task.State = Active | Task.State = Replanning
**Restart(Task)** | Task.State = Replanning | Task.State = Active
**Suspend(Task)** | Task.State ∈ {Active} | ∀t ∈ Task.Subtasks(t.State ∈ Preparing∨t.State = Suspended ∨t.State ∈ Terminated)
**Resume(Task)** | Task.State = Suspended∧Task.Parent.State ∈ {Active, Replanning} | Task.State ∈ {Active}
**Commit(Task)** | Task.State = Active∧(∀t ∈ Task.Subtasks(t.State ∈ Terminated))∧(∀t ∈ Tasks(Task ∈ t.Successors ⇒ (t.State ∈ Terminated)))∧(¬∃f ∈ FeedbackFlows(f.IsActive = true∧(Task = f.Source ∨ Task = f.Target)))∧(¬(∃o ∈ Task.OutputParameters(∃r ∈ o.Revisions(o.IsReleased = false)))) | Task.State = Done
**Skip(Task)** | Task.State ∈ Preparing | Task.State = Skipped∧(∀t ∈ Task.Subtasks(t.State = Skipped))

Tabelle 5.2: Pre- and post-conditions for state change operations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Pre-Condition</th>
<th>Post-Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CreateSubtask(p, out s)</td>
<td>p.State \in Plannable</td>
<td>s.State = InDefinition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteSubtask(p, s)</td>
<td>p.State \in Plannable \land s.State \in Preparing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddRealization(t, r)</td>
<td>t.State = InDefinition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoveRealization(t)</td>
<td>t.State = InDefinition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateControlFlow(p, s, out c)</td>
<td>p.Parent.State \in Plannable \land s.Parent.State \in Plannable \land \neg(s.State \in Terminated) \lor (p.State \in Terminated)</td>
<td>c.Semantics = Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteControlFlow(c)</td>
<td>c.Pred.Parent.State \in Plannable \land c.Succ.Parent.State \in Plannable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifyControlFlow(c, s)</td>
<td>c.Pred.Parent.State \in Plannable \land c.Succ.Parent.State \in Plannable \land c.Semantics = s \land \neg(c.Succ.State \in Terminated) \lor (c.Pred.State \in Terminated) \land (c.Semantics = Simultaneous \Rightarrow (c.Pred.State \notin Preparing) \land c.Succ.State \in Preparing) \land (c.Semantics = Sequential \Rightarrow (c.Pred.State \in Terminated) \land (c.Succ.State \in Preparing))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateFeedbackFlow(s, t, out f)</td>
<td>s.Parent.State \in Plannable \land t.Parent.State \in Plannable \land s.State = Active \land t.state \in Running \cup Preparing</td>
<td>f.IsActive = true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateOutputParameter(t)</td>
<td>t.State \in Editable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteOutputParameter(o)</td>
<td>o.Task.State \in Editable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateDataFlow(o, i)</td>
<td>o.Task.Parent.State \in Plannable \land i.TaskParent.State \in Plannable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Pre-Condition</th>
<th>Post-Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ModifyTask(t)</td>
<td>t.State ∈ Editable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateTaskAssignment(t, out a)</td>
<td>t.State ∈ Editable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeleteTaskAssignment(a)</td>
<td>a.Task.State ∈ Editable∧</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a.IsResponsible = false∨</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a.Task.State = InDefinition)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifyTaskAssignment(a)</td>
<td>a.Task.State ∈ Editable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreateNewTaskVersion(t, out t’)</td>
<td>t.Parent.State ∈ Plannable∧</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.State ∈ Terminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t’.State = InDefinition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProduceRevision(o)</td>
<td>o.Task.State = Active</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 5.3: Behavioral pre- and post-conditions for structural change operations.

**Feedback Handling**

The pre-condition for the creation of a feedback flow demands, that the target task is not terminated. In the formal notation used for the conditions, different versions of the same task are regarded as two distinct tasks. To define a feedback flow which targets a terminated task, a new version of the task has to be created first.

Several structural and behavioral constraints apply for the creation of a feedback flow between two tasks. In particular, the target of a feedback flow may not be terminated, which is why a new version of a terminated task is created when a feedback is created which has the terminated task as its target. In the UML class diagram of Figure 5.2, the association NextVersion is defined for the class Task. Two objects of the class which represent subsequent versions of the same task are connected via this association. New task versions have to be created for all terminated successors as well, in order to reach a consistent enactment state of the dynamic task net.

All new versions of tasks are connected by control flows with the same semantics as defined between the old versions of the tasks. However, the semantics of a control flow from a new version of a task to a running successor always has the standard semantics. When the parent task of a versioned task is already terminated as well, a new version has to be created for this task too. The realization of a new task version can be empty. However, if the old version of the task defined a complex subprocess, it is convenient for the user to have the subnet automatically created according to the old version of the task.

Figure 5.14 shows an example which incorporates all aspects of task versioning...
due to the creation of a feedback flow. Different versions of a task are connected by dotted arrows directed from the older version to the new version. The task Initial P&IDs has been terminated earlier. During the execution of the task Piping, errors are detected in the results of the task Initial P&IDs. This requires the creation of a new task version of the task Initial P&IDs and the definition of a feedback flow from Piping to the new task version. Since the parent task Basic Engineering is already terminated and no feedback has been defined on the level of the parent tasks yet, first, a new version of the task Basic Engineering is created and defined as the target of a feedback flow from Detail Engineering. Not all subtasks of Basic Engineering are versioned but only the task Initial P&IDs. However, the realization of the task Initial P&IDs is completely created anew containing new versions of all subtasks of the previous version. New task versions have to be created for all terminated successor tasks of Initial P&IDs. The semantics of the control flows between new task versions are the same as the semantics of the corresponding control flows between the old versions. Only when the targets of the new control flows have not been versioned and are still running, the semantics is changed to standard like for the control flows targeting Detail Engineering and Piping. This adaptation is required for behavioral consistency because the targets of the new control flows are already running. Parameters and data flows are not depicted in Figure 5.14. The new version of a task has by default the same input and output parameters as the previous versions. Naturally, no produced revisions are associated with these parameters yet. Data flows are automatically created according to the data flows defined for the old
task versions. New parameters may be introduced for the new task versions, e.g. to accept an error report from a feedback source.

## 5.3 Timing Model

The DYNAMITE meta-model did not define any properties for tasks, control flows or resources for the purpose of time management in dynamic task nets. The AHEAD prototype did not provide any functionality for scheduling the tasks of a process model instance. Therefore, the TNT meta-model extends several entities which have been adopted from DYNAMITE by the required properties to enable the temporal modeling of processes and the scheduling of tasks. The values of time related properties have to be consistent in a dynamic task net. Therefore, timing consistency constraints are defined which are enforced by the PROCEED system.

### 5.3.1 Properties for Time Management

For the planning and scheduling of tasks in a dynamic task net, several properties have been defined for the entities task, task assignment, control flow and resource. Figure 5.15 shows the entities which have been extended by new time management properties. Besides the extension of existing entities by new properties, the class WorkCalendar has been introduced to define the working days of resources and tasks. Furthermore, the class WorkloadDistribution has been introduced to store the daily planned and actual workload of task assignments.

The time management properties can be divided into the following categories.

**Planning data** refers to all data that is specified in the project planning phase before scheduling, e.g. required workload and budget.

**Manually set time constraints** are the release and due dates of tasks, but also lag times defined for control flows.

**Computed constraint dates** result from critical path analysis of a dynamic task net, e.g. earliest possible start times of tasks.

**Planned dates** are calculated during resource-constrained scheduling and include besides the planned start and end times of tasks also the planned daily workload for task assignments and resources.

Actual and forecasted dates are logged and computed respectively during process enactment. These properties are not part of the timing model but are defined in the monitoring model. In the following, the new entities and properties for time management in dynamic task nets are introduced starting with work calendars and workload distributions.
Work Calendars

Because different resources or groups in a project team may have different working times, work calendars have been introduced in PROCEED. Work calendars allow to define the working times of tasks and resources individually. For every resource \( r \in \text{Resources} \), the property \( r.WCal \in \text{WorkCalendars} \) is defined where WorkCalendars denotes the set of all possible work calendars. Likewise, for every task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), the property \( t.WCal \in \text{WorkCalendars} \) is defined.

A work calendar defines for every day the number of totally available working hours. This way, weekends, holidays, days of illness and other exceptions can be taken into account during scheduling. Furthermore, a work calendar can store the used working hours per day.

A work calendar defines a regular work week and a set of exceptions from the normal working days. The available work weeks in PROCEED are the 5-day, 6-day and 7-day work week. For design tasks, the common work week is the 5-day week which is used as the default in PROCEED. The alternatives 6-day and 7-day work week are common for construction or transportation tasks. For all dates which deviate from the regular work week of the calendar with respect to the totally available working hours, exceptions are stored in the work calendar. For example,
the calendar of a resource may define exceptions for dates which are work days according to the regular work week but where the resource is not available due to vacation, illness, trainings, or work in another project. In the work calendar of a task, general holidays may be stored as exceptions from the regular work week. It is also possible to define exceptions for dates which are no work days according to the regular work week but for which working hours shall be available.

For every work calendar \( \text{cal} \in \text{WorkCalendars} \), the following three methods are defined where the set \( \text{Dates} \) contains all possible dates.

**Total Workload** The method \( \text{cal}.\text{TWL}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) returns the number of totally available working hours for the date \( d \in \text{Dates} \).

**Used Workload** The method \( \text{cal}.\text{UWL}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) returns the number of used working hours for the date \( d \in \text{Dates} \).

**Available Workload** The method \( \text{cal}.\text{AWL}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) returns the number of available working hours for the date \( d \in \text{Dates} \) which is computed as

\[
\text{cal}.\text{AWL}(d) = \text{cal}.\text{TWL}(d) - \text{cal}.\text{UWL}(d)
\]

The work calendar of a resource stores for every day the working hours which have been scheduled for the task assignments of the resource for this particular day. The work calendar of a task does not store used working hours. It merely specifies the regular work week and exceptions, e.g. additional holidays.

During resource-constrained scheduling, the workload of task assignments is distributed over several days between the planned start and end times of the corresponding tasks. The property \( \text{a}.\text{PlannedWorkload} \in \text{WorkloadDistributions} \) is defined for every task assignment \( \text{a} \in \text{TaskAssignments} \). It defines the planned working hours for every date.

A workload distribution is basically a mapping of dates to working hours. For every \( \text{distr} \in \text{WorkloadDistributions} \) the method \( \text{distr}.\text{Workload}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) is defined which returns the workload for a date \( d \in \text{Dates} \). A workload distribution stores no information about the work calendar which was used to compute the distribution. However, the daily working hours which are planned for a task assignment are added to the used workload of the work calendar of the assigned resource.

Figure 5.16 shows an example for the work calendar of a resource. The depicted cutout of the work calendar of the resource Bach covers several days in May, 2010. The 13th and 24th of May, 2010 are official holidays, and the 14th is a personal holiday of the resource Bach. Therefore, the total workload for these dates is zero while all other days have eight hours total workload each. The resource Bach has two task assignments in the project in the depicted time frame (the corresponding tasks are not depicted). The task assignments have already been scheduled, i.e. the workload has been distributed over several days. The daily planned workload of the task assignments sums up to the used workload in the work calendar of the resource Bach. From this, the available workload is derived which is zero in the work week...
Abbildung 5.16: Example for a work calendar and workload distributions.

from 17th to 21st of May. Therefore, no more tasks can be assigned to the resource Bach in this week.

The usage of work calendars for resources is a way to realize multi-project management. For those days on which a resource is not available in the current project because he is working in another project, an exception is stored in the work calendar specifying less available working hours than the full work day would provide. When the tasks in the current project are scheduled, the unavailability of resources due to their work in other projects is taken into account. This is a practical approach for aligning the schedules of several different projects. It does not lead to a globally optimal schedule over all projects but results in good feasible schedules.

Planning Data

Project planning involves the assignment of resources to tasks. A resource has a limited amount of working hours per day which can be used for different tasks. The cost which arises from the work performed by the resources can be derived from their planned and actual workload and their individual cost rates. Therefore, for every Resource ∈ Resources the following properties are defined.

Available workload per day The work calendar Resource.WCal of the resource returns for every date d ∈ Dates the total and available working hours via the methods WCal.TWL(d) and WCal.AWL(d), respectively.

Cost per hour The property Resource.CpH ∈ R⁺ specifies the cost of the resource for one working hour in the currency which is used for budgeting the project.

Cost per usage The property Resource.CpU ∈ R⁺ specifies the cost of the resource for its usage in a task. For the sake of simplicity, the cost per usage is always accrued at the start of the task.
Since task assignments are explicitly modeled in PROCEED, the following properties can be defined for every task assignment \( a \in \text{TaskAssignments} \).

**Workload** The property \( a.\text{Workload} \in \mathbb{N} \) specifies the planned workload for the task assignment in the unit man hours (MHRS).

**Planned Cost** The property \( a.\text{PlannedCost} \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) returns the planned costs of the task assignment which are derived from the planned workload and the cost rates of the assigned resource. If no actual resource is assigned yet, the planned cost for a task assignment cannot be determined and is set to zero by default.

In contrast to workload planning, the budget of task assignments cannot be manually defined but is derived from the planned workload and the resource costs. As a consequence of the inherent dynamics in development processes, the assigned resource may change for a task assignment even during the execution of the task. The definition of the planned cost has to take this circumstance into account. Therefore, some additional definitions are required beforehand. For a task assignment \( a \in \text{TaskAssignments} \) the following properties and methods are defined.

- \( a.\text{PlannedWorkload}.\text{Workload}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) with \( d \in \text{Dates} \) returns the workload which has been planned for the task assignment for a particular date as defined by the workload distribution.

- \( a.\text{Resource}(d) \in \text{Resources} \) returns the resource which is assigned to the task assignment at the date \( d \in \text{Dates} \) which may be a time point in the past, the current date, or a future point in time. For all future dates, the currently assigned resource is returned. In particular, the following equation holds.

\[
a.\text{Resource} = a.\text{Resource}(\text{Today})
\]

where \( \text{Today} \in \text{Dates} \) represents the current date.

- \( a.\text{Resources} := \{ r \in \text{Resources} | \exists d \in \text{Dates} (a.\text{Resource}(d) = r) \} \) is the set of all resource which have ever been assigned to the task assignment. This accounts for dynamic plan changes in which a task assignment is transferred from one resource to another.

Using these properties and methods, the value of the derived property \( a.\text{PlannedCost} \) is calculated as follows after the task has been scheduled.

\[
a.\text{PlannedCost} := \sum_{d \in \text{Dates}} (a.\text{Resource}(d).\text{CpH} \cdot a.\text{PlannedWorkload}.\text{Workload}(d)) + \sum_{r \in a.\text{Resources}} r.\text{CpU}
\]

When the task has not been scheduled yet, but a resource has already been assigned, the value of the derived property \( a.\text{PlannedCost} \) is calculated as follows.

\[
a.\text{PlannedCost} := a.\text{Resource}.\text{CpH} \cdot a.\text{Workload} + a.\text{Resource}.\text{CpU}
\]
The prerequisites for task scheduling are good estimates for the required workload and the expected duration of the defined tasks. For this purpose, the following properties can be set for every Task ∈ Tasks.

**Total workload** The property Task.TotalWorkload ∈ N is the estimated and planned workload in man hours which is required to complete the task. It includes the workload of all task assignments and subtasks.

**Total duration** The property Task.TotalDuration ∈ N is the estimated and planned duration of the task. It can be manually set during project planning or it can be derived by scheduling the task assignments and subtasks.

**Total budget** The property Task.TotalBudget ∈ R⁺ is the overall planned cost of the task including the cost for all task assignments and subtasks.

In PROCEED, it is possible to assign several resources to a task. Complex tasks can have resources assigned as well. The total workload of a task includes the sum of the workload of all task assignments and subtasks but does not necessarily equal it. The total workload can be set manually and may exceed the workload of the subtasks and task assignments which results in a workload buffer. Specifying a workload buffer for a task is a possibility to plan workload which cannot (yet) be assigned to a specific subtask. This is useful for top-down planning and is required for rolling-wave planning where tasks of later project phases are not completely elaborated in the planning phase but only in the execution phase of the project. The sum of the workload of all subtasks and task assignments is the *used total workload* while the remainder from subtracting it from the planned total workload is the *unassigned total workload*.

**Definition 5.1 (Used total workload)** For a task t ∈ Tasks the *used total workload* is defined as

\[
t.UsedTotalWorkload := \sum_{s \in t.Subtasks} s.TotalWorkload + \sum_{a \in t.TaskAssignments} a.Workload
\]

**Definition 5.2 (Unassigned total workload)** For a task t ∈ Tasks, the *unassigned total workload* is defined as

\[
t.UnassignedTotalWorkload := t.TotalWorkload − t.UsedTotalWorkload
\]

A task can for example have a planned total workload of 1200 MHRS although it only has two subtasks with 820 MHRS and 216 MHRS total workload respectively. The complex task therefore has a used total workload of 1036 MHRS and an unassigned total workload of 164 MHRS. This situation is depicted in Figure 5.17.

The unassigned total workload of a task is uniformly distributed over all working days of the task according to the task’s work calendar. This workload distribution is used for earned value analysis. The algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling distributes the unassigned total workload of a task. Furthermore, the distribution
is automatically updated whenever the total duration of the task is changed or the unassigned total workload changes due to modifications to task assignments or subtasks.

In plant engineering projects, experienced estimators estimate the workload of the top-level tasks in the project based on personal experience, market prices and similar projects. The resulting estimates are refined while building the work breakdown structure. At the level of work packages, the duration and resource requirements are estimated in coordination with the lead engineers. The resulting values are aggregated on higher levels and the previously estimated values are adapted. This way, the planning and workload estimation is carried out top-down and bottom-up. PROCEED supports this bidirectional planning process in the following ways. When a subtask is defined for a task and a certain amount of man hours is specified as its workload, these working hours are automatically taken from the total workload of the parent task, i.e. the used total workload is increased and the unassigned total workload is decreased while the total workload stays the same. This way, top-down planning is supported because the workload can be distributed from the respective parent tasks to their subtasks. When the total workload of a subtasks has to be increased due to more accurate estimations, or when an additional subtask has to be created which has not been expected before, then the used total workload may exceed the planned total workload. This inconsistency is resolved by setting the total workload to the new used total workload. This way, bottom-up planning is supported because the workload can be aggregated from the workload of the subtasks.

Besides the planning of workload, a budget has to be planned for every task. It can be set manually by the project manager or another authorized resource. Just like the total workload, the total budget of a task may exceed the sum of the budgets of the subtasks. It is common practice in budget planning to define contingency reserves
in the budget of a task and not to distribute the whole budget to the subtasks. The total budget of a task includes fixed costs for the task. Since the whole project is also modeled as a task, the base costs of the project can be included in its total budget. The used total budget and the unassigned total budget are defined analogously to the used and unassigned total workload.

Definition 5.3 (Used total budget) For a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$, the used total budget is defined as

$$t.\text{UsedTotalBudget} := \sum_{s \in t.\text{Subtasks}} s.\text{TotalBudget} + \sum_{a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}} a.\text{PlannedCost} \quad (5.29)$$

Definition 5.4 (Unassigned total budget) For a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$, the unassigned total budget is defined as

$$t.\text{UnassignedTotalBudget} = t.\text{TotalBudget} - t.\text{UsedTotalBudget} \quad (5.30)$$

The total duration of a task is the estimated and planned duration which will presumably be required to complete the task. It is specified as the number of required work days. The duration of the task in terms of calendar days may be much higher due to weekends, holidays, and other resource unavailabilities. The total duration of a task always defines the number of work days, even when it is specified as “n days”.

The total duration can be manually set for a task and may be longer than the duration of the scheduled subprocess defined by the realization of the task. In that sense, the total duration is independent of the duration of the subtasks. However, some basic constraints have to be fulfilled, e.g. the constraint that no subtask may have a longer duration than the parent task. If the total duration of a subtask is set to a value that is longer than the total duration of the parent, then the latter has to be adapted, i.e. the total duration of the parent is set to the duration of the prolonged subtask. If no total duration is defined for a task, it is automatically derived during resource-constrained scheduling from the durations of the task assignments and the subprocess. Resource-constrained scheduling may also reveal that the task assignments or subtasks require a longer time frame than defined by the total duration of the parent task when they are scheduled in a time- and resource-feasible way. In this case, the total duration of the parent task is adapted by the scheduling algorithm and the user is informed about the change.

Manually Set Time Constraints

In addition to the estimated workload, budget and duration, the project planner can set constraint dates for tasks. For this purpose he can set fixed dates for the following two properties of a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$.

Release date The task $t$ may not be started before the fixed date specified by the property $t.\text{ReleaseDate} \in \text{Dates}$.
Due date The task $t$ has to be terminated no later than the fixed date specified by the property $t$.DueDate $\in$ Dates.

These constraints are taken into account during the scheduling of the tasks in a dynamic task net. If they are violated during the actual execution of the tasks, warnings are shown to the respective resource who is responsible for the subprocess. For a task assignment $a \in$ TaskAssignments, the following time constraint can be specified.

Maximal resource usage per day The property $a$.MaxDailyWorkload specifies how many working hours may be scheduled at most per day for the task assignment. This value is used during resource-constrained scheduling of the task. The workload of the task assignment is distributed over several days in a way that the planned workload for the assigned resource does not exceed the maximal resource usage for those days. This way, tasks can be defined on which a resource needs not work full time but only for some hours per day. As a consequence, several of these tasks can be assigned to and executed by the same resource in parallel for several days. The task assignments which have been presented in Figure 5.16 have a maximal resource usage per day of six and two man hours respectively, which is visualized by the downwards oriented arrows.

Control flows in DYNAMITE were only distinguished by their semantics. For temporal analysis and scheduling it is sometimes necessary to define a lag time for a control flow. Therefore, the following property can be set for every control flow $c \in$ ControlFlows.

Lag time The property $c$.LagTime specifies the minimal time which has to pass between the two events related by the control flow. Lag times are defined as natural numbers which stand for a number of work days. The lag time of a control flow is always measured with respect to the work calendar of the successor task. This is in line with [Har05].

In case of a sequential control flow, a lag time of $x$ work days requires the target task to start no earlier than $x$ work days after the end time of the source task. In case of a standard control flow, the target task may not end earlier than $x$ work days after the end time of the source task. In case of a simultaneous control flow, the lag time applies to the time span between the respective start times and end times of the connected tasks. Depending on the durations of the tasks this may lead to even larger minimal lag times for the start or end times. In Figure 5.18 on the left side, the duration of the target task Isometries is shorter than the duration of the source task Piping. Hence, the minimal lag time has to be ensured between the end times of the tasks. Scheduling of the tasks leads to an even larger lag time between the planned start times. The opposite case is depicted on the right side of Figure 5.18 where the smaller lag time exits between the start times of the connected tasks because the duration of Instrumentation is shorter than the duration of Procurement.

Minimal lag times are required to adequately model simultaneous engineering scenarios where two tasks are executed in parallel but are connected by a simultaneous
or standard control flow. The control flow requires that the target task may not be
terminated before the source task. This constraint would also be fulfilled if both tasks
would terminate at the same time. However, the intension of the modeled control
flow between the tasks is that the final results of the source task are incorporated
into the results of the target task which requires a certain amount of time. Therefore,
adequate lag times have to be defined for simultaneous and standard control flows.

In PROCEED, only minimal lag times can be defined but no maximal lag times.
Maximal lag times have been found to be not required in addition to fixed due dates
for modeling temporal constraints on tasks. In contrast to business processes, the
demand of maximal time spans between two events in a process are not common in
the context of development processes. While in business cases it is often required
that a certain task is completed no later than several time units after the completion
of a preceding task, the end times of tasks in development projects are usually
constrained by explicit deadlines for the delivery of certain artifacts. Maximal lag
times could be used for modeling release and due dates of tasks [DH02, p.43],
but release and due dates can be defined explicitly for every task in PROCEED,
so that control flows with maximal lag times are not required for this purpose.
The task relationships of the precedence diagramming method which is commonly
applied for project planning can only define minimal lag times between tasks. The
generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem (cf. Section 3.2.2)
considers precedence relations of the PDM as well as task release and due dates.
Consequently, a subclass of this problem class is addressed by the scheduling
algorithm implemented in PROCEED.

**Computed Constraint Dates**

The automatic scheduling in PROCEED is divided into two phases. In the first phase,
critical path analysis is performed on a given task net. The earliest and latest possible
start and end times are calculated and saved for every task. For these *computed
constraint dates* the following properties are defined for a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$.

**Earliest possible start time** The task $t$ may not be started before the date speci-
fied by the property $t.\text{EPST} \in \text{Dates}$

**Latest possible start time** The task $t$ may not be started later than the date speci-
fied by the property $t.\text{LPST} \in \text{Dates}$
Earliest possible end time The task \( t \) may not be terminated before the date specified by the property \( t.\text{EPET} \in \text{Dates} \).

Latest possible end time The task \( t \) may not be terminated later than the date specified by the property \( t.\text{LPET} \in \text{Dates} \).

Planned Dates

After critical path analysis, resource-constrained scheduling is performed, which leads to planned start and end dates for tasks and planned daily workload for task assignments. For every task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), the following properties are defined.

Planned start time The property \( t.\text{PlannedStartTime} \in \text{Dates} \) defines the date on which the task should be started according to the schedule.

Planned end time The property \( t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \in \text{Dates} \) defines the date on which the task should be committed according to the schedule.

The workload of all task assignments of a task is distributed over several work days which lie between the planned start and end times of the task. For every day, the planned workload per day is specified individually. For a task assignment \( a \in \text{TaskAssignments} \), the workload distribution \( a.\text{PlannedWorkload} \) is defined which stores the planned workload per day for the task assignment.

- \( a.\text{PlannedWorkload}.\text{Workload}(d) \in \mathbb{N} \) returns the workload which has been planned for the task assignment for a date \( d \in \text{Dates} \).

The duration of a task assignment is only implicitly defined by the time frame in which workload is scheduled.

Default Values

During initial planning of a dynamic task net as well as during dynamic replanning at project runtime, structural changes and changes to timing properties are made. When a user of PROCEED creates a new task in a dynamic task net or defines a feedback flow resulting in a new version of a task, several property values of this new task (version) have to be set, so that it is correctly embedded into its context. Furthermore, the property values of a control flow have to be set during its creation. For some properties of a new task (version) and a new control flow, default values are defined which are set automatically by PROCEED if the user does not provide custom values.

New task Table 5.4 shows the default values for the properties of a new task. Alternative values can be provided by the user upon the creation of the task, which override the default values. The release date of a new task is set to the release date of the parent task if the latter is defined. Otherwise it remains undefined. The same holds for the due date of a new task. If the user does not specify values for the total
Property | Default Value
---|---
Task.ReleaseDate | Task.Parent.ReleaseDate
Task.DueDate | Task.Parent.DueDate
Task.TotalWorkload | 0
Task.TotalBudget | 0
Task.TotalDuration | 1 day
Task.EPST, Task.EPET | undefined
Task_LPST, Task_LPET | undefined
Task.PlannedStartTime | max{Today, Task.Parent.PlannedStartTime}
Task.PlannedEndTime | Task.PlannedStartTime

Tabelle 5.4: Default property values for a new subtask.

workload, budget and duration of a new task, they are initialized with zero man hours, zero amount of money, and one day, respectively. The computed constraint dates are not set until the task is scheduled for the first time. The planned start time is set to the maximum of the current date (Today ∈ Dates) and the planned start time of the parent task. This way, the task is preliminary scheduled in a consistent way. If the current date is not a working day, the next working day in the work calendar of the task is used instead. Since the total duration is set to one day by default, the planned end time is set to the same date as the planned start time.

**Definition of task assignments** In PROCEED, the duration of a task and the total workload can be defined independently. The total workload of a task can be distributed to task assignments and subtasks. Supporting tool functionality is provided for the definition of tasks and task assignments. The following functions ease the definition of task assignments.

- When the user has defined the total duration and the total workload of a task, PROCEED computes the number of resources which would be necessary to perform the work in the specified time frame for the project’s default maximal resource usage per day. For example, for a workload of 800 MHRS over 10 work days, 10 resources would be required assuming a maximal resource usage of 8 MHRS per day. The computed value can be used for planning the task assignments and subtasks.

- When a user creates a new task assignment for a task, PROCEED computes the maximal workload which a resource can perform over the total duration of the task considering the maximal daily workload specified for the task assignment. This maximal planned workload can be used to create a task assignment which lasts for the whole duration of the task. A larger value for the planned workload of the task assignment would increase the total duration of the task during resource-constrained scheduling.

- Task assignments for additional resources can be used to assign resources to tasks which have no subtasks yet. At a later planning stage, these task assignments
may have to be transformed to regular subtasks. PROCEED offers a one-click mechanism for this transformation.

**New task version** A new version of a task is created when changes to the results of the task are required after its termination. The new task version is inserted into the dynamic task net and is connected to predecessor and successor tasks as described in Section 5.2. The default values for the properties of a new task version are slightly different to the values for a new task. Table 5.5 shows the default values for the properties of a new task version. The release date of the new task version is set to the current date. This setting is required to obtain correct earliest possible start and end times for the new task version during critical path analysis. The due date is set to the due date of the parent task. A new version of a task has by default the same task assignments with the same required roles and assigned resources as the previous version. This ensures that the work which has to be continued or revised is performed by the same resources. The assignments can be manually changed by the responsible resource if previously assigned resources are not available. When a new version of a task is created, the user who performed the operation is asked to provide a percentage estimate for the relative required workload, budget and duration for the new task version compared to the previous version. Since the creation of a new task version means, that the results of the previous version have to be revised and reworked, the required workload is usually less than for the previous version. From the estimated percentage value, the total workload, budget and duration of the new task version are computed as well as the planned workload of all task assignments by multiplying it with the values of the previous task version. Since for every subtask a new version is created as well, the specified percentage value is also used to calculate the respective property values of the new versions of the subtasks. If the user does not provide a percentage value for the planning data, a default of 100% is used. The computed constraint dates are set to the values of the parent task, so that the task will be scheduled to a consistent time frame during rescheduling. The new task version is preliminary scheduled for the current date.

**New control flow** A new control flow relationship has the standard semantics and a time lag of zero by default. Thereby it imposes the least constraints on the dates of the connected tasks. A new control flow which has been created in the course of task versioning, i.e. which connects a new task version with another task, has by default the same semantics and lag time as the control flow which is defined between the previous versions of the tasks. In the case of task versioning, it is often required to manually adapt the lag time of new control flows.

**Task termination** When a task is terminated, then its actual end time is set to the current date. Furthermore, several property values of the task are adapted depending on its final execution state. These changes cannot be influenced by the user.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task.ReleaseDate</td>
<td>Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.DueDate</td>
<td>Task.Parent.DueDate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.TotalWorkload</td>
<td>User estimated percentage of workload of previous version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.TotalBudget</td>
<td>User estimated percentage of budget of previous version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.TotalDuration</td>
<td>User estimated percentage of duration of previous version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.EPST, Task.EPET</td>
<td>according values of parent task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.LPST, Task.LPET</td>
<td>according values of parent task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.PlannedStartTime</td>
<td>Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task.PlannedEndTime</td>
<td>Task.PlannedStartTime + Task.TotalDuration w.r.t. the work calendar of the task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 5.5: Default property values for a new task version.

- Committed and aborted task
  - The planned end time is set to the actual end time, and the total duration is adapted accordingly.
  - Planned workload which has been distributed for dates after the actual end time is deleted and subtracted from the total workload. This applies to the planned workload of all task assignments and the unassigned total workload of the task.
  - Accordingly, the planned costs for these dates are subtracted from the total budget.

- Skipped task
  - The planned start and end times are set to the current date.
  - The total duration is set to zero work days.
  - Planned workload which has been distributed for task assignments and the task is deleted and the total workload is set to zero work hours.
  - Actual resources are removed from the task assignments.
  - The total budget is set to zero.

The planned end time and total duration of a committed or aborted task are automatically adapted to the actual values. This constitutes an automatic adaptation of the plan to the actual performance. In contrast to running tasks, the user does not have the choice whether he wants to align the plan to the actual performance or not. The scheduling algorithm which will be described in Chapter 7 uses the planned dates of terminated tasks to schedule their successors. If the planned end time of a committed or failed task would not be set to the actual end time, then the successors would possibly be scheduled to late.
In contrast to the planned end time and the total duration, the distributed planned workload of a committed or aborted task is not aligned to the actual values. The planned workload which has been scheduled for dates later than the actual end time of the task is deleted because the work will not be performed anymore. However, the planned daily workload which has been distributed over the actual duration of the task remains unchanged and may therefore deviate from the actual daily workload.

A task which is skipped is not removed from the dynamic task net for reasons of traceability. However, its planning data is deleted so that it does not contribute to the used total workload and budget of the parent task anymore. Since a skipped task is terminated, it will not be (re)scheduled. The planned start and end times are set to the current date, so that successors may be started or terminated depending on the defined control flows.

The automatic changes to the the planned end time, the total workload, and the total budget of a terminated task override the originally planned values. In these cases, the traceability of plan changes is not provided by the dynamic task net. Therefore, a project data warehouse is used to store successive plan states over the duration of a project. This project data warehouse will be introduced in Chapter 8.

### 5.3.2 Timing Consistency Constraints

Besides structural and behavioral constraints which were already defined in DYNA-MITE, dynamic task nets in PROCEED must adhere to timing consistency constraints as well. There are different types of constraints which are related to the timing properties of tasks. An example of a timing consistency constraint is that the earliest possible start time of a task always has to be less or equal to the latest possible start time. An example of a different constraint is that the actual end time of a task must not exceed the planned end time. The first constraint is enforced by PROCEED but not the latter since it is common that tasks are delayed in a project. The strict enforcement of the second constraint would render PROCEED useless for practice. A violation of the second constraint merely indicates a deviation of the actual performance of a task from the plan. These deviations are covered by monitoring constraints which will be described in Section 5.4.

Timing consistency constraints must not be violated, since this would lead to clearly inconsistent management data. Therefore, timing consistency constraints are also called strict constraints to be distinguished from the monitoring constraints which may be violated and are therefore also called non-strict constraints. All timing consistency constraints have in common that they can only be violated due to user actions, in contrast to monitoring constraints which may also be violated just because time proceeds. Violations of timing consistency constraints refer to:

- Inconsistent planning data
- Inconsistent time constraints and computed constraint dates
- Inconsistent planned dates
• Inconsistencies between planned dates and time constraints or computed constraint dates

The first two types of strict constraints may never be violated. When a user action would lead to an inconsistent state of the dynamic task net, PROCEED proposes an alternative or additional change which resolves the inconsistency. The user may accept this change or cancel his action. The latter two types of timing consistency constraints may be violated temporarily, but only during the (re)planning of the corresponding subprocess, i.e. the planned dates of tasks may only be inconsistent with each other, with time constraints, or with computed constraint dates as long as the respective parent task is in the state InDefinition or Replanning.

In the following, the timing consistency constraints are formally defined. Two dates \( d_1, d_2 \in \text{Dates} \) can be compared using the operators \(<, \leq, >, \geq\) which determine if a date is earlier or later than the other respectively. Time spans like durations and lag times are defined as natural numbers which stand for the number of work days. If a time span is subtracted from a date, the resulting date is obtained by going back in time for the specified number of work days with respect to the work calendar of the task or resource for which the date is defined. As described earlier, the lag time of a control flow is always measured with respect to the work calendar of the successor task. Several properties are compared in the following constraints which may have undefined values, e.g. the due date of a task may be undefined. In this case, no constraint violation can be determined. Therefore, the corresponding formulas evaluate to true if one of the compared dates is undefined. A formula \((e_1.p_1 \text{ op } e_2.p_2)\) for two properties \(p_1, p_2\) of two entities \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) and an operator \(\text{op} \in \{<, \leq, >, \geq\}\) is actually evaluated as \((\text{undef}(e_1.p_1) \lor \text{undef}(e_2.p_2) \lor e_1.p_1 \text{ op } e_2.p_2)\). For reasons of simplification, the additional subformulas for checking whether the properties are defined, are not shown in the following constraints.

The planning data for tasks has to be consistent. The workload, budget and duration of a task may be planned independently of the respective properties of its realization. However, the following timing consistency constraints have to be fulfilled at any time, even during the (re-)planning of a task.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Task.TotalWorkload} & \geq \text{Task.UsedTotalWorkload} \quad (5.31) \\
\text{Task.TotalBudget} & \geq \text{Task.UsedTotalBudget} \quad (5.32) \\
\text{Task.TotalDuration} & \geq \max\{s.\text{TotalDuration}|s \in \text{Task.Subtasks}\} \quad (5.33)
\end{align*}
\]

If a user tries to change the total workload, budget, or duration of a task in a way that would violate one of the constraints (5.31) to (5.33), then alternative or compensating changes are proposed by PROCEED. The user may accept these changes or his operation is discarded.

Several time constraints may be set manually by the user: The release and due dates of a task, and the lag times of control flows. These time constraints have to be
During scheduling, critical path analysis is performed and the earliest and latest start and end times of all tasks are computed. These computed constraint dates have to be consistent with each other and with the manually set constraint dates. A scheduling pass (re-)establishes this consistency. First of all, the computed constraint dates have to be consistent with each other. These constraints cannot be violated by user actions since they only refer to computed values.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Task.ReleaseDate} & \leq \text{Task.DueDate} \quad (5.34) \\
\text{Task.ReleaseDate} & \geq \text{Task.Parent.ReleaseDate} \quad (5.35) \\
\text{Task.DueDate} & \leq \text{Task.Parent.DueDate} \quad (5.36) \\
\forall c \in \text{Task.StdCFs} & (\text{Task.DueDate} \leq c.\text{Succ.DueDate} - c.\text{LagTime}) \quad (5.37) \\
\forall c \in \text{Task.SimCFs} & (\text{Task.DueDate} \leq c.\text{Succ.DueDate} - c.\text{LagTime}) \quad (5.38) \\
\forall c \in \text{Task.SimCFs} & (\text{Task.ReleaseDate} \leq c.\text{Succ.ReleaseDate} - c.\text{LagTime}) \quad (5.39) \\
\forall f \in \text{Task.ActiveFeedbacks} & (\text{Task.DueDate} \geq f.\text{Target.DueDate}) \quad (5.40)
\end{align*}
\]

Furthermore, the computed constraint dates have to be consistent with the manually set constraint dates.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Task.EPST} & \leq \text{Task.EPET} - \text{Task.TotalDuration} \quad (5.41) \\
\text{Task.EPET} & \leq \text{Task.LPET} \quad (5.42) \\
\text{Task.EPST} & \leq \text{Task.LPST} \quad (5.43) \\
\text{Task.LPST} & \leq \text{Task.LPET} - \text{Task.TotalDuration} \quad (5.44) \\
\text{Task.EPST} & \geq \text{Task.Parent.EPST} \quad (5.45) \\
\text{Task.LPST} & \geq \text{Task.Parent.LPST} \quad (5.46) \\
\text{Task.EPET} & \leq \text{Task.Parent.EPET} \quad (5.47) \\
\text{Task.LPET} & \leq \text{Task.Parent.LPET} \quad (5.48)
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the defined control and feedback flows impose constraints on the computed
After a successful scheduling pass, the user may change the manually set constraint dates as well as the lag times and the semantics of control flows. If a constraint is violated by this change, the corresponding subprocess has to be rescheduled to re-establish consistency.

The automatic resource-constrained scheduling which is implemented in PROCEED generates a consistent schedule and sets the values of the planned dates of tasks. The following timing consistency constraints have to be fulfilled for the planned dates to be consistent. Manual changes to the planned dates may lead to inconsistencies which may remain unresolved until scheduling is performed again.

\[
\forall f \in \text{Task.ActiveFeedbacks} \ (\text{Task.PlannedEndTime} \geq f.\text{Target.PlannedEndTime})
\]

\[
\forall f \in \text{Task.ActiveFeedbacks} \ (\text{Task.LPET} \geq f.\text{Target.LPET})
\]

The scheduled workload for a task assignment has to be consistent with its planned
workload.

\[
\text{TaskAssignment.Workload} = \sum_{d \in \text{Dates}} \text{TaskAssignment.PlannedWorkload.Workload}(d)
\]  

(5.70)

The scheduled workload for a task assignment has to be consistent with the planned dates of the corresponding task.

\[
\forall d \in \text{Dates}((d < \text{TaskAssignment.Task.PlannedStartTime} \lor d > \text{TaskAssignment.Task.PlannedEndTime}) \Rightarrow \text{TaskAssignment.PlannedWorkload.Workload}(d) = 0)
\]  

(5.71)

Furthermore, the scheduled workload for a task assignment has to be consistent with the time constraint for the maximal daily workload.

\[
\forall d \in \text{Dates}(\text{TaskAssignment.PlannedWorkload.Workload}(d) \leq \text{TaskAssignment.MaxDailyWorkload})
\]  

(5.72)

Finally, the resource usage must never exceed the totally available workload of the resource.

\[
\forall r \in \text{Resources}(\forall d \in \text{Dates}((r.\text{WCal}.UWL(d) \leq r.\text{WCal}.TWL(d)))
\]  

(5.73)

The planned dates of a task have to be consistent with the manually set constraint dates.

\[
\text{Task.ReleaseDate} \leq \text{Task.PlannedStartTime}
\]  

(5.74)

\[
\text{Task.PlannedEndTime} \leq \text{Task.DueDate}
\]  

(5.75)

Furthermore, the planned dates have to be consistent with the computed constraint dates.

\[
\text{Task.EPST} \leq \text{Task.PlannedStartTime}
\]  

(5.76)

\[
\text{Task.PlannedStartTime} \leq \text{Task.LPST}
\]  

(5.77)

\[
\text{Task.EPET} \leq \text{Task.PlannedEndTime}
\]  

(5.78)

\[
\text{Task.PlannedEndTime} \leq \text{Task.LPET}
\]  

(5.79)

**Post-conditions for structural change operations** Structural change operations to a dynamic task net and changes to the properties of tasks and control flows may cause violations of timing consistency constraints. Therefore, post-conditions are defined for change operations, which ensure that the timing data is in a consistent state after the respective operation. These post conditions are derived from the timing consistency constraints. The post conditions are evaluated before the management data is actually modified, i.e. the PROCEED system checks whether the structural change or the new property value would lead to an inconsistent state. If so, then the operation may be prohibited, compensating changes may be performed,
or the operation is temporarily accepted. The different actions which can be taken to avoid the inconsistency of the management data with respect to timing properties will be discussed in Chapter 9. The timing consistency constraints are translated to formulas which check for an individual task, task assignment, control flow, or feedback flow whether their timing properties are consistent with the property values of the tasks and task relationships in its context.

The following formula combines all timing consistency constraints which refer to the properties of a single task. The formula is evaluated whenever the value of a timing property of a task is changed.

\[
\text{TaskPropertiesConsistent}(t) \equiv \\
t.\text{ReleaseDate} \leq t.\text{DueDate} \land \\
t.\text{EPST} \leq t.\text{EPET} \land t.\text{EPET} \leq t.\text{LPET} \land \\
t.\text{ReleaseDate} \leq t.\text{LPST} \land t.\text{LPST} \leq t.\text{LPET} \land \\
t.\text{ReleaseDate} \leq t.\text{EPST} \land t.\text{EPST} \leq t.\text{LPST} \land \\
t.\text{EPET} \leq t.\text{PlannedStartTime} - t.\text{TotalDuration} \land \\
t.\text{EPET} \leq t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \land (\forall a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(\forall d \in \text{Dates}((d < a.\text{Task}.\text{PlannedStartTime} \\
\lor d > a.\text{Task}.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \Rightarrow a.\text{PlannedWorkload}.\text{Workload}(d) = 0))) \land \\
t.\text{ReleaseDate} \leq t.\text{PlannedStartTime} \land t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \leq t.\text{DueDate} \land \\
t.\text{EPST} \leq t.\text{PlannedStartTime} \land t.\text{PlannedStartTime} \leq t.\text{LPST} \land \\
t.\text{EPET} \leq t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \land t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \leq t.\text{LPET}
\]

The following formula checks for an individual task assignment whether the planned workload equals the distributed workload and whether its share of the used workload of the corresponding task is not to large. This formula is evaluated when the planned workload of a task assignment shall be changed or a new task assignment is created.

\[
\text{TaskAssignmentConsistent}(a) \equiv \\
a.\text{Task}.\text{TotalWorkload} \geq a.\text{Task}.\text{UsedTotalWorkload} \land \\
a.\text{Task}.\text{TotalBudget} \geq a.\text{Task}.\text{UsedTotalBudget} \land \\
\text{TaskAssignment}.\text{Workload} = \\
\sum_{d \in \text{Dates}} \text{TaskAssignment}.\text{PlannedWorkload}.\text{Workload}(d)
\]

The following formula combines all timing consistency constraints which refer to the relation of a subtask to its parent task. This formula is evaluated for a new subtask before it is created or when an existing task shall be modified. Furthermore, it is evaluated for all subtasks of a task when its timing related properties or its
realization shall be changed.

\[
\text{SubtaskConsistent}(t) \equiv \\
\text{t.Parent.TotalWorkload} \geq \text{t.Parent.UsedTotalWorkload} \land \\
\text{t.Parent.TotalBudget} \geq \text{t.Parent.UsedTotalBudget} \land \\
\text{t.Parent.TotalDuration} \geq \text{t.TotalDuration} \land \\
\text{t.ReleaseDate} \geq \text{t.Parent.ReleaseDate} \land \\
\text{t.DueDate} \leq \text{t.Parent.DueDate} \land \\
\text{t.EPST} \geq \text{t.Parent.EPST} \land \text{t.LPST} \geq \text{t.Parent.LPST} \land \\
\text{t.EPET} \leq \text{t.Parent.EPET} \land \text{t.LPET} \leq \text{t.Parent.LPET} \land \\
\text{t.PlannedStartTime} \geq \text{t.Parent.PlannedStartTime} \land \\
\text{t.PlannedEndTime} \leq \text{t.Parent.PlannedEndTime}
\]

The formula ControlFlowConsistent\((c)\) checks for a control flow \(c \in \text{ControlFlows}\) if the timing properties of the connected tasks are consistent with respect to the semantics and the lag time of the control flow. This formula is evaluated after the creation of a new control flow or the modification of an existing control flow, and it is evaluated for all control flows which are connected to a modified task.

\[
\text{ControlFlowConsistent}(c) \equiv \\
\text{c.Pred.DueDate} \leq \text{c.Succ.DueDate} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.EPET} \leq \text{c.Succ.EPET} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.LPET} \leq \text{c.Succ.LPET} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.PlannedEndTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.PlannedEndTime} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
(c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Simultaneous} \Rightarrow \\
\text{c.Pred.ReleaseDate} \leq \text{c.Succ.ReleaseDate} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.EPST} \leq \text{c.Succ.EPST} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.LPST} \leq \text{c.Succ.LPST} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.PlannedStartTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.PlannedStartTime} - \text{c.LagTime}) \land \\
(c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Sequential} \Rightarrow \\
\text{c.Pred.EPET} \leq \text{c.Succ.EPET} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.LPET} \leq \text{c.Succ.LPET} - \text{c.LagTime} \land \\
\text{c.Pred.PlannedEndTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.PlannedStartTime} - \text{c.LagTime})
\]

Likewise, the formula FeedbackFlowConsistent\((f)\) checks whether the timing properties of the feedback flow’s source and target are consistent.

\[
\text{FeedbackFlowConsistent}(f) \equiv \\
f.\text{Source.DueDate} \geq f.\text{Target.DueDate} \land \\
f.\text{Source.EPET} \geq f.\text{Target.EPET} \land \\
f.\text{Source.LPET} \geq f.\text{Target.LPET} \land \\
f.\text{Source.PlannedEndTime} \geq f.\text{Target.PlannedEndTime}
\]
Table 5.6: Timing post-conditions for structural change operations.

Finally, the formula \(\text{TaskConsistent}(t)\) combines the previous formulas to check for an individual task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\) whether its timing properties are consistent with each other, with the timing properties of the parent task, the subtasks, the connected tasks, and the task assignments.

\[
\text{TaskConsistent}(t) \equiv \\
\text{TaskPropertiesConsistent}(t) \land \\
\forall a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(\text{TaskAssignmentConsistent}(a)) \land \\
\text{SubtaskConsistent}(t) \land \\
\forall s \in t.\text{Subtasks}(\text{SubtaskConsistent}(s)) \land \\
\forall c \in t.\text{ControlFlows} \cup t.\text{IncomingCFs}(\text{ControlFlowConsistent}(c)) \land \\
\forall f \in \text{FeedbackFlows}((f.\text{Source} = t \lor f.\text{Target} = t) \Rightarrow \text{FeedbackFlowConsistent}(f))
\]

Table 5.6 lists all timing related post-conditions for structural change operations and property change operations. The previously defined formulas are used to check the consistency of the management data in case the respective operation would be performed.

5.4 Monitoring Model

The monitoring model defines entities and properties which are required to determine the current status of an enacted development process, and to evaluate its performance in comparison to the plan. Furthermore, monitoring constraints are defined which are evaluated to detect deviations of the actual performance from the plan.
5.4.1 Properties for Monitoring

Several properties have been defined for the entities task, task assignment, document and revision for determining the current process status and its performance. Figure 5.19 shows the entities which have been extended or introduced. The additional entities and properties can be categorized into the following three categories.

**Actual dates** The start and end times of tasks and the actual workload spent on task assignments.

**Performance indicators** The degree of completion of a task as well as performance indices computed by means of earned value analysis.

**Forecasted values** The forecasted duration, end time, and budget at completion of a task.

These properties will be described in detail in the following.

**Actual Dates**

The execution states of tasks in a dynamic task net represent the current status of the enacted process. It can be analyzed which parts of a process model instance
have already been started and which have already been terminated. However, this information is not precise enough for project monitoring. It is required to know since when a task is active, and how much effort has already been spent on the task. Therefore, the monitoring model adds properties for actual dates, workload and costs to the entities task and task assignment.

When a process instance is enacted, tasks are started and eventually committed. The PROCEED system automatically logs the actual start and end times of all tasks in a dynamic task net. For this purpose, the following properties are defined for every task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \).

**Start time** The property \( t.\text{StartTime} \in \text{Dates} \) is set to the current date when a task is started.

**End time** The property \( t.\text{EndTime} \in \text{Dates} \) is set to the current date when a task is committed, aborted, or skipped.

The start time of a task which is skipped is set to the same date as the end time. The actual start and end times of a task may deviate from its planned start and end times. This may indicate delays during the enactment of a process model instance.

When resources execute their assigned tasks, they are obliged to register their actual working hours for their task assignments. The following properties are defined for every task assignment \( a \in \text{TaskAssignments} \).

**Actual Workload** The workload distribution \( a.\text{ActualWorkloadDistribution} \) stores the registered actual working hours per day. The property \( a.\text{ActualWorkload} \) returns the actual workload for the task assignment in the unit MHRS which is the sum of all working hours which the assigned resource has spent on the task assignment down to the present day. It is derived from the registered working hours of the task assignment.

\[
a.\text{ActualWorkload} := \sum_{d \in \text{Dates}} a.\text{ActualWorkloadDistribution}.\text{Workload}(d)
\]

**Actual Cost** The property \( a.\text{ActualCost} \) is the actual cost of the task assignment which is derived from the actual workload and the cost rates of the assigned resource(s).

\[
a.\text{ActualCost} := \sum_{d \in \text{Dates}} (a.\text{Resource}(d).\text{CpH} \cdot a.\text{ActualWorkloadDistribution}.\text{Workload}(d)) + \sum_{r \in a.\text{Resources}} r.\text{CpU}
\]

If no actual resource is assigned yet, no actual working hours can be registered and hence no actual costs are accrued.

Figure 5.20 shows an example of two task assignments with workload distributions for the planned and actual workload. The registered values may deviate from the
Abbildung 5.20: Workload distributions for actual workload of task assignments.

planned values. In contrast to the planned workload, the actual workload spent on the task assignments is only stored at the task assignments but not in the work calendars of the respective resources.

The actual workload of the task assignments and subtasks together amount to the actual workload of a task which is defined analogously to the used total workload of a task. Likewise, the actual costs of the task assignments and subtasks amount to the actual costs of the task which is defined analogously to the used total budget of a task. In Chapter 8, it will be described that earned value analysis can be performed in PROCEED based on either workload or costs. Depending on which modus is chosen, the actual value of a task is the actual workload or the actual costs.

**Performance Indicators**

The goal of progress measurement is to determine the actual performance of the enacted process and to compare it to the plan. The actual execution states of tasks in a timed dynamic task net can be compared to the planned execution states which are derived from the planned dates of the subtasks, e.g. a task has the planned execution state `Active` between its planned start and end times. This comparison can be very effective when a large number of small tasks is considered, e.g. a task is behind schedule when 70 out of 100 subtasks should be committed but only 50 are already committed. However, for long-running tasks whose progress cannot be determined in terms of committed subtasks, the execution state does not provide sufficiently precise information about the actual performance of the task compared to the plan. When the task is active as planned, the execution state does not show how much work has already been completed.

For this purpose, the degree of completion (DOC) of a task has to be determined, which is a quantitative measure for the progress of a task. The DOC does not represent the mere progress in time, e.g. 6 of the planned 10 work days have passed, but it represents the progress of a task in terms of accomplished objectives. In the formal notation, the degree of completion is defined as the property $t.DO C$ for a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$. 
The degree of completion of a new task (version) is always 0%. The degree of completion of a task is automatically set to 100% upon termination, even when the task is aborted or skipped. This is required to ensure that the aggregated degree of completion of the parent task can reach 100%. According to constraint (5.19) of the behavioral model, a complex task in a dynamic task net can be committed when all of its subtasks are terminated, whether successfully or unsuccessfully. Setting the degree of completion of failed and skipped tasks to 100% is in line with this aspect of the behavioral semantics of dynamic task nets.

Several different progress measures can be used in PROCEED to compute the DOC of a task, which will be introduced in Chapter 8. Different progress measures do not provide different key figures by means of which the progress of a task can be evaluated, but they are different calculation methods for the DOC of a task which utilize different sources of information for the computation. The property CalculationMethod (cf. Figure 5.19) specifies for every task in a dynamic task net individually, which progress measure shall be used to compute the DOC of the task. A new version of a task has by default the same calculation method for the DOC as the previous version. One of the available progress measures requires the estimation of the remaining workload of a task. The property RemainingWorkload can be set to the estimated value. The remaining workload of a new task (version) is set by default to the total workload of the task (version).

A task can be a milestone in a dynamic task net. A task is defined as a milestone by setting the value of the property IsMilestone to true. In contrast to conventional project plans, a milestone in PROCEED can have a duration of several days, assigned resources, and planned workload and costs. The classical concept of a milestone corresponds to the end event or planned end time of a milestone task. Milestones can be used for the computation of the DOC of their respective parent tasks. The property OverallDOC defines the overall degree of completion which is set for the parent task when a milestone is committed. The property is only used for a milestone task.

The degree of completion of tasks can also be measured based on the states of their output documents. For this purpose, the class DocumentState has been introduced. A document can have several document states which are associated with a degree of completion of the document and the proportional workload required to reach the state. The current state of a document can be changed during the execution of a task by releasing a new document revision which represents the next state.

While the DOC of a task represents the actual progress of the task in terms of accomplished objectives, the planned degree of completion (PlannedDOC) indicates how far a task should have progressed at the current date. It is computed as the quotient of the planned working hours to the current date divided by the total planned workload of the task. In the formal notation, the planned degree of completion is defined as the property $t$.PlannedDOC for a task $t \in$ Tasks. If the planned working hours are non-uniformly distributed over the duration of the task, then this results in a non-linear increase of the planned degree of completion over time. The planned
DOC can be directly compared to the actual DOC of a task to check whether the task is delayed. However, this direct comparison does not allow any prediction about how much the task will be delayed when it is finally terminated.

Earned value analysis (cf. Section 3.3.2) enables a more precise evaluation of the performance of a task. It involves the computation of the EarnedValue, PlannedValue and ActualValue of a task, which can be determined based on either workload or costs. From these values, the schedule performance index (SPI) and the cost performance index (CPI) are computed. The SPI indicates whether the task is on schedule while the CPI indicates whether the task is expected to stay in budget limits.

**Forecasted Values**

Progress measurement and earned value analysis allow to forecast the duration, end time, and budget of a task. Based on the SPI, the expected end time of a task is forecasted. The calculated value is assigned to the property ForecastedEndTime. The property is formally defined for a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) as \( t.\text{ForecastedEndTime} \in \text{Dates} \). Depending on the performance of the task, the forecasted end time may be earlier or later than the planned end time. This information can be used to detect probable deadline violations and to adapt the plan when required.

The CPI allows to forecast the expected total budget at the end of the task. The property \( EAC \) (Earned at Completion) returns the forecasted value. It is formally defined for a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) as \( t.EAC \in \mathbb{R}^+ \). The EAC value indicates whether a task is likely to exceed its planned total budget.

**Graphical Representation**

The graphical representation of dynamic task nets which is used in this thesis has been gradually introduced in Section 2.3 and in the previous sections. At this point the graphical representation of all entities and properties defined in the structural, behavioral, timing, and monitoring models shall be presented.

Figure 5.21 shows an abstract example of a dynamic task net. The release date and the due date of a task are displayed in arrows on top of the task box (RDATE and DDATE). Dates are generally displayed in the British date format dd/mm/yyyy with the day of the month (dd), the month (mm) and the year (yyyy), or in the short version dd/mm. All other properties of a task are arranged below the task name: The total workload (TW), total duration (TDUR), total budget (TB), the earliest and latest possible start and end times as well as the total float (TFLOAT) which is calculated during critical path analysis. Furthermore, the planned start and end times (PSTART and PEND), the actual start and end times (START and END), and the degree of completion of a task (DOC) are depicted. The performance indices SPI and CPI are displayed below the actual dates and the degree of completion. The input and output parameters of a task are listed below the performance indices. They can be connected with parameters of other tasks via data flows which connect the respective boxes in the graphical representation. Depending on the examples, not all properties of a task will be displayed in the figures presented in this thesis which
show dynamic task nets. From the context, the data formats, and the position of the property boxes, it will be obvious which properties are displayed.

The planned workload for a task assignment is depicted in the top right corner of the rounded box representing the task assignment (WL). The first line of numbers specifies the days of the month which depend on the planned dates of the task. The second line shows the planned daily workload and the third line the actual daily workload for that task assignment. A downwards oriented arrow at the right side of the task assignment shows the maximal daily resource usage which is allowed for the task assignment.

A control flow is labeled with its semantics and the lag time. A feedback flow is labeled with Active if it is still active.

Document revisions are visualized by document icons containing the document name (DNAME), the revision number (REVNR), and the status of the document (STATUS) which has been reached with the depicted revision.
5.4.2 Monitoring Constraints

Violations of monitoring constraints are not prohibited by PROCEED. They merely indicate a bad performance of the enacted process which deviates from the plan. In that sense, monitoring constraints are non-strict constraints in contrast to structural, behavioral, and timing consistency constraints, which may not be violated.

While violations of strict constraints can only occur due to manual modifications of a dynamic task net, monitoring constraints may also be violated simply because time proceeds. For example, a monitoring constraint demands that a task should not be committed later than its planned end time. If a task has not been committed yet, but the planned end time has not been reached yet, the constraint is satisfied. However, if time proceeds beyond the planned end time, and the task still has not been committed, then the monitoring constraint is violated. This deviation from the plan can even be anticipated before the planned end time of the task has actually passed. PROCEED allows to measure the progress of individual tasks and to forecast their expected end times. This way, potential constraint violations can be detected before they occur. In general, violations of monitoring constraints refer to one of the following two cases.

- Inconsistencies between actual performance and plan,
- Expected inconsistencies between actual performance and plan, i.e. inconsistencies between forecasted and planned values.

PROCEED identifies violations of monitoring constraints and informs the responsible user, who can then take different actions to resolve the constraint violations. The actions which the person responsible can take to resolve the non-strict inconsistencies can be divided into corrective measures or plan changes. Corrective measures may be to increase the motivation or qualification of the process participants, or to eliminate existing conflicts [Bur00]. These actions do not cause a change in the management data but may influence the performance of the process participants. Plan changes on the other hand affect the management data and may lead to violations of strict constraints. PROCEED supports the user during replanning to arrive at a consistent plan, which may require the rescheduling of the affected subprocesses.

In the following, the defined monitoring constraints are presented. The actual performance of a task should comply to the manually set constraint dates. The actual start time is compared to the release date to check whether the task has been started too early. To detect a delayed termination of a task, its execution state has to be checked after the due date has passed. Comparing the end time of the task to the due date is not sufficient because the former is undefined as long as the task has not been terminated yet.

\[
\text{Task.StartTime} \geq \text{Task.ReleaseDate} \quad (5.80)
\]
\[
\text{Today} > \text{Task.DueDate} \Rightarrow \text{Task.State} \in \text{Terminated} \quad (5.81)
\]

The actual performance may comply to the manually set constraint dates but still may not meet the plan. If a task has been scheduled early in the time window defined
by the release and due date but is started and/or finished later than planned, the 
corresponding responsible resource should be informed. Therefore, the following 
two monitoring constraints are defined.

\[
\text{Today} > \text{Task.PlannedStartTime} \Rightarrow \text{Task.State} \notin \text{Preparing} \quad (5.82)
\]
\[
\text{Today} > \text{Task.PlannedEndTime} \Rightarrow \text{Task.State} \in \text{Terminated} \quad (5.83)
\]

If the second constraint is fulfilled for a task, then the constraint (5.81) for the due 
date is fulfilled as well because the planned end time may not be set to a later date 
than the due date according to the timing consistency constraint (5.75). However, 
the monitoring constraint (5.81) is not redundant since a task for which a due date 
has been defined may not be scheduled, so that the planned date is undefined. In 
that case, the constraint for the planned date is not violated, but the constraint for 
the due date may be violated.

The following monitoring constraints are refinements of the behavioral constraints 
(5.20) to (5.22). They take the lag times of control flows into account.

\[
\forall c \in \text{Task.StdCFs}(\text{Task.EndTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.EndTime} - \text{c.LagTime}) \quad (5.84)
\]
\[
\forall c \in \text{Task.SimCFs}(\text{Task.EndTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.EndTime} - \text{c.LagTime}) \quad (5.85)
\]
\[
\forall c \in \text{Task.SimCFs}(\text{Task.StartTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.StartTime} - \text{c.LagTime}) \quad (5.86)
\]
\[
\forall c \in \text{Task.SegCFs}(\text{Task.EndTime} \leq \text{c.Succ.StartTime} - \text{c.LagTime}) \quad (5.87)
\]

If a control flow defines a lag time which is greater than zero, the defined time 
span has to pass between the two events which are related by the control flow. For 
example, it is not sufficient to require that the successor of a given task which is 
connected by a standard control flow is not terminated earlier than the task when 
the control flow defines a minimal lag time. In this case the specified minimal lag 
time has to pass until the successor can be committed. When the source task of a 
control flow has not been started or terminated yet, then the behavioral constraints 
(5.20) to (5.22) apply for the execution states of the successors, i.e. the successor 
may not be started or terminated in contradiction to the control flow semantics. 
When the source task has been terminated, then the constraints (5.84) to (5.87) are 
evaluated when the successor is started or terminated to check for consistency with 
respect to the defined lag times.

While the corresponding behavioral constraints are strict constraints which are 
enforced by PROCEED, the monitoring constraints (5.84) to (5.87) are not strictly 
enforced. It is possible to start or commit a task too early with respect to the 
minimal lag time defined for an incoming control flow. This non-strict enforcement of 
monitoring constraints is required for the applicability of the management approach 
in practice. In particular, it is not possible to enforce the timely termination of 
tasks. Furthermore, the monitoring constraints (5.84) to (5.87) for control flows 
are handled in the same way as the monitoring constraints (5.80) and (5.81) for 
manually set constraint dates. In the latter case, it is also possible to start a task 
before its release date and to commit it after its due date. These deviations from the 
plan merely lead to warnings presented to the corresponding responsible resources.
The direct comparison of the degree of completion of a task with its planned degree of completion is formally defined by the following constraint.

\[
\text{Task.DOC} \geq \text{Task.PlannedDOC}
\]  

(5.88)

The evaluation of this constraint does not lead to a warning when it is violated for the following reasons. First, the DOC of a task may deviate from the planned DOC for a longer period of time, so that many warnings would be generated. Second, not every minor deviation from the planned DOC requires the intervention of the project manager or another responsible resource. Third, the schedule performance index computed by means of earned value analysis is a better indicator for the delay of a task compared to the direct comparison of actual and planned degree of completion.

Expected violations of the constraints (5.81) and (5.83) are detected as violations of the following two constraints which compare the forecasted end time of a task with its due date and planned end time.

\[
\text{Task.ForecastedEndTime} \leq \text{Task.DueDate}
\]  

(5.89)

\[
\text{Task.ForecastedEndTime} \leq \text{Task.PlannedEndTime}
\]  

(5.90)

Finally, the actual costs of a task should not exceed its total budget. Furthermore, the budget at completion can be forecasted and compared to the total budget in order to detect budget overruns early. The following two monitoring constraints check whether the actual costs of a task have exceeded or will exceed the total budget, respectively. While a violation of the former constraint leads to a warning when the task is terminated, a violation of the latter constraint does not lead to a warning for the same reasons which have been given for the comparison of actual and planned DOC.

\[
\text{Task.ActualCosts} \leq \text{Task.TotalBudget}
\]  

(5.91)

\[
\text{Task.EAC} \leq \text{Task.TotalBudget}
\]  

(5.92)

The monitoring constraints (5.80) and (5.84) to (5.87) are evaluated upon the corresponding behavioral change operations, i.e. starting and committing a task, to check whether the respective operation has been performed too early. However, no post-conditions for the behavioral change operations are defined because the monitoring constraints are not strictly enforced. The monitoring constraints (5.81) to (5.83) are checked upon every date change to check whether a required behavioral change operation has been performed. The monitoring constraints (5.88) to (5.92) are not checked at all by PROCEED. They merely specify constraints which the user can check manually by inspecting the corresponding property values. The performance indicators of the earned value analysis are used to visualize deviations from the plan in the management views of PROCEED in order to call the user’s attention.
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The issues of access control and authorization are of high relevance for all kinds of information systems which are simultaneously used by several users. Authorization and access control are terms often mistakenly interchanged. Authorization is the act of checking to see if a user has the proper permission to access a particular resource or perform a particular operation, assuming that the user has successfully authenticated himself. Access control is the general term for the ways of controlling access to system resources which includes authorization. In development processes, several process participants with different roles and responsibilities collaborate. For a process management system which is used by several users, an authorization model has to be defined.

In the AHEAD prototype (cf. Section 4.6), the access control issue was resolved by having two separate environments: The management environment and the work environment. Process participants used only one of the environments depending on their role in the project. Structural changes to the process model like inserting new tasks or control flows were only possible in the management environment. In the work environment, only the tasks assigned to the logged-in user were visible in a work list, and the user had only limited modification possibilities, e.g. changing the state of the tasks.

In PROCEED, the strict distinction between management environment and work environment has been abandoned. In order to enable process participants to manage their personal tasks and the subprocesses for which they are responsible, the graphical task net representation is available for all users. However, it is not desirable that every project team member can view and change all parts of the dynamic task net. Therefore, a control mechanism has been implemented which restricts the rights of certain users to view and modify the management data.

In static workflow management systems, the workflow definition is predefined and does not change structurally during enactment. Therefore, access control and authorization are usually concerned with the question whether a resource may execute a defined task and may access the related data. For example, in a claim assessment task of an insurance process, only the claims manager can approve the claim and view all the corresponding documents of the particular claim. In contrast, the authorization model of a dynamic process management systems also has to cover dynamic changes to running process model instances including task creation, deletion, and assignment.

The entities and relationships for resource management in PROCEED have been introduced in Section 5.1.3. Resources can have different functional roles in a project. The project team is structured hierarchically in sub-teams. Every team has a team leader who is authorized to direct the other team members. From the project team structure, a responsibility hierarchy can be derived. For every task in a project, there is exactly one task assignment for the responsible resource. There may be several additional task assignments for the additional resources.

The assignment of tasks to resources can be done in two different ways. In the
pull mechanism only the required role is specified for a task assignment. Users who can play the role in the project are notified about the new task assignment and can pick up the task. In the push mechanism a task is directly assigned to a specific resource. In this case the authorization model comes into play, because not every resource can be allowed to directly assign tasks to other resources. The resources in a project team are at the same time users of the PROCEED system. Users can make changes to a dynamic task net. They can add or delete tasks and control flows, assign resources to tasks, and execute tasks. The authorization model regulates which operations can be performed by the users.

The access control approach in PROCEED is based on permissions and authorization rules. Permissions are assigned to the members of a project team individually. The authorization rules are defined for the PROCEED system and cannot be changed by a user. The rules are evaluated by PROCEED to decide whether a user is authorized to perform a certain operation in a given situation. The result of the evaluation depends on the user’s permissions, his task assignments, and his position in the project team. The constraints for the activation of permissions take the task net structure of the running process model instance into account but they are independent of any specific process model definition. The authorization model combines the active and passive access control approaches [TS97]. While some permissions are only activated in certain contexts defined in the authorization rules, other permissions are always activated. The access control policy of the PROCEED system is configurable for each individual project to support diverse collaboration scenarios. The details of the access control mechanism in PROCEED have been described in [Leo08].

5.5.1 Permissions

The authorization model defines permissions which can be assigned to users of the system. Figure 5.22 shows the extension of the meta-model by the class Permission which is associated with the class User. Users can be resources in a project team, and permissions are granted for individual projects. Therefore, a user can have a certain permission in one project while in another project he does not have the permission.

For a given project, permissions are assigned to every member of the project team individually. Permissions are not associated with the functional roles available in the project. Roles solely define professional competencies and qualifications. The permissions are assigned to users directly. Therefore, users with the same functional role can have different permissions. This flexibility is essential since in development
projects there are often resources with the same qualifications, e.g. mechanical engineer, but with different responsibilities. The involved administrative overhead is lowered by default settings which are applied when a user is added to a project team.

The set of available permissions is fixed for the PROCEED system and cannot be extended. For every project, the set of predefined permissions is instantiated. There are two types of permissions, basic permissions and super permissions.

Basic Permissions implement the active access control approach and are activated depending on the evaluation of certain constraints. Constraints refer to the relation of a user to a task, e.g. whether the user is the responsible resource of the task. The following basic permissions are defined in PROCEED.

**Manage Tasks** This basic permission defines that a user may change the properties and the realization of tasks.

**Assign Tasks** This basic permission defines that a user may assign a task to a resource in the project team.

**Execute Tasks** This basic permission defines that a user can be assigned to tasks and can execute the assigned tasks.

Management of a task refers to changes to the plan, e.g. structural changes to the realization of a task, and to the time management data of a task. Management also includes the creation of a new task assignment or the change of an existing task assignment, except for setting the assigned resource. Assignment of a task means that a user may initially set or change the assigned resource of an existing task assignment. Task execution refers to all operations which are necessary to reflect the actual performance of a task in the PROCEED system, i.e. execution state changes but also the production of document revisions and the registration of actual working hours.

Super permissions implement the passive access control approach and are always activated independent of the given context. The following super permissions are defined in PROCEED.

**Manage All Tasks** A user who has this super permission may manage every task in the project.

**Assign Any Task to Any Resource** A user who has this super permission may directly assign a task to any resource in the project team.

**Execute Any Task** A user who has this super permission may execute any task in the project.

**View All Tasks** A user who has this super permission may view all tasks in the project.

**Resource Management** A user who has this super permission may assemble a project team, and he may assign permissions to users and revoke permissions from users in the project team.
While there is a super permission to view all tasks in a project, there is no cor-
responding basic permission, because it would not make sense to deprive a user of the
permission to view the tasks he is assigned to.

Permissions in the PROCEED system are always positive permissions. A user is
authorized to execute a certain operation if he has the required basic permission
and the corresponding constraints are fulfilled. The absence of a basic permission
prohibits a user from performing certain operations.

The access control mechanism implemented in PROCEED is project based. Every
project in the system has its own instance of the permission set. Thus, a user who is
a member in several project teams can have different permissions in the different
projects. For example, a user can be the project manager for a small project in which
he has super permissions, while in another project he has only basic permissions.

Because permissions are assigned to every member of a project team individually,
defaults are applied to alleviate the involved management overhead. When a new
user is added to a project team, all basic permissions are automatically assigned
to the user. This setting can be changed afterwards by the project manager or any
other user who has the permission for resource management in the project.

Permissions can be assigned and revoked from a user at project runtime. These
changes can only be performed by a user who has the super permission for resource
management. The consistency of the management data has to be guaranteed in this
case. If the basic permission for task management or assignment or a super permissi-
on is revoked from a user, then this user cannot perform certain operations anymore.
However, these changes cannot lead to any inconsistencies of the management data.
On the other hand, the basic permission to execute a task cannot be revoked from
a user as long as he is still assigned to a running task, because otherwise it might
happen that there is no user left who is authorized to execute and commit the task.

5.5.2 Authorization Rules

The authorization rules define which operations a user of the PROCEED system
may perform in a certain situation. Every authorization rule is specified in terms
of permissions and constraints. The contextual information which constrains the
activation of a basic permission defines the relation of the resource to the entity he
wants to modify, e.g. whether he is the responsible resource of a task. The constraints
depend on the operation for which the authorization rule is defined. In general, an
authorization rule is defined as follows.

\[
\text{user is authorized to perform operation} \equiv \\
(\text{user has basic permission} \land \text{constraints are fulfilled}) \\
\lor \text{user has super permission}
\]

A user is allowed to perform the operation if he has the required basic permission
and all constraints are satisfied, or if he has the required super permission.

The sub formulas are defined using the entities and properties introduced in the
previous sections for the definition of structural, behavioral, and timing consisten-
cy constraints. Furthermore, additional properties, predicates, and formulas are defined for reasons of clarity. The predicate \texttt{Superior}(u, u') defines for two users \(u, u' \in \text{Resources}\) that user \(u\) is superior to user \(u'\) in the responsibility hierarchy derived from the project team structure (cf. Section 5.1.3). For a task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\) the property \(t.\text{ResponsibleResource}\) returns the responsible resource of the task, so that the following formula is fulfilled.

\[
\forall t \in \text{Tasks} \forall r \in \text{Resources} (r = t.\text{ResponsibleResource} \iff \exists a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments} (a.\text{IsResponsible} = \text{True} \land a.\text{Resource} = r))
\]

To determine the authorization of a user, it is often required to check whether the user is responsible for one of the ancestor tasks of a given task. For this purpose, the following formula is defined for a task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\) and a user \(u \in \text{Resources}\).

\[
\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u, t) \equiv \exists t' \in t.\text{Ancestors} (t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)
\]

The following predicates define for a user \(u \in \text{Resources}\) that he has the respective permission in the project.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ManageTasks}(u) & \quad \text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \\
\text{AssignTasks}(u) & \quad \text{AssignAnyTask}(u) \\
\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) & \quad \text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u) \\
\text{ViewAllTasks}(u) & \\
\text{ResourceManagement}(u)
\end{align*}
\]

The authorization rules are defined as formulas \texttt{AuthorizedToOPNAME}(\(x, u\)) which specify under which circumstances a user \(u \in \text{Resources}\) is authorized to perform the operation \texttt{OPNAME} for the entities specified by the variables \(x\). The formulas are implicitly all-quantified over all free variables. If not explicitly stated, the variables \(t, a, c, i, o, d, r\) stand for a task, task assignment, control flow, input parameter, output parameter, data flow, and resource, respectively.

The authorization rules will be explained by means of the example task net depicted in Figure 5.23 which is the same task net cutout as depicted in Figure 2.8. Thereby, it is assumed that all involved resources have only basic permissions.

A user \(u \in \text{Resources}\) is authorized to manage a task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\), if he has the basic permission for task management and he is responsible for the task or one of the ancestor tasks. Alternatively, he may manage the task, if he has the super permission
Abbildung 5.23: Example task net for the application of authorization rules.

to manage all tasks in the project.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{AuthorizedToCreateSubtask}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToDeleteSubtask}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToAddRealization}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToRemoveRealization}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToCreateInputParameter}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToCreateOutputParameter}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToDeleteInputParameter}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToDeleteOutputParameter}(t,u) \equiv \\
& \text{AuthorizedToCreateTaskAssignment}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \\
& \quad (t.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t))) \lor \\
& \quad \text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \quad (5.93)
\end{align*}
\]

In the example of Figure 5.23, only resource Heer is authorized to manage the task Basic Engineering.

A user \( u \in \text{Resources} \) is authorized to view a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), if he is assigned to the task or if he is the responsible resource of one of the ancestor tasks. The user
can also view all tasks in the work context of one of his tasks, i.e. the immediate predecessors and successors and the parent task. If he has the super permission to view all tasks in the project, no restrictions apply for the visibility of tasks. All tasks which a user may not view are not displayed in the management views of PROCEED.

$$\text{AuthorizedToViewTask}(t,u) \equiv$$

$$\left( \exists a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(a.\text{Resource} = u) \lor \right.$$

$$\left. \text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t) \lor \right.$$

$$\exists t' \in t.\text{Successors} \cup t.\text{Predecessors}(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u) \lor \right.$$

$$\exists s \in t.\text{Subtasks}(s.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \lor \right.$$

$$\text{ViewAllTasks}(u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.94)

In the example of Figure 5.23, resource Heer can view all depicted tasks while resource Maier can only view the tasks PFDs, Equipment List, Specification of Machines and Devices, and Basic Engineering. However, resource Dreher can also view all depicted tasks because they form the work context of the tasks for which he is responsible.

A user $u \in \text{Resources}$ is authorized to modify or delete a task assignment $a \in \text{TaskAssignments}$, if he has the basic permission for task management and he is responsible for the parent task of the assignment or one of the ancestor tasks. Alternatively, he may change or delete the task assignment, if he has the super permission to manage all tasks in the project.

$$\text{AuthorizedToDeleteTaskAssignment}(a,u) \equiv$$

$$\text{AuthorizedToModifyTaskAssignment}(a,u) \equiv$$

$$\left( \text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \right.$$

$$\left. (a.\text{Task}.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \right.$$

$$\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,a.\text{Task})) \lor \right.$$

$$\text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.95)

A user $u \in \text{Resources}$ is authorized to create a control flow from the preceding task $p \in \text{Tasks}$ to the succeeding task $s \in \text{Tasks}$, if he has the basic permission for task management and he is responsible for the successor $s$ or for the common ancestor of both tasks. The former allows a responsible resource of a task to define incoming control flows for his task and subsequently according data flows for required documents. A user may also create a control flow if he has the super permission to manage all tasks in the project.

$$\text{AuthorizedToCreateControlFlow}(p,s,u) \equiv$$

$$\left( \text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \right.$$

$$\left. (s.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \right.$$

$$\exists t' \in p.\text{Ancestors} \cap s.\text{Ancestors}$$

$$\left. (t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \lor \right.$$

$$\text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.96)

In the example of Figure 5.23, the control flow from task PFDs to task Initial P&IDs could have been created by resources Baumann and Heer.
The deletion and modification of a control flow $c \in \text{ControlFlows}$ is reserved for the responsible resource of the common ancestor of the predecessor and the successor tasks $c.\text{Pred}, c.\text{Succ} \in \text{Tasks}$.

$$\text{AuthorizedToDeleteControlFlow}(c,u) \equiv \text{AuthorizedToModifyControlFlow}(c,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land$$

$$\exists t' \in c.\text{Pred}.\text{Ancestors} \cap c.\text{Succ}.\text{Ancestors}$$

$$(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \lor$$

$$\text{ManageAllTasks}(u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.97)

In the example of Figure 5.23, only resource Heer is authorized to delete the control flow between the tasks PFDs and Initial P&IDs.

A user $u \in \text{Resources}$ is authorized to create a feedback flow from the source task $s \in \text{Tasks}$ to the target task $t \in \text{Tasks}$, if he has the basic permission for task management and he is responsible for the source $s$ or for the common ancestor of both tasks. If the target task has already been terminated, then the user has to be authorized to create a new version of this task.

$$\text{AuthorizedToCreateFeedbackFlow}(s,t,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land$$

$$((s.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u) \lor$$

$$\exists t' \in s.\text{Ancestors} \cap t.\text{Ancestors}(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \land$$

$$(t.\text{State} \in \text{Terminated} \Rightarrow \text{AuthorizedToCreateNewTaskVersion}(t,u))) \lor$$

$$\text{ManageAllTasks}(u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.98)

A user $u \in \text{Resources}$ is authorized to create a new version of a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$ if he has the basic permission for task management and he is responsible for the ancestor of the task and all succeeding terminated tasks. The latter is required because new versions of the terminated successors will be automatically created as well. Alternatively, he may create the task version, if he has the super permission to manage all tasks in the project.

$$\text{AuthorizedToCreateNewTaskVersion}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land$$

$$(\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t) \land$$

$$\forall s \in t.\text{TSuccessors}(s.\text{State} \notin \text{Terminated} \lor \text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,s))) \lor$$

$$\text{ManageAllTasks}(u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.99)

In the example of Figure 5.23, resource Baumann is not authorized to define a feedback flow from Initial P&IDs to PFDs because the latter task is already terminated and resource Baumann may not create a new version of the task. Resource Heer can define the feedback flow which involves the creation of new versions of the tasks PFDs and Equipment List.

Analogously to control flows, a user $u \in \text{Resources}$ is authorized to create a data flow from an output parameter $o \in \text{OutputParameters}$ to an input parameter $i \in \text{InputParameters}$, if he has the basic permission for task management and is
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responsible for the task of the input parameter or for the common ancestor of both involved tasks. In the first case, a responsible resource of a task can define incoming data flows for documents which are required to perform the task.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToCreateDataFlow}(o, i, u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \\
(i.\text{Task}.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \\
\exists t' \in o.\text{Task}.\text{Ancestors} \cap \\
i.\text{Task}.\text{Ancestors}(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \lor \\
\text{ManageAllTasks}(u))
\]

(5.100)

The control flow and the data flows between Initial P&IDs and Detailed P&IDs could have been created by resources Dreher and Heer.

The deletion of a data flow \( c \in \text{ControlFlows} \) is reserved for the responsible resource of the common ancestor of the involved tasks.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToDeleteDataFlow}(d, u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \\
(\exists t' \in d.\text{Source}.\text{Task}.\text{Ancestors} \cap \\
d.\text{Target}.\text{Task}.\text{Ancestors}(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \lor \\
\text{ManageAllTasks}(u))
\]

(5.101)

A responsible resource of a task may assign additional resources to his task, if he has the basic permission for task assignment. The responsible resource of any ancestor task may assign resources to the task as well. This includes the assignment of the responsible resource. In both cases, the assigned resource has to have the permission to execute tasks, and the assigning user has to be superior to the assigned resource in the project team. Otherwise, a user is only authorized to assign tasks, if he has the corresponding super permission.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToAssignResource}(a, r, u) \equiv (\text{AssignTasks}(u) \land \\
(\text{ExecuteTasks}(r) \land \\
(a.\text{Task}.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \\
\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u, a.\text{Task}) \land \\
\text{Superior}(u, r))) \lor \\
\text{AssignAnyTask}(u))
\]

(5.102)

In the example of Figure 5.23, resource Dreher could assign resource Maier to the task Detailed P&IDs because the former is the team leader of the latter (cf. Figures 5.9 and 5.10). Resource Heer could assign any resource of the project team to any task in Figure 5.23, because he is superior to all other resources in the project team.

There are several operations which are related to the enactment of a process model instance. First of all, changes to the execution state of a task can be performed by the responsible resource or a responsible for one of the ancestor tasks depending on the state transition. The preparation of a task for execution is the responsibility
of the responsible resource of an ancestor task, because it involves the assignment of the responsible resource. A task in the execution state *InDefinition* may not have a responsible resource assigned yet.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToDefineTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToRedefineTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToSkipTask}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t)) \lor \\
\text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u) 
\] (5.103)

A task may only be started by the assigned responsible resource. Likewise, it is reserved to the responsible resource to commit the task. Only the responsible resource of a task can decide when the work on the task is actually started, and when all required results have been produced.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToStartTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToCommitTask}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
t.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u) \lor \\
\text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u) 
\] (5.104)

Finally, suspension, replanning and abortion can be performed by the responsible resource of the task as well as by the responsible resources of the ancestor tasks. The latter is required in cases when the whole subprocess containing the task shall be suspended, replanned, or aborted.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToReplanTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToRestartTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToSuspendTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToResumeTask}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToAbortTask}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
(t.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \lor \\
\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t))) \lor \\
\text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u) 
\] (5.105)

In the example of Figure 5.23, the active task Initial P&IDs can only be committed by resource Baumann. However, resource Heer could suspend, replan or abort the task.

The production of document revisions is actually an operation which refers to the enactment of a task, although it has been defined as part of the structural model. Every assigned resource can produce document revisions for the output parameter of a task.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToProduceRevision}(o,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
\exists a \in o.\text{Task}.\text{TaskAssignments}(a.\text{Resource} = u)) \lor \\
\text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u) 
\] (5.106)
In the example of Figure 5.23, the depicted document revision has been produced by resource Baumann.

Besides the production of document revisions, registering working hours is the only operation which can be performed by assigned resources who are not responsible for a task. The two operations are required to reflect the actually performed work in the system but are not associated with any responsibilities.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToRegisterWorkingHours}(a,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
\quad a.\text{Resource} = u) \lor \\
\quad \text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u)
\] (5.107)

When a task is executed, its degree of completion can be determined inter alia by direct estimation or by an estimation of the remaining workload required for the task (cf. Chapter 8). These values may only be specified by the responsible resource of the task. In particular, additionally assigned resources may not provide estimates. Since progress measurement is related to the enactment of defined processes, the basic and super permissions to execute tasks are relevant in this context.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToEstimateProgress}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToEstimateRemainingWorkload}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ExecuteTasks}(u) \land \\
\quad t.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u) \lor \\
\quad \text{ExecuteAnyTask}(u)
\] (5.108)

With respect to changes to time management properties, different cases have to be distinguished. The planning data, constraint dates and planned dates of a task may not be changed by the assigned responsible resource but only by the responsible resources of the ancestor tasks. Otherwise, a task responsible could arbitrarily increase the total workload, budget, and duration of his task which is beyond his area of responsibility. Instead, he can only request the increase of these values from an authorized resource.

\[
\text{AuthorizedToChangePlanningData}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToChangeConstraintDate}(t,u) \equiv \\
\text{AuthorizedToChangePlannedDate}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \land \\
\quad \text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t)) \lor \\
\quad \text{ManageAllTasks}(u)
\] (5.109)

In the example of Figure 5.23, resource Dreher was not allowed to increase the total duration of the task PFDs while it was still active. He had to request this duration increase from resource Heer.

In case of a task assignment, the planned workload can be changed by the responsible resource of the corresponding task. If an increase does exceed the unassigned total workload of the task, the authorization rule (5.109) is evaluated to determine whether the resource may increase the total workload and budget of his task. The
responsible resources of a task and its ancestor tasks are authorized to change the
time constraint for the maximal daily workload of a task assignment of the task.

\[\text{AuthorizedToChangePlannedWorkload}(a,u) \equiv \text{ManageTasks}(u) \wedge \]
\[\text{AuthorizedToChangeMaxDailyWorkload}(a,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \wedge \]
\[\text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \] (5.110)

The lag time of a control flow may only be changed by the responsible resource of
the common ancestor task.

\[\text{AuthorizedToChangeLagTime}(c,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \wedge \]
\[\exists t' \in c.\text{Pred.Ancestors} \cap c.\text{Succ.Ancestors}(t'.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u)) \wedge \]
\[\text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \] (5.111)

The responsible resource of a task and the responsible resources of the ance-
stor tasks may initiate a scheduling pass for a task in one of the execution states
\text{InDefinition} or \text{Replanning}. The responsible resource who is not at the same time
responsible for an ancestor task may initiate scheduling, but the changes are only
applied if the planning data and planned dates of the task itself are not affected.

\[\text{AuthorizedToScheduleTask}(t,u) \equiv (\text{ManageTasks}(u) \wedge \]
\[t.\text{ResponsibleResource} = u \vee \]
\[\text{ResponsibleForAncestor}(u,t)) \wedge \]
\[\text{ManageAllTasks}(u) \] (5.112)

Finally, there are operations related to resource management. Changes to the
project team structure and changes to the permission settings can only be performed
by a user who has the permission for resource management in the project. The cost
rates and work calendars of resources cannot be changed by a user who has the
resource management permission for the project. Changing the cost rates and
working times of resource is not in the area of responsibility of project managers.

\[\text{AuthorizedToChangeProjectTeam}(u) \equiv \]
\[\text{AuthorizedToChangePermission}(r,u) \equiv \text{ResourceManagement}(u) \] (5.113)

At this point, the approach should be elaborated to distinguish between resource
allocation for a project and restructuring the project team. In practice, a project
manager cannot simply add new resources to his project team but has to request the
resources from line managers or department heads. This distinction has not been
made in PROCEED for reasons of simplification.

The authorization rules defined in this section are evaluated whenever a user tries
to invoke the respective operation. If he is not authorized to perform the operation,
a warning is shown an the operation is not invoked. Furthermore, the functionality
provided by the graphical user interface of PROCEED is adapted according to the
evaluation of authorization rules. Several functions are deactivated if the user is not
authorized to perform the associated operations on the dynamic task net.
5.5.3 Project-Specific Tailoring of Access Control Policy

With the combination of passive and active access control approaches, the authorization model implemented in PROCEED can be tailored to support the management of dynamic task nets in various ways of collaboration. The permission settings can be configured for an individual project to support the delegation of tasks from superiors to subordinates, the collaboration of engineers with equal rights, and even the observation by progress chasers or consultants.

Usually, a combination of several management styles is required in a plant design project. The project manager is given the required super permissions to assign coarse grained tasks directly to the lead-engineers of the different maintenance groups. The lead-engineers can assign tasks to their team members but not to other resources. This is realized by the authorization rule for direct task assignment, which takes the project team structure of the project into account. A lead-engineer is only given the basic permissions, but since he is the leader of his team, he may assign tasks directly to his team members. In addition to the direct task assignment, a task assignment can also be defined by only specifying the required role. Then a user, who can play this role, can pick up the task. This mode of task assignment reflects a common practice in development projects.

In plant design projects there are usually so-called progress chasers who are responsible for gathering the progress estimates from the engineers. From this data, the project status report is compiled. Furthermore, external consultants may be hired to evaluate the performance of the development process. Progress chasers and consultants should be able to view the tasks in the project, but they should not be allowed to make changes to the management data. To achieve this, their user accounts are given only the super permission to view all tasks in the project but none of the basic permissions. Without the permissions to manage and execute tasks, they cannot be assigned to any task and therefore are prevented from making any changes.

The permission settings of a project can also be configured to support the purely hierarchical delegation mode. In PROCEED, this behavior can be simulated by assigning all super permissions to the project manager, and only the basic permission to execute tasks to the engineers. As a result, the managers can view and modify all tasks in the project. The engineers can only view their assigned tasks, perform the allowed execution state changes, produce document revisions, and register working hours. The AHEAD-prototype only supported this management mode, because changes to the management data were only possible with the dedicated environment for project managers. The engineers could not make structural changes in their work environments. Likewise, in conventional static workflow management systems, process participants are usually restricted to executing their assigned tasks while the system manages the process.

In recent times, agile process models have become increasingly popular \cite{TFR05}. In these process models there is no strict hierarchy, and the rather small development team consists of developers with equal rights. The PROCEED system can even support these agile processes by assigning only the basic permissions to all project
team members, but no super permissions to anyone (except for the person who initiates the project and assembles the project team). As a result, the constraints defined in the authorization rules are always evaluated, and permissions are only activated in the defined contexts.

5.6 Related Work

Research that is related to the contributions described in this section can be distinguished into work on resource modeling and user authorization. Related work that deals with time management in process models and the monitoring of development processes will be reviewed in Section 7.6 and Section 8.4, respectively.

5.6.1 Resource Modeling

The approach to resource modeling in AHEAD and PROCEED has undergone a long development. First concepts were presented in [NW94] which were substantially elaborated in [Krü96, KW00, KKSW00] and resulted in the resource management meta-model RESMOD which has been described in Section 4.1. The approach to resource modeling defined in RESMOD has been adapted and simplified in PROCEED to account for the specific requirements arising from the technology transfer to the Comos system. Thereby, some of the concepts defined in RESMOD have been abandoned.

In Table 5.7, the three different approaches to resource modeling are compared to each other by mapping equivalent concepts. In [NW94] and in RESMOD, technical and human resources could be modeled. The research on RESMOD focused even more on technical resources than on human resources and in particular on modeling complex technical resources. In PROCEED, only human resources are modeled to simplify project planning. For the following comparison only human resources are considered.

The concept of an actual resource in [NW94] corresponds to the actual base resource in RESMOD and the resource in PROCEED. Employees of the company which are available for engineering projects are represented by objects in the database.

In RESMOD, actual project resources were introduced to model the members of a project team distinct from the actual base resources in the organization. An actual project resource could correspond to an actual base resource or to an external resource who was not a member of the organization. In [NW94], this distinction was not made. In PROCEED it has been abandoned because resources are defined on the organizational level in Comos and are only referenced in individual projects. External resources have to be represented as members of the organization.

The concept of a planned base resource was introduced in RESMOD to be able to model positions in an organization independent of actual resources who fill these positions. Again, this concept has been abandoned in PROCEED because the simple resource model of Comos does not allow to model positions separate from users.
Nagl and Westfechtel | RESMOD | PROCEED
---|---|---
Technical and human resources | Technical and human resources | Only human resources
Actual resource | Actual base resource | Resource
 | Planned base resource | Planned project resource
Abstract resource | Planned resource class | Role
 | Needed resource | Resource properties
Resource assignment mechanism | Resource assignment | Resource assignment
 | Resource allocation | Project team definition
Complex resource | Complex resource | Team
 | Complex actual project resource with human resources as atomic parts | Task assignment

Tabelle 5.7: Equivalent concepts in [NW94], RESMOD, and the TNT meta-model.

The concept of a planned project resource in RESMOD was an advancement from the concept of an abstract resource in [NW94]. It did not only define the required role of a resource but at the same time a position in the project team. A planned project resource is therefore not equivalent to a role as argued in Section 4.1. Instead, the concept of a planned resource class is equivalent to a role as well as the abstract resource in [NW94]. It abstracts from individual positions in the project team. In PROCEED, roles are used to define resource requirements for tasks since the concept of a role is more common in practice. Furthermore, the explicit modeling of task assignments allows to define several required resources with the same role for a task. The project team is modeled by means of teams. Therefore, the position aspect of a planned resource is not needed in PROCEED.

The concept of a needed resource is used in RESMOD to define resource requirements of actual resources. This is particularly useful for technical resources which often depend on other technical resources. In contrast to that, it is uncommon to define dependency relationships between human resources. Since in PROCEED only human resources are modeled, the concept of a needed resource has been abandoned as well.

In RESMOD, properties of resources can be defined for actual and planned resources. Properties of planned resources define requirements which have to be matched by the property values of the assigned actual resources. In PROCEED, only human resources are modeled and roles are used instead of planned resources. A role defines implicitly the properties a resource who can play this role has. There has not been the need to explicitly model individual properties of resources and according requirements for tasks or task assignments. Thereby, the associated mo-
deling overhead is avoided and resource modeling is simplified, which increases the applicability of the approach in practice.

Complex resources do not exist in PROCEED except for teams which can be regarded as complex human resources. In RESMOD, a team would be modeled as a complex actual project resource with human resources as atomic parts. However, it would not be possible to define a team leader in a straightforward way in RESMOD.

Finally, in RESMOD resources can be shared with respect to the composition relationship, i.e. a human resource could be a member of two different teams. This has not been adopted in PROCEED since project team structure should unambiguously define the responsibility hierarchy in a project and therefore should be a tree structure in which every resource belongs to exactly one team.

In [NW94], actual resources were defined for the organization and abstract resources for individual projects. When an actual resource was assigned to an abstract resource this resource assignment mechanism included two steps: First, the allocation of the resource for the project, and second the assignment of the actual resource to the planned resource. In RESMOD, these two steps were explicitly separated. The resource allocation created an actual project resource which referred to the corresponding actual base resource. The definition of actual project resources was the equivalence to the assembly of a project team. The resource assignment was then established as a link between actual and planned project resources. In PROCEED, there are no actual project resources, but the two steps can be executed separately as well. The resource allocation is performed by defining the project organization in the form of a hierarchical team structure, and by assigning resources to the defined teams. Resource assignment in PROCEED and RESMOD are not exactly comparable. However, the assignment of an actual resource to a planned resource in RESMOD can at best be compared to the assignment of a resource to an explicit task assignment for which a required role is defined. In this case, the resource has to be able to play the required role which is defined on the organizational level.

5.6.2 User Authorization

The management of access rights is an issue in many types of information systems. In this section we first discuss general approaches before we consider research work concerning to access control in process management systems.

There are basically two approaches to access control: the passive approach and the active approach [TS97]. In the passive approach, also known as subject-object view, permissions are maintained as assignments. Once a permission is assigned to a user, it is always assumed to be activated independent of the given context. On the other hand, the active approach distinguishes context-based permission activation from permission assignment. Permissions are constantly monitored and can be activated and deactivated according to the respective context. The access control approach presented in this thesis combines the active and the passive approach. Basic permissions are only activated in certain contexts while super permissions are always activated.
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [SCFY96] is a passive security model. The permissions are assigned to roles rather than to individual users. Roles are created based on job functions in the organization and users are assigned to roles based on their qualification and responsibilities. Thus, a user assigned to a role thereby acquires the permissions of that role. This grouping of users in roles for access control eases the management of permissions. One of the drawbacks of RBAC is its inability to support users with the same role but with different permissions. This is an important criterion in a dynamic process management system where users with the same functional role can have different permissions. Therefore, the role-based approach has not been implemented in PROCEED. Instead, permissions are assigned to users of the system individually.

In several research projects, the RBAC model has been adapted and applied to workflow management systems [ASKP00, KPF01]. The implementation of RBAC on web-based workflow systems is presented in [ASKP00], while RBAC is extended to support inter-organizational workflow in [KPF01]. In the context of workflow management, the role-based access control model is more suitable than in the context of development processes. When it comes to the enactment of business processes, functional roles usually coincide with permissions, e.g. for the accounting clerks and the accounts manager in an accounting office.

In [AH96], Atluri and Huang present an active security model where authorization is synchronized with the current state of tasks in workflows. In other words, a resource can gain access to required objects, e.g. documents, only during the execution of a task. To achieve this, an authorization template is used to specify the parameters of the authorization which is attached to a task. When the task is actually started, the authorization template is used to derive the actual authorizations. In this approach, authorization constraints are associated with specific tasks or workflow definitions, and there are no authorization rules regulating the dynamic creation of subtasks or other dynamic structural changes to a workflow instance.

In the Team-based Access Control model presented in [AC04], permissions can be specified for a group of collaborating users, acting in various roles. This means that a team member not only has permissions from the role he is playing, he also has additional permissions from the team he is in. This model only defines if team members can access certain objects within the context of the team. There is no explicit connection to any process model instance and task assignments. Furthermore, specific permissions are also not associated with teams in the TNT meta-model.

In [WBK03], the W-RBAC framework for workflow systems is presented, which is based on RBAC. Authorization constraints are specified using a logic-based language. A permission service in the framework is used to compile a list of users who can execute a task based on the specified constraints. W-RBAC only focuses on the assignment and the execution of tasks. The defined constraints are specific for certain types of tasks whereas in PROCEED general constraints for all tasks in a process model instance are required.
5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the TNT meta-model for timed dynamic task nets has been presented. Several adaptations and extensions have been applied to the DYNAMITE meta-model to obtain the TNT meta-model. The structural and behavioral model have been adapted to meet the requirements which arose from the approach to project planning and process enactment realized in PROCEED. With respect to resource management, subteams of the project team with respective team leaders can be defined, and task assignments are explicitly modeled as separate objects, so that several resources can be assigned to a task. With respect to the definition and execution of tasks, the major extensions are the explicit modeling of the granularity of a task, and the extension of a task’s life cycle by the possibility to skip tasks without starting them in the first place.

The major extensions of the DYNAMITE meta-model refer to time management and progress monitoring. The structural model and the behavioral model have been complemented by the timing model and the monitoring model. These partial models define the required entities and properties for task scheduling and progress measurement, respectively. The actual performance of a process is explicitly modeled, separately from the planned performance. This allows a comparison of actual and planned performance. The alignment of the plan to the actual performance is an explicit management decision.

The authorization model of the TNT meta-model identifies human resources with users of the system and introduces the concept of user permissions. Authorization rules constrain the possible change operations of individual users depending on their permissions and task assignments. This extension of the DYNAMITE meta-model has been required due to the switch from separate environments for different roles to one environment for all users.

Altogether, this chapter introduced the modeling elements for process model instances in PROCEED. The next chapter describes how process model definitions can be created in PROCEED, and how they are applied and enacted in a concrete project. The algorithms for project scheduling and monitoring, which build on the modeling elements introduced in this chapter, will be described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, respectively.
Kapitel 6

Process Modeling and Enactment

A dynamic task net as it has been defined in Chapter 5 represents a process model instance. The combination of a project plan with data flow dependencies and execution states of tasks in one integrated model is advantageous for the management of development projects. However, dynamic task nets do not allow to define process knowledge which can be reused in several similar projects, and which can be improved and extended from project to project. For this purpose, it is required to maintain process model definitions containing the process knowledge which is independent of actual process model instances.

The first step is to define domain specific task types which may be instantiated several times in a process model instance. For example, the creation of a process flow diagram is a task type which has several instances in a plant design project, one for each individual process flow diagram. Task types are used in process model definitions to distinguish the different tasks in the process. Knowledge about the document input and output parameters, the resource requirements in terms of roles and workload, and the planning data of a task type can be stored in the process knowledge base. In general a type defines common properties of a class of objects and possibly initial property values. In the TNT meta-model, the properties of a task are fixed and so are the properties of a task type. Only the different property values distinguish different task types. When a task type is used in a project, an instance of the type is inserted into the dynamic task net as a new task whose property values are set to the values defined by the type. The usage of task types for process modeling in PROCEED is described in Section 6.1.

Task types contain process knowledge about individual tasks, but they do not define the possible relationships between different tasks and the allowed or required number of task instances in a process model instance. For this purpose, process model definitions are required.

There are different approaches for modeling process model definitions. On the one hand there are procedural approaches. Procedural process model definitions explicitly specify in which order the defined tasks have to be executed, when the process is enacted. As a consequence, procedural process model definitions can be executed automatically if required. On the other hand, there are declarative process model definitions which merely constrain the allowed manual changes to a process model instance. The process model definitions on type level which have been described in Section 4.4 fall into this category.
A third type of process model definitions, which does not clearly fall into one of the two categories, are instance patterns or process model definitions on the instance level (cf. Section 4.4). These process model definitions are basically **process templates** which can be reused for the manual modeling of a process model instance by copying and inserting them into an existing dynamic task net. Process templates are used in PROCEED for the definition of process knowledge. Section 6.2 describes how process templates can be defined and used in PROCEED.

Process templates can be augmented by a workflow definition which enables the automatic enactment of the respective processes in a dynamic task net. Workflows are modeled using control structures like alternative branching constructs and loops (cf. Section 3.4). Therefore, they are classified as procedural process model definitions. The integration of workflow instances into dynamic task nets is described in Section 6.3.

### 6.1 Task Types

A task in a dynamic task net can be derived from a **task type**. A task type specifies default values for the properties of all instances of this type. When a task is instantiated from a task type, then the default values are set for the respective properties of the task. For properties of the task type which are undefined, the general default values are used for the properties of the task instance, which have been described in Section 5.3.1.

The class diagram depicted in Figure 6.1 shows on the left the class **Task** with all relevant properties for time management and progress measurement and on the right the class **TaskType**. Only those properties are defined for the class **TaskType** whose values can be reused in different projects. A specific task type does not define additional properties but only specific property values. The planning data of a task constitutes valuable process knowledge. Task instances of the same type will probably require a similar amount of workload, duration, and budget if they are instantiated in comparable projects. The respective property values defined for the task type are good starting points for project planning.

With respect to progress measurement, the calculation method for the degree of completion of a task can be specified for a task type. It is very probable that the progress of all instances of a common task type is measured by means of the same calculation method. Tasks which are defined as milestones in a dynamic task net can be used for measuring the progress of the parent task. For this purpose, a milestone defines a percentage value for the property OverallDOC (overall degree of completion). When a type is defined for a milestone, then the value for the overall degree of completion can be specified for the type and reused for the milestones which are instantiated from the type.

All instances of a task type are connected by the instance of association with the respective type as depicted in Figure 6.1. The PROCEED system keeps track of which tasks have been instantiated from which type. This information is required to derive reference values for the planning data of the task type from the task instances.
Abbildung 6.1: Classes and associations for task types.

Abbildung 6.2: Example for the specialization of task types.
Task types can be structured in a generalization hierarchy. The root of this hierarchy is the most general and domain-independent task type which cannot be changed by the users of PROCEED. By means of specialization, domain-specific task types can be derived. A special task type which has been derived from a more general one does not define additional properties but only specific property values. By default, property values are inherited by a specialized task type from the general type, but they can be overridden with specific values. The generalization is defined by the association is a in Figure 6.1 and not as a UML generalization relationship. This way, a generalization hierarchy of objects of the class TaskType can be built at tool runtime which corresponds to the parameterized specification approach described in [KN04].

Figure 6.2 shows an example of a generalization hierarchy of task types. The most general type with the name Task is predefined by PROCEED and cannot be changed by the user. A specific task type has been defined for the creation of piping and instrumentation diagrams. There are two specializations of this type, one for the initial creation of a P&ID and one for the elaboration of a P&ID. The former specifies a shorter duration than the latter. Furthermore, the former type has only one output parameter for the P&ID to be created. In contrast, the task type for the elaboration of a P&ID has an input and output parameter for the modified document.

Document input and output parameters can be defined for a task type. These parameters are cloned and associated with an instance of the type upon instantiation. Likewise, decision variables can be defined for task types which are then available for every instance of the type. A decision variable is an object of the class Decision which is depicted in Figure 6.1. Its boolean value represents the result of a decision made by the responsible resource of the corresponding task. Decision variables are evaluated during the enactment of workflow-managed task nets which will be introduced in Section 6.3.

Task types can be used for the creation of dynamic task nets which represent process model instances. Whenever the user who defines a task net wants to create a new subtask, he can browse the process knowledge base for appropriate types. If he selects a suitable type for a new task, all specified property values of the type are set for the new task. The user can adapt the property values as required, but this will not change the type of the task. The connection between the task instance and the type has to be deleted manually, if the task shall no longer have the type.

The life cycle of a task can be divided into three phases. First, the type is defined. Second, the type is instantiated as a task in a process model instance, and third, the task is executed. Table 6.1 gives an overview with respect to the three life cycle phases over which properties may have values assigned, which property values are allowed, and who is authorized to change the property values. A task type does not have an execution state explicitly defined. However, in terms of the task execution states a type would be in the state InDefinition because this is the default value for a new task after its creation. When a task has been instantiated from a type, its execution state may be changed to Waiting. Later, the task is started and eventually terminated. With respect to resource management, only required roles of
task assignments can be defined for a task type. Because a task type is independent of any concrete project, no actual resources from a project team can be assigned to a task type. Resources can be assigned after the task has been instantiated. With respect to product management, only input and output parameters can be defined for a task type. The association of parameters with actual documents can only be done for a task instance in the context of a development project. Revisions of the associated documents can only be produced at runtime of the task. With respect to time management properties, the planning data of a task can be specified in a type. Constraint dates and planned dates are project-specific. Actual start and end times and forecasts can only be determined during the execution of the task. Finally, a user must be authorized to make changes to a task type or a task in the different life cycle phases. The person who creates a task type may be a domain expert or a so-called knowledge engineer in a company. He populates a knowledge base with domain-specific task types. However, he is usually not involved in any concrete development project. The user who is authorized to create a new task instance in a development project is also authorized to change the property values of this new task. When a resource is assigned to a task instance and designated to be responsible for the task, he may modify the task according to the authorization rules which have been presented in Section 5.5.

### 6.2 Process Templates

Task types are already a way to reuse process knowledge for different projects. However, task types alone do not allow to define any task relationships. Therefore, process templates are required.

A process template in PROCEED is a dynamic task net which can be reused by
copying it as a subprocess into a process model instance. A task and its realization together amount to a process template. This means that a process template always defines a complete subprocess and not only a building block for a process. The realization of a process template may contain several subtasks which can be connected by control and data flows and which can themselves have subtasks. Consequently, a process template can be a hierarchically structured dynamic task net, but it always has a unique root task.

When a process template is used in a concrete project, the root task and its complete realization are copied and inserted as a new task in the dynamic task net which represents the development process. Afterwards, resources can be assigned to the task and its subtasks, the tasks can be scheduled and finally executed.

Besides the insertion of a process template as a new task in an existing dynamic task net, there is a second way of using a process template. If a task has already been defined in a process model instance, its realization can be created or exchanged by copying the realization of a process template. In this case, the properties of the root task of the process template are not reused but only the subtasks and their relationships. The connection between document parameters of the task in the process model instance and its new realization has to be established manually. Likewise, possible inconsistencies related to time management properties of the task and its new realization have to be resolved in the process model instance. This functionality is useful whenever an existing task is already connected with other tasks in the dynamic task net and project specific property values have been specified, but the realization shall be created according to an existing template.

In [Sch02], process model definitions were divided into process model definitions on type level and on instance level (cf. Section 4.4). In contrast to task types, process templates are located on the instance level. There is no generalization relationship for process templates. A process template is copied into an existing task net but is not instantiated. The tasks in a process template are already instances of task types. As a consequence, the tasks in a process template and a process model instance are instances of the same class Task defined in the TNT meta-model.
Abbildung 6.4: Example for the usage of a process template.

Figure 6.3 shows the extensions to the meta-model which are required for process templates. Objects of the classes Task and Realization may be contained in a process model instance or a process template. The association instance of between the classes Task and TaskType has already been introduced in Figure 6.1. It connects tasks which have been instantiated from a task type with the respective type.

When a process template is copied into a dynamic task net, then the copied tasks and realization objects are automatically connected with the respective objects in the process template by means of the association copy of. In this way, the PROCEED system keeps track of which subprocess of a development process is a copy of a process template and which subtask is a copy of which subtask in the respective template. This information is required to improve a process template based on dynamic changes to the process model instances.
An example for the usage of a task type is shown in Figure 6.4 in the form of a UML object diagram. On the type level, three task types are defined: the general domain-independent task type which is predefined by PROCEED and two specializations, one for tasks in which several process flow diagrams are created, and one for tasks in which one individual process flow diagram is created. For the task type Process Flow Diagrams, an expected total duration of 110 working days has been defined. This type is instantiated as a task which is the root task of a process template. The task instance has the same property value for the total duration. The process template Process Flow Diagrams contains several instances of the task type Create PFD, one for every process flow diagram that is expected to be created in the defined subprocess, i.e. the process template defines tasks for specific process flow diagram while the task type Create PFD can be generally used for all tasks in which a process flow diagram has to be created. One of the subtasks is depicted in Figure 6.4. In the subtask Create PFD.R, the process flow diagram for the reaction part of the chemical process shall be designed. However, the task does not yet refer to an actual document in a development project. This connection can only be established after the process template has been copied into a process model instance. In the lower right corner of Figure 6.4, a process model instance is depicted in which the process template has been used. The copied tasks and the realization object are linked to the original instances in the process template. Tasks in a process model instance may be scheduled in contrast to tasks in a process template, and their output parameters can be connected with actual documents.

Although process templates are composed of task instances, the properties of the tasks are not editable like the properties of tasks contained in process model instances. For the tasks in a process template, the same restrictions apply as for task types, because the tasks are still part of a template and not part of a process model instance, although they are technically instantiated from task types. According to Table 6.1, a task in a process template can only be edited as defined in the column Type definition, i.e. the execution state can only be InDefinition, required roles for task assignments can be defined but no actual resources, input and output parameters for documents can be defined but not associated with actual documents, and only the planning data can be defined for the task but no constraint dates or planned dates. A process template may also define task relationships. In this regard, the only constraint for editing process templates is that no feedback flows can be defined. A feedback flow can only be defined originating from active tasks but a process template is not enacted. With respect to the authorization of users for editing operations, the same restrictions apply as for task types (cf. row five in Table 6.1). The template creator may modify the template. The user who used a process template to create a new subtask may edit the copied task net structure. Finally, when responsible resources are assigned to the root task of the subprocess and the subtasks, then these resources may edit their assigned tasks according to the authorization rules which have been presented in Section 5.5.

A process template can only be used as a new task in an existing task net or as a new realization of an existing task. In this regard, process templates differ
from instance patterns which were introduced in [Sch02]. An instance pattern did not necessarily represent a whole realization of a task but could consist of connected tasks which could be inserted into an existing realization (cf. Section 4.4). Furthermore, an instance pattern defined the required context for inserting the pattern and how the tasks of the pattern should be connected with the context tasks. These modeling possibilities have not been adopted in PROCEED. Process templates have to have a unique root task. This is an essential requirement for workflow templates which will be introduced in the next section. No context for the insertion of a process template into a task net can be defined. The abandonment of context definitions for process templates has the advantage, that process modelers do not have to learn and use additional modeling constructs or even a new modeling language like UML object diagrams which were used in [Sch02] for this purpose. They can model process templates just like a process manager would define a dynamic task net in a concrete project, whereby the previously described limitations apply.

Declarative process model definitions on type level which were introduced in [Sch02] were also not adopted in PROCEED. Although this concept for declarative process modeling on type level might in general be a valuable extension to a process management system like PROCEED, it has not been considered suitable in the industrial context of the research project. The usage of UML class diagrams for the declarative modeling of processes has been considered disadvantageous with respect to the acceptability of the process management functionality in Comos. Domain experts in the chemical industries are usually not familiar with the UML notation. The concepts of type and instantiation are not well-known among engineers. On the other hand, Comos users are very familiar with the concept of a template. Furthermore, the declarative approach to process modeling is rather uncommon. Instead, operational process definitions have been demanded by the industry partner. Therefore, workflow templates are used in PROCEED which will be described in the next section. Workflow templates comprise additional information about alternative courses of action and the planned iteration of tasks. Finally, task, process and workflow templates are sufficient for elementary process modeling as it is required for project controlling. Reference data regarding the required workload, duration, budget, task assignments, functional roles, and document parameters of tasks can be maintained using task types and process templates.

### 6.3 Workflow Management

Workflow management has recently gained in importance in the different engineering domains. Workflow management systems [JB96] are used to support well-defined individual and collaborative processes. The workflow approach allows for a partial automation of processes, and the available technologies enable interoperability with other systems and applications in service oriented architectures. The usefulness of workflow support for development processes has been identified in academia [Bau04, MDB+00, CC02, Bus98] and industry.
However, workflow management systems are not suitable for the management of whole development processes. They can only support the enactment of structured subprocesses which may be predefined in advance. Unlike project management systems, project planning goes beyond the scope of workflow management systems. Furthermore, it is not feasible to model a complete development process as one workflow due to the inherent uncertainties and dynamics. As a consequence, enacted workflow instances which represent subprocesses in a development project would be disconnected in a WfMS and would not be embedded into the context of the development process.

For these reasons, several research groups have investigated the opportunities of integrating project management systems (PMS) with workflow management systems (cf. related work presented in Section 6.4.1). In all of these approaches, project plans are used for global planning, and structured subprocesses are enacted by means of workflow management systems. Integration components couple these systems at runtime, so that workflow instances may be represented in project plans. However, the different integration approaches all face the problem that no information about the process enactment state is maintained in the respective project management system. Thus, the enactment state of workflow instances cannot be adequately mapped to the project plan which limits the possibilities for project monitoring. Furthermore, since products and data flows are not represented in project plans, product management is still beyond the scope of the integrated systems. Data flows between workflow instances have to be managed manually. These restrictions are overcome by integrating workflow management functionality into the process management system PROCEED.

In Section 4.3.3, dynamic task nets have been compared to project plans and workflow instances. It has been highlighted that dynamic task nets are a suitable representation of development process instances. However, process automation as supported by workflow management systems is not possible for a dynamic task net without an operational process model definition. Declarative process model definitions and process templates do not enable the automation of process model instances. The former provide too many degrees of freedom for a process engine to decide which operation to perform upon a certain event. The latter are merely templates to be copied and do not provide any additional information for the automatic enactment of the processes. The functionality provided by workflow management systems is complementary to the process management functionality provided by the PROCEED core system. Integrating workflow management functionality into PROCEED extends the process support, so that it also covers partially automated processes.

The workflow paradigm is particularly suitable to guide individual engineers in their everyday tasks. This has been the main motivation for the integration of workflow support into PROCEED. The procedures which have to be followed by engineers when they work with the Comos system can be modeled as workflow definitions and can be automatically enacted in a development project. Intermediate steps in these procedures, like sending an email or uploading files to a remote server, can be performed automatically by the workflow engine. The progress of
running workflow instances can be determined automatically, so that the engineer who performs the defined tasks does not have to provide additional information. Workflows can also be applied to support the coordination of several engineers or technical crews, if the respective processes can be predefined before project runtime. In particular, quality and change management processes can be modeled as workflows.

In this section, it is described how a workflow engine has been integrated into PROCEED. The workflow engine enacts workflow instances which are represented by subnets of the dynamic task net representing the whole development process. The enactment state of workflow instances can be monitored in the dynamic task net because workflow operations are mapped to state transitions of tasks and structural changes of the task net. Workflow instances are not only represented in a dynamic task net but the workflow engine automatically enacts and manages the part of the dynamic task net which represents the workflow instance, i.e. it changes the execution states of tasks and performs dynamic structural changes to the task net. Thereby, the workflow engine relieves a human resource from managing the subprocess. The workflow engine can be viewed as an automatic manager of the subprocess.

The realized integration builds on previous results which have been developed in the AHEAD project [HHM+06, Hel08a, HHWW10] and which have been described in Section 4.5. The integration approach has been presented in a workshop on process management for highly dynamic and pervasive scenarios [HBW09]. It is furthermore shortly described in [HHWW10]. The details of the approach are described in [Bri08].

### 6.3.1 Workflow Instances in Dynamic Task Nets

In the context of the research cooperation with Siemens Industry Software, it has been decided to use the Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) to realize the workflow management functionality in PROCEED. The WF has been introduced in Section 3.4.4. It is a framework for the development of workflow based applications but it is not a full-fledged WfMS. Most workflow management solutions come with their own specific modeling language for workflow definitions. Likewise, the WF provides its own modeling language for workflow definitions which has been introduced in Section 3.4.4. Workflows are composed of nested building blocks, the **workflow activities**. There are **atomic activities** and **complex activities**. While the former define automatically or manually performed tasks, the latter define the control flow of a workflow.

Figure 6.5 shows a schematic representation of a workflow definition. The example is taken from the domain of chemical plant design. The workflow defines the procedure which has to be followed to specify a pump of a chemical plant. In the first step, the operating parameters of the pump have to be defined including the flow rate and the medium data. For the second step, the determination of the pump type, there are two alternatives. The pump type can either be determined based on the use case at hand or based on the process data defined in the process flow
Abbildung 6.5: Example workflow definition for the design of a pump.

diagram. Finally, the detailed technical specification of the pump is elaborated. This step may have to be repeated several times.

A workflow instance is represented by a task in the dynamic task net which represents the development process. Such a task is called a workflow-managed task because structural changes to the realization of the task and certain state changes of its subtasks are automatically performed by the workflow engine once the workflow has been started. In fact, these changes can only be performed by the workflow engine and manual changes are prohibited. The realization of a workflow-managed task is called a workflow-managed task net. Finally, the subtasks of a workflow-managed task are called workflow tasks because they are related to activities in the workflow instance.

Workflow tasks themselves can again be workflow-managed or not. In the first case, a workflow instance is started upon the start of a workflow task. In the second case, the enactment and management of the workflow task and its subtasks is performed manually by the responsible resource. Consequently, an arbitrary nesting of workflow-managed and manually managed tasks can be realized in a dynamic task net.

A workflow-managed task is always derived from a workflow template. A workflow template is a process template for which a workflow definition has been defined. The workflow definition is associated with the realization of the root task of the workflow template. The realization of the root task contains a subtask for every workflow activity in the workflow definition, i.e. the workflow template defines a dynamic task net which matches the workflow definition associated with the root task of the template. Figure 6.6 shows the dynamic task net for the workflow definition of Figure 6.5. Only the control flow perspective is depicted in Figure 6.6.
Abbildung 6.6: Tasks and control flows of example workflow template.

parameters, data flows, and task assignments are not shown but generally belong to a workflow template as well. The tasks are all in the execution state *InDefinition*. The iterated activity *Detail Engineering of Pump Specification* is represented by only one task in the dynamic task net.

A workflow template is an operational process model definition on instance level. Like ordinary process templates, a workflow template is copied into an existing dynamic task net. The template defines the initial state of the process. The associated workflow definition contains additional information about the correct enactment of the process. When the workflow template is finally used and a workflow-managed task net is enacted, the task net is automatically restructured and the execution states of subtasks are automatically changed depending on the conditions defined in the workflow definition which are evaluated by the workflow engine.

### 6.3.2 Mapping of Meta-Model Elements

The representation of WF workflow instances as dynamic task nets requires the mapping of two different meta-models. The language elements available for the creation of WF workflow definitions have to be mapped to the entities and relationships used to model dynamic task nets.

The WF allows to implement custom activity types (cf. Section 3.4.4). A special atomic activity type has been implemented for workflow tasks. Activities of this type are represented by tasks in the workflow-managed dynamic task net. Atomic activities of other types which are executed automatically are not represented as tasks in the task net. Figure 6.7 shows an abstract example of a workflow definition and the corresponding dynamic task net which together amount for a workflow template. Every activity labeled with a single letter is an instance of the activity type for workflow tasks. The activity labeled *automatic* does not have a counterpart in the dynamic task net.

Complex activities in the workflow definition determine the control flow relationships between the workflow tasks in the dynamic task net. The workflow tasks are connected by sequential control flows according to the relation of the corresponding activities in the workflow definition. Only sequential control flows with zero lag times can occur in a workflow-managed task net. Simultaneous and standard control flows and lag times cannot be modeled in WF workflow definitions and are therefore not allowed in a workflow-managed task net. They can also not be created manually.
Abbildung 6.7: Mapping workflow block structure to task net control flow structure.

because manual structural changes are not allowed for workflow-managed task nets.

For the connection of the workflow tasks by control flows, it is required to determine the first and last atomic activities in a complex activity which are represented by workflow tasks. These activities are determined by recursively descending into the hierarchical structure of complex activities and collecting all atomic activities which have no predecessor or successor as well as all first and last activities from complex child activities. For example, in Figure 6.7 the first activities of the IfElse activity are the first activities of the Parallel activity together with the first activity of the inner Sequence activity, i.e. activities B, C, and D.

In a SequenceActivity, several atomic or complex activities are arranged in sequence. The workflow tasks corresponding to the activities are connected by sequential control flows in the dynamic task net according to the order defined by the SequenceActivity. In case of complex activities, the first and last atomic activities are determined and their corresponding workflow tasks are connected with the tasks representing the preceding and succeeding activities, respectively. In Figure 6.7, activity D is one of the first activities in the IfElse activity. It is connected to activity A via a control flow because activity A precedes the IfElse activity. Workflow tasks representing the first and last activities of the different branches of a Parallel activity are connected with the workflow tasks corresponding to the predecessors and successors of the whole Parallel activity, respectively. Likewise, all workflow tasks associated with the first and last activities of different alternative branches of an IfElse activity are connected by sequential control flows with the predecessors.
Abbildung 6.8: Finite state machine defining the life cycle of WF workflow instances.

and successors, which results in a parallel construct. The decision on which tasks are actually executed and which tasks are skipped is made at workflow runtime and is not reflected in the control flow structure. Finally, for every activity directly or indirectly contained in a While loop, exactly one workflow task is inserted in the dynamic task net, although the loop may be skipped completely or iterated several times. The actual number of iterations at runtime is reflected in the dynamic task net by automatic structural changes and execution state changes performed by the workflow engine. In all these cases, atomic activities which are not represented by workflow tasks are neglected for the control flow structure, i.e. the workflow tasks corresponding to their predecessors are directly connected with the workflow tasks corresponding to the successors.

6.3.3 Mapping of Execution States and State Transitions

The integration of WF workflow instances into dynamic task nets is eased by the circumstance that tasks in dynamic task nets have execution states, in contrast to tasks in project plans. However, the execution states and allowed state transitions defined for WF workflow instances and activities do not exactly match the finite state machine defined for tasks in a dynamic task net which has been described in Section 5.2.1.

The finite state machine for WF workflow instances is depicted in Figure 6.8. The initial execution state of a workflow instance is the state Created. A workflow instance has to be explicitly started to take on the execution state Running. A running workflow instance can be temporarily suspended which is indicated by the execution state Suspended. If the execution of a workflow fails due to technical problems or premature cancellation, the execution state of the workflow is changed to the final state Terminated. Only a running workflow can be successfully completed whereby its execution state is changed to Completed.

The synchronization of the enactment of workflow instances with their respective workflow-managed tasks has been formally specified by the product automaton depicted in Figure 6.9. Every state of the combined automaton is labeled with the execution state of the workflow-managed task on top and the execution state of the workflow instance below. A workflow instance is created when the execution state of the workflow-managed task is changed from InDefinition to Waiting for the first
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Abbildung 6.9: Synchronizing automaton for workflow-managed tasks.

time. If the task shall be redefined afterwards, the existing workflow instance has to be modified. The workflow instance is started when the execution state of the workflow-managed task is changed to Active. Suspension of the workflow-managed task results in the suspension of the workflow instance. The workflow instance is not suspended to replan the workflow-managed task which involves dynamic changes to the workflow definition. The execution state Completed indicates a successful completion of a workflow and is therefore mapped to the execution state Done. The workflow instance is terminated when the workflow-managed task is aborted or skipped.

The finite state machine for WF workflow activities is depicted in Figure 6.10. For a WF workflow activity, the initial execution state is Initialized. After an activity has been started it is in the execution state Executing. If the activity is successfully completed, than its execution state is changed from Executing to Closed directly. There are two intermediate execution states in which exceptional events are handled before the activity is closed. The state Canceling indicates that the command to cancel the activity has been invoked and is currently processed. The state Faulting is reached if technical problems have occurred. Both intermediate states lead to an unsuccessful closure of the activity. The execution state is changed to Closed just like for successful termination. The final state does not reflect whether the activity has been terminated successfully or unsuccessfully. For this purpose, a separate return value is transmitted to the workflow engine. If an activity is closed due to an error, it may be necessary to undo previous results of the workflow. In this case compensating activities can be started. The failed activity is changed to the execution state Compensating while the compensation takes place. Afterwards, the execution state is changed back to Closed and can never be changed again. Therefore, Closed is actually the final state of the state automaton but only if the state Compensating has been reached before.

The synchronization of the execution of workflow activities with their correspon-
Abbildung 6.10: Finite state machine defining the life cycle of WF workflow activities.

Abbildung 6.11: Synchronizing automaton for workflow tasks.

...
working on the task. The workflow engine cannot decide when a task can actually be started. It can only prepare the task for execution by changing its execution state to \textit{Waiting}. For a workflow task, this transition can only be performed by the workflow engine. As a consequence, the responsible resource of a workflow task can only start the task when it has been prepared for execution by the workflow engine. Tasks, which correspond to activities in the workflow definition which have not been reached by the workflow instance yet, cannot be started by the respective responsible resources. A workflow task cannot be redefined because this would require a manual state change from \textit{InDefinition} to \textit{Waiting} afterwards. Therefore, the state \textit{InDefinition/Executing} and the corresponding state transitions are not contained in the synchronizing automaton.

The responsible resource of a workflow task starts and terminates the task. The successful termination of a workflow task is signaled to the workflow engine which closes the corresponding workflow activity and proceeds with the enactment of the workflow instance. If a workflow task is aborted by the responsible resource to indicate that the objective of the task could not be achieved, the corresponding workflow activity is nevertheless successfully closed and the workflow proceeds as planned. This behavior is in line with the semantics of task failure in dynamic task nets (cf. Section 5.2). A complex task does not fail only because one of its subtasks has failed. The complex parent task can be successfully terminated nevertheless. The objectives of the failed subtask can possibly still be achieved by performing additional tasks.

The UML sequence diagram depicted in Figure 6.12 gives an overview over the interaction between the four entities workflow-managed task, workflow instance, workflow activity, and workflow task. This figure merely illustrates the depending state changes. The interaction actually takes place between the PROCEED process engine, which manages dynamic task nets, and the workflow engine, which enacts workflow instances. When a workflow-managed task is defined for the first time, a new workflow instance is created. With this workflow instance, an activity instance is created for every activity defined in the workflow definition. When a workflow-managed task is started, the workflow instance is started as well. When a workflow activity is executed, the corresponding workflow task is defined, i.e. its execution state is set to \textit{Waiting}. Afterwards the task can be started and eventually committed by the responsible resource, whereupon the workflow activity is closed. When the workflow instance is finally completed, the workflow-managed task is committed.

\subsection*{6.3.4 Execution of Control Flow Activities}

The state machine mapping for execution states of workflow activities and workflow tasks does not cover complex activities, which define the control flow in a workflow instance. During the execution of \texttt{IfElse} and \texttt{While} activities, conditions are evaluated which determine how the workflow instance proceeds. These decisions lead to behavioral and structural changes of the workflow-managed task net.

All workflow tasks which correspond to activities inside an \texttt{IfElse} activity remain
in the state *InDefinition* until the decision for one of the alternative branches has been made. When an *IfElse* activity is reached by the workflow instance and the decision is made, the workflow tasks corresponding to the first activities in the selected branch are set to the execution state *Waiting* while all workflow tasks corresponding to activities in the neglected branches are skipped. The former can be started by the respective responsible resources while the latter cannot be started anymore.

A workflow-managed task net initially contains a workflow task for every activity contained in a *While* loop. If a *While* activity is not executed at all in a workflow instance due to the evaluation of the condition for entering the loop, then all corresponding workflow tasks are skipped in the dynamic task net. If the workflow instance enters the while loop, the workflow tasks corresponding to the first activities in the loop are prepared for execution by changing their execution states to *Waiting*. If a *While* loop is iterated once more, then a new task version is created for every workflow task which corresponds to an activity contained in the *While* loop. The previous versions of these tasks are necessarily all terminated, i.e. in one of the execution states *Done*, *Failed*, or *Skipped*.

Figure 6.13 shows the a workflow-managed task net which has been created as
a copy of the workflow template of Figure 6.6. The workflow instance has already proceeded to the second iteration of the \texttt{While} loop (cf. Figure 6.5). In the \texttt{IfElse} activity, the alternative branch with the activity \texttt{Determine Pump Type by Use Case} has been selected whereupon the workflow task \texttt{Determine Pump Type by Process Data} has been skipped. The first iteration of the \texttt{While} loop has already been completed and the first version of the workflow task \texttt{Detail Engineering of Pump Specification} has been committed. A new version of the iterated workflow task has been automatically created and prepared for execution by the workflow engine.

At workflow runtime, decisions are made regarding which alternative branch to chose or whether a loop shall be iterated once more. These decisions are made based on conditions specified in the workflow definition. In PROCCEED, the conditions evaluate decision variables which are defined for the workflow-managed task or the workflow tasks. Custom decision variables can be defined for task types (cf. Section 6.1). The conditions which are specified in a workflow definition refer to the decision variables of the tasks in the dynamic task net. If several versions of a task exist, the values of the last version are used. The values of the decision variables can be changed by the responsible resources of the respective tasks. In this way, the enactment of a workflow-managed task net can be influenced by authorized users. In the example of Figure 6.13, the workflow-managed task which represents the whole workflow instance has a decision variable for the selection of one of the alternative ways to determine the pump type. The responsible resource of the workflow-managed task can decide which alternative is chosen at runtime. The workflow task \texttt{Detail Engineering of Pump Specification} has a decision variable which is set to true if another iteration is required. The responsible resource of the workflow task may decide whether another iteration is performed by setting the value of the decision variable. The value of the variable is initially set to true.

6.3.5 Data Flow in Workflow-Managed Task Nets

In general, a workflow definition covers different views on a workflow (cf. Section 3.4). In PROCCEED, only the control flow view of WF workflows is used for workflow-managed task nets. The data flow between workflow tasks is defined in the dynamic task net of a workflow template. Input and output parameters can be defined for workflow tasks and can be connected by data flows. According to the structural constraint \((5.10)\), a data flow can only be defined between two parame-
ters when the respective tasks are connected by an equally directed control flow or feedback flow. Feedback flows can be manually created in workflow-managed task nets only when the target task is active. Automatic structural change operations performed by the workflow engine at workflow runtime are restricted to the creation of new task versions. The creation of new task versions takes the data flow into account, i.e. the new task versions have the same parameters as the old versions, and the parameters are connected by data flows accordingly (cf. Section 5.2.3). At workflow runtime, document revisions have to be produced and released manually by the assigned resources of the workflow tasks. For the same reason why the workflow engine cannot start and commit workflow tasks automatically, it cannot automatically produce document revisions.

6.3.6 Dynamic Changes to Workflow-Managed Tasks

The enactment of workflow-managed task nets involves automatically performed structural changes in case of the iteration of loop structures. However, these structural changes are predefined in the associated workflow definitions. In some situations it may be required to apply structural changes to a workflow-managed dynamic task net which have not been predefined in the workflow definition, e.g. it may be required to add an additional task. In this case, it is necessary to change the workflow definition of the running workflow instance as well. Therefore, it is not possible to directly change a workflow-managed task net in PROCEED, but manual structural changes to a workflow-managed task net can only be performed by changing the workflow instance which in turn entails the automatic adaptation of the associated task net.

Every WF workflow instance contains a copy of the workflow definition from which it has been instantiated. The windows workflow foundation allows to dynamically change the definition of a running workflow instance, so that the workflow is enacted according to the changed definition afterwards. The changes affect only the one workflow instance but not other instances which have been instantiated from the same workflow definition. In Section 3.4.4, the constraints have been listed which apply for dynamic changes to running WF workflow instances. An activity can only be deleted if it has not been started yet. A new activity can only be inserted into a complex activity which has not been terminated yet. It is possible to move an activity from one complex activity to another as long as the two constraints are satisfied.

Dynamic changes to a workflow instance are reflected in the corresponding workflow-managed dynamic task net. The deletion of an activity results in the deletion of the associated workflow task. The creation of a new activity involves the creation of a new workflow task. In both cases, the control flows in the workflow-managed task net are adapted, so that they reflect the new structure of the workflow definition. Thereby, the same transformation rules apply as for a workflow template, which have been described earlier and have been illustrated in Figure 6.7. If an activity is moved from one complex activity to another, then the existing workflow task is retained but its control flow dependencies are adapted to reflect the new
position of the activity in the workflow definition.

The changes which are automatically applied to a workflow-managed task net upon the change of the associated workflow instance have to fulfill all structural and behavioral constraints for dynamic task nets (cf. Sections 5.1 and 5.2). Otherwise, the changes are prohibited. This means among other things, that the workflow-managed task has to be in the execution state Replanning. Possible violations of timing consistency constraints are handled according to the change management procedure which will be introduced in Chapter 9.

When a workflow-managed task has been terminated, it may be necessary to create a new version of the task, e.g. if a feedback flow is defined which targets the terminated workflow-managed task. The completed workflow instance associated with the previous version of the workflow-managed task cannot be reused. Therefore, a new workflow instance is created based on the—possibly modified—workflow definition of the previous version of the workflow-managed task. The new task version is again workflow-managed and is enacted accordingly.

### 6.3.7 Time Management Data in Workflow Templates

The primary functions of process management are to use previously gained process knowledge in development projects and to improve this knowledge from project to project. Time management data represents process knowledge. For task types, the planning data can be specified and reused for all instances of the respective type. In process templates, the lag times of control flows can be specified. Workflow templates enable another form of collecting and reusing time management data for workflow-managed tasks.

Reference values are determined for the durations of all activities in a workflow definition—atomic activities as well as complex activities. The reference value for the duration of an activity is calculated as the mean duration of all occurrences of the activity in the terminated instances of the workflow template. The reference values for the activity durations are stored at the workflow template. This information is used for scheduling and progress measurement of workflow-managed tasks derived from the template. In Sections 7.4 and 8.1, it will be described in detail which data is collected for a workflow template and how it is used for scheduling and monitoring, respectively.

The quality of the reference values for activity durations depends on the number of workflow instances which are taken into account and the standard deviation of the measured durations. Only those workflow instances are considered, which have been executed in a comparable project and under the same circumstances.

Dynamically changed workflow instances are not taken into account for the computation of reference data for the original workflow template. They are handled as new variants of the workflow definition and separate reference values are calculated for these variants if sufficiently many instances with the same dynamic changes exist. If several versions of a workflow-managed task have been created in a project, only the activity durations of the first version are taken into account for the original
workflow template.

The tracking service of the workflow engine determines the total durations of workflow activities including work time and idle time. Only the effective work time is used to compute the reference values. For this reason, running workflow instances have to be suspended and resumed by the responsible resources before and after working on the tasks, respectively. The suspension time is subtracted from the total activity durations. Consequently, the activity durations reflect, when the assigned resources were actually working on the respective workflow tasks.

For activities directly or indirectly contained in a While activity, the mean duration is determined for every iteration of the surrounding loop construct separately. Furthermore, for every iteration, the number of workflow instances which actually completed the respective iteration is determined. For an IfElse activity, the average durations of the alternative branches are stored as well as the average duration of the IfElse activity itself. Furthermore, for every alternative branch the number of workflow instances which actually chose the branch is stored.

6.3.8 Conclusion

The integration of a workflow engine into PROCEED allows for the modeling and enactment of partially automated processes. Automatically executing activities can be defined in a workflow definition, which are not represented in the project plan. Alternative courses of action can be defined, and the workflow engine decides automatically at runtime which alternative is executed. The iteration of process parts can be predefined in a workflow definition, so that the required structural changes to the task net can be automatically performed by the workflow engine. Thereby, the responsible resource of a workflow-managed task is released of managing the subprocess. The enactment of multiple instances of a workflow definition allows the automatic calculation of reference values for the activity durations, which can be used for workflow scheduling and monitoring.

In PROCEED, workflows are used alternatively to declarative process model definitions on type level which were introduced in [Sch02]. However, both approaches could be used together and actually complement each other. Declarative process model definitions are more suitable to model whole development processes or subprocesses on higher levels of a hierarchically structured dynamic task net. Workflows are more suitable to model and enact subprocesses on lower levels of a dynamic task net. However, in the industrial context of the research project, only the workflow approach was required and has been implemented. The declarative approach for process modeling has not been applied for the reasons discussed in Section 6.2.

The implemented integration of workflow instances into dynamic task nets has one limitation. It is not possible to define and enact workflows which span across several subprocesses, i.e. the workflow tasks which correspond to the activities of a workflow definition may not be contained in the realizations of different parent tasks. To realize this, it would be required to detach workflow definitions and instances from the realizations of individual tasks in a dynamic task net. This problem has not
been addressed in this thesis because it would require a fundamentally different integration approach.

6.4 Related Work

In this section, related work is reviewed regarding the workflow management functionality in PROCEED.

6.4.1 Integration of Project and Workflow Management

The approach for integrating workflow management functionality into PROCEED is closely related to the problem of integrating a WfMS with a project management system (PMS). In both cases, different meta-models for modeling workflows on the one hand and project plans or task nets on the other hand have to be mapped. A runtime mechanism has to be provided which translates the events and actions in one system to according operations in the other system to maintain the consistency of the different models.

Chan and Chung In [CC02], the IPPM system is described which integrates project and workflow management functionality. Custom workflow modeling and enactment tools have been integrated with MS Project. Control flow structures in workflows are mapped to task net structures in a project plan. For alternative branching constructs, the prudential branching method is applied, i.e. tasks corresponding to unselected branches are removed from the project plan as soon as the decision for one of the branches is made by the workflow management system. This method differs from the method implemented in PROCEED where neglected branches are not removed from the workflow-managed task net but are marked as skipped. Retaining the skipped tasks in the task net ensures the traceability of workflow execution in the task net. With respect to loop constructs, different possibilities are distinguished: loops with only compulsory tasks and loops with compulsory and optional tasks. The case that a loop can be skipped completely is neglected. Loops are unfolded in project plans at workflow runtime, i.e. the subsequent iterations of tasks are represented as individual tasks in the project plan and are sequentially connected by control flows. In contrast, new versions of iterated tasks are created in PROCEED. In the IPPM system, only the compulsory tasks of a loop are inserted in the project plan before workflow runtime. The optional tasks are replaced by a so-called prudent-estimated task which represents all further iterations of the loop. Just like in PROCEED, workflow definitions in the IPPM system have to be well-structured—or in other words block-structured—for the described mappings to be applicable. All aspects regarding the scheduling of workflow instances which are covered by the IPPM system will be reviewed in Section 7.6.1.

Bussler In [Buss98], Bussler discusses issues regarding the integration of WfMS and PMS in general. He distinguishes two parts: schema integration and behavior
integration. Schema integration is also called semantic integration and refers to the mapping of the conceptual objects of the systems, e.g. workflow activities and tasks. Behavior integration means that the state changes taking place in one system have to be mapped to operations in the other system. Regarding schema integration, the main conflicts are identified, e.g. the absence of alternative branching and loops in project plans, and the restriction to sequential control flows in workflows. Different possible mappings for control structures are discussed: static mapping and continuous mapping. Static mapping means that all possible routes through a workflow are completely mapped to the project plan before workflow runtime, which does not work for loops. At workflow runtime, tasks of neglected alternative branches are removed from the project plan. Continuous mapping means that only the portion of a workflow is mapped to the project plan which will actually be executed. For the mapping of control structures in PROCEED we used the continuous mapping approach for loops and the static mapping approach for alternative branching with the exception that no tasks are deleted after a decision has been made. Regarding behavior integration, the interaction of the integrated systems is specified by means of sequence diagrams which cover the enactment of workflow instances as well as dynamic changes to workflow instances. Bussler describes an ideal integration of a WfMS and a PMS independent of any specific system. Similarly, the interaction of the workflow and task net entities in PROCEED has been specified in Figure 6.12. However, the challenging problems arise from the peculiarities of the systems to be integrated.

Bauer Bauer also addresses in [Bau04] the issue of integrating existing workflow and project management systems. He describes the respective strengths and weaknesses of PMS and WfMS and motivates their integration amongst others by the need to schedule workflows in a project. He distinguishes two approaches: loose coupling, where several workflow instances can be mapped to a single project task, and close coupling, where there is a one-to-one mapping of workflow activities and tasks in the project plan. The close coupling approach is not applicable, when the project plan and the workflows are on different abstraction levels. Hence Bauer presents a generic integration architecture for loose coupling based on an integration layer between the WfMS and the PMS. The propagation and aggregation of runtime data via the integration layer is specified by means of event-condition-action (ECA) rules. In PROCEED, a close coupling of the process engine and the workflow engine has been realized. There is a one-to-one mapping between workflow activities and tasks in the task net.

Maurer et al. The MILOS system [MDB+00] is an integrated solution for the management of software development processes. It combines project and workflow management functionality by coupling a custom process engine with MS Project. The workflow management part supports ad-hoc workflows, which can be elaborated during enactment. MS Project is used as the planning interface and is extended by functionality to define information flow between different tasks. However, the actual
performance of tasks in terms of execution states is not reflected in the project plan. The runtime coupling between the workflow management component and MS Project is realized by means of ECA-rules. The problem of different abstraction levels of the project plan and the workflows is not addressed, i.e. a close coupling is realized with respect to the terminology introduced in [Bau04]. In the MILOS system, there is a strict distinction between the user interfaces for the project planner and the process performers. The former uses MS Project while the latter work only with to-do lists. The process context of a task is not visible to the assigned resource. The scheduling and project monitoring functionality of the MILOS system is limited by the functionality provided by MS Project.

**Bahrami** In [Bah05], an architecture for an integrated project and workflow management system is proposed. Technical issues are addressed like the exchange format for workflow definitions which is XPDL in this case. The conceptual problems of structural and behavioral mapping are not addressed in the paper. The paper claims that workflow instances are scheduled by the project management system but no details are revealed to substantiate this statement. In general, the paper does not verify that the aimed-at functionality of the integrated system has been implemented and is demonstrably working. It should rather be considered as a statement of intent.

The reviewed integration approaches all face the problem that no information about the process enactment state is maintained in the respective project management system. The plan is adapted according to the enactment of workflow instances, but the ability to monitor the status of process instances in the PMS is limited. Furthermore, since products and data flows are generally not represented in project plans, product management is still beyond the scope of the integrated systems, except for the MILOS system. In most cases, data flows between workflow instances have to be managed manually. These deficiencies are overcome by integrating workflow instances into dynamic task nets.

**Heller** The solution which is most related to the workflow integration approach presented in this thesis is the integration of the AHEAD system with the workflow management system Shark as described in [Hel08a, HHM'06, Wei06] and Section 4.5. The goal of the integration of Shark and AHEAD was to monitor workflow processes in AHEAD which were enacted in a WfMS. In contrast, a workflow engine has been integrated into PROCEED to automatically manage parts of a dynamic task net. The motivation for this integration has been the availability of additional modeling capabilities for alternative branching and loops. The different motivations lead to differences in detail between the solutions. In the integrated solution of AHEAD and Shark, it was not possible to refine workflow tasks by manually managed task nets. The control over the enactment of a workflow fragment remained at the WfMS. A workflow task could only be refined by another workflow instance. In contrast, workflow-managed tasks and manually managed tasks can be arbitrarily nested in PROCEED. The resources assigned to tasks in a workflow fragment used the client application of the Shark WfMS to execute their tasks. The workflow fragment
in AHEAD which represented the workflow instance could only be monitored. In contrast to that, the assigned resources use PROCEED to start and commit their workflow tasks. No separate client application is required. The start of a workflow activity in the Shark system was mapped to the start of the corresponding task in the workflow fragment in AHEAD. This mapping was correct for the integration of AHEAD and Shark because the workflow fragment should reflect the status of the workflow instance. When an assigned resource had started his activity in the WfMS, this had to be reflected in AHEAD. In PROCEED however, the start of a workflow activity is mapped to the preparation of the corresponding workflow task for execution because the assigned resources start the tasks manually via PROCEED. Further differences between the two approaches stem from the different modeling capabilities and available functionalities of the integrated systems. The set of available execution states of a task has been extended by the state Skipped in PROCEED. This has enabled a more seamless integration of the execution states of workflow tasks and workflow activities. In the AHEAD solution, a neglected task of an alternative branch remained in the execution state InDefinition until the workflow was terminated. Finally, dynamic changes to running workflow instances were not possible for the Shark WfMS. Therefore, the integrated solution did not cover the adaptation of a workflow fragment in case of dynamic changes to the corresponding workflow instance. In PROCEED, the workflow-managed task net is automatically adapted to the changed workflow definition.

### 6.4.2 Direct Process Support in Engineering Design Projects

In the Collaborative Research Center (CRC) 476 IMPROVE [NM08], another research project was conducted which was concerned with process management. In the project *Experience-based Development Processes* [MJW08], new concepts and tools were developed for direct process support in engineering design projects. The PRIME framework [PWD+99] was applied to realize process-integrated software tools which are used by the engineers in plant design projects to create design artifacts like flow diagrams. Individual and cooperative processes are supported by dynamically adapting the available tool functionality and by providing advices and hints to the user to guide him.

In contrast to process management on the medium- and coarse-grained level as provided by the AHEAD and the PROCEED system, direct process support is provided for fine-grained technical processes in a design project. The process support is built into the technical software tools which are used by engineers and other process participants instead of providing separated guidance tools. From the user perspective, process support is provided implicitly by adapted tool functionality and not by explicitly defined tasks and work packages presented on a to-do list. The general process support provided by PROCEED falls into the latter category. The PRIME approach is nevertheless related to the workflow support provided by PROCEED in that similar processes are targeted. Workflow management in PROCEED is best suitable for fine-grained processes in a design project.
In [MJW08], the authors argue that the early phases of plant design processes are highly creative and dynamic and cannot be completely predefined in advance. In particular on the fine-grained level, a design process cannot be predetermined before runtime. However, individual process chunks may be identified which appear often in the same way in an engineering project and even in different projects. These parts of the overall process represent best practices followed by the majority of the engineers. These process chunks are generally well-understood and can be formally defined. In the PRIME approach, so-called method fragments are created for this purpose.

The approach for direct process support builds on three basic ideas. First, method guidance is provided by the process-integrated software tools. Thereby, no strict conformity with process prescriptions is enforced. Instead, advice is given to the user. When a valid situation with eligible method fragments for enactment eventuates, then the user gets notified about the available options and can selectively request their enactment. Second, the process support is provided by means of process-integrated tools instead of separated guidance tools. These tools detect situations which correspond to method fragments and provide the advice. Furthermore, the user interface is automatically adapted, i.e. the available options are presented to the user and certain tool functionalities which are not required in the situation are hidden from the user to focus his attention on the relevant functions. Finally, process and product traces are reused to generate method fragments. While engineers are working with their process-integrated tools, their actions are logged and stored in a database. This feedback information is organized according to a traceability meta-model which is adjusted to the project-specific needs. The captured process traces provide evidence for the dependencies between the design products (e.g. flow sheets), the supplementary products (goals, decisions), and the process observation data (process steps). From the process traces, the method fragments are derived. Compared to prescriptive process definitions which may be biased by perceptions of the process modelers, process traces are objective in the sense that they reflect the actually performed processes.

The realization of process-integrated tools is supported by the integration framework PRIME [PWD+99, Poh99, PWD+98]. The framework includes the situation-based process meta-model NATURE [Poh96] which defines the required entities and relationships for the explicit definition of method fragments. By means of the NATURE meta-model, situations and intentions can be explicitly represented. An intention reflects the goal that the human actor has in mind. The process knowledge about how to reach an intention in a given situation is defined by a so-called context. The method definitions based on NATURE are integrated with tool models in the so-called environment model. Furthermore, PRIME enables the capturing of traces during the usage of process-integrated tools for product design. Finally, PRIME comprises an object-oriented implementation framework for the interpretation of environment model definitions by the process-integrated tools and the dynamic adaptation of their behavior. Using the PRIME framework, a process-integrated flow sheet editor has been realized which is based on the drawing tool Visio. This
prototype has been used to evaluate the approach for direct process support in the CRC 476 IMPROVE.

The direct process support provided by the flow sheet editor and the workflow support integrated into PROCEED can be applied to similar processes in plant design projects. The procedures which have to be followed by individual engineers can be supported by both solutions. In both approaches, certain process steps can be automatically executed while others require human intervention. Alternative courses of action can be defined in the process models and decisions can be made by the users at process runtime.

However, there are significant differences between the two approaches. The workflow support in PROCEED still relies on the concept of explicitly defined tasks which are assigned to human resources. In this regard, the workflow support for fine-grained processes does not differ from the process support on the medium- and coarse-grained level. In contrast, the process support provided by process-integrated tools based on PRIME is implicit. The user is not aware that a formally specified process model controls the behavior of his tool. However, direct process support only is not sufficient for the management of complex development processes. Furthermore, in the PRIME approach process traces are captured to derive the process model from these traces, i.e. the structure of the process regarding the available actions, situations, and intentions, as well as their mutual dependencies are determined. In contrast, the structure of a workflow is prescribed in PROCEED, i.e. it is manually specified by a domain expert. At workflow runtime, timing data and structural dynamic changes are captured and used afterwards to improve the corresponding workflow template. The process-integrated flow sheet editor which has been realized using PRIME is based on the general purpose drawing tool Visio. PROCEED is an extension to the life cycle asset information system Comos which is widely used in the plant engineering industries, in particular for the creation of flow diagrams.

Altogether, the PRIME approach and the workflow support in PROCEED offer complementary support for fine-grained processes of individual engineers and for the coordination of technical crews. Direct process support would constitute a valuable extension to the PROCEED system and would complement the process support functionalities integrated in Comos.

### 6.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the modeling concepts for process model definitions and the functionality for their enactment in PROCEED. Task types are used to store and reuse knowledge about the time, effort, and costs involved with performing a task instance of the respective type. This is already very valuable information for project planning. Process templates additionally comprise information about the relationships and dependencies between tasks including required lag times. Finally, workflow templates comprise additional information about the enactment of the process. This allows for the automatic enactment of subprocesses of a development
process and thereby releases the responsible resources from managing these processes. Workflow-managed task nets have to be scheduled in a particular way as it will be described in Chapter 7, and the knowledge contained in workflow templates enables specific progress measurement as it will be described in Chapter 8.
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Scheduling of Dynamic Task Nets

The process of project planning as described in Section 3.1.2 and depicted in Figure 3.3 comprises several steps. The steps Activity Definition, Activity Sequencing and the estimations of workload, budget, durations and resource requirements can be performed manually. The task net which is defined in the course of these planning steps can be built up from scratch or by using pre-defined task types and process templates. Afterwards, the defined tasks are scheduled. The development of a good, time- and resource-feasible schedule needs adequate tool support. A project manager cannot manually generate a feasible schedule, which respects all defined control flow and resource dependencies. In particular in mid-size to large projects with over 50 resources and hundreds of tasks, it is impossible to take all dependencies into account. Furthermore, secondary objectives like the minimization of the project makespan and the leveling of resource usage cannot be achieved manually with reasonable effort. Therefore, algorithms have been implemented in PROCEED for automatic schedule generation.

This chapter describes, how the tasks in a dynamic task net are scheduled in PROCEED to obtain a timed process model instance. The planning data, defined task assignments with required roles, and the manually set time constraints are used to calculate planned start and end times for tasks, to assign resources to task assignments, and to distribute the planned workload over several work days [Dre09].

A dynamic task net is an activity-on-node representation of a project network. In PROCEED, release and due dates can be defined for tasks. Resource availabilities may vary for different time units as defined in the resources' work calendars. The available semantics of control flows in dynamic task nets cover most of the generalized precedence relations with minimal lag times, except for start-start and start-end relationships. Therefore, the problem of scheduling dynamic task nets can be considered as a restricted version of the GRCPS (cf. Section 3.2.2).

In contrast to the GRCPS, it is not the objective of scheduling in PROCEED to produce an optimal schedule with respect to the project makespan for the following reasons. The problem of finding the optimal solution to the GRCPS is NP-hard in the strong sense [DH02]. Hence, exact methods for solving the GRCPS have an exponential runtime complexity in the worst case. Heuristic methods may not find the global optimum among the feasible schedules but solutions can be computed more efficiently. In practice, it is more important for project managers to obtain good schedules fast than to wait for optimal schedules for a long time [DH02, p.264].
The generation of an optimal schedule does only make sense, when all tasks in the project are known, i.e. when the work breakdown structure is completely defined. However, this is usually not the case at the start of a development project. Many tasks are defined at runtime and have to be incorporated into the schedule. As a consequence, frequent rescheduling is required to react to these disruptions. According to [ZBY05], computing an optimal schedule at the beginning of a project makes it harder to repair the schedule in case of disruptions at project runtime, i.e. suboptimal schedules are more flexible. Schedule recovery is more likely to be unfeasible for an optimal schedule than for a good schedule which incorporates additional slack time for the scheduled tasks. The duration of a plant design project is usually estimated based on reliable reference data from similar previous projects, and it is fixed in the contract before a detailed scheduling of all tasks in the project is performed. The goal of task net scheduling therefore is to find a good feasible schedule which takes all time constraints and in particular the defined project deadline into account. The computed project end time will usually be earlier than the defined project deadline, because the estimate for the project duration contains a contingency buffer to cover unforeseen delays at project runtime. Instead of finding the optimal schedule for the tasks in a project which leaves, e.g., 30% of the project duration as buffer time, it is reasonable to compute a suboptimal schedule which leaves, e.g., 20% of the project duration as buffer.

Since the GRCPSP is NP-hard and the goal of resource-constrained scheduling in PROCEED is the fast computation of a good but not necessarily optimal schedule, a heuristic approach has been implemented in PROCEED. Since the scheduling algorithm is used for initial project planning, a constructive heuristic is required which generates a good feasible schedule from scratch. The constructive heuristic is also used to repair the schedule in case of dynamic changes at project runtime. Therefore, the heuristic allows partial rescheduling of dynamic task nets.

The implemented heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling in PROCEED is based on the parallel scheduling scheme and uses CPM-based priority rules (cf. Section 3.2.2). The fact that the optimal schedule may not be in the set of non-delay schedules which are produced by a parallel scheduling scheme can be neglected for the above mentioned reasons. The usage of CPM-based priority rules requires a CPM-scheduling pass before the actual resource-constrained scheduling. Therefore, the whole scheduling algorithm is divided into two phases.

1. Critical path analysis
2. Heuristic resource-constrained scheduling

Critical path analysis has been extended in this thesis to cover hierarchical task nets in which simultaneous and standard control flows can be defined. The earliest and latest possible start and end times which result from the critical path analysis are used to compute the priority list of tasks for the second phase. They are furthermore used during resource-constrained scheduling as additional constraints.

The scheduling of a dynamic task net requires certain input parameters. The user specifies the start date for scheduling which defines the first date for which
preparing tasks can be scheduled. This is by default the next work day after the current date. Scheduling can be performed before the start of the project but also at project runtime. When a task net is rescheduled at runtime, terminated tasks are not rescheduled, running tasks keep their planned start time, and preparing tasks are scheduled later or equal to the specified start date. Rescheduling at project runtime can be performed for a subnet of the whole dynamic task net. For this purpose, the user specifies the root task of this subnet. Only the descendants of this root task in the task net hierarchy are rescheduled while all other tasks remain unchanged.

The heuristic approach has been chosen because the GRCPSP is NP-hard. The implemented parallel heuristic may not yield an optimal schedule with respect to the project’s makespan which is acceptable for the above mentioned reasons. However, even the problem of deciding whether a feasible schedule for the GRCPSP exists is NP-complete [DH02]. If the algorithm for automatic scheduling fails, it cannot be efficiently decided in the worst case whether a solution exists at all given the defined time and resource constraints. However, the reason for the failure of the scheduling run for the given problem instance can be identified. This information is presented to the user and he or she may decide how the defined time and resource constraints can be adapted to enable a successful scheduling pass. This is a practicable solution because the automatic scheduling fails in most cases due to conflicting constraints which are revealed during resource-constrained scheduling. Consequently, scheduling of a dynamic task net in PROCEED is an interactive process. The user defines planning data and time constraints and invokes the scheduling algorithm. If scheduling fails or does not yield the expected result, the user can add, remove or change time constraints and control flows, adapt the planning data, and invoke the scheduling algorithm again until an acceptable solution is reached.

The dynamic task net which is stored in the Comos database is mirrored in the computer’s main memory for scheduling. This memory representation of the dynamic task net contains all information required for scheduling. When scheduling has been successfully terminated, the computed timing property values are written to the database all at once. Working on a memory representation instead of the database speeds up the scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, inconsistent states of the management data in the database are avoided by writing the computed values to the database only after a complete and successful scheduling run.

7.1 Partial Scheduling

Existing algorithms for solving the GRCPSP always take all tasks of a given problem instance into account [DH02]. This is required due to the possible resource dependencies between different tasks. It is in general not possible to schedule parts of the overall activity network separately without considering the resource constraints imposed by other tasks in the network. This procedure would in most cases lead to resource-infeasible schedules. Furthermore, feasible schedules would probably not be optimal, and the optimization of the schedule is the main objective of the majority of approaches found in literature.
Even approaches for schedule repair work on the whole task network and try to globally optimize the schedule after local modifications [Wan05]. With respect to scheduling under uncertainty, other optimization objectives than the minimal project makespan are considered, e.g. the minimization of the sum of the weighted absolute differences between the start time of each task in the repaired schedule and the original start time of that task [HL05, SW00]. In these cases, it is desirable to minimize the effects of local changes on other parts of the schedule to achieve a stability of the planned start times.

The objective for resource-constrained scheduling in PROCEED is to compute a good feasible schedule which is consistent with the planned project deadline. The optimization of the project makespan is not the main objective. In case of disruptions at project runtime, the consistency of the schedule has to be re-established. The effects of local changes to a dynamic task net on other parts of the task net should be limited. Therefore, only some parts of the dynamic task net are rescheduled while others remain unchanged.

There are several reasons for excluding tasks from scheduling. The user may have explicitly specified that certain tasks shall not be changed. Tasks can be too short or too small to be scheduled in a meaningful way. Tasks which define project management activities should not be scheduled as part of the project plan. Therefore, the tasks in a dynamic task net are divided into the following three categories with respect to scheduling.

**Zero-duration tasks** are not (re)scheduled and do not impose constraints on scheduled tasks. These tasks are excluded from scheduling because of their duration, workload, granularity, or because they represent project management activities.

**Not scheduled tasks** are not (re)scheduled but do impose constraints on scheduled tasks. These tasks are not scheduled because they are not contained in the subnet to be scheduled or because of their execution states.

**Partially scheduled tasks** are not moved by the scheduling algorithm but may be prolonged or foreshortened, i.e. their planned start time remains unchanged but their planned end time may change. In this category fall all running but not suspended tasks which do not fall into one of the previous categories.

**Scheduled tasks** are those tasks for which the scheduling algorithm computes planned start and end times.

When the memory representation of the persistent task net is created, the property values of the tasks in memory are set to the respective property values of the tasks in the Comos database. During this import of the task net into main memory, some property values are not imported.

* The computed constraint dates of tasks are not set in the memory representation. They are completely calculated anew during critical path analysis. However, the manually set constraint dates are imported.
• The planned dates and workload distributions of scheduled tasks are not imported. They are computed during resource-constrained scheduling.

• The planned end times of partially scheduled tasks are not imported. They are updated during resource-constrained scheduling. However, the workload distributions of partially scheduled tasks are imported.

In the following, the criteria for the membership of tasks in the different categories are motivated and defined in detail, and it is described how the tasks which are not regularly scheduled are handled.

7.1.1 Zero-Duration Tasks

Tasks which are too short or too small and tasks which represent management activities are excluded from scheduling. The decision whether a task is a zero-duration task is made based on its planning data, granularity level, and its type. When a task is categorized as a zero-duration task, then all of its descendants in the task net hierarchy are zero-duration tasks as well.

Planning data The size of a task in terms of workload and duration may exclude it from scheduling. Scheduling is useful for tasks with a significant amount of required workload which require at least one work day for completion. For short term tasks resource-constrained scheduling involves a disproportionate overhead. Therefore, the following tasks are not taken into account during resource-constrained scheduling.

• Tasks with a total duration of zero work days. A task for which a duration of zero work days has been explicitly defined is not meant to be scheduled. This includes tasks in the execution state Skipped.

• Tasks with an undefined total duration and a total workload of 0 MHRS or an undefined total workload. If the duration of a task is undefined and no man hours are specified, the task cannot be scheduled in a meaningful way because the duration cannot be derived from the total workload.

• Tasks with undefined total duration and without task assignments and subtasks. Unassigned total workload of these tasks cannot be distributed in a meaningful way because the duration cannot be determined.

• Tasks whose respective parent task has a total duration of one work day only. A task with a duration of one work day is scheduled. However, the subtasks of this task are not considered for scheduling since all work can be performed in one day which is the smallest time unit for scheduling.

In all other cases, a task can be scheduled. A task with a duration of more than zero work days but with a total workload of zero man hours is scheduled based on the explicitly defined duration. If the duration of a task is undefined but workload of
more than zero man hours is specified for at least one task assignment, the duration is determined by distributing the workload over several workdays according to the work calendars of the task and the assigned resources.

**Granularity level** In Section 5.1.1, the concept of granularity has been introduced. The granularity level of a task can be explicitly defined. The value work step indicates that the task represents a small step in a procedure which is commonly executed by only one resource. Therefore, work steps are excluded from scheduling. Only the tasks with granularity levels project structure or task are considered for the generation of the project schedule. Even when a significant amount of workload or a duration of several work days is specified for a task with granularity level work step, this task is not taken into account during scheduling. To include the task into the project plan, the user has to change its granularity level to task.

**Project management tasks** The work breakdown structure of a project usually contains a first level element which subsumes all project management activities in the project [Bur00, Hau01]. In PROCEED, all project management tasks are stored under the task Project Management which is defined by default on the first level of the hierarchical dynamic task net below the root task which represents the whole project. Project management tasks are defined to structure the processes which are enacted to manage a project. These processes include reporting, quality management, and change management, and in particular project planning and replanning. The details of how management tasks are handled in PROCEED will be described in Section 9.1. Management tasks are not part of the project plan because their execution affects the project plan. Therefore, the task Project Management and all its descendants are excluded from scheduling.

**Processing of zero-duration tasks** Zero-duration tasks except management tasks may have scheduled tasks as predecessors or successors in the dynamic task net. Although the zero duration tasks are not scheduled, the task dependencies have to be taken into account during scheduling since they connect the predecessors and successors with each other. Therefore, zero-duration tasks are removed from the dynamic task net before scheduling. Control flows which connect zero-duration tasks are replaced by equivalent ones. This way, dependencies between (partially) scheduled tasks via zero-duration tasks are retained while the zero-duration tasks are deleted. These structural modifications are applied to the memory implementation of the dynamic task net but are not written to the Comos database after scheduling.

For every combination of a control flow from a predecessor and a control flow to a successor of a zero-duration task, an equivalent replacement control flow is defined between the predecessor and the successor. The lag time of the replacement control flow is the sum of the lag times of the replaced control flows. The semantics of the replacement control flow can be determined by the following rule. When the control flow to the successor has the standard semantics, then the replacement control flow also has the standard semantics. Otherwise, the replacement control flow has the
Abbildung 7.1: Replacement rule for control flows of a zero-duration task.

sequential semantics. This rule is illustrated in Figure 7.1 where the task labeled Z is the zero-duration task to be replaced, and the tasks S and P represent a successor and a predecessor task.

The correctness of the rule can be verified by examining all possible combinations of control flows and the resulting constraints imposed on the predecessor and successor tasks. Thereby, the zero-duration task to be deleted is regarded as a task with a duration of zero work days, which means that the start and end events of the task fall on the same date. As a consequence, most combinations transform to a sequential control flow, because a simultaneous control flow requires the same timing as a sequential one. A formal logical proof of the equivalence of the replaced control flows and the replacement control flow is based on this observation. In the following, a sketch of a formal proof is presented for the case of zero lag times. The variable P represents the predecessor task, Z the zero-duration task, and S the successor task in the presented formulas. For every task T the start event is denoted as T.Start and the end event is denoted as T.End.

- The replacement control flow has at least standard semantics since both replaced control flows have at least standard semantics.

\[ P.End \leq Z.End \land Z.End \leq S.End \Rightarrow P.End \leq S.End \]

- If the control flow to the predecessor task has standard semantics, the replacement control flow cannot have simultaneous or sequential semantics since the start event of the successor may still occur before the start event of the predecessor.

\[ P.End \leq Z.End \land Z.End \leq S.End \not\Rightarrow P.Start \leq S.Start \lor P.End \leq S.Start \]

An according counter example is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

- If the second control flow has simultaneous semantics, the replacement control flow has to have sequential semantics, because the first control flow has at least standard semantics and the start and end event of the 0-duration task fall on the same date.

\[ P.End \leq Z.End \land Z.Start \leq S.Start \land Z.End = Z.Start \Rightarrow P.End \leq S.Start \]

- If the second control flow has sequential semantics, the replacement control flow...
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Abbildung 7.2: Possible timing of tasks for the standard successor case.

Abbildung 7.3: Example for the elimination of zero-duration tasks from a task net.

The removal of zero-duration tasks from the memory representation of the dynamic task net and the replacement of control flows is performed as follows. Zero-duration tasks are removed from bottom to top. A zero-duration task may have subtasks which have to be removed first. Before a zero-duration task is removed, the replacement control flows are inserted into the task net. For all combinations of two control flows from a predecessor and to a successor, a replacement control flow is inserted. Afterwards, the zero-duration task and all its control flows are deleted.

As a consequence of the application of the replacement rule, a control flow path between two scheduled tasks is replaced by one control flow when all tasks on the path are zero-duration tasks. If different control flow paths of this kind exist between two scheduled tasks in the original task net, then multiple control flows are introduced between these tasks. In this case, only the most restrictive control flow is kept and the others are discarded.

The removal of zero-duration tasks together with the introduction of replacement control flows may lead to the violation of the structural constraint (5.4) for control flow balancing. However, this violation does not impede scheduling of the transformed task net, and the modified structures are not saved to the Comos database after scheduling.

Figure 7.3 shows an abstract example for the removal of zero duration tasks from a task net. All tasks labeled with Z are zero-duration tasks which are removed...
by the transformation. The sequential control flow between the tasks A and B results from the combination of the standard and sequential control flows in the original task net. The zero-duration tasks between the tasks D and E are removed before their common parent task. The control flow path between the tasks D and E is replaced by a single control flow because only zero-duration tasks lie on the path. The replacement control flow between tasks B and C violates the control flow balancing constraint. The zero-duration successor of task C is removed without any control flow replacement.

### 7.1.2 Not Scheduled Tasks and Partially Scheduled Tasks

After zero-duration tasks have been eliminated from the dynamic task net, critical path analysis can be performed for the project. Critical path analysis is always performed on the full task net. Planned start and end times however, are only computed for (partially) scheduled tasks. Tasks which are not descendants of the specified root task are not scheduled. However, not all descendants of the specified root task are necessarily scheduled.

One of the major advantages of dynamic task nets is the incorporation of the execution state of an enacted process instance into a project plan. The information about the execution states of tasks is used for scheduling. Only those tasks in a dynamic task net are scheduled which are in one of the execution states **InDefinition**, **Active**, or **Replanning**. Active and replanning tasks are only partially scheduled, i.e. only the planned end time may change. A suspended task has to be resumed to be scheduled. Property values of a waiting task may generally not be changed. Hence a waiting task is not scheduled unless its execution state is changed to **InDefinition** or **Active**, first. Terminated tasks are not changed anymore. Their planned dates are not touched by the scheduling algorithm.

In Section 5.1.3 it has been described that resources can be assigned to tasks by means of the pull- and the push-pattern. In case of the pull-pattern, the tasks which are still in the task pool should not be scheduled and no resource should be automatically assigned by the scheduling algorithm. This is achieved by defining the tasks without assigning actual responsible resources but only the required roles, and changing the execution states to **Waiting**. This way, the tasks in the task pool are not taken into account during scheduling and can be picked up by eligible resources at any time. When a resource has picked up a task and activates it, the actual start time is automatically set to the current date. Since the planned start time is still undefined, it is automatically set to the actual start time. This enables partial rescheduling of the active task at a later point in time.

Besides the execution states, the hierarchical structure of the task net is considered as well to decide which tasks are scheduled. The scheduling algorithm only considers the subtasks of those tasks which are either in the state **InDefinition** or **Replanning**. The planned dates and workload distributions of an active task may change during scheduling, but its subtasks are not scheduled. If a task shall be rescheduled at project runtime, all parent tasks up to the root task specified for
Abbildung 7.4: Influence of execution states on rescheduling.

scheduling have to be in the execution state Replanning.

Figure 7.4 shows an example of a task net hierarchy in which tasks have different execution states. Scheduling of the whole task net may lead to changed planned dates of the tasks Project, Detail Engineering, Device Specifications, Installation Plan and Construction & Installation. The tasks Basic Engineering, Create Building Plan and Acquisition & Manufacturing are not scheduled due to their execution states. The tasks Specify Pump 032 and Specify Pump 037 are not scheduled because their parent task is active and not in the state Replanning. If the task Detail Engineering is specified as the root task for scheduling, the task Construction & Installation becomes a not scheduled task and may for example not be moved to a later date.

Not scheduled and (partially) scheduled tasks can impose resource and time constraints on (partially) scheduled tasks. The not scheduled tasks may have been scheduled before, e.g. when they had different execution states. In this case, their planned start and end times are set and resources are assigned which use part of their total workload for these tasks. There are many possible interdependencies between not scheduled tasks and scheduled tasks like the following examples show.

- The duration of an active task cannot be reduced because the scheduled subtasks require the currently planned duration and their planned start and end times and durations are not modified.

- A task in the execution state InDefinition cannot be scheduled for a later date because a sequential successor task is in the Waiting state and cannot be moved.

- A task in the execution state InDefinition has to be moved to a later planned start time because the required resource is still assigned to a prolonged active task.

The planned dates of not scheduled tasks are taken into account during scheduling as additional constraints for the planned start and end times of the scheduled tasks.
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The used workload of the not scheduled tasks is implicitly taken into account via the work calendars of the assigned resources.

7.2 Critical Path Analysis

The critical path method (CPM) is applied to compute the earliest and latest start and end times and the total float of the tasks in a dynamic task net. The computed latest possible start times of tasks are used for the prioritization of tasks during resource-constrained scheduling (cf. Section 7.3). Furthermore, the computed earliest possible start times are used as constraints for resource-constraint scheduling. If critical path analysis is performed for a fixed project deadline, then the computed latest possible end times can be used as constraints during resource-constraint scheduling as well.

The general approach for CPM is divided into two phases: forward scheduling and backward scheduling (cf. Section 3.2.1). During forward scheduling, the earliest possible start and end times of all tasks in the dynamic task net are calculated. Backward scheduling yields the latest possible start and end times of the tasks.

The critical path analysis requires that the release date of the project has been defined. Furthermore, the due date of the project has to be defined for backward scheduling to obtain meaningful latest possible times and total floats for the tasks in the project. If no project deadline is specified, the earliest possible end time of the project which is computed by forward scheduling is used as the latest possible end time of the project for backward scheduling. However, in this case the computed latest possible end times of tasks cannot be used for consistency checks during resource-constrained scheduling as described in Section 7.3.

Critical path analysis is always performed on the full task net after zero-duration tasks have been eliminated as described in Section 7.1. Earliest and latest possible times are computed for (partially) scheduled tasks and not scheduled tasks, because the latter constrain the scheduling of the former.

Before the CPM algorithm starts, the task net is initialized. Values for computed constraint dates of tasks which are stored in the Comos database are not imported into the memory representation for scheduling. Instead, the computed constraint dates of the tasks are set as follows, or remain undefined otherwise. If the value of a property is not defined, it is not assigned to the respective earliest or latest time, and the latter remains undefined until it is set during CPM scheduling.

- For all tasks, the earliest possible start and latest possible end times are set to the release and due dates respectively.
  
  Task.EPST := Task.ReleaseDate
  Task.LPET := Task.DueDate

  The implemented CPM algorithm takes these initial values into account and thereby ensures that the computed constraint dates are at least as restrictive as the manually set constraint dates.
7.2 Critical Path Analysis

- For all partially scheduled tasks, the earliest and latest possible start times are set to the planned start time of the task.
  Task.EPST := Task.PlannedStartTime
  Task.LPST := Task.PlannedStartTime
  This ensures, that the planned start times of active and replanned tasks are not moved by the scheduling algorithm.

- For all not scheduled tasks, the earliest and latest possible start and end times are set to the planned start and end times respectively.
  Task.EPST := Task.PlannedStartTime
  Task.LPST := Task.PlannedStartTime
  Task.EPET := Task.PlannedEndTime
  Task.LPET := Task.PlannedEndTime

Several approaches exist to extend the CPM to task relations of the precedence diagramming method which include standard and simultaneous control flows with minimal time lags [EK92, Wie81, DH02]. However, all algorithms which are known to the author of this thesis assume a flattened task net and do not explicitly address the problem of a hierarchical structure. In particular, the intricacies involved with task relations of the precedence diagramming method in combination with complex tasks has not been tackled elsewhere. The neglecting of hierarchical task nets in CPM literature may be due to the fact, that in conventional approaches to project planning, task relations are only defined for activities below the level of work packages. The work breakdown structure is assumed to be complete and its hierarchy is not taken into account. In contrast, scheduling of dynamic task nets should also be possible for an incomplete WBS. Furthermore, the duration of complex tasks in a dynamic task cannot be directly derived from its subtasks, because its duration can be defined independently, and task assignments may lead to an even longer duration. Finally, the duration does not need to be specified explicitly but can be derived from the defined task assignments of a task even during CPM. The critical path analysis is performed in PROCEED on a hierarchical dynamic task net by performing a depth first traversal of the hierarchy.

7.2.1 Hierarchical Critical Path Method

The critical path method for hierarchical task nets requires a preprocessing step to ensure the correct scheduling of all subtasks in a common realization. Afterwards, forward and backward scheduling is performed which traverse the task net along the task-subtasks relationships and the defined control flows.

Preprocessing For every task, virtual start and end nodes are created. These virtual tasks have no duration and no resource requirements. The virtual start and end nodes are introduced to ensure that every subtask is reached and the task net of the realization is traversed in topological order. Furthermore, the consistency
constraints that no subtask may have an earlier EPST or a later LPET than its parent task is ensured by the introduction of virtual start and end nodes. Therefore, every subtask of the considered task, which does not have a predecessor in the same realization or only predecessors connected by standard control flows, becomes a sequential successor of the virtual start node. Every subtask which does not have a successor in the same realization is connected by a sequential control flow with the virtual end node.

An example for virtual start and end nodes in a hierarchical dynamic task net is depicted in Figure 7.5. The tasks T1.1, T1.2, and T2.1 do not have a predecessor in the same realization. Therefore, they are connected to the virtual start nodes S1 and S2 respectively. The tasks T1.1, T1.2, and T2.2 do not have a successor in the same realization. Therefore, they are connected to the virtual end nodes E1 and E2 respectively. Task T1.1 is connected to E1 and T2.1 is connected to S2 despite the control flow between T1.1 and T2.1 since it connects two tasks from different realizations.

The earliest and latest possible start times of the virtual start nodes are set to the respective values of their parent tasks. Likewise, the earliest and latest possible end times of the virtual end nodes are set to the respective values of their parent tasks. The property values of the parent tasks stem from the initialization described earlier.

**Forward scheduling** Algorithm 7.1 shows the procedure for forward scheduling. Forward scheduling is started by invoking the method ScheduleForward(t) for the root node of the dynamic task net. The earliest possible start time of the task t ∈ Tasks has to be set. First, the subtasks of the task t are scheduled to determine its earliest possible end time. Second, the constraints imposed by incoming active feedback flow relationships on the earliest possible end times of the respective source tasks are handled. If the currently processed task is the target of an active feedback flow, then the earliest possible end time of the source must be later than the EPET of the current task. Third, the resulting earliest possible end time is used to compute the earliest start and end times of all successors recursively.

The method HandleControlFlowForward(c) determines the earliest possible start
Algorithm 7.1 ScheduleForward(t)
1: ScheduleForwardTask(t)
2:  for all f ∈ FeedbackFlows do
3:    if f.IsActive = true ∧ f.Target = t then
4:      if undef(f.Source.EPET) ∨ f.Source.EPET < f.Target.EPET then
5:        f.Source.EPET := f.Target.EPET
6:    end if
7:  end if
8: end for
9: for all ControlFlow c ∈ t.ControlFlows do
10:   HandleControlFlowForward(c)
11: end for

or end date of the successor depending on the semantics of the control flow and invokes recursive forward scheduling for the successor if it is contained in the same realization as the predecessor. The pseudo code for this method is given in Algorithm 7.2. The sequential control flow is handled similarly to the classical Critical Path Method except that minimal lag times are taken into account. For a sequential control flow, the earliest possible start time (EPST) of the successor is derived from the earliest possible end time (EPET) of the predecessor by adding the minimal lag time of the control flow. As defined in Section 5.3.2, the lag time in calendar days is generally derived from the lag time in work days by using the work calendar of the successor task of the control flow.

Standard and simultaneous control flows are not considered in the classical Critical Path Method. A standard control flow does not directly impose a constraint on the earliest possible start time of the successor but on its earliest possible end time. The method HandleControlFlowForward(c) first checks whether the earliest possible end time of the successor is still undefined or whether the control flow imposes a more restrictive constraint. In these cases the EPET of the successor is set to the EPET of the predecessor plus the minimal lag time of the control flow. The earliest possible start time of the successor of the standard control flow is constrained by the EPST of the parent task, and it can already be defined by forward scheduling of another incoming control flow. If required, the EPST of the successor is set to the EPST of its parent task.

A simultaneous control flow imposes constraints on the EPST and EPET of the successor. As described in Section 5.3.1, the minimal time lag has to elapse between the start and end events of the connected tasks. Therefore, the handling of a simultaneous control flow sets the EPST and the EPET of the successor to consistent dates if required.

Recursive forward scheduling is only performed for the successor task if it is contained in the same realization as the predecessor. Otherwise, the earliest possible start and/or end times of the successor task are set but the method ScheduleForward is not invoked. In this case, the successor task will be handled later by the CPM algorithm when its parent task is scheduled. At that point, the constraints imposed
Algorithm 7.2 HandleControlFlowForward(c)
1: if c.Semantics = Sequential then
2:   if undef(c.Succ.EPST) ∨ c.Pred.EPET + c.LagTime > c.Succ.EPST then
4:   end if
5: else if c.Semantics = Standard then
6:   if undef(c.Succ.EPET) ∨ c.Pred.EPET + c.LagTime > c.Succ.EPET then
8:   if c.Succ.Parent = c.Pred.Parent ∧ undef(c.Succ.EPST) then
10: end if
11: end if
12: else if c.Semantics = Simultaneous then
13:   if undef(c.Succ.EPST) ∨ c.Pred.EPET + c.LagTime > c.Succ.EPET then
15:   end if
16: end if
17: if c.Succ.Parent = c.Pred.Parent then
18:   ScheduleForward(c.Succ)
19: end if
20: end if

Abbildung 7.6: Traversal order for critical path analysis.

by the predecessors are already incorporated into the earliest possible times of the task and will be taken into account by the algorithm. Altogether, the CPM algorithm performs a depth-first traversal of the task net hierarchy which is illustrated in Figure 7.6 where the numbers of the tasks determine the order in which they are handled by the algorithm.

While the method HandleControlFlowForward(c) traverses the dynamic task net in horizontal direction, the method ScheduleForwardTask(t), which is defined by Algorithm 7.3, schedules the workload, task assignments and subtasks of a task and thereby traverses the dynamic task net in vertical direction. The first step is to determine the EPET of the task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) based on its total duration if it is defined. Then, the task assignments of task \( t \) are scheduled. Thereby no actual
resources are considered. For the scheduling of a task assignment, the standard work calendar with the most available work days is selected from the work calendars of the resources who can play the required role of the task assignment, e.g. a 6-day calendar if there is an eligible resource with such a calendar. If the scheduling of the task assignments leads to a longer duration and a later EPET, this value is used in the following.

Algorithm 7.3 ScheduleForwardTask(t)

1: if ¬undef(t.TotalDuration) then
2:    EPET := DetermineEndDate(t.EPST, t.TotalDuration, t.WCal)
3: end if
4: AEPET := ScheduleAssignmentsForward(t)
5: if AEPET > EPET then
6:    EPET := AEPET
7: end if
8: if |t.Subtasks| > 0 then
9:    t.VirtualStart.EPST := t.EPST
10:   ScheduleForward(t.VirtualStart)
11: end if
12: if t.VirtualEnd.EPET > EPET then
13:    EPET := t.VirtualEnd.EPET
14: end if
15: if undef(t.EPET) ∨ EPET > t.EPET then
16:    t.EPET := EPET
17: end if

After scheduling the task assignments, the subtasks of task t are scheduled, where t.VirtualStart, t.VirtualEnd ∈ t.Subtasks are the virtual start and end nodes of the realization of the task t. Scheduling the subtasks results in the earliest possible end time of the realization of the task. Thereby, possibly set constraint dates for the subtasks are taken into account. If the earliest possible end time of the realization is later than the EPET derived from the total duration and task assignments, then it is used in the following. The EPET of the task may have been set before when a standard or simultaneous control flow from a predecessor was handled. If it is later than the EPET which has been determined by scheduling task assignments and subtasks, then the value is not changed.

In the classical critical path method which only considers end-start precedence relations, the earliest possible end time of a task is derived from the earliest possible start time during forward scheduling by adding the duration of the task. As a consequence, the formula \( \forall t \in \text{Tasks}(t.EPET - t.EPST = t.TotalDuration) \) is valid for a consistent CPM result.

For a task net with standard and simultaneous control flows, this equation does not necessarily hold. Only the formula \( \forall t \in \text{Tasks}(t.EPET - t.EPST \geq t.TotalDuration) \) is valid for a consistent CPM result. The time span between the earliest possible start and end times of a task does not necessarily equal the duration of the task but
Abbildung 7.7: Example for constrained EPET and discarded solution.

may be longer because standard and simultaneous control flows from predecessors may impose constraints on the earliest possible end time.

This circumstance is illustrated in Figure 7.7 a) where the task S has two predecessors P1 and P2. The sequential control flow from P1 constrains the start event of the task S and leads to the depicted earliest possible start time during forward scheduling. The standard control flow from P2 constrains the earliest possible end time, so that S.EPET-S.EPST>S.TotalDuration. In this example, the earliest possible start time of task S is too optimistic for the computed total duration.

A possible solution to this problem is illustrated in Figure 7.7 b) where the earliest possible start time of the task S is moved to a later point in time, so that the end time of the task obtained by adding its duration equals the earliest possible end time, i.e. S.EPET-S.EPST=S.TotalDuration holds. This solution seems to make sense for critical path analysis. However, it is not useful in the context of resource-constrained scheduling. The CPM results are used during resource-constrained scheduling as additional constraints, so that the task S may not be scheduled earlier than its earliest possible start time S.EPST. However, the durations of tasks are probably longer during resource-constrained scheduling because resource availabilities are taken into account. The task durations computed during CPM are the minimal durations. This is illustrated by the dashed line which extends the task S in Figure 7.7 b). The task S could possibly be scheduled before S.EPST without violating the constraint imposed by the standard control flow. Hence, the moved earliest possible start time would be too strict for resource-constrained scheduling.

For this reason, the described solution has been discarded, and the inconsistency of earliest times and task durations in the CPM result are accepted. The earliest possible start times which result from the critical path analysis are anyway too
optimistic for resource-constrained scheduling since the CPM works with minimal task durations. Furthermore, control flow dependencies have to be checked during resource-constrained scheduling, so that tasks with standard and simultaneous predecessors are not scheduled too early. The same considerations can be made for backward scheduling where simultaneous control flows may constrain the latest possible start times which leads to similar inconsistencies”.

**Backward scheduling**  Backward scheduling is performed similarly to forward scheduling. If a project deadline has been manually specified by the user, i.e. the due date of the root node of the task net is defined, this date is used as the LPET. Otherwise, the computed EPET of the root node is used as the LPET. In this case, the computed latest possible start and end times are not used as constraints for resource-constrained scheduling.

The algorithm for backward scheduling incorporates several methods which have been defined analogously to the methods for forward scheduling. Algorithm 7.4 shows the method ScheduleBackward(t) which takes a task with defined LPET as input. First, the task is scheduled recursively which results in an LPST for the task. Afterwards, the outgoing active feedback flows are handled to ensure that the targets of the feedback flows have an earlier latest possible end time than the currently processed task. Finally, the dynamic task net is traversed along the control flow relationships in opposite direction from successors to predecessors.

```
Algorithm 7.4 ScheduleBackward(t)
1: ScheduleBackwardTask(t)
2: for all f ∈ t.ActiveFeedbacks do
3:   if undef(f.Target.LPET) ∨ f.Target.LPET > t.LPET then
4:      f.Target.LPET := t.LPET
5:   end if
6: end for
7: for all ControlFlow c ∈ ControlFlows : c.Succ = t do
8:   HandleControlFlowBackward(c)
9: end for
```

Control flows are handled similarly to forward scheduling. A standard control flow constrains the LPET of the predecessor just like the parent task of the predecessor. In contrast to that, the EPST and EPET are set during forward scheduling, when a standard control flow is handled. When a simultaneous control flow is handled during backward scheduling, the LPET and the LPST of the predecessor are set as required.

The constraint imposed on the LPST of a simultaneous predecessor does not cause the same problems as the constraint imposed on the EPET of a simultaneous successor which has been described before. Because the LPST and LPET specify the latest dates for the respective events, scheduling a task at the LPST with a duration which is shorter than the time span between LPST and LPET can never lead to inconsistencies with respect to the LPET of the task.
Algorithm 7.5 HandleControlFlowBackward(c)

1: if c.Semantics = Sequential then
2: if undef(c.Pred.LPET) ∨ c.Succ.LPST − c.LagTime < c.Pred.LPET then
4: end if
5: else if c.Semantics = Standard then
6: if undef(c.Pred.LPET) ∨ c.Succ.LPET − c.LagTime < c.Pred.LPET then
8: end if
9: else if c.Semantics = Simultaneous then
10: if undef(c.Pred.LPET) ∨ c.Succ.LPET − c.LagTime < c.Pred.LPET then
12: end if
13: if undef(c.Pred.LPST) ∨ c.Succ.LPST − c.LagTime < c.Pred.LPST then
15: end if
16: end if
17: if c.Pred.Parent = c.Succ.Parent then
18: ScheduleBackward(c.Pred)
19: end if

The method ScheduleBackwardTask(t) is shown in Algorithm 7.6. First the total duration of the task is used to derive the LPST from the LPET. In the second step, the workload of the task assignments is distributed backwards, starting from the LPET. If the distribution leads to an earlier LPST, this value is used in the following. Afterwards, the subtasks are scheduled and it is checked whether the resulting LPST is even earlier than the previously computed value. Finally, the LPST is set to the computed value if the latter is earlier than a previously set date or if the LPST of the task has not been defined yet.

7.2.2 Criticality and Consistency

The total float of a task is the amount of time for which the task can be delayed without delaying the whole project. For task nets with task relations of the precedence diagramming method, only the earliest and latest possible start times are used for computing task floats [DH02]. The total float of a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$ is defined as follows.

\[ t.\text{TotalFloat} := t.\text{LPST} − t.\text{EPST} \quad (7.1) \]

In the presence of standard and simultaneous control flows, the time span between the earliest and latest possible start times does not necessarily equal the time span between the earliest and latest possible end dates, i.e. the formula

\[ \forall t \in \text{Tasks}(t.\text{LPST} − t.\text{EPST} = t.\text{LPET} − t.\text{EPET}) \]
Algorithm 7.6 ScheduleBackwardTask(t)

1: if ¬undef(t.TotalDuration) then
2:   \( \text{LPST} := \text{DetermineStartDate}(t.LPET, t.TotalDuration, t.WCal) \)
3: end if
4: \( \text{ALPST} := \text{ScheduleAssignmentsBackward}(t, t.LPET) \)
5: if ALPST < LPST then
6:   LPST := ALPST
7: end if
8: if |t.Subtasks| < 0 then
9:   t.VirtualEnd.LPET := t.LPET
10: ScheduleBackward(t.VirtualEnd)
11: end if
12: if t.VirtualStart.LPST < LPST then
13:   LPST := t.VirtualStart.LPST
14: end if
15: if undef(t.LPST) \( \lor \) LPST < t.LPST then
16:   t.LPST := LPST
17: end if

does not necessarily hold for the CPM results. For the classical CPM approach the equality is true for all tasks and defines the total float of a task.

A task which has a total float of zero days is called a critical task. A critical path is a path in the task net from the virtual start node of the project to the virtual end node which only contains critical tasks. However, due to release and due dates, a task can be critical without lying on a critical path. A complex task can be critical although the subnet defined by its subtasks does not contain a critical path. This is the case, when the total duration of the task is longer than the computed duration of the subnet.

In this thesis, the critical path analysis is also applied to dynamic task nets which represent running process instances. To avoid that already started tasks are moved to a different start date, the earliest and latest possible start times of running tasks are initially set to the planned start time, and for terminated tasks the earliest and latest possible end times are set to the planned end time as well. As a consequence, the total float of started tasks would always be zero if it was computed according to equation (7.1). Therefore, the total float of running tasks is computed based on the earliest and latest possible end times.

\[
\forall t \in \text{Tasks} (t.\text{State} \in \text{Running} \Rightarrow t.\text{TotalFloat} = t.LPET - t.EPET) \tag{7.2}
\]

The total float of terminated tasks is always zero.

If the result of critical path analysis is inconsistent, i.e. there is at least one task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) for which \( t.LPST < t.EPET \) or \( t.LPET < t.EPET \), then there is no time-feasible schedule which fulfills all specified time constraints (manually set constraint dates, control flows, and task durations).
In particular, the constraints imposed by partially scheduled and not scheduled tasks may lead to inconsistent computed constraint dates. In this case, the critical path analysis fails. For tasks which are in the execution states Active or Replanning, the planned start time is fixed. For all other running and terminated tasks the planned start and end times are fixed. Furthermore, the planned dates of waiting tasks may not be changed. This is realized by initializing the earliest and latest possible times with the corresponding planned dates. As a consequence, if critical path analysis computes a later earliest time or an earlier latest time for a task compared to the initially set values, then the constraint dates are inconsistent and the CPM computation fails. The user is informed about the reason for the failure and may adapt the dynamic task net to enable a successful scheduling run.

In the example in Figure 7.8, the task \( p \in \text{Tasks} \) has been created at project runtime and the dynamic task net shall be rescheduled. The task \( s \in \text{Tasks} \) has been defined and scheduled before, and its execution state has been changed to Waiting. As a consequence, the task \( s \) is not rescheduled. Its EPST and LPST are set to the planned start time before critical path analysis is performed. The CPM increases the EPST of task \( s \) due to its sequential predecessor \( p \). The computed constraint dates are inconsistent because \( s.\text{EPST} > s.\text{LPST} \). The reason for this inconsistency is that task \( p \) cannot be scheduled before task \( s \) without moving \( s \). The user is informed about this problem and could for example change the execution state of task \( s \) to InDefinition, so that it can be moved to a later planned start time.

Figure 7.9 shows the cutout of the dynamic task net introduced in Section 2.3 with computed constraint dates and total float values. The earliest possible end times and latest possible start times have been derived from the respective start and end times based on the defined total durations and total workload of the tasks. Thereby, unconstrained resource availabilities are assumed. For scheduling task assignments, the work calendars of the assigned resources or required roles with the most available working days are used. If this still leads to a longer duration for a task than the manually set total duration, then the longer duration is used for the CPM computations but the total duration is not adapted in the database. The total duration of a task is only increased during resource-constrained scheduling if required.

The total float of 58 work days for the tasks Basic Engineering and Detail Engineering results from the circumstance that the project deadline is set to the 17th
December 2012 while the earliest possible end time of Detail Engineering is the 18th October 2012. This leaves a time buffer of 58 work days and avoids any critical tasks in the base schedule. As a consequence, some delays of tasks and the creation of new tasks at project runtime can be compensated. The total float values of the subtasks of the tasks Basic Engineering and Detail Engineering are even larger because the durations of the parent tasks also incorporate a certain time buffer. As a consequence, the subtasks may be delayed for a certain amount of time without increasing the duration of their respective parent tasks, and the total float of the parent tasks is incorporated into the total float of the subtasks as well.

### 7.2.3 Correctness and Time Complexity

In this section, the correctness of the algorithm for critical path analysis is shown, and an upper bound for the time complexity of the algorithm is determined.

**Termination** The first step to prove the correctness of the developed algorithm is to show that it always terminates. The hierarchical critical path method performs a depth first traversal of the task net hierarchy and traverses the control flows within
the realization of each task. For every complex task, the algorithm descents into its realization exactly once. Every task in a realization is visited only a finite number of times since the control flow relationships between tasks in a dynamic task net do not form a cycle. Therefore, the implemented critical path method always terminates.

Correctness  The requirements for a time feasible schedule have been defined in the form of timing consistency constraints in Section 5.3.2. It remains to be shown that the scheduling algorithm yields computed constraint dates which fulfill the timing consistency constraints. This is informally proven in the following by mapping the constraints to those parts of the presented algorithm which ensure their fulfillment.

Table 7.1 shows the timing consistency constraints which are relevant for critical path analysis in the left column. In the right column, the corresponding methods and lines in the presented pseudo code are given. The EPET of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) is determined based on the EPST of the task during forward scheduling by the method ScheduleForwardTask\((t)\). The implementation guarantees that \( t.\text{EPET} \geq t.\text{EPST} \) holds so that constraint (5.41) is satisfied. The durations of the tasks which are used during CPM depend on the earliest possible start date or latest possible end date for which they are computed during forward or backward scheduling, respectively. When for a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) the inequation \( t.\text{LPET} \geq t.\text{EPET} \) holds, then also \( t.\text{LPST} \geq t.\text{EPST} \) holds, because for \( t.\text{LPET} = t.\text{EPET} \) the computed duration is equal for forward and backward scheduling because equally many working days are available in both cases. Therefore, the LPST cannot be earlier than the EPST when the LPET is later than the EPET. Since backward scheduling is started for a LPET which is greater or equal to the EPET of the project, constraints (5.42) and (5.43) are fulfilled. The timing consistency constraints (5.45) to (5.48) which relate the computed constraint dates of a task to the constraint dates of its parent task are fulfilled in a scheduled task net because the constraint dates of the subtasks are computed based on the constraint dates of the parent task during the depth first traversal of the task net hierarchy. The earliest possible start times and latest possible end times are initialized with the release and due dates of the respective tasks if they are defined. During forward and backward scheduling, these dates are only updated if they have to be more restrictive. Therefore, the timing consistency constraints (5.49) and (5.50) are fulfilled by the scheduled task net. The timing consistency constraints (5.51) to (5.60) which concern the computed constraint dates of tasks connected by control flows are fulfilled due to the implementation of the methods HandleControlFlowForward and HandleControlFlowBackward which handle every control flow in the task net to set the constraint dates of the predecessors and successors accordingly. The constraints (5.59) and (5.60) with respect to feedback flows are implicitly fulfilled when a control flow path exists from the feedback flow’s target to its source as demanded by constraint (5.6). However, diagonal feedback flows require special treatment in the methods ScheduleForward and ScheduleBackward.
### 7.3 Resource-Constrained Scheduling

Resource-constrained scheduling sets planned start and end times for tasks and assigns resources to task assignments. Thereby, control flow dependencies, constraint dates and limited resource availabilities are taken into account. Furthermore, the planned workload of tasks and task assignments is distributed over the days of the respective work calendars.

For the description of the algorithm some definitions are required in addition to the definitions from Chapter 5. For a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$, the following additional properties are defined.

- $\text{Task.IncomingCFs} := \{c|c \in \text{ControlFlows} \land c.\text{Succ} = t\} \subset \text{ControlFlows}$
denotes the set of incoming control flows from predecessors.

- Task.IStdCFs := \{c | c \in Task.IncomingCFs \land c.Semantics = Standard\}
- Task.ISimCFs := \{c | c \in Task.IncomingCFs \land c.Semantics = Simultaneous\}
- Task.ISeqCFs := \{c | c \in Task.IncomingCFs \land c.Semantics = Sequential\}
- t.PStd := \{p | \exists c \in p.StdCFs : c.Succ = t\} \subset Tasks denotes the set of direct predecessors of the task which are connected by a standard control flow.
- t.PSim := \{p | \exists c \in p.SimCFs : c.Succ = t\} \subset Tasks denotes the set of direct predecessors of the task which are connected by a simultaneous control flow.
- t.PSeq := \{p | \exists c \in p_SEQCFs : c.Succ = t\} \subset Tasks denotes the set of direct predecessors of the task which are connected by a sequential control flow.
- t.EST, t.EET \in Dates are additional constraint dates for a task which are only used during resource-constrained scheduling when backtracking is required due to standard and simultaneous control flows. The date t.EST is the earliest planned start time, which is used to move a task to a later date. The date t.EET is the earliest planned end time, which is used to prolong a running tasks, so that it does not end before the specified date.

The function f(a, d) returns for a task assignment a \in TaskAssignments and a date d \in Dates the available workload for this task assignment, which is either the available workload of the assigned resource or the maximal available workload of any resource which can play the required role if no resource is assigned.

\[
f(a, d) = \begin{cases} r.WCal.AWL(d), & r = a.Resource \\ \max\{r.WCal.AWL(d) | r \in Resources \cap a.Role\}, & \text{undef}(a.Resource) \end{cases}
\]

### 7.3.1 Initialization

**Priority list** The parallel scheduling scheme requires that the tasks to be scheduled are ordered in a priority list. When two tasks which compete for resources can be scheduled at the same time, then the task with higher priority is preferred. The results of critical path analysis are used to compute the priority list.

If one of the tasks is running while the other is still preparing, the running task is preferred. If both tasks are running or both tasks are still preparing, the one with the earlier latest possible start time has the higher priority. If the latest possible start times of the tasks are equal, other criteria have to be considered. The third criterion is the total float of the tasks. The task with less total float has the higher priority because it is more critical. If the total floats are equal, the task with higher total workload is preferred. In the case that all five criteria lead to an equal priority of the tasks, a manually specified value for the scheduling priority is evaluated for both tasks. If these values are not defined or equal, the task to be scheduled first is selected randomly. Altogether, the priority of of two tasks is decided based on the
following criteria which are evaluated in the given order. If no decision can be made based on one criterion, the next criterion is used.

1. Execution state
2. Latest possible start time
3. Total float
4. Total workload
5. Manually set scheduling priority
6. At random

**Parameters** Besides the computed priority list, the heuristic scheduling algorithm requires additional input parameters. The user has to provide a *start date* for scheduling. This is the earliest date for which preparing tasks will be scheduled. The start date has to be later or equal to the current date which is at the same time the default value. In the descriptions of the algorithm, the date $\text{start} \in \text{Dates}$ is the start date provided by the user.

Critical path analysis is always performed for the whole dynamic task net. All tasks in the project are taken into account when it comes to time constraints which they impose on the (re)scheduled tasks. Resource-constrained scheduling can be restricted to a subprocess. The *root task* of the subnet to be scheduled can be specified by the user, which is by default the root of the whole dynamic task net. Only this root task and its descendants will be (re)scheduled by the heuristic algorithm. Other tasks are not (re)scheduled but may impose constraints on the planned dates of the scheduled tasks.

**Planned start and end dates** The first step of the algorithm is to initialize the planned start and end dates and the workload distributions of the specified root task and all its descendants.

- The planned start and end times of scheduled tasks, i.e. descendants of the root task which are in the execution state *InDefinition*, are reset so that their values are undefined. The workload distributions of these tasks and their task assignments are reset as well.

- For partially scheduled tasks, i.e. tasks in one of the execution states *Active* or *Replanning*, only the planned end times are reset. The workload distributions are retained but may be overwritten during scheduling.

All not scheduled tasks keep their possibly defined planned start and end times as well as their workload distributions. Their constraint dates and planned dates constrain the respective dates of the scheduled tasks, and their planned workload distributions impose resource constraints on the scheduled tasks.
7.3.2 Task Durations

During resource-constrained scheduling, resources are assigned to the task assignments of a task, and the workload of these task assignments is distributed over several work days.

The first step in scheduling a single task is the assignment of resources to the task assignments. Manually assigned resources are not reassigned during scheduling. The replacement of a resource has to be done manually by the user. The user can e.g. delete an assigned resource and leave the task assignment unassigned before automatic scheduling.

For task assignments without assigned resources, eligible resources are automatically selected. One of the resources who can play the required role is selected automatically. If there are several eligible resources, the resource which will complete the task in the shortest amount of time is selected, i.e. the resource which has the most free working hours. Differences between resources with respect to skill level and performance are not considered.

At this point, the implemented approach could be extended by other resource selection criteria like qualification, past performance, or cost. However, this has not been investigated further in the context of this thesis. The selection of the resource with the most available workload at the following work days aims at two optimization goals at the same time: The duration of the task shall be minimized, and the resources shall be equally used for task assignments.

Work calendars define the available work days for the distribution of workload during scheduling. Every resource and every task has an individual work calendar (cf. Section 5.3.1).

- The work calendar of a task is used when the unassigned total workload is distributed over the duration of the task.

- The work calendar of a resource is used to distribute the workload of its task assignments.

The scheduling of tasks is directly performed on the work calendars of the tasks and resources. The duration of a task or task assignment depends on the respective calendar. The actual availabilities of the resources at the different dates are taken into account when the duration of a task is determined. In contrast, most scheduling approaches found in literature schedule tasks on a generic time scale and afterwards transform the computed times to dates in a calendar [DH02, Zha92]. However, this approach is not feasible, when different calendars are used for different tasks and resources.

After the resource for a task assignment has been selected, the planned workload is distributed. For every work day in the work calendar of the assigned resource, as many working hours as possible are planned which has to be less than the available workload of the resource for the day and less than the maximal daily workload defined for the task assignment. The distributed workload is added to the used workload of the resource’s work calendar (cf. Section 5.3.1). The used working hours of the resource are not available anymore for other tasks.
During scheduling, the full amount of available working hours defined by the work calendar of a resource is used. This default strategy can be adapted by the project manager by defining a general utilization ratio of less than 100%. For example, for 8 available working hours per day and a utilization ratio of 75% only 6 hours are scheduled for task assignments. This way, more realistic schedules can be generated which take into account, that a resource cannot work full time on technical tasks every day, since they need time for administrative work like telephone calls, meetings, etc. However, the utilization ratio is not defined for each resource’s work calendar individually but only for the whole project.

The main advantage of scheduling the workload of task assignments on a daily basis is that realistic task durations are obtained which respect the actual resource availabilities in the project. When a resource is assigned which has less free working hours in a certain time frame, then the task will take more work days. If a resource with more available working hours is assigned, this can significantly speed up the task, i.e. decrease its total duration. The consequence of the dynamic calculation of a task’s total duration based on the required workload is that the duration of the task may vary depending on the planned start date. Depending on the availability of the assigned resource, the difference can be significant. Figure 7.10 shows an example in which the duration of a task in calendar days varies from 5 to 14 days because the assigned resource Mueller has a vacation week defined in his or her work calendar. This example illustrates the advantage of the approach. A project manager can easily analyze the consequences of vacation times of project team members on the planned end times of their assigned tasks by specifying the unavailabilities in the work calendars and rescheduling the tasks.

The example in Figure 7.11 shows the task Specify Heat Exchanger with a total workload of 294 MHRS which is partly used for two task assignments. The task assignments have been scheduled whereby the maximal daily workload of 6 MHRS for the assignment of resource Bach has been respected. Scheduling of the task assignments resulted in the planned end date 21/05/2010. With respect to the work calendar of the task, which defines the 13th of May as a holiday but the 14th of May as a work day, the resulting total duration of the task is 9 work days.

Algorithm 7.7 shows the method ScheduleTask which schedules the workload of the task assignments of task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) and sets the the total duration and the planned end time of the task correctly with respect to the task assignments, manually specified total duration, earliest possible start time, and planned end times of
Abbildung 7.11: Example for distributed workload of a task and its task assignments.

Algorithm 7.7 ScheduleTask(t)

1: t.PlannedEndTime := ScheduleTaskAssignments(t)
2: if t.PlannedStartTime + t.TotalDuration > t.PlannedEndTime then
3: t.PlannedEndTime := t.PlannedStartTime + t.TotalDuration
4: end if
5: if t.State ≠ InDefinition then
6: if t.PlannedEndTime < t.EPET then
7: t.PlannedEndTime := t.EPET
8: end if
9: if ¬undef(t.EET) ∧ t.PlannedEndTime < t.EET then
10: t.PlannedEndTime := t.EET
11: end if
12: end if
13: for all s ∈ t.Subtasks do
14: if ¬undef(s.PlannedEndTime) ∧ s.PlannedEndTime > t.PlannedEndTime then
15: t.PlannedEndTime := s.PlannedEndTime
16: end if
17: end for
18: t.TotalDuration := t.PlannedEndTime − t.PlannedStartTime
19: DistributeAvailableWorkload(t)
predecessors. The method ScheduleTask is invoked during execution of the parallel schedule generation scheme which will be described in the following section.

If the workload distribution of the task assignments of a task requires more work days than are available according to a manually specified total duration of the task, then the total duration is increased accordingly by setting the planned end time to the value determined by the durations of the task assignments. This prolongation of the task may cause scheduling failure due to explicitly set deadlines or successor tasks which cannot be rescheduled. To obtain a time and resource feasible schedule, it would be necessary to schedule more working hours per day for certain task assignments which may even exceed the available workload of the assigned resources. This problem can be resolved by manually increasing the total workload for several workdays in the work calendars of the assigned resources and by increasing the maximal daily workload of the task assignments. In this way, overtime work can be planned manually by the user. Overtime work is never planned automatically by the scheduling algorithm, i.e. the algorithm does not plan more working hours per day for a resource than are available in his work calendar.

The planned end time derived from scheduling the task assignments can be inconsistent with the earliest possible end time or the planned end times of simultaneous or standard predecessors. If the planned end time of the task is too early compared to the EPET or planned end times of predecessors, then the task has been scheduled to early, or in other words, the duration of the task is too short for the planned start time. If the task is preparing, it is scheduled for a later start time as explained in the next section. However, if the task is running, then its planned start time cannot be moved. Therefore, its total duration has to be increased, so that the resulting planned end time is consistent with the earliest possible end time and the planned end times of all predecessors. The latter is achieved by setting the EET during-resource constrained scheduling to a consistent date.

Besides the task assignments, also the subtasks of a complex task may influence its total duration. The planned end time and the total duration of a complex task may have to be adapted to the collective duration of the scheduled subtasks at a later point in time. When the resource-constrained scheduling of the subtasks results in a duration of the subprocess which is longer than the total duration of the parent task, then the total duration is increased as well. In the method ScheduleTask, all not scheduled subtasks are considered which have been scheduled before and therefore have a defined planned end time. However, the scheduled subtasks will be handled after the parent task. Their planned end times may lead to an increased planned end time of the complex task. This is done during the execution of the parallel scheduling scheme which is described in the following section.

Altogether the total duration which is computed during resource-constrained scheduling is the maximum of the manually specified total duration, the duration of the scheduled task assignments, and the duration of the scheduled subprocess which is defined by the subtasks. Furthermore, the total duration of a running task is long enough for the planned end time to be consistent with the earliest possible end time and the planned end times of all predecessors.
When the duration of a task has been finally determined, the unassigned total workload of the task is equally distributed over all work days of the task according to the task’s work calendar. First, the unassigned workload $w_u$ is distributed over the work days $d_1, \ldots, d_n$ of the task so that every work day receives the same amount of $\left\lfloor \frac{w_u}{n} \right\rfloor$ man hours. The rest of the workload $(w_u \mod u)$ is distributed with 1 MHR per work day starting from the first work day. The distribution of the unassigned total workload is required to compute an accurate planned value for earned value analysis.

In the example of Figure 7.11, the unassigned total workload of the task has been equally distributed over the 9 work days of the task’s work calendar. The workload distribution is visualized like a task assignment in Figure 7.11, however, no task assignment is created to store the workload values. They are stored in a separate workload distribution of the task.

The total duration of a task may exceed the duration of the scheduled task assignments and in particular the duration of the assignment of the responsible resource. The scheduled subtasks together may require more time than the task assignments. The duration may have been increased to achieve consistency with the earliest possible end time and the planned end times of the predecessors. A common approach proposed in the related work is to split a task if its planned end date is constrained in this way. This would be a solution for the problem of meeting an earliest possible end time. However, splitting a task is not an option if it has subtasks. The task needs to be active for the whole duration of the subtasks. In PROCEED, a practical solution has been chosen. The scheduler warns the user about tasks for which the task assignment of the responsible resource is shorter than the total duration of the respective task. The user can then increase the planned workload for the responsible resource or decrease the maximal daily workload of the task assignment, and another scheduling pass will resolve the issue.

If no task assignments and subtasks are defined for a task and the total duration has not been specified, then it cannot be determined. It is not possible to derive the total duration from the total workload since it is not known how much workload should be scheduled per day. Therefore, these tasks have been defined as zero-duration tasks in Section 7.1, although a non-zero workload may be specified.

Tasks which are in one of the execution states Active or Replanning are always scheduled at their planned start time. If the actual performance of a running task deviates from the plan, there are two possibilities for scheduling. Either the plan is not changed and the task is scheduled as before or the plan is aligned to the actual performance. To align the planned dates of a running task to the actual dates, the planned start time has to be set to the actual start time manually. However, this alone does not ensure that the planned workload distributions of the task assignments are aligned to the actual workload distributions. Therefore, a flag can be set for a task which indicates, that the planned values should be aligned to the actual values.

PROCEED offers the operation align plan to actual performance to the user which can be executed for a running task. This operation sets the planned start time to the actual start time and sets the aforementioned flag to true. If the flag is set, then for
every day for which actual workload is defined, the actual values are used to compute the new planned workload distributions. The remaining planned workload of a task assignment is distributed according to the work calendar of the assigned resource. Besides the planned start time, the operation *align plan to actual performance* also adapts the total duration and workload of the task. The total duration is set to the number of working days from the actual start time to the forecasted end time which is obtained from progress measurement and earned value analysis. If the progress of the task is measured by estimating the remaining workload until completion (cf. Section 8.1), then the total workload is set to the sum of actual workload and estimated remaining workload.

Figure 7.12 shows an example where an active task is rescheduled at runtime and the user has decided to align the plan to the actual performance. Therefore, the planned start time has been set to the actual start time of the task. The planned workload of the only task assignment is distributed like the actual workload. Because only 26 man hours have been spent on the task assignment instead of the planned 36 man hours, the remaining workload of 22 MHRS has to be distributed over the following working days. In this example, the total duration of the task does not change because the plan is adapted to the late start. However, if the actual workload per day would be smaller, the planned duration would increase during rescheduling. Furthermore, an increase of the planned workload, e.g. due to the estimation of remaining workload, would lead to an increased duration.
7.3.3 Parallel Scheduling Scheme

The heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling is based on the general parallel schedule generation scheme presented in [KH98, DH02, Kle00]. Several adaptations of this parallel heuristic were required which will be discussed in Section 7.7.

The heuristic iterates over time as illustrated in Figure 7.13. After every iteration step, the current date \( d \in \text{Dates} \) is increased by one day. In every iteration step, eligible tasks which fulfill all control flow and resource constraints are scheduled. In the example in Figure 7.13, the two tasks are scheduled in sequence because they both require the same resource.

The algorithm operates on several sets which contain the tasks to be scheduled and which are updated in each iteration step. The set \( T \subset \text{Tasks} \) contains all tasks in the project except for the zero-duration tasks which have been removed from the memory representation of the task net before critical path analysis. Critical path analysis is performed for all tasks in \( T \) as described in the previous section. The set \( S \subset T \) contains the scheduled tasks.

\[
S := \{ t \in T | t.\text{State} \in \{\text{InDefinition, Active, Replanning}\} \land \\
(t = \text{root} \lor (\text{root} \in t.\text{Ancestors}) \land \\
\forall a \in t.\text{Ancestors}(a = \text{root} \lor \text{root} \in a.\text{Ancestors} \\
\Rightarrow a.\text{State} \in \{\text{InDefinition, Replanning}\})) \} \subset T
\]

This excludes all tasks which are not in the subnet of the specified root task and all not scheduled tasks which are excluded from scheduling due to their execution states. Only tasks in \( S \) are (re)scheduled by the heuristic.

The elements of the following sets are changed at defined points in the algorithm by evaluating the following mathematical definitions. The formulas which define the sets may not be valid for the sets between the explicit updates. The set \( A_d \subset T \) is the active set which contains all tasks which have already been scheduled and which are active at the date \( d \) according to the schedule.

\[
A_d = \{ t \in T | t.\text{PlannedStartTime} \leq d \land \neg \text{undef}(t.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \land \\
(\neg \text{endTimeFinal}(t) \lor d \leq t.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \} \subset T
\]

The active set does not consist of the tasks which are in execution state Active, although the name of the set might suggest it. The actual start and end times are not considered for determining the elements of the active set.
The formula $\text{endTimeFinal}(t)$ is defined as follows for a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$.

$$\text{endTimeFinal}(t) \equiv \neg \text{undef}(t.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \land \forall s \in t.\text{Subtasks}(\text{endTimeFinal}(s))$$

For an atomic task, it returns true, if the task has been scheduled before and a planned end time has been computed. For a complex task, it only returns true, if the task itself has already been scheduled as well as all descendants in the hierarchy of the dynamic task net, so that the planned end time of the task will not change anymore in the current scheduling pass.

The set $C_d \subset T$ is the complete set which contains all tasks which have been scheduled and are terminated at date $d$ according to the schedule.

$$C_d = \{ t \in T | \text{endTimeFinal}(t) \land t.\text{PlannedEndTime} < d \} \subset T$$

The set $F_d \subset S$ is the forbidden set which contains atomic tasks which could be started at date $d \in \text{Dates}$ according to control flow and resource constraints, but whose end dates would be inconsistent with the end dates of standard or simultaneous predecessors. When the planned end date of a task $t \in S$ has been calculated, and the following condition is satisfied, then the task is added to the forbidden set.

$$\text{FS}(t) \equiv t.\text{PlannedEndTime} < t.\text{EPET} \lor \\
(\neg \text{undef}(t.\text{EET}) \land t.\text{PlannedEndTime} < t.\text{EET}) \lor \\
\exists c(c \in t.\text{IStdCFs} \lor t.\text{ISimCFs} \land \text{endTimeFinal}(c.\text{Pred}) \land \\
c.\text{Pred}.\text{PlannedEndTime} + c.\text{LagTime} > t.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \lor \\
\exists f(t.\text{ActiveFeedbacks})(\text{endTimeFinal}(f.\text{Target}) \land \\
t.\text{PlannedEndTime} < f.\text{Target}.\text{PlannedEndTime})$$

The planned end time of a task may not be earlier than its earliest possible end time. Furthermore, the planned end time of a task has to be consistent with the planned end times of all predecessors as well as all targets of outgoing active feedback flows. If the planned end time of a predecessor is still undefined or may change later due to scheduling its subtasks, then the constraint on the planned end time cannot be checked yet. The formula $\text{FS}(t)$ returns false, no action is taken, and the consistency is checked at the end of the scheduling pass which may lead to backtracking.

The eligible set $E_d \subset S$ contains all tasks which can be scheduled at the current date $d \in \text{Dates}$. It is defined as follows.

$$E_d = \{ t \in S \setminus (C_d \cup A_d \cup F_d) | \\
\forall c \in t.\text{ISeqCFs}(\text{endTimeFinal}(c.\text{Pred}) \land c.\text{Pred} \in C_d - c.\text{LagTime}) \land \\
\forall c \in t.\text{ISimCFs}(c.\text{Pred} \in A_d - c.\text{LagTime} \cup C_d - c.\text{LagTime}) \land t.\text{Parent} \in A_d \land \\
d \geq t.\text{EPST} \land (t.\text{State} \neq \text{InDefinition} \lor d \geq \text{start}) \land \\
(\text{undef}(t.\text{EST}) \lor d \geq t.\text{EST}) \land \\
((t.\text{State} \neq \text{Active} \land t.\text{State} \neq \text{Replanning}) \lor d = t.\text{PlannedStartTime}) \land \\
\forall a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(f(a,d) > 0) \}$$
A task \( t \) is in the eligible set, when all of its sequential predecessors are terminated and all simultaneous predecessors are active or terminated according to the schedule. Furthermore, the current date \( d \) has to be later or equal to the computed earliest possible start time of the task. If the task is in the execution state \textit{InDefinition}, the current date \( d \) has to be equal or later than the specified start date for resource-constrained scheduling \( \text{start} \in \text{Dates} \). In this way, the preparing tasks in state \textit{InDefinition} are moved to planned start dates which are later or equal to the specified start date for scheduling. In contrast, running tasks are scheduled for their defined planned start dates, and only their duration may change. If the earliest planned start time \( \text{EST} \) of the task has been set during backtracking because a previously computed planned end time was inconsistent with the end time of a standard or simultaneous predecessor, then the task is only included in the eligible set, if the date \( \text{EST} \) has been reached. Finally, to schedule a task at the current date, workload has to be available for its task assignments. Workload is always available for running tasks at their planned start time, since they have been scheduled before for this date.

The subformula \( \forall a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}(f(a, d) > 0) \) does not require, that the resources are available for the whole working day and it does not exclude the case that two task assignments require the same resource. This is the case, when several task assignments require the same role but there are less resources who can play the role available than there are task assignments defined. Also in the case that two task assignments require different roles but there is only one resource available who can play both roles, the task assignments require the same resource. In these cases, the task assignments are scheduled in sequence, or in parallel if maximal daily workload is defined for the task assignments.

When an eligible task has been scheduled, its duration and planned end time have been determined. The calculated planned end time can be inconsistent with the start or end times of not scheduled tasks. For this reason, the following condition has to be checked after scheduling a task \( t \in S \).

\[
\text{IE}(t) \equiv t.\text{PlannedEndTime} > t.\text{LPET} \lor \\
\exists c \in t.\text{ControlFlows}(\left( (c.\text{Succ} \notin S \land \right. \\
\left. (((c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Standard} \lor c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Simultaneous}) \land \right. \\
\neg \text{undef}(c.\text{ Succ}.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \land \\
t.\text{PlannedEndTime} > c.\text{Succ}.\text{PlannedEndTime} - c.\text{LagTime}) \lor \\
(c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Sequential} \land \right. \\
\neg \text{undef}(c.\text{ Succ}.\text{PlannedStartTime}) \land \\
t.\text{PlannedEndTime} > c.\text{Succ}.\text{PlannedStartTime} - c.\text{LagTime}) \lor \\
\left( (c.\text{ Succ} \in S \land c.\text{Succ}.\text{State} \neq \text{InDefinition} \land \\
(c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Sequential} \land \right. \\
\neg \text{undef}(c.\text{ Succ}.\text{PlannedStartTime}) \land \\
t.\text{PlannedEndTime} > c.\text{Succ}.\text{PlannedStartTime} - c.\text{LagTime}) \right)
\]
The formula checks whether the planned end time of the task is later than the latest possible end time. Furthermore, it checks whether the planned end time is later than the planned end time of a standard or simultaneous successor or the planned start time of a sequential successor which is not (re)scheduled or only partially (re)scheduled. If the formula $IE(t)$ evaluates to true, scheduling is aborted because the end date of task $t$ is inconsistent. In this case it is not possible to generate a time and resource feasible schedule given the time constraints, the planned dates of the not scheduled tasks, and the priority list. The priority list based on the latest possible start times of the tasks has been chosen to avoid these inconsistencies. Among two tasks, the one with the earlier LPST is more constrained by succeeding tasks and has therefore the higher priority. However, the durations of the tasks which are determined during resource-constrained scheduling can be significantly longer than the durations used for critical path analysis. Therefore, even a task with lower priority may cause inconsistencies although a task with higher priority does not. This is illustrated in Figure 7.14 where Task1 and Task2 have a common sequential successor and the duration of Task1 is longer than the duration of Task2 for critical path analysis. However, during resource-constrained scheduling, the duration of Task2 increases due to resource availabilities which is why its end date is inconsistent with the planned start date of the not scheduled successor.

Backtracking and rescheduling with a higher priority for the conflicting task could resolve some of these cases, but the problem would not be solved in general. The conflicting task may still have an inconsistent end date even when it is scheduled for an earlier start date. Therefore, scheduling is aborted in these cases, and the user is informed about the inconsistency. There are several actions which the user can perform to enable a successful scheduling run. He can for example change the execution state of a waiting successor back to InDefintion, so that its planned start time can be adapted during scheduling. Alternatively, he can change the semantics

Abbildung 7.14: Example for inconsistent end time with not scheduled successor.
of the connecting control flow or remove the control flow completely.

The method Schedule which is shown in Algorithm 7.8 implements the adapted parallel schedule generation scheme. In lines 1 to 5, the start date \( d \in \text{Dates} \) for the scheduling algorithm is set. The task project \( \in \text{Tasks} \) is the root node of the complete dynamic task net. If this task is running, i.e. the project has already been started, the parallel heuristic has to start at the planned project start date in order to cover all active and running tasks which may not be moved but whose workload may be redistributed. If the project has not been started yet, i.e. all tasks of the dynamic task net are still preparing, then the parallel heuristic starts at the manually specified start date. In both cases, tasks which are in the execution state \( \text{InDefinition} \) are not scheduled earlier than the manually specified start date for scheduling.

The algorithm iterates the main \textbf{while} loop until all tasks in \( S \) have been scheduled. If it is not possible to schedule all tasks in \( S \) so that he planned dates of all tasks in \( T \) are consistent, then the \textbf{while} loop terminates when the date \( \text{end} \in \text{Dates} \) is reached. The date \( \text{end} \) is set to the due date of the project, if the latter is defined. Otherwise it is set to a sufficiently late date, so that all tasks of the project can be scheduled in the resulting time frame, e.g. 4 years for a plant design project which is sufficient in most cases.

The first step of every iteration is the update of the complete set, active set, and eligible set. If there are eligible tasks for the current date, the task with the highest priority is selected for scheduling. If the current date is already later than the latest possible start time of the task, scheduling is aborted. Otherwise, the planned start time of the selected task is set to the current date.

The method ScheduleTask assigns resources to the task assignments of the selected task and distributes the workload of the task assignments according to the work calendars of the resources as described in the previous section. The distributed workload is added to the used workload of the resources' work calendars. The used working hours of the resources are not available anymore for other tasks. Therefore, the eligible set has to be updated after every iteration in which one of the eligible tasks is scheduled (line 34 of Algorithm 7.8).

The computed planned end date of the scheduled task can be inconsistent with the planned dates of not scheduled successors. This is checked by evaluating the formula \( \text{IE}(t) \) for the scheduled task \( t \). If the formula evaluates to true, then the computed planned end time is inconsistent with the planned end time of a standard or simultaneous successor or with the planned start time of a sequential successor. In this case, scheduling is aborted and the user is informed about the reason for the failure.

Inconsistencies with planned end dates of scheduled standard successors do not require to abort scheduling completely. These inconsistencies are detected at the end of the full scheduling pass and lead to backtracking as described below. Inconsistencies with planned start dates of scheduled simultaneous or sequential successors cannot occur at this point because these successors will be scheduled later.

When a task is scheduled at its earliest possible start time or later, it is not gua-
Algorithm 7.8 Schedule(start)
1: if project.State ∈ Running then
2:   d := project.PlannedStartTime
3: else
4:   d := start
5: end if
6: while S ∉ C_d ∪ A_d ∧ d < end do
7:   update C_d, A_d, E_d
8:   while |E_d| > 0 do
9:     choose t ∈ E_d with highest priority
10:    if d > t.LPST then
11:       abort scheduling
12:   end if
13:   t.PlannedStartTime := d
14:   ScheduleTask(t)
15:   if IE(t) then
16:      abort scheduling
17:   else if t.Subtasks = ∅ ∧ FS(t) then
18:      UnscheduleTask(t)
19:      if t.State = InDefinition then
20:         F_d := F_d ∪ {t}
21:      else
22:         t.EET := max{e|∃c ∈ t.IStdCFs ∪ t.ISimCFs
23:                   (e = c.Succ.PlannedEndTime + c.LagTime)}
24:         ScheduleTask(t)
25:         if IE(t) then
26:            abort scheduling
27:      end if
28:      UpdateParent(t)
29:      add task t to the active set
30:   end if
31: else
32:      UpdateParent(t)
33:      add task t to the active set
34: end if
35: update E_d
36: d := d + 1
37: F_d := ∅
38: end while
39: if d = end then
40:   abort scheduling
41: end if
42: CheckEndDates()
ranteed that its planned end time is later than its earliest possible end time, because
the time window between the EPST and the EPET may be longer than the task's
duration (cf. Section 7.2). Furthermore, it is not guaranteed that its planned end time
is consistent with the planned end times of its predecessors because the durations
of the predecessors may be longer for resource-constrained scheduling than for
critical path analysis. If the planned end date of a task is inconsistent, backtracking
is required. While inconsistencies concerning complex tasks are handled at the end
of a complete scheduling pass, backtracking is performed directly in case of atomic
tasks. The resource assignments, the workload distributions, and the planned dates
of an atomic task are undone. If the task is in the execution state InDefinition, it
is scheduled at a later date, which is realized by means of the forbidden set. The
unscheduled task is inserted into the forbidden set and the inner while loop proceeds
with scheduling the eligible task with the next lower priority. The task which has
been added to the forbidden set is scheduled at the earliest on the next date. If the
atomic tasks is in one of the execution states Active or Replanning, it cannot be
scheduled at a later date. Therefore, its earliest planned end time is set and the
method ScheduleTask is invoked again. This leads to a prolongation of the task as
described in the previous section. The planned start time remains unchanged but
the planned end time is moved to the earliest planned end time.

The planned end date of a complex task is not final until all subtasks have been
scheduled. Whenever a subtask of a complex task has been scheduled, the method
UpdateParent(t) updates the planned end date of the parent task t.Parent. The
pseudo code of this method is depicted in Algorithm 7.9. First, the latest planned
end time of all subtasks is determined. If the parent task can be rescheduled and the
computed value is later than the previously defined planned end time, then the latter
is set to the former. The total duration of the parent task is adapted accordingly, and
the unassigned total workload is redistributed. If the new planned end time of the
parent task leads to a violation of the formula IE(t) which checks the consistency
with the planned dates of not scheduled successors, then scheduling is aborted.
Otherwise, the planned end time of the ancestors is updated recursively. If the
parent task is not a (partially) scheduled task and the computed planned end time
is later than an existing value, then scheduling has to be aborted as well. This may
be the case, if a subprocess is rescheduled leading to a longer duration which is
inconsistent with the planned dates of not scheduled tasks outside the subprocess.

At the end of every iteration of the inner while loop (line 34 of Algorithm 7.8), the
eligible set is updated. The formula which defines the eligible set is evaluated for
the current situation after the eligible task has been scheduled. The scheduling of
an eligible task may lead to the removal of other tasks from the eligible set because
the scheduled task uses resources which are required by the other tasks. These
tasks may become members of the eligible set again when the scheduled task has
released its resources. As a consequence, tasks which compete for resources are
scheduled in sequence.

When the eligible set for the current date d \in Dates is empty because all eligible
tasks have been scheduled or have become non-eligible, then the current date is
Algorithm 7.9 UpdateParent(t)

1: \( \hat{e} := \max \{ e | \exists s \in t.\text{Parent}.\text{Subtasks} \wedge \neg \text{undef}(s.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \wedge e = s.\text{PlannedEndTime} \} \)
2: \textbf{if} \ t.\text{Parent} \in S \ \textbf{then} \\
3: \textbf{if} \ \neg \text{undef}(t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \lor t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime} < \hat{e} \ \textbf{then} \\
4: \quad t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime} := \hat{e} \\
5: \quad t.\text{Parent}.\text{TotalDuration} := \\
6: \quad t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime} - t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedStartTime} \\
7: \textbf{if} \ \text{IE}(t.\text{Parent}) \ \textbf{then} \\
8: \quad \text{abort scheduling} \\
9: \textbf{else} \\
10: \quad \text{UpdateParent}(t.\text{Parent}) \\
11: \quad \textbf{end if} \\
12: \textbf{end if} \\
13: \textbf{else} \\
14: \textbf{if} \ \neg \text{undef}(t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime}) \land t.\text{Parent}.\text{PlannedEndTime} < \hat{e} \ \textbf{then} \\
15: \quad \text{abort scheduling} \\
16: \quad \textbf{end if} \\
17: \quad \textbf{end if} \\

increased by one day, and the forbidden set is emptied. Scheduling proceeds with the computation of the complete, active and eligible set for the new date.

After all tasks in S have been scheduled, the method CheckEndDates is invoked in line 42 of Algorithm 7.8. This method checks the consistency of all planned end dates in the task net. Inconsistencies between planned end dates can still exist for complex tasks which are sources or targets of standard or simultaneous control flows. The end date of a complex task is not ultimately fixed until all subtasks have been scheduled. Therefore, complex tasks as targets of standard and simultaneous control flows were excluded in line 17 of Algorithm 7.8. In the definition of the formula \( \text{FS}(t) \), complex tasks whose planned end time is not final, i.e. which may still increase during scheduling, are not considered as sources of incoming simultaneous or standard control flows.

When all subtasks of a complex task have been scheduled, the resulting final planned end time may be inconsistent with the planned end times of simultaneous or standard predecessors or successors. This can only be detected after all subtasks of the source and target of a simultaneous or standard control flow have been scheduled. Therefore, the consistency of the planned end dates of all tasks is checked at the end of the scheduling algorithm by the method CheckEndDates.

Figure 7.15 shows example cases where the scheduling of subtasks led to inconsistencies. In Figure 7.15 a), the task assignments of the predecessor P and its subtask S1 have been scheduled which led to the total duration indicated by the gray bar. Scheduling the successor task S did not lead to inconsistent end dates. However, when the subtasks S2 and S3 of task P were scheduled, the duration of P
Algorithm 7.10 CheckEndDates()
1: reschedule := false
2: for all \( t \in S \) do
3:   if \( t.\text{PlannedEndTime} < t.\text{EPET} \land t.\text{State} = \text{InDefinition} \) then
4:     \( \Delta d := t.\text{EPET} - t.\text{PlannedEndTime} \)
5:     \( t.\text{EST} := t.\text{PlannedStartTime} + \Delta d \)
6:     reschedule := true
7: end if
8: end for
9: for all \( c \in \text{ControlFlows} \cap (\text{Tasks} \times S) \) do
10:   if \( (c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Standard} \lor c.\text{Semantics} = \text{Simultaneous}) \)
11:     \( c.\text{Pred.\text{PlannedEndTime}} + c.\text{LagTime} > c.\text{Succ.\text{PlannedEndTime}} \) then
12:     \( \Delta d := (c.\text{Pred.\text{PlannedEndTime}} + c.\text{LagTime}) - c.\text{Succ.\text{PlannedEndTime}} \)
13:     \( c.\text{Succ.\text{EST}} := \max\{c.\text{Succ.\text{EST}}, c.\text{Succ.\text{PlannedStartTime}} + \Delta d\} \)
14:   else
15:     \( c.\text{Succ.\text{EET}} := \{\max\{c.\text{Succ.\text{EET}}, c.\text{Pred.\text{PlannedEndTime}} + c.\text{LagTime}\}\} \)
16: end if
17: reschedule := true
18: end if
19: for all \( f \in \text{FeedbackFlows} \cap (S \times \text{Tasks}) \) do
20:   if \( f.\text{IsActive} = \text{true} \land f.\text{Source.\text{PlannedEndTime}} < f.\text{Target.\text{PlannedEndTime}} \) then
21:     \( f.\text{Source.\text{EPET}} := f.\text{Target.\text{PlannedEndTime}} \)
22:     reschedule := true
23: end if
24: end for
25: if reschedule = true then
26:   ResetSchedulingResult()
27: end if
was increased which lead to the inconsistent planned end dates. In Figure 7.15 b), the scheduling of the task assignments of task $S$ lead to an inconsistent end date. However, the scheduling of its subtasks $S_1$ to $S_3$ could still resolve this inconsistency, which is why task $S$ was not moved to a later planned start time. In the example, the inconsistency remained unresolved until the end of the scheduling pass although the duration of task $S$ increased due to the scheduled subtasks.

The pseudo code of the method CheckEndDates is presented in Algorithm 7.10. First, the planned end times of all tasks are compared to the respective earliest possible end times. For every task for which the dates are inconsistent, the earliest planned start time is set to the planned start time plus the time span $\Delta d = t.\text{EPET} - t.\text{PlannedEndTime}$. As a consequence, the task will be scheduled $\Delta d$ work days later during the next scheduling pass. Second, all standard and simultaneous control flows are checked for consistency. If the target task $t \in S$ of an inconsistent control flow is in the execution state $\text{InDefinition}$, then its earliest planned start time is set to the previously planned start time plus the time span

$$\Delta d = \max\{c.\text{Pred.PlannedEndTime} + c.\text{LagTime}|c \in t.\text{IncomingCFs}\} - t.\text{PlannedEndTime}$$

so that the task is scheduled $\Delta d$ work days later during the next scheduling pass. If the target task $t \in S$ is running, then its earliest planned end time is set to a value which is consistent with the planned end times of the predecessors. Third, the planned end times of all tasks are checked for consistency with respect to active feedback flows. The earliest planned end time of a source task is set to prolong the necessarily active task during the next scheduling pass. Finally, backtracking is performed if inconsistent planned end dates have been detected. All computed workload distributions and planned dates of all scheduled tasks are reset and another scheduling pass is started. Depending on their execution states, the conflicting tasks will be either scheduled later or with a longer duration.

### 7.3.4 Scheduling Example

The example scenario which has been introduced in Section 2.3 has been used to evaluate the correctness and applicability of the described approach for scheduling
dynamic task nets. Figure 7.16 shows the base schedule of the example project, which results from scheduling the whole dynamic task net. Thereby, resources are assigned to tasks depending on the defined required roles of the task assignments and the resource availabilities. The tasks are scheduled in a way that the computed planned dates are consistent with all defined control flows and task-subtasks relationships as well as resource constraints. The base schedule constitutes the basis for the enactment of the defined development process. However, the actual execution of tasks may deviate from the plan. The plan is only adapted to the actual execution when an authorized user performs according manual change operations and invokes another scheduling pass at project runtime.
In Section 2.3, a cutout of the complete dynamic task net was presented. Figure 7.17 shows the cutout with additional information about the required workload for the tasks and task assignments, the defined total durations of the tasks, and their budget. The total workload and budget of a task are contained in the total workload and budget of the parent task respectively. The maximal daily workload of several task assignments is restricted. This possibility has been used for task assignments which cover administrative work, e.g. the resource Baumann only manages the task Initial P&IDs which has several technical subtasks for the actual creation of the piping and instrumentation diagrams. The date 06/09/2010 in the top left corner of the figure is the date on which the base schedule has been generated. The planned start and end dates of the tasks are displayed in Figure 7.17 below the computed constraint dates. The planned dates are consistent with the computed constraint dates according to the timing consistency constraints (5.76) to (5.79). The planned dates also respect the execution semantics and lag times of the defined control flows. For some control flows, minimal lag times are defined, so that a certain number of work days has to pass between the start and end events of the connected tasks. For example, the planned end time of the task Initial P&IDs is 10 work days later than the planned end time of the task Process Flow Diagrams.

Figure 7.18 shows the corresponding Gantt chart for the cutout of the base schedule. The time frame which will be most affected by replanning and rescheduling activities is depicted. It can be seen that there is a minimal lag time of 10 work days between the planned end times of the tasks Process Flow Diagrams and Initial P&IDs. Since the tasks Initial P&IDs and Installation Plan are connected by a simultaneous control flow, the planned start time of the latter has to be equal or later than the planned start time of the former. Finally, it can be seen that there is a time buffer for the task Basic Engineering which results from the explicitly defined total duration of the task, which is longer than the scheduled duration of the defined subprocess. This time buffer will be used to compensate the effects of task delays in the basic engineering phase up to a certain extent.

In the following, two examples for rescheduling the task net at project runtime are presented to demonstrate the corresponding features of the scheduling algorithm. The procedure which has to be followed for replanning a dynamic task net at runtime will be presented in Chapter 9, and the example will be reviewed there again with respect to this procedure and authorization aspects.

In the given example, the task Process Flow Diagrams is delayed. The delay is identified at the 23rd March 2011, i.e. before the planned end time of the task. This situation is depicted in Figure 7.19. The actual degree of completion of the task Process Flow Diagrams is 52% which is smaller than its planned degree of completion for the given date which is 60%. Earned value analysis yields a forecasted duration of 126 working days which is 16 days longer than the planned total duration of 110 working days.

In this situation, the plan shall be adapted to the actual performance of the task. For this purpose, the command Adapt plan to actual performance is executed for the task Process Flow Diagrams (cf. Section 7.3.2), so that the planned duration is set to
Abbildung 7.17: Planned dates for the base schedule cutout.
Abbildung 7.18: Gantt chart of the base schedule cutout.

Abbildung 7.19: Computed constraint dates and planned dates after rescheduling.
Abbildung 7.20: Gantt chart of rescheduled plan due to task delay.

the forecasted duration and the total workload is increased. Afterwards, the added workload is manually distributed to the task assignments by an authorized user.

The execution states of the task Basic Engineering and the root task of the dynamic task net are changed to Replanning, and a scheduling run for the complete task net is initiated. Figure 7.19 shows the result of rescheduling the dynamic task net. This plan state can be compared to the cutout of the base schedule which has been depicted in Figure 7.17.

In Figure 7.19, the total duration of the task Process Flow Diagrams has been increased from 110 to 126 working days. The total workload and total Budget have been increased accordingly. The earliest and latest possible start times of the running tasks Process Flow Diagrams and Basic Engineering have been set to the planned start times. Both tasks have been started at their respective planned start time. The earliest possible end time of the task Process Flow Diagrams has been increased due to the longer total duration. As a consequence, the earliest possible end times of the simultaneous successors have been increased. In case of the task Initial P&IDs, the earliest possible end time results from adding the lag time of the connecting control flow to the earliest possible end time of the predecessor. Due to the increased total duration and workload, the planned end time of the task Process Flow diagrams has been increased. The successors have been scheduled for later planned start times to fulfill the constraints imposed by the control flows on the planned end times. This required backtracking during resource-constrained scheduling. The task Equipment List is scheduled sequentially after its predecessor due to limited resource availabilities. The connecting control flow only demands simultaneous execution. However, the resource Maier which is required for the task Equipment List is also assigned to the task Process Flow Diagrams with 8 MHRS per day. Finally, the total duration of the task Basic Engineering has increased during scheduling because several subtasks have been scheduled for a later date. As a consequence, the planned start times of Detail Engineering and its subtasks have been increased.

The Gantt diagram in Figure 7.20 shows the same cutout of the example scenario as Figure 7.19 and some additional tasks. It can be compared to the Gantt chart of
the base schedule cutout which is depicted in Figure 7.18. The previously described changes can be easily comprehended in the Gantt representation. The duration of the task Process Flow Diagrams has increased and the tasks Initial P&IDs and Equipment List have been moved to later dates. Because the task Initial P&IDs is a simultaneous predecessor of the task Installation Plan (cf. Figure 2.6), the latter had to be moved to a later date as well. Together with its sequential successor Realization Approval, the task Installation Plan accounts for the increased duration of Basic Engineering. However, because the originally planned total duration of Basic Engineering incorporated a certain time buffer, it is not increased as much as the duration of Process Flow Diagrams.

After the dynamic task net has been rescheduled at runtime, the development process proceeds. The task Process Flow Diagrams is eventually committed and the successors are started as planned. The task Equipment List is committed two days before its planned end time and the assigned resource Maier takes a leave for two days. The planned end time of the task is automatically set to the actual end time. During the execution of the task Initial P&IDs, at the 23rd June 2011, errors are detected in the process flow diagrams which require to rework the previous results. Because the task Process Flow Diagrams is already terminated, new versions of this task and the terminated successor Equipment List have to be created. Furthermore, a feedback flow from Initial P&IDs to the new version of Process Flow Diagrams is created. Since the revision of the process flow diagrams does not take as much time and workload as the initial creation, the values for the new task versions are adapted accordingly. Furthermore, the lag time between Process Flow Diagrams and Initial P&IDs is reduced to 5 working days. The release dates of the new task versions are automatically set to the date of the plan change. Rescheduling yields computed constraint dates and planned dates for the new task versions. The resulting state of the dynamic task net is depicted in Figure 7.21.

Figure 7.22 shows the Gantt chart representation of the task net cutout. The progress of the terminated and running tasks is visualized by the black bars inside the task bars. The new versions of the tasks Process Flow Diagrams and Equipment List are listed as separate tasks with the same name. The new version of Process Flow Diagrams is scheduled for the 27/06/2011 because the required resource Maier is not available before this date. Likewise, the new version of Equipment List is scheduled sequentially after Process Flow Diagrams because resource Maier is required for both tasks. The duration of the running task Initial P&IDs is prolonged so that the planned end time is consistent with the planned end time of the new predecessor and the lag time of 5 working days of the connecting control flow. Since the task has already been started, it is not moved to a later planned start time. The longer duration of Initial P&IDs does not affect the simultaneous successor Installation Plan and its successor Realization Approval. Consequently, the total duration of Basic Engineering is not affected as well. In this case, local rescheduling of Basic Engineering could be performed because other tasks in the task net have not been affected.

The scheduling example which has been presented in this section has demonstrated several advantages of the developed approach for time management and
Abbildung 7.21: Rescheduled task net after feedback.
progress control in PROCEED. During scheduling, lag times which are defined for control flows and the availability of assigned resources are taken into account. The degree of completion of a task is used to forecast its expected duration, workload, and budget at completion. The underlying computations will be described in the next chapter. The forecasted values can be directly used for a plan change in order to adapt the plan to the actual performance. The execution states of tasks influence the rescheduling of a dynamic task net at runtime. Running tasks are not moved but only prolonged if required. The planned dates of terminated tasks are not changed at all. Time and workload buffer can be planned for complex tasks which may alleviate the effect of subtask delays during rescheduling. New task versions are scheduled like separate new tasks since there may be a delay between the end of the original task and the start of the new version. Finally, local rescheduling can be performed, if the timing properties of the root task of the rescheduled subprocess are not affected.

7.3.5 Correctness and Time Complexity

In this section, the correctness of the algorithm for resource constrained scheduling is shown, and an upper bound for the time complexity of the algorithm is determined.

**Consistency with Constraint Dates** The computed constraint dates which are determined by critical path analysis are used during resource-constrained scheduling. The priority of the tasks depends on the computed latest possible start times. The tasks with earlier latest possible start time have a higher priority. Furthermore, computed constraint dates constrain the planned start and end times of the tasks.

- A task cannot be scheduled before its EPST. Therefore, it is not included into the eligible set when the current scheduling date is earlier than its EPST.

- A task must not be scheduled later than its LPST. If an eligible task shall be scheduled but the LPST of the task has already passed, then scheduling is
aborted. However, this condition is only evaluated when the latest possible times have been determined based on an explicitly specified project deadline.

- A task must not finish before its EPET. This is ensured for preparing tasks by putting them into the forbidden set or setting the earliest planned start time during backtracking. Running tasks are prolonged, so that the planned end time is later than or equal to the EPET.

- A task must not finish later than its LPET. This condition is evaluated after the planned end time of a task has been determined. As for the LPST, this condition is only evaluated when the latest possible times have been determined based on an explicitly specified project deadline.

If no project deadline is specified, the latest possible start and end times which are computed starting from the earliest possible end time of the project cannot be used for consistency checks. This is due to the fact that resource-constrained scheduling in general leads to longer task durations and later planned start dates than critical path analysis because the latter does not take resource availabilities into account. This circumstance is illustrated in Figure 7.23. Figure 7.23 a) shows the case where the earliest possible end time of the last task in a task net has been used as the latest possible end time. As a consequence, the resulting time window for the tasks \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) is too short for resource-constrained scheduling, because the same resource is assigned to both tasks and the tasks have to be scheduled in sequence. When the backward scheduling pass of the CPM starts with the explicitly set due date of the last task, this may result in a larger time window for the two parallel tasks, so that the resource-feasible schedule is consistent with the latest possible times. This case is depicted in Figure 7.23 b). A manually set project deadline may still lead to inconsistencies. In this case, the project manager is informed, and he can adapt the deadline as required.

When the computed latest possible end times of tasks are not used for consistency checks because no project deadline has been specified, the planned end times of all tasks are compared to possibly defined due dates of the respective tasks nevertheless. These manually set constraint dates have to be consistent with the generated schedule.

For the presentation of the algorithms for resource-constrained scheduling, it has been implicitly assumed that the latest possible times have been determined based on an explicitly set project deadline. According consistency checks which compare the earliest possible times and planned dates with the latest possible times can be found in the algorithms and formulas. The presentation would have to be extended by alternative comparisons with the manually specified constraint dates and according checks whether the latter have defined values. This has been omitted in the presentation for reasons of clarity.

If a project deadline is explicitly defined, the computed constraint dates are used as strict constraints during resource-constrained scheduling. In this case, the time windows between the earliest possible start times and the latest possible end times of tasks have to be large enough, so that the tasks fit in these time windows during
Abbildung 7.23: Latest possible end times with and without explicit project deadline.

resource-constrained scheduling where they usually have a longer duration. The minimal task durations used during critical path analysis are always smaller or equal to the durations derived for the tasks during resource-constrained scheduling. When the computed constraint dates are consistent with the planned dates, most tasks will have a total float which is greater than zero, and hence will not be critical by definition. The definition of the total float presented earlier may therefore not be helpful for assessing the criticality of tasks in the context of resource-constrained scheduling. The alternative of computing activity resource floats as proposed in [Lib01] by performing forward and backward scheduling with the parallel heuristic is not feasible for the GRCPSP [Kle00, p.178].

The solution proposed in this thesis is to perform another critical path analysis, using the computed total durations which result from resource-constrained scheduling. After a complete scheduling run, the total durations of all scheduled tasks are set in the database to the values which have been determined during resource-constrained scheduling. These values are used as minimal task durations for critical path analysis in every following scheduling run. As a consequence, the durations used for CPM do not differ very much from the durations determined during resource-constrained scheduling in these following scheduling runs. The duration of a task which is determined during resource-constrained scheduling will at least be as long as the total duration defined in the database. The duration of a task may still increase during resource-constrained scheduling due to different resource availabilities for different planned start dates or changes to the planned total workload of the task. However, the task durations used during later CPM computations will be close to the durations computed during resource-constrained scheduling.
The constraint dates in Figures 7.9 and 7.17 have been computed based on total duration values which stem from a previous resource-constrained scheduling pass. The general problem of the CPM that no resource availabilities are taken into account remains, so that tasks may be scheduled in parallel during CPM which have to be scheduled in sequence when resources are considered.

**Termination**  The first step to prove the correctness of the developed algorithm is to show that it always terminates. In case of the parallel scheduling scheme, there could be several possible reasons for an infinite run of the algorithm. First, if no time and resource feasible schedule exists or cannot be found by the algorithm, then the scheduled tasks contained in the set $S \subset \text{Tasks}$ will never be completely contained in the complete and active sets. Therefore, the calendar search limit $\text{end} \in \text{Dates}$ is used in Algorithm 7.8 to constrain the maximal scheduling timeframe. The algorithm terminates at the latest at the date $\text{end} \in \text{Dates}$ which means that scheduling was not successful.

Second, backtracking is performed to correct inconsistent planned end times of tasks. Local backtracking is realized by means of the forbidden set. If, for some reason, a task is put into the forbidden set for every date in the scheduling timeframe and is never scheduled, then no time and resource feasible schedule can be found and scheduling terminates at the date $\text{end} \in \text{Dates}$. Global backtracking is performed if inconsistent planned end times are detected in the method $\text{CheckEndDates}$. If the planned end time of the target task of a simultaneous or standard control flow is inconsistent with a planned end time of a predecessor, then the task is either moved to a later date or prolonged. This is realized by increasing its earliest possible start time or setting the earliest planned end time respectively and restarting the whole resource-constrained scheduling algorithm. The earliest possible start time is increased by a non-zero value, i.e. it is at least set to the next work day of the task’s calendar. Therefore, the task is scheduled for a later date during every subsequent scheduling pass. Nevertheless, when the EPST of the task has been increased, the planned end time of the task may still be inconsistent after rescheduling with the modified constraint date because the duration of the task may decrease. The EPST has to be increased again and scheduling is performed again. However, as soon as the minimal duration of the task is reached, the increase of the EPST will finally lead to a consistent planned end time. The number of scheduling runs required to achieve the consistency of the planned end date of a task is constrained by a constant value which is smaller than the maximal total duration of all tasks in the dynamic task net. The increase of the planned end time of a task may affect the planned dates of its successors, which may again lead to inconsistent planned end dates. Only successors of the task can be affected in this way but no predecessors. Therefore, the maximal number of iterations of the scheduling algorithm due to global backtracking is constrained by the number of tasks in the dynamic task net. Consequently, resource-constrained scheduling will finally terminate.
**Correctness** The requirements for a time and resource feasible schedule have been defined in the form of timing consistency constraints in Section 5.3.2. It remains to be shown that the scheduling algorithm yields planned dates which fulfill the timing consistency constraints. This is informally proven in the following by mapping the constraints to those parts of the presented algorithms which ensure their fulfillment.

Table 7.2 shows the timing consistency constraints which are relevant for resource-constrained scheduling in the left column. In the right column, the corresponding definitions, methods and lines in the presented pseudo code fragments are given. The total duration of a scheduled task is updated whenever the planned end time of a task is changed during scheduling, so that constraint (5.61) is fulfilled for all tasks. The planned end time is computed starting from the planned start time of a task in the method ScheduleTask. The planned end time is not decreased in the method UpdateParent. This ensures the fulfillment of the constraint (5.62). A task can only be scheduled when its parent task is already contained in the active set. Therefore, constraint (5.63) is fulfilled for all tasks. The method UpdateParent ensures that the planned end time of a complex task is greater or equal to the planned end times of all subtasks, so that constraint (5.64) is fulfilled. The constraints (5.65) and (5.66) which refer to the consistency of planned end times with respect to control flow relationships are fulfilled because their violation is explicitly checked by the algorithm and backtracking is performed if required. Constraints imposed by simultaneous or sequential control flows imposed on the planned start times of tasks (constraints (5.67) and (5.68)) are fulfilled due to the definition of the eligible set which only includes tasks whose predecessors have been started or terminated, respectively. Constraint (5.69) is implicitly fulfilled when a control flow path exists from the feedback flow’s target to its source. Diagonal feedback flows (cf. Section 5.1) are treated in the formula \( FS(t) \) and the method CheckEndDates. The method ScheduleTaskAssignments has not been presented in pseudo code. It assigns eligible resources to the task assignments of a task and distributes the planned workload of the task assignments as described in Section 7.3.2. Thereby, the maximal daily workload of the task assignments and the available workload of the assigned resources are respected. As a consequence, the constraints (5.70), (5.73), and (5.72) are fulfilled. The planned end time of a task is increased in the method ScheduleTask, so that the timeframe between the planned start and end covers the complete distributed workload of all task assignments. As a consequence, the constraint (5.71) is fulfilled. The timing consistency constraints (5.74) to (5.79) which relate the planned dates to the manually set and computed constraint dates are fulfilled because inconsistencies with respect to the latest possible times would lead to the abortion of the scheduling algorithm, and inconsistencies regarding the earliest possible end times are handled by the backtracking mechanisms. The planned start times are consistent with the earliest possible start times due to the definition of the eligible set.
Time complexity The heuristic algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling is based on the parallel scheduling scheme presented in [KH98] which has a time complexity of \( O(|T|^2|Roles|) \). A problem instance for the parallel scheduling scheme presented in [KH98] does only contain sequential control flows, does not have a hierarchical structure, and the task durations are fixed before scheduling. The introduction of PDM task relationships with minimal time lags does not increase the runtime complexity because only the computation of the next decision point, i.e. the date on which a task can become eligible, has to be adapted [Kle00].

However, due to the dynamic calculation of task durations during scheduling and the hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets, backtracking is required for the heuristic presented in this thesis. Backtracking has to be performed when the planned end time of a task is inconsistent with the planned end time of a simultaneous or standard predecessor. These cases cannot be avoided beforehand because the duration of the successor is computed during scheduling and the predecessor or successor can be complex tasks whose respective planned end times are not final yet.

In case of atomic tasks, the forbidden set is used to delay the scheduling of an inconsistent task. Scheduling an eligible task requires a constant amount of time whose upper bound is determined by the maximal value for the total workload of a task in the dynamic task net. After the distribution of the workload and the computation of the total duration and planned end time of the task, it can be decided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>According part(s) of heuristic algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5.61)</td>
<td>ScheduleTask line 18 and UpdateParent line 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.62)</td>
<td>ScheduleTask and UpdateParent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.63)</td>
<td>Definition of eligible set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.64)</td>
<td>UpdateParent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.65)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 17-29 (FS) and CheckEndDates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.66)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 17-29 (FS) and CheckEndDates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.67)</td>
<td>Definition of eligible set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.68)</td>
<td>Definition of eligible set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.69)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 17-29 (FS) and CheckEndDates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.70)</td>
<td>ScheduleTaskAssignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.71)</td>
<td>ScheduleTask lines 1-4 and ScheduleTaskAssignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.72)</td>
<td>ScheduleTaskAssignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.73)</td>
<td>ScheduleTaskAssignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.74)</td>
<td>fulfilled due to CPM and constraints (5.49) and (5.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.75)</td>
<td>fulfilled due to CPM and constraints (5.50) and (5.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.76)</td>
<td>Definition of eligible set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.77)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.78)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 17-29 (FS) and CheckEndDates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.79)</td>
<td>Schedule lines 15-16,24-25 and UpdateParent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 7.2: Timing consistency constraints fulfillment by heuristic.
if the task is still eligible for the current date or if it has to be scheduled at a later date. Therefore, the constant amount of time required for scheduling the task assignments of a task can be regarded as additional time required to determine whether a task is eligible or not. As a consequence, the overall time complexity of the parallel scheduling scheme does not increase by this local backtracking using the forbidden set.

If inconsistent end dates are detected at the end of the scheduling pass, the whole scheduling algorithm has to be executed again after constraint dates have been adapted. As explained before to show the termination of the algorithm, the maximal number of reiterations is in \( O(|T|) \). Therefore, the runtime complexity of the implemented parallel scheduling scheme is \( O(|T|^3|\text{Roles}|) \) which is only slightly worse than the basic version of the algorithm which does not cover end-end task relationships, complex tasks, and durations computed during scheduling.

## 7.4 Scheduling of Workflow Instances

The scheduling of workflow-managed tasks requires a special approach. Specific problems arise due to the usage of alternative branching and loop constructs in a workflow definition. In classical project plans and dynamic task nets, all defined tasks are eventually executed. In workflow-managed task nets, alternative tasks can be skipped and tasks may be iterated several times.

As described in Section 6.3, a workflow template contains a subtask for every activity in the workflow definition. This means, that subtasks are defined for all activities contained in all alternative branches of an IfElse-activity, but only one branch is executed at workflow runtime. Furthermore, for every activity contained in a While-activity, exactly one subtask is defined, so that only the first iteration of the loop is explicitly modeled in the workflow template. However, at workflow runtime, several iterations of the While-activity may be executed which results in the creation of several versions of the defined tasks as described in Section 6.3.

A workflow-managed task in a dynamic task net is a copy of a workflow template. After its creation, a workflow-managed task and its subtasks may be scheduled. Critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling have to be adapted for the case of workflow-managed tasks. Alternative tasks cannot be treated like parallel tasks, and scheduling only the first iteration of a loop does not cover the cases of zero or multiple iterations.

In the following descriptions, the distinction between workflow tasks in a workflow-managed task net and their associated activities in the workflow definition is softened for reasons of readability. For example, it will be written that a workflow task is contained in a control structure, although strictly speaking the associated activity is contained in the workflow structure. The attentive reader will be able to understand the implicitly described relations.
7.4.1 Critical Path Analysis

With respect to critical path analysis, the computation of the earliest possible start times of the workflow tasks which succeed alternative branching constructs and loops have to be adapted. Furthermore, the computation of the latest possible end times of the tasks which precede these control structures have to be adapted.

In PROCEED, the computed constraint dates are used as strict constraint dates for resource-constrained scheduling. Therefore, the minimal task durations are used during critical path analysis to obtain computed constraint dates which are still valid during resource-constrained scheduling (cf. Sections 7.2 and 7.3).

Consequently, the earliest possible start times of the successors of an alternative branching construct have to be computed based on the duration of the shortest alternative branch. At workflow runtime, the shortest path through an alternative branching construct may be chosen and the successors may start after this branch has been terminated. If a longer branch would be used for the computation of their earliest possible start times, the resulting dates would constrain the start of the successors too much because they could start earlier.

In case of a loop structure, the minimal number of iterations has to be assumed to compute the earliest possible start times of the successors. If the loop has to be iterated at least once, the shortest duration of the first iteration of the loop is used. If the loop can be skipped completely, then a duration of zero days is used.

Just like the earliest possible start times of the successors, the latest possible end times of the predecessors of alternative branching constructs and loops have to be computed based on the shortest durations of these control flow constructs. If a predecessor task terminates at its latest possible end time, it may still be possible to finish the workflow in time by executing the shortest alternative branch or the smallest number of iterations.

Besides the earliest start times of the successors and the latest end times of the predecessors, constraint dates have to be computed for the tasks inside control flow structures. This computation is performed for every alternative branch and for the body of a loop construct in the same way as for the whole workflow. Constraint dates are computed for all tasks in all alternative branches, but only the earliest possible end time of the shortest branch is used for the computation of the earliest possible start times of the successors, and only the latest possible start time of the shortest branch is used for the computation of the latest possible end times of the predecessors. Constraint dates are computed for all tasks in the first iteration of a loop, even when the loop may be skipped completely.

Figure 7.24 shows an abstract example for the CPM computation of a workflow-managed task. The task B is executed alternatively to C and D. The task E may be iterated several times but has to be executed at least once. On the right side of the figure, the minimal durations of the tasks and the computed constraint dates are depicted. The EPST of task E is computed based on the EPET of task B, because B is contained in the shortest branch. The 13th of September 2010 is the next working day after the 10th of the same month. Because task E will be executed at least once, the EPST of task F is the next working day after the EPET of task E. The LPET of the
last task F is later than its EPET. Starting from this date, the backward scheduling pass is performed analogous to forward scheduling.

In a workflow definition, control flow structures may be nested. The above described computations of constraint dates are still valid for the case of nested control flow structures. For example, if an alternative branch contains a loop construct which may be skipped completely at runtime, then the duration of the first iteration is not taken into account for the computation of the earliest possible end time of the alternative branch, which may implicate that the alternative branch is the shortest branch.

The described CPM computations for control flow structures in workflow-managed task nets are performed before the respective control flow structures have been executed. At workflow runtime, a re-computation of the constraint dates is required when decisions for alternatives or further iterations have been made. When the decision for an alternative branch has been made at workflow runtime, the tasks of all other branches are skipped which makes them zero-duration tasks so that they are eliminated from the memory implementation of the task net before scheduling. The selected alternative branch is therefore handled as if no alternatives ever existed. When the nth iteration of a loop is currently executing, all previous iterations are handled like a ordinary task nets because they are already terminated and can only contain parallel and sequential constructs. The currently executing nth iteration is handled as described above.
Adaptation of CPM algorithm  The method HandleControlFlowForward is extended as shown in Algorithm 7.11 by the cases that the control flow originates from a last task of an alternative branch or a loop. There may be several parallel last tasks in an alternative branch or a loop.

In case of alternative branching, the EPET of the shortest branch will finally become the EPST of the successor if it is later than the release date. The control flow originates from one last task in one of the alternative branches. Because the CPM algorithm traverses a subnet along the control flows in a depth-first fashion, the earliest possible end times of the other last tasks may still be undefined. In a first step, the EPET of the alternative branch is determined in which the predecessor of the control flow is contained. This is the latest defined EPET of all last tasks in the branch. Second, the EPET of the whole alternative branching construct is computed as the earliest EPET of all branches for which an EPET can already be determined. If the computed EPET is later than the release date of the successor, it is set as its EPST. The computed EPET is compared to the release date of the successor and not to a possibly defined EPST because the latter may have been derived from a longer alternative branch before and therefore may be later than the computed EPET. However, in this case, the EPST of the successor has to be set to the earlier date.

A control flow which originates from a last task of a loop construct is handled in the same as a sequential control flow in Algorithm 7.2, if the loop is executed at least once. If the loop may be skipped completely, then the EPST of the successor is set to the EPST of the whole loop construct.

The adaptation of the method HandleControlFlowBackward for the latest possible end time of the predecessor is analogous.

Adaptation of timing consistency constraints  The computation of constraint dates for tasks which are contained in an alternative branching construct but not in its shortest branch as well as the computation of constraint dates for tasks which are contained in a loop which may be skipped completely may result in a violation of the timing consistency constraints (5.57) and (5.58).

The EPST of a successor of an alternative branching construct is computed based on the shortest branch and can therefore be earlier than the EPET of one of the last tasks in a longer branch. This is the case in Figure 7.24 for the task E whose EPST is earlier than the EPET of the predecessor D. Analogously, the LPET of a predecessor of an alternative branching construct may be inconsistent with the LPST of a task in a longer branch, e.g. task A in Figure 7.24. The same problem may occur for successors and predecessors of loop constructs which may be skipped completely.

Therefore, the constraint checking has to be adapted for workflow-managed tasks as well. A task which is a successor of an alternative branching construct has only tasks as predecessors which are contained in one of the alternative branches. The constraint (5.57) is only evaluated for the predecessor which is contained in the shortest branch. Likewise, a task which is a predecessor of an alternative branching construct has only tasks as successors which are contained in one of the
Algorithm 7.11 HandleControlFlowForward(c)
1: if c.Pred is a last task in an alternative branch then
2: set EPET of the branch to the latest EPET of all last tasks in the branch
3: EPET := the earliest defined EPET of all branches
4: if undef(c.Succ.ReleaseDate) ∨ EPET > c.succ.ReleaseDate then
5: c.Succ.EPST := EPET
6: end if
7: if c.Succ.Parent = c.Pred.Parent then
8: ScheduleForward(c.Succ)
9: end if
10: else if c.Pred is a last task in a loop then
11: if the loop will be executed at least once then
12: if undef(c.Succ.EPST) ∨ c.Pred.EPET > c.Succ.EPST then
14: end if
15: else
16: EPST := earliest start time of the loop
17: if undef(c.Succ.EPST) ∨ EPST > c.Succ.EPST then
18: c.Succ.EPST := EPST
19: end if
20: end if
22: ScheduleForward(c.Succ)
23: end if
24: else
25: Algorithm 7.2
26: end if

alternative branches. The constraint (5.58) is only evaluated for the successor which is contained in the shortest branch.

If a loop is iterated at least once, the earliest EPET of the last tasks in the loop is used to compute the EPST of the successors, and the latest LPST of the first tasks in the loop is used to compute the LPET of the predecessors. No inconsistencies can occur in this case. However, if the loop may be skipped completely, the earliest possible end times of the predecessors of the loop are used to compute the earliest possible start times of the successors of the loop. Likewise, the latest possible start times of the successors are used for the computation of the latest possible end times of the predecessors of the loop. Therefore, the timing consistency constraints (5.57) and (5.58) are evaluated with respect to the EPET of the loop’s predecessors and the LPST of the loop’s successors, respectively.
7.4.2 Resource-Constrained Scheduling

In the context of resource-constrained scheduling, the problems involved with alternative branching and loop constructs extend to the assignment of eligible resources and the distribution of workload. If workflow-managed tasks would be scheduled like all other tasks in a dynamic task net, the planning of workload and resource requirements would be incorrect. In case of alternative branching, too much workload would be planned and resources would be unnecessarily bound for those tasks which are skipped at runtime. In case of loop structures, too little workload would be planned, and required resources would possibly not be available when several iterations of a loop are executed.

**Alternative branching**  Figure 7.26 shows the realization of a workflow-managed task before its start. The associated workflow definition is depicted in Figure 7.25. The two tasks to determine the pump type shall be executed alternatively. Both require the same role and shall be performed by the same resource. If the assigned resources are not specified manually before automatic scheduling, different resources are assigned to the alternative tasks, because the resource which is assigned to one task is not available for the other. This situation is depicted in Figure 7.27 a) where the tasks are scheduled in parallel with assigned resources Meyer and Dreher. The assignment of different resources for alternative branches has the disadvantage that one of the resources is unnecessarily blocked for the planned duration of the task and cannot be assigned to other tasks in the project.

When a maximal resource usage per day is specified for the task assignments, the same resource may be selected by the scheduling algorithm for both tasks. This
Abbildung 7.26: Example realization of a workflow-managed task.

Abbildung 7.27: Different unsatisfying possibilities for scheduling alternative tasks.

case is depicted in Figure 7.27 b) where the resource Dreher is assigned to both tasks. However, PROCEED does not offer the possibility to define a binding between two tasks which demands that they are necessarily executed by the same resource. Therefore, the only way to ensure that both tasks are executed by the same resource is to manually assign the resource before automatic scheduling.

If the same resource is assigned to both tasks but no maximal resource usage per day is specified for the task assignments, another problem arises. The tasks have to be scheduled in sequence because the resource is only available for one task at a time as depicted in Figure 7.27 c).

In both cases in which the same resource is assigned to the tasks, the planned workload for this resource is too high since he or she only has to execute one of the tasks. Furthermore, the planned workload for the workflow-managed parent task is too high, since workload is defined for all alternative tasks. In the example of Figure 7.26, the sum of 24 MHRS is added to the used workflow of the parent task. This value is in any case too high because only one of the tasks will be executed and
the other task will be skipped. Therefore, the planned workload of the workflow-
managed parent task will be too high until the decision for one of the alternative
branches is made.

Several possible solutions to resolve the described problems concerning the
scheduling of alternative branches in a workflow have been evaluated.

- **Workload is planned for all alternative branches and all tasks are scheduled.** This
  is the case which has been described above. As a consequence, too much workload
  is planned and scheduled, and resources are unnecessarily bound.

- **All tasks in the alternative branches are scheduled according to their duration but
  no workload is planned and no resources are assigned.** In this case the tasks may
  be correctly timed, but too little workload is planned for the workflow-managed
  task, and the required resources may not be available when the tasks shall finally
  be executed.

- **The tasks in alternative branches are not scheduled at all until the decision is
  made at runtime which branch shall be executed.** In this case the same problems
  arise as in the previous case.

- **One of the alternative branches is scheduled—preferably the most probable one
  if it can be determined—and the workflow-managed task net is replanned and
  rescheduled in the case that a different branch is chosen at workflow runtime.**

The last solution has been selected because it has several advantages over the other
cases which will be described in the following. When the realization of a workflow-
managed task shall be scheduled and the workflow definition contains alternative
branches, only the tasks which belong to one of the branches are scheduled. The
workflow-managed task net may be scheduled before the workflow has reached
the decision point in which one of the alternative branches is selected. Before the
decision for one of the branches has been made, the branch to be scheduled is
selected as follows.

- **If statistical data about the enactment of previous instances of the same workflow
  type exists, it is used to determine the most probable branch, which is then
  selected to be scheduled.**

- **If no statistical data is available, the branch with the highest total workload in the
  sum of its tasks is selected.** In this way, it is assured that resources with enough
  free working hours are available for the workflow tasks when the decision is
  made for another branch at workflow runtime.

The planning data for the tasks which belong to the alternative branches is set in
a way, that the algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling only schedules the
selected branch.

- **The tasks of the selected branch are in the execution state InDefinition and have
  a total workload greater than zero man hours, and their total duration is either**
undefined or greater than zero work days. Therefore, they are taken into account during resource-constrained scheduling.

- The tasks of the not-selected branches are also in the execution state InDefinition but have a total workload of zero man hours and the duration is undefined. Therefore, they are not taken into account during resource-constrained scheduling (cf. Section 7.1).

At workflow runtime when the decision has been made for one of the alternative branches, rescheduling may be required. In the case that the previously selected branch has also been selected at runtime, no change to the schedule is required. In the case that a different branch has been selected at runtime, the workflow-managed dynamic task net is replanned and rescheduled automatically.

- The tasks of the previously selected branch are skipped. Thereby, the planned total workload is reset to zero and the assigned resources are released.

- Likewise, the tasks of all other not-selected branches are skipped.

- The planning data of the tasks which belong to the branch selected at runtime are retrieved from the workflow template.

- If task assignments of the branch selected at runtime require the same roles as task assignments of the skipped tasks of the previously selected branch, the freed resources are assigned to these task assignments. Otherwise, no resources are assigned at this point.

- The workflow-managed task is rescheduled whereby the workload is distributed and resources are assigned to task assignments of tasks in the branch which has been selected at runtime. This rescheduling is local and does not affect other parts of the project plan.

- The execution states of the scheduled tasks are changed from InDefinition to Waiting as described in Section 6.3.

The solution for resource-constrained scheduling of alternative branches is illustrated in Figure 7.28. Figure 7.28 a) shows the situation before the decision for one of the alternative branches has been made at workflow runtime. The branch with the higher total workload has been scheduled whereby the resource Dreher has been assigned and the workload has been distributed over two days. Figure 7.28 b) shows the situation at runtime, after the decision has been made for the previously scheduled branch. No rescheduling was required and the task Determine Pump Type by Process Data can be executed as scheduled. In the case depicted in Figure 7.28 c), the decision has been made for the other alternative branch at runtime. The task Determine Pump Type by Process Data was skipped which is why no resource is assigned anymore, and no workload is planned for the given days. The freed resource Dreher was assigned to the task Determine Pump Type by Use Case and the workload was distributed by the algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling.
Because the task of the previously selected branch was skipped, the resource Dreher was available and the task Determine Pump Type by Use Case could be scheduled for the 16th October.

Altogether, the planned duration of the alternative branching construct was at any time at most two days because the tasks could be scheduled with fully available resources assigned which are not blocked by alternative tasks. In contrast to that, the different possible solutions for scheduling all alternative branches depicted in Figure 7.27 lead to an overall duration of three days of the alternative branching construct.

The rescheduling of tasks which belong to an alternative branch of a workflow at runtime is local, i.e. only the planned dates, workload and resource assignments of the workflow tasks are changed. This is achieved by setting the workflow-managed parent task as the root task for scheduling (cf. Section 7.3). If required resources are not available this may lead to delays in the selected branch, or resource-constrained scheduling may even fail. In the first case, a suboptimal schedule is computed which is nevertheless feasible. In the second case, the project manager is informed about the failure. In both cases, a manually invoked scheduling pass, in which also other tasks in the project may be rescheduled, can improve or repair the schedule respectively. In the case that resources which were assigned to tasks of the previously scheduled branch can be used for the branch which is selected at runtime, scheduling of the selected branch will most probably not fail and lead to good results, in particular when the previously scheduled branch required more workload than the branch selected at runtime.

**Loops** In the example of Figures 7.25 and 7.26, the task Detail Engineering of Pump Specification is iterated several times whereby the pump design is more and more refined. If the planned duration, total workload, and total budget of the task only account for the first iteration of the loop, additional work days, workload and budget have to be planned for the subsequent versions of the task. Therefore, the planned values are too low until the loop is actually iterated.
Abbildung 7.29: Scheduled iterated activity in a workflow-managed task.

This problem is comparably simple to solve. The duration and total workload of workflow tasks which represent activities in a `While`-loop of the workflow definition are set in a way that they incorporate multiple iterations of the loop. In the example of Figure 7.26, the task `Detail Engineering of Pump Specification` is planned with a duration of 20 days and a required workload of 40 MHRS. These 40 MHRS are the required workload for all iterations of this task according to the values stored in the workflow template. Figure 7.29 shows a part of the workflow-managed dynamic task net at runtime. The aforementioned task has been committed after 15 days, whereupon the remaining planned workload has been deleted as described in Section 5.3.1, which leads to a planned workload of 30 MHRS. The loop construct has already entered the next iteration and a new version of the terminated subtask has been created. The total workload of this new task version is automatically set to 10 MHRS which are defined for the remaining iterations in the workflow template. The total duration of the new task version is set to 5 days which is the value defined by the workflow template. If the iterated task is executed approximately as planned in every iteration, then the initially planned values are finally reached by the subsequent task versions together. In the example, the two versions of the task together account for 20 work days and 40 MHRS workload.

When the number of iterations and the activity durations in a workflow instance are close to the average values derived from statistical data about all instances of the workflow type, then the originally planned duration and required workload will be close to the actual duration and workload.

**Zero-duration subtasks of workflow-managed tasks** The described solution for resource-constrained scheduling of workflow-managed tasks is required when a workflow definition is used to enact a long-running task on a higher level of the hierarchical dynamic task net. However, workflow definitions are often used to define procedures for individual engineers. The corresponding workflow-managed tasks often have a short duration and are defined on the lowest levels of the hierar-
chical dynamic task net. In these cases, it is not useful to schedule the subtasks of the workflow-managed tasks. Low-level workflows can be excluded from resource-constrained scheduling in different ways. As described in Section 7.1, the following tasks are not taken into account during scheduling.

- Tasks with a duration of 0 days,
- Tasks with an undefined duration and a workload of 0 MHRS,
- Tasks whose parent task has a duration of 1 day only,
- Tasks with granularity level Work Step.

The granularity of the subtasks defined in a workflow template can be set to Work Step. This way, the automatic scheduling algorithm will schedule all instances of this workflow template as atomic tasks and will neglect the subtasks which represent the workflow activities. If a workflow-managed task itself has the granularity Work Step, it is not scheduled at all. Furthermore, if the duration or workload of a workflow is too little, it is not scheduled at all (0 days) or only as an atomic task (1 day). This way, low-level workflows can be enacted as part of the overall dynamic task net, but they are neglected when it comes to scheduling.

### 7.5 Export to Database

After a successful scheduling run, the memory representation contains the earliest and latest possible start and end times of all tasks in the project as well as the updated planned dates, resource assignments, and workload distributions of the (partially) scheduled tasks. These values and distributions are written to the database after a successful scheduling pass when the user, who initiated the scheduling pass, accepts the results.

The computed constraint dates are exported to the Comos database for all tasks in the project and override possibly existing values. Even not scheduled tasks receive the new computed constraint dates. These new values are necessarily consistent with the constraint dates and planned dates of the not scheduled tasks because otherwise scheduling would have failed. The local rescheduling of a subnet may influence the earliest and latest possible start and end times of not scheduled tasks in other parts of the project. This information is relevant for the responsible resources of these tasks to assess the criticality of their tasks after the plan changes.

In contrast to computed constraint dates, planned dates of not scheduled tasks are never changed during scheduling and are therefore not exported to the Comos database. The local rescheduling of a subnet does not affect the planned dates of tasks which are not part of this subnet.

The planned start and end times of scheduled tasks and the computed workload distributions are exported to the Comos database. The planned start times of partially scheduled tasks remain unchanged and are therefore not exported. However, the planned end times and the workload distributions of partially scheduled tasks may
be changed by the scheduling algorithm. Therefore, they are updated in the Comos
database.

Resource-constrained scheduling assigns resources to task assignments of (parti-
ally) scheduled tasks which do not have resources assigned yet. These assignments
are exported to the Comos database. Accordingly, the workload which is scheduled
for task assignments is added to the used workload in the work calendars of the
resources.

The total duration of a task specifies the number of work days required for the
task with respect to the work calendar of the task. It should be consistent with the
planned start and end times of the task at any time, i.e. between the specified dates
for planned start and end, the work calendar of the task should contain as many
work days as specified by the total duration. The total duration can be manually set
for tasks in the persistent dynamic task net. The defined values are imported into the
memory representation of the task net. During resource-constrained scheduling, the
total duration of a task may increase due to the scheduling of its task assignments
and subtasks as described in Section 7.3.2. This increased value of the total duration
is exported to the Comos database after scheduling. The user who initiated the
scheduling pass is informed about all cases in which the total duration of a task has
been increased.

The update of the total duration reveals a common issue related to the adaptation
of workload, budget and duration. If the workload, budget or duration of a task are
automatically increased due to a modification of the task assignments or subtasks
or due to rescheduling of the subprocess, then the adapted values cannot be distin-
guished from manually set values afterwards. If a later plan change or a scheduling
pass leads to a state in which the increased value of workload, budget or duration
is not necessary anymore, the values are not reduced automatically, because they
could be intentionally specified by the user. In all these cases, the user has to reduce
the workload, budget or duration of a complex task manually to account for the
decrease of the respective values for the task assignments or subtasks. In this sense,
the automatic increase of the total duration of a task during scheduling is in line
with the update of the total workload and budget of a task in case of manual changes
to the planning data. The only difference to the case of workload and budget is that
the computed duration of the task assignments and subtasks depends on the number
of work days and available resources in the timeframe for which the parent task is
scheduled. If the task had been scheduled for a different timeframe, the computed
duration could have been shorter, so that an increase of the total duration of the
parent task would not be required.

Altogether, computed constraint dates, planned dates, durations, workload distri-
butions, and assigned resources are exported to the Comos database after scheduling.
For not scheduled and (partially) scheduled tasks, only those properties are exported
which can generally be changed by the scheduling algorithms.
7.6 Related Work

The related work on temporal analysis and scheduling can be coarsely divided into two different areas of research. First, there is the large scheduling community which is concerned with project scheduling, production scheduling in manufacturing systems, and the like. Second, there is a part of the process management community which has tried to incorporate the aspect of time into workflow management. The latter has adopted some techniques from the former, tackled problems which are specific to workflows, but also reinvented established solution concepts.

7.6.1 Resource-Constrained Scheduling

The scheduling research community has been quite successful in recent years, and scheduling research has had an increasing impact on practical problems [Smi03]. A large number of different approaches and algorithms exist for solving the different variants of the resource-constrained scheduling problem. Current scheduling techniques are capable of solving large problems and they are capable of generating schedules under broad and diverse sets of temporal and resource constraints. Furthermore, various different optimization goals can be handled. However, scheduling is not a solved problem as Smith argues in [Smi03]. The open research questions relate inter alia to the management of change and the integration of planning and scheduling. These problems have been addressed in this thesis by the solution for resource-constrained scheduling presented in this chapter and a change management procedure which will be presented in Chapter 9.

In this section, related work on scheduling is presented. First an overview over common general solution approaches and the different problem classes is provided. After a short coverage of robust scheduling approaches, related work on schedule repair is presented which addresses the problem of rescheduling at project runtime. Finally, the scheduling functionality provided by commercial project management systems is shortly reviewed.

A quantitative comparison of the scheduling algorithms presented in this thesis with related solutions from literature regarding the quality of the generated schedules has not been performed for two reasons. First, the algorithm presented in this thesis differs significantly from scheduling algorithms found in literature in that it takes the hierarchical structure of a task net and the execution state of the tasks into account. Therefore, the problem instances are not comparable and consequently neither are the generated solutions. Second, the optimization of the generated schedule with respect to the makespan of the project or the tardiness of tasks has not been the focus in this thesis.

Overview

Over the last decades, several different approaches have been developed for solving the resource-constraint project scheduling problem and its numerous variants. In Section 3.2, the general approaches have already been introduced. There are
exact methods which aim at finding the optimal solution for the respective optimization problem. On the other hand there are heuristic approaches, which aim at finding good feasible solutions efficiently. The heuristics can be distinguished into constructive heuristics and improvement heuristics.

In [Haj97], Hajdu presents network scheduling techniques for construction project management covering the steps of network-based project planning, critical path analysis, and the precedence diagramming method. Finally, resource leveling and resource allocation are treated.

Kolisch and Padman provide in [KP01] an integrated survey of project scheduling. Different optimization objectives for project scheduling are presented and optimal approaches as well as heuristic approaches to solve the respective optimization problems are reviewed. In [KH98], Kolisch and Hartmann review the heuristic algorithms for solving the resource-constrained scheduling problem in detail. In particular, the parallel and serial schedule generation schemes are presented as examples for constructive heuristics. Simulated annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms are shortly described as examples for meta-heuristics. Finally, a computational analysis of the different algorithms is performed.

Herroelen, De Reyck, and Demeulemeester provide in [HRD98] a survey over developments with respect to the research on resource-constrained scheduling until the year 1998. In particular, research work addressing the generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem (GRCPS) and the resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence constraints (RCPSP-GPR) is reviewed (cf. Section 3.2). A much more elaborate overview is provided in the research handbook on project scheduling by Demeulemeester and Herroelen [DH02]. It can be considered as a fairly complete overview over the different scheduling problems, optimization goals, exact and heuristic solution approaches, which even covers stochastic, robust, and reactive scheduling. A similarly but less extensive overview is provided by Klein in his dissertation [Kle00] in which he performs several computational experiments to compare the different approaches for solving the RCPSP and the GRCPS with respect to their runtime efficiency.

The algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling presented in this thesis can be categorized as a constructive heuristic, which does not necessarily yield an optimal schedule with respect to the project’s makespan, but efficiently generates a good and feasible schedule. All related work on project scheduling does not explicitly address hierarchically structured task networks. It is generally assumed that precedence relationships are only defined for the tasks on the lowest level of a work breakdown structure and that the duration of complex tasks cannot be specified independently of their subtasks.

In contrast to the previously reviewed established approaches for solving the GRCPS, the algorithm presented in this thesis can not only be used to generate an initial baseline schedule, but also to repair a project schedule at runtime. In project management and other application domains for scheduling algorithms, generated baseline schedules often have to be revised at project or process runtime. The possible disruptions which may occur at runtime cannot be determined in advance,
which is subsumed under the term uncertainty. Surveys over the current research regarding scheduling under uncertainty are presented in [HL05, ALM+05, OP09]. In contrast to approaches which aim at generating an optimal baseline schedule before the start of the project, the surveyed works particularly target possible disruptions at project runtime. The reviewed publications are classified into five fundamental approaches: reactive scheduling, stochastic project scheduling, proactive robust scheduling, fuzzy project scheduling, and sensitivity analysis, where the latter two are not related to the approach of this thesis.

Predictive-reactive scheduling is concerned with repairing the baseline schedule in case of disruptions. Simple techniques aim at restoring the consistency of the schedule and are referred to as schedule repair actions. An example is the well-known right shift rule which may however lead to poor results. At the other end of the spectrum of reactive scheduling approaches is the full rescheduling of the project part which remains to be executed. Match-up scheduling matches up with the baseline schedule within a given time frame. In contrast to predictive-reactive scheduling, completely reactive scheduling does not create a baseline schedule in advance but decisions are made locally in real-time, e.g. by using priority dispatching rules. In the following, the term reactive scheduling is used for predictive-reactive scheduling. The approach presented in this thesis can be categorized as a reactive scheduling approach. In case of dynamic changes, the task net is (partially) rescheduled to reestablish the consistency of the timing data.

Stochastic project scheduling is mainly concerned with solving the stochastic resource-constrained scheduling problem which aims at scheduling project activities with uncertain durations in order to minimize the expected project duration subject to zero-lag finish-start precedence constraints and renewable resource constraints. Due to the presence of both, resource constraints and random activity duration, no baseline schedules are used, but schedules are generated on-the-fly by applying scheduling policies. In that sense, stochastic project scheduling is a form of completely reactive scheduling. Without an explicit baseline schedule no advance commitments to subcontractors and customers can be made in a project. Hence, merely applying scheduling policies is not feasible for engineering projects, which is why the scheduling of dynamic task nets could not be based on stochastic project scheduling approaches.

Proactive robust project scheduling is an interesting approach for achieving ex ante stability in contrast to ex post stability which is achieved by reactive scheduling. With proactive robust scheduling, the baseline schedule is generated in a way that in case of disruptions during runtime like overdue activities, reactive measures are in most cases not necessary. For example, slack time can be distributed to protect several activities. The schedules generated by PROCEED for dynamic task nets are robust to some extent when buffers for the duration and workload of complex tasks have been planned. The hierarchical structure of a dynamic task net together with explicitly defined durations and workload for complex tasks which exceed the respective aggregated values of the subtasks leads to a stable baseline schedule for which changes to the dynamic task net at project runtime have only local impact.
**Robust Scheduling**

In [SW00, DGB01, HL04, VDH05, DDHVdV06, dVDH08], different algorithms for solution robust scheduling are presented. Solution robust scheduling aims at the generation of baseline schedules which have to change as little as possible in case of disruptions at runtime. The common optimization goal is to minimize the expected weighted deviation in task start times in the repaired schedule from those in the baseline schedule. This is achieved by scheduling activities later than their earliest possible start times in the baseline schedule to ensure that at runtime they can be started as scheduled even if preceding activities have been delayed. The presented algorithms include time buffers in a given schedule while the project due date remains respected.

Three slack-based techniques for generating robust schedules are reviewed in [DGB01]. Temporal protection simply extends task durations before scheduling to obtain so-called protected durations. Time window slack modifies the scheduling problem definition to ensure that each activity will have at least a specified amount of slack rather than extending task durations before scheduling. In this way, slack times are explicitly represented and can be reasoned about during scheduling. With the focused time window slack technique, tasks obtain more slack time when it is more likely that a disruptive event will occur before their execution, i.e. intuitively that tasks which are scheduled later receive more slack time. In [VDH05] resource flow networks which were introduced in [AR00] are used to determine the required time buffers. The remaining solutions for proactive robust scheduling include constructive heuristics, algorithms based on linear programming and constraint programming, as well as combinations of the latter two.

Related work on solution robust scheduling always assumes a flat task network. In this thesis, the hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets has been used as a means to increase the stability of the generated schedule. Instead of planning a time buffer between activities by scheduling tasks late, the approach presented in this thesis allows to incorporate a time buffer into the total duration of a complex task which enables the timely start of succeeding tasks even if subtasks have been delayed. In a way, the chosen approach can be considered as temporal protection in a hierarchically structured task net.

**Reactive Scheduling**

According to [Smi94], scheduling is an ongoing reactive process where evolving and changing circumstances continually force reconsideration and revision of pre-established plans. Traditional scheduling research has ignored this process view of the problem, focusing instead on optimization of performance under idealized assumptions of environmental stability and solution executability. Reactive scheduling is concerned with reestablishing the feasibility of a schedule which has been flawed due to disruptions at runtime. Several approaches also try to optimize the repaired schedule.
Sadeh et al. In [SOS93], the approach for reactive scheduling implemented in the MicroBoss scheduler is presented. Two levels are distinguished on which disruptions to the schedule can be handled. On the control level, small disruptions are handled by simple control rules. On the scheduling level, the schedule is repaired or re-optimized from a more global perspective. Inter alia two conflict propagation procedures are introduced which can be used as control rules for handling disruptions on the control level, but which can also be used to determine a set of tasks which shall be rescheduled by the global scheduling algorithm implemented in MicroBoss. The so-called right shift rule (or right shifting heuristic) moves forward in time all those tasks which are affected by the failure of a resource, either because they were assigned to the resource, or due to incoming control flows from shifted tasks. This technique may produce poor solutions, since it does not re-sequence tasks. A more sophisticated heuristic is the right shifting and jumping procedure which bumps forward tasks in time while jumping over some tasks which do not need to be moved. This procedure identifies a smaller number of tasks to be rescheduled but may still lead to poor results. The right shift rule has been one of the first heuristic operations for schedule repair. It is an example for a rule which identifies all affected tasks in case of a disruption.

The rescheduling approach implemented in PROCEED does not make use of this kind of simple repair rules. Defining a complete set of repair rules which covers all possible disruptions would have been tedious and futile since their application generally leads to poor results. Therefore, the constructive heuristic used for initial schedule generation has been extended to be applicable for schedule repair. The parallel heuristic generates a new schedule to handle all occurred disruptions, whereby preparing tasks can be moved forward in time. However, only those preparing tasks which are directly or indirectly affected by the disruptions are actually moved because for all other tasks the time and resource constraints have not changed and they are consequently scheduled for the same dates as before.

Bean et al. A heuristic approach for match-up scheduling was originally introduced in [BBMN91]. The heuristic for schedule repair tries to repair a schedule in case of disruptions in a way that the repaired schedule equals the original schedule after a specified time frame, i.e. only start times and resource assignments of tasks which lie in this time frame are changed. The application domain of [BBMN91] are automotive manufacturing problems. Therefore, resources are machines which perform jobs in sequence. The general procedure of the match-up scheduling algorithm (MUSA) consists of four steps. First, for every disrupted resource (machine), a minimum match-up time $T$ is determined. Then, the jobs on each machine are re-sequenced before $T$ whereby the deviation from the original schedule which is measured by a cost function may not exceed a specified threshold. If this is possible for all machines, then the algorithm is successfully terminated. Otherwise, the match-up times are incrementally increased and resequencing for individual machines is performed again. If the match-up time of a resource exceeds a global maximal value, jobs are reallocated between machines, i.e. the resource assignments are changed. The
algorithm underlies the assumption that match-up with the original schedule is eventually possible. This is theoretically proven for the case that there is sufficient slack time in the original schedule. Since this cannot be guaranteed in general, the practical solution is to use a time limit after which the algorithm stops.

Some aspects of the described approach can be found in the approach for schedule repair presented in this thesis. The local rescheduling of a subprocess in PROCEED implicitly defines a time frame after which the original project schedule is left unchanged. In this way, match-up scheduling can be performed for a fixed match-up time. However, the match-up time cannot be arbitrarily chosen but the possible values are implicitly defined by the hierarchical structure of the dynamic task net. Furthermore, rescheduling in PROCEED does not automatically change resource assignments if the schedule cannot be repaired. The user has to change or reset certain task assignments manually.

Smith In [Smi94], Smith presents the OPIS scheduling system which has been designed to automatically revise schedules in response to changed solution constraints. The application domain of the OPIS system is manufacturing production management, i.e. the scheduling of tasks on a production line where the available resources are machines which perform the steps of the production process. Changes to solution constraints may arise due to machines break down, delayed arrival of materials, unexpected production demands, and the like. Due to the focus on production management, the rescheduling approach does not rely on human interaction with the system. The integration with user decision-making processes and the development of flexible interactive scheduling tools is mentioned as intended future research in the conclusion. The problem of reactive scheduling is broken down to two steps. First, the feasibility of the schedule has to be reestablished. Second, certain optimization objectives have to be met, e.g. compliance to due dates, minimization of tardiness of tasks, maximization of resource utilization. Schedule repair is achieved by incrementally revising schedules in response to changes to solution constraints. An approach from AI planning is applied where a control cycle is iterated until all conflicts have been resolved. One iteration consists of the steps event aggregation, event prioritization, event analysis, and subproblem formulation, where the last step yields a complex task which is performed to change the schedule. Different subtasks can be performed to repair the schedule. The so-called strategic alternatives include the application of the right shift rule to achieve feasibility and the application of the left shift rule to optimize the schedule. A specific characteristic of the approach is that the existence of a feasible solution is guaranteed by assuming that constraints are infinitely relaxable, e.g. due dates do not necessarily have to be met.

The approach for schedule repair presented in [Smi94] differs from the approach presented in this thesis in several ways. In [Smi94] a schedule is repaired by incrementally applying local repair actions, while the heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling described in this thesis is globally applied to reschedule complete dynamic task nets or subnets thereof. As a consequence, the latter can also be applied
to initially generate a baseline schedule. The application domains of [Smi94] and this thesis differ. While the former addresses production management, the latter addresses scheduling as part of project management. As a consequence, the approach for schedule repair presented in [Smi94] does not involve human interaction, while the approach presented in this thesis relies on manual management decisions in case that no feasible schedule can be generated. In particular, time constraints can only be relaxed manually.

**Zhu et al.** In [ZBY05] different possible disruptions at project runtime are analyzed and categorized, and a solution for schedule recovery is presented which is based on linear programming. Only the RCPSP is addressed, i.e. PDM and generalized precedence relationships are not considered but only sequential control flows. The proposed classification scheme for the different types of disruptions will be reviewed in the related work section of Chapter 9. Several recovery options are available to repair a disrupted schedule. Rescheduling of the defined tasks assigns new planned start and end times which takes into account changed constraints. Changes to the so-called resource-duration mode of tasks may resolve inconsistencies which include subcontracting and task cancellation. Finally, so-called resource alternatives increase resource availabilities. The recovery problem is defined as getting back on track as soon as possible at minimum cost, where cost is a function of the deviation from the original schedule. The problem is formulated as an integer linear program and is solved with a so-called hybrid mixed-inter programming/constraint programming procedure. A recovery window is defined which determines the time period after which the project shall again be executed as originally planned, i.e. the part of the original plan after the time window is not changed. Computational experiments have been conducted to determine the effects of different factors related to the recovery process. It has been found that schedule repair is harder to solve when the original schedule is optimal instead of just a good schedule. The earlier a disruption is detected, the easier is schedule repair.

The approach presented in [ZBY05] is related to the approach for resource-constrained scheduling presented in this thesis in several ways. The possible disruptions at project runtime which have been identified in [ZBY05] may occur in the same way in a dynamic task net, and most of the recovery options can be mapped to dynamic changes of a timed dynamic task net, as it will be shown in Chapter 9. The solution approach based on linear programming cannot be directly compared to the constructive heuristic presented in this thesis. However, the heuristic also allows to repair a disrupted schedule at project runtime. It addresses a variant of the GRCPSP while in [ZBY05] only the RCPSP is addressed. The local rescheduling of a subprocess in PROCEED implicitly defines a time window after which the original project schedule is left unchanged. Finally, the experimental results of [ZBY05] have been one of the major motivations why an optimal solution of the scheduling problem has not been aimed at in this thesis.
Wang presents in [Wan05] a heuristic approach for repairing schedules which constitute solutions to the RCPSP. The scheduling problem is modeled as a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem where the due date constraint is considered as a hard constraint, i.e. the project deadline may not be violated. Unexpected changes during project runtime are regarded as additions or deletions of constraints to the problem. These changes include the shift of a task, a changed task duration, a change in certain resource capacities, and the addition or removal of a temporal constraint, e.g. the due date of a task. Two types of schedule conflicts may arise due to unexpected changes. Temporal conflicts are the violation of precedence constraints, earliest or latest start time constraints, or milestone constraints. A resource conflict exists when the aggregated resource demand exceeds the available capacity of a resource for a certain time. A reactive scheduling methodology based on meta-heuristic approaches is developed to repair a disrupted schedule. Thereby, the objective is to find a schedule that satisfies the temporal constraints and minimizes the resource constraint violation, i.e. resource constraints are not regarded as strict constraints. Two different meta-heuristics are applied for schedule repair. On the one hand a repair algorithm based on simulated annealing, and on the other hand a genetic algorithm. Computational studies are performed to test the performance of the proposed approaches. The computational time of the simulated annealing approach grows exponential as the time constraints become tighter while the computational time of the genetic algorithm remains constant. With respect to the quality of the solution, the simultaneous annealing approach performs slightly better.

The paper does not clarify why an approach based on meta-heuristics is particularly advantageous for schedule repair. Furthermore, it remains unclear in which way the implemented algorithms differ from similar improvement heuristics for solving the RCPSP. A common disadvantage of meta-heuristics is that it is difficult for the user to comprehend the applied changes for repairing the schedule and to track the problem solving process. While [Wan05] addresses schedule repair for the RCPSP, the resource-constrained scheduling algorithm presented in this thesis can be applied to instances of the GRCPS. In both cases, the project deadline is a hard constraint. However, limited resource capacities are also handled as hard constraints by the scheduling algorithm implemented in PROCEED. From a practical point of view, it seems to be questionable that resource capacities can be arbitrarily exceeded in [Wan05].

Zweben et al. An approach for schedule repair similar to that of [Wan05] was presented much earlier in [ZDDD93]. The proposed system uses constraint-based iterative schedule repair, a technique that starts with a complete but possibly flawed schedule and iteratively improves it by using constraint knowledge within repair heuristics. The applied meta-heuristic is based on simulated annealing. In every iteration step, violations of resource constraints and so-called state constraints are detected and one violation is selected. Repair heuristics are applied to decide how to repair the schedule with respect to the selected constraint violation. The changed
schedule is used for the next iteration or it is discarded depending on its quality and the escape function of the meta-heuristic.

In [ZDDD93], the authors argue why they applied iterative repair instead of constructive methods. The main argument against constructive methods is that previously scheduled tasks which are not directly affected by a constraint violation have to be unscheduled and rescheduled in order to repair the schedule, because they depend on tasks which are directly affected. According to the authors, determining these tasks is not straightforward. The heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling which is implemented in PROCEED solves this problem by using the execution states of tasks. Preparing tasks which have not been started yet by the assigned resources can easily be rescheduled without introducing to much nervousness due to a constantly changing schedule.

Van de Vonder et al. Van de Vonder et al. present in [dVBDH07] heuristic reactive project scheduling procedures. The objective of these procedures is to minimize the deviations between the original baseline schedule and the repaired schedule. The authors argue that solution robustness present in a predictive baseline schedule should also be maintained when the schedule is repaired due to disruptions at runtime. Reactive procedures should try to repair the predictive schedule in such a way that the included safety is preserved. For this purpose, the existing serial and parallel scheduling schemes for heuristic resource-constrained scheduling have been adapted. The new robust parallel scheduling scheme does not schedule tasks before their original planned start time. This is called railway scheduling. The new robust serial scheduling scheme tries to schedule the tasks as close as possible to their original planned start times but possibly earlier. The robust heuristics for schedule repair do not introduce any safety cushion against future disruptions themselves, but they merely try to maintain existing ones. In this sense, none of the procedures has a proactive nature.

During the review of related work on robust scheduling it has been argued that time buffers incorporated in the durations of complex tasks in a dynamic task net may lead to a certain schedule stability and are therefore a means for proactive robust scheduling. The heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling implemented in PROCEED naturally maintains the stability which results from these time buffers during schedule repair. In this sense the implemented heuristic could also be regarded as a procedure for robust reactive scheduling. Due to the hierarchical structure of the dynamic task net, it is in many situations not required to explicitly demand that tasks are not rescheduled to earlier dates. The successors of a complex tasks will not be scheduled earlier even if subtasks of the complex tasks may have been moved backwards in time. This surely does not cover all situations and it may very well happen that preparing tasks are scheduled for earlier dates. However, for running tasks the same rule applies as it has been introduced for the robust parallel heuristic in [dVBDH07].
Hao et al. The approach to resource-constrained project scheduling which is most related to the approach presented in this thesis has been developed at the same time and has just recently been published in [HSXW10]. The focus of this article is on multi-project scheduling, but also a solution for single project scheduling is presented. The problem of solving conflicts which arise at project runtime is addressed by proposing algorithms for rescheduling and interactive conflict resolution, so that the approach can be categorized as a reactive scheduling approach. A task network is defined containing the tasks in the project and the precedence relationships. Only sequential precedence constraints are defined in a task network which may however specify lag times. Furthermore, resource constraints and exclusive constraints can be defined for tasks where the latter specify that the respective task may not be executed in parallel to any other task in the project. A task network in [HSXW10] is not hierarchically structured but flat. The scheduling algorithm presented in [HSXW10] is related to the approach presented in this thesis in that task execution states are taken into account for scheduling. Scheduling is performed for a specified start date which is not necessarily the start date of the project. This scheduling start date is related to the date start ∈ Dates used in Section 7.3 in that tasks which have not been started yet are moved to this date. Tasks which were previously scheduled earlier are moved forward in time. Tasks which were previously scheduled later are possibly moved backwards in time if this is consistent with all defined precedence constraints. Scheduling is only performed for a part of the overall task network. The first not yet started tasks in the topology of the task net are determined. They constitute the so-called heads of the rescheduled part. All succeeding tasks are also part of the task net to be rescheduled. In contrast, an arbitrary subprocess can be rescheduled by the scheduling algorithm presented in this thesis. The subprocess is simply specified by the parent task in the task net hierarchy. Furthermore, not scheduled tasks may exist which constrain the latest possible end time of the rescheduled subprocess, which is not possible in [HSXW10]. In [HSXW10], the earliest possible start times of tasks are computed which results in a project plan. An early schedule is computed, but earliest possible times and planned dates are not clearly distinguished. The algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling is only informally described in [HSXW10] and it is not based on any established scheduling scheme. Resource constraints are handled after time constraints, i.e. at first, only a time-feasible schedule is generated which is then corrected with respect to resource constraints by shifting conflicting tasks to later start dates. This approach produces suboptimal schedules with respect to the project’s makespan and the resource usage which are probably worse than schedules generated by the parallel or serial scheduling scheme. Resource usage is defined per task but not for individual dates, so that only a uniform resource usage can be modeled.

With respect to multi-project management, an incremental and interactive algorithm is proposed in [HSXW10] which consists of the steps scheduling, conflict detection, and manual conflict resolution, which are performed iteratively, i.e. after the manual resolution of conflicts, the affected task network is rescheduled, conflicts are detected, and so on. The considered conflicts exist between tasks of different
projects, and the goal of the algorithm is to align the schedules of different projects with each other, which have previously been generated by the algorithm described above. The iterative and interactive procedure can however be compared with the scheduling approach developed in this thesis. If resource-constrained scheduling fails for a part of a dynamic task net in PROCEED, then the user is informed about the reason for the failure which are in most cases unresolvable conflicts between time and resource constraints of different tasks. The user has to modify the dynamic task net in order to enable a successful scheduling run. Furthermore, the change management procedure for dynamic task nets, which will be introduced in Chapter 9, is also iteratively performed until all time and resource conflicts are resolved. The manual changes to the task network available in [HSXW10] are crushing the task duration, shifting tasks, releasing task constraints, prioritizing tasks, and overtime arrangement. All of these changes can also be performed in PROCEED for tasks in a dynamic task net.

Altogether, the approach for resource-constrained scheduling presented in this thesis goes beyond the solution presented in [HSXW10] in several ways. Scheduling is supported for hierarchically structured task nets and arbitrary subprocesses thereof. The life cycle of a task is more elaborate and particularly includes the state of replanning. The scheduling algorithm is based on the well established parallel scheduling scheme for solving the RCPSP. Resource usage of tasks can be specified for individual dates, and tasks and resources can have individual work calendars.

**Scheduling Functionality of Commercial Project Management Systems**

Soon after the introduction of the personal computer, software tools for project management emerged. Since the beginning of the 90s, project management software packages provided functionality for resource-constrained project scheduling. Nowadays, there is a huge number of different project management solutions available on the market which differ significantly in their range of functions and with respect to the quality of the generated schedules. Since PROCEED is effectively an extended project management system, according commercial software packages are shortly reviewed in this section.

Due to the time complexity of optimal solutions to the resource-constrained scheduling problems, heuristic algorithms are implemented in commercial project management systems (PMS). Which algorithms are implemented exactly is proprietary information. Therefore, a comparison of commercial PMS can only be performed by experimental analysis but not with respect to the details of the implemented algorithms. Several publications describe the results of comparative studies of commercial PMS [Kol99, MT01, TB09b, TB09a]. Kolisch compared in [Kol99] the resource allocation capabilities of several commercial project management software packages, including Microsoft Project 4.0, Primavera Project Planner 1.0, CA Super Project 3.0, and Time Line 6.0. The criterion for comparison was the quality of the generated schedule with respect to the project’s makespan, i.e. the degree of variance from the optimal solution. An example input dataset was generated by varying several problem parameters including the number of activities, the number
of available resources, and the network complexity of the projects to be scheduled. The input data was loaded into the PMS and a so-called full leveling procedure was performed in each of the PMS. For all evaluated software packages, the schedule quality decreased for an increasing number of activities, and an increasing number of resources. However, the network complexity did not have a significant influence. While different tools were superior for different parameter settings, on average the Primavera Project Planner performed best, followed by CA Super Project and Time Line, while Microsoft Project generated only average solutions. A similar comparison of commercial project management systems has been performed and presented in [MT01] for a different selection of PMS. The compared systems are Acos Plus 8.2, CA SuperProject 5.0, CS Project Professional 3.0, Microsoft Project 2000, and Scitor Project Scheduler 8.0.1. The input data has been generated by a systematic variation of the same problem parameters as in [Kol99]. The generated schedules are compared with the respective optimal solutions regarding the project’s makespan. With respect to the mean and maximal deviation from the optimal solutions over all problem instances, Acos Plus performed best, followed by Scitor’s Project Scheduler. Finally, the most recent comparison of commercial project management software packages has been performed by Trautmann and Baumann and presented in [TB09b, TB09a]. The experimental setup and the criterion for comparison are the same as in [Kol99, MT01]. The most recent versions of the following PMS are evaluated: Acos Plus, AdeptTracker Professional, CS Project Professional, Microsoft Office Project 2007, Primavera P6, Sciforma PS8, and Turbo Project Professional. With the respective default resource-allocation options chosen, Sciforma PS8 computes the best project schedules, followed by AdeptTracker Professional and Microsoft Project, while Primavera P6 produces below average results. Besides the default settings, the impact of different priority rules have been evaluated. In contrast to the situation where the default resource-allocation options were selected, Primavera P6 and Acos Plus outperform the other packages when for every problem instance the best results are taken from several different schedules obtained by applying different priority rules.

For the comparison of commercial PMS with PROCEED, the available features for project planning and scheduling provided by the PMS are more interesting than the quality of the generated schedules, because the research on project scheduling in this thesis did not focus the optimization of the project’s makespan. In [MT01], some distinguishing features of the evaluated PMS have been described. Almost all software packages allow to specify the full set of PDM precedence constraints between tasks with the exception of CA SuperProject and Project Scheduler which do not support start-end relationships. All packages provide tools for managing resource-related costs including fixed costs per task and overtime costs. All evaluated project management systems allow to define different calendars for tasks and resources including working time and overtime per day, per week, and per month, as well as holidays. In this regard, PROCEED offers the same functionality as common commercial solutions. Acos Plus is the only tool which allows to specify maximal lag times for task dependencies but generally fails to find a feasible sche-
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In the presence of maximal lag times, this suggests that even the heuristic solution of the RCPSP-GPR is still beyond the capabilities of commercial project management systems. Nevertheless, commercial PMS are widely used in practice and are effectively applied for project management although maximal lag times cannot be defined. This suggests the assumption that the definition of maximal time lags is not essential in practice, in particular when due dates can be explicitly defined for tasks. For most tools evaluated in [MT01], resource allocation can be restricted to a subset of the defined tasks or to a specific time frame. Furthermore, Project Scheduler allows to restrict resource allocation to selected resources. In PROCEED, resource-constrained scheduling can only be restricted to a coherent subprocess but not to an arbitrary selection of tasks. Finally, different priority rules for resource-constrained scheduling including user-defined priority values can be selected in most tools. In PROCEED, user-defined priority values can be defined for tasks as well. The priority rules for resource-constrained scheduling however are fixed and cannot be changed by the user. In this respect, the scheduling functionality of PROCEED could be extended as already mentioned in Section 7.3.

In [Kle00], Klein presented an analysis of the main features common to all commercial project management systems at that time without referring to concrete products. In the project planning phase, a PMS can support the user in structuring, scheduling, resource allocation, and budgeting. With respect to structuring, the work breakdown structure and the organizational breakdown structure of a project can be defined. Furthermore, task durations, release and due dates, as well as precedence relationships can be specified. Most PMS support the PDM precedence relationships but no maximal lag times. The project can be represented as an activity-on-node network or as a Gantt chart. Consistency tests are performed during planning which detect, e.g., cycles in the project network. Scheduling in PMS refers to temporal analysis of the project network. A project calendar can be developed defining working periods and non-working periods. Critical path analysis can be performed considering release and due dates. Slack time calculations are usually restricted to computing the total float of the tasks. Regarding resource allocation, different resources can be defined and associated with their respective corresponding organizational units in the OBS. For renewable resources, individual calendars can be defined. Resource requirements of tasks can be specified, where only few PMS allow the resource usage of tasks to vary over their duration. A resource loading profile is generated for every resource based on the schedule obtained from critical path analysis. Resource conflicts can be resolved automatically by heuristically solving the GRCPSP. With respect to budgeting, the per period cost of human resources can be defined as well as costs for overtime work. In the project execution phase, the performance data of tasks can be input into the system. The progress of tasks is usually visualized in a progress Gantt chart. Some PMS are able to estimate the expected end times of delayed tasks. Most PMS are also able to track the cost performance. The budgeted costs of work performed are calculated automatically, and earned value analysis can be applied. Earned value analysis is only performed based on costs but not based on the planned workload. Finally, there are several functionalities provided by PMS
which are not related to a specific project management phase. In some systems, what-if analyses can be performed for comparing the effects of different plan changes. Multi-project management can be supported in different ways, where the most convenient approach is based on a central resource data base for all projects. Finally, some PMS implement access control mechanisms to grant the rights for certain operations only to a subset of the users.

PROCEED offers most of the functionalities provided by state-of-the-art project management systems. In this sense, it reconciles the AHEAD approach with the common standards for project management in practice. In contrast to commercial PMS, PROCEED is based on a formally defined management meta-model. Dynamic task nets are superior to ordinary project plans in that they represent the current enactment state of an explicitly defined process. The incorporation of task execution states into project network diagrams has been the basis for an innovative approach for resource-constrained scheduling and schedule repair which is not supported by existing PMS. Furthermore, the modeling of actual data flow enabled the definition of a new progress measure for tasks in a development project which will be introduced in Chapter 8. With respect to resource allocation, PROCEED is superior to most commercial solutions with respect to automatic resource-constrained scheduling with non-uniform resource availabilities and requirements. Finally, workflow management has been integrated with project management in PROCEED, and specific solutions for the scheduling and monitoring of workflow-managed task nets have been developed. This functionality is not provided by commercial PMS to date.

### 7.6.2 Temporal Analysis and Scheduling of Workflows

The workflow paradigm emerged in the 1990s. Around the turn of the millennium, several research groups started to investigate the timing aspects involved with the enactment of workflows. Thereby, several established techniques from the domain of project scheduling were adapted and transferred to the domain of workflow management. Several related works are concerned with temporal analysis of workflow definitions, in particular critical path analysis [PEL97, EPR99, CSK02, SKK05].

A distinguishing characteristic of workflow management is that an explicit distinction is made between the build time and the runtime of a workflow. The creation of a workflow definition is considered as the build time, while the runtime covers the enactment of a concrete workflow instance. In between, there is the instantiation time when a new workflow instance is initially created from a workflow definition. Some related works are concerned with consistency checks at workflow build time only [CSK02, SKK05, CP09], while others also cover the scheduling and timely execution of tasks in running workflow instances [EPPR99, KK99, ZCP01, CC02]. Only few related approaches can be found which address rescheduling of workflow instances at runtime [CC02].

Marjanovic et al. describe in [MO99, SMO00] some challenges for temporal management in dynamic workflows such as temporal uncertainty and dynamic modification of a running workflow instance. They identify time management support
that is required by a user of a WfMS to be able to effectively face these challenges, e.g. explicitly modeling unknown task durations, identification of affected temporal constraints by intended dynamic changes, as well as re-computation of expected start and end dates in case of performed changes. However, they do not describe how to realize this time management support.

Very little work has been performed with respect to resource constraints present in workflow definitions and instances [LYC04]. In this context, it is required to investigate the dependencies between different workflow instances [LY05].

Scheduling in the context of workflow management systems is sometimes understood as applying scheduling policies for assigning pending tasks to resources on-the-fly [BWE04, CP06]. These approaches are related to common solutions to the job-shop problem. In this case, tasks are not scheduled for specific dates. Therefore, the corresponding works are not reviewed in detail here.

**Eder et al.** Eder et al. made several contributions on how classical CPM and PERT computations have to be adapted for workflow definitions. Since workflow definitions can define alternative execution paths, the classical PERT approach is not directly applicable to workflows. Therefore, the extended PERT approach is presented in [PEL97]. Earliest and latest possible times are computed for the best case and the worst case execution, i.e. for the case that always the shortest path is selected at runtime, or respectively the longest path. Consequently, four dates are computed for the start and end events of tasks in a workflow. The authors claim, that the approach also covers loop structures in a workflow but they do not show how the ePERT computations work on a workflow definition which is not a directed acyclic graph. The timing information can be used in several ways at build time and at workflow runtime. At build time, static time failures, i.e. inconsistencies, can be detected and prevented. Furthermore, the workflow structure can be optimized with respect to timing issues. At workflow runtime, the time information can be used for pro-active and reactive scheduling as well as workflow controlling. Pro-active scheduling of workflows includes the selection of shorter alternative paths in case of delays and the skipping of non vital tasks. Reactive scheduling includes warnings and automatic compensation, e.g. by means of backtracking to a decision point where a shorter path can be selected. Finally, workflow controlling is concerned with the identification of late tasks but also with the collection of statistical data for the purpose of process improvement.

In [EPR99], the ePERT approach has been advanced. External deadlines are introduced which are defined by so-called fixed date constraints. Furthermore, minimal and maximal lag times between tasks can be defined. An extended critical path method computes task deadlines from external deadlines and lag times. At workflow build time, all dates are computed relative to the starting time of the workflow. These dates are transformed to actual dates upon workflow instantiation. During workflow runtime, the earliest and latest times are recomputed based on the actual dates of completed tasks.

In addition to the earliest and latest times, and the best case and the worst case
performance, another dimension is introduced in [EPR99]. Optional tasks can be defined, and a path through a workflow is called a fast path if all optional tasks are skipped, while on a slow path all optional tasks are executed. As a consequence, eight values are computed for the start and end dates of tasks.

In [EGP00], Eder et al. present a procedure for partially unfolding a workflow graph in order to solve some issues involved with explicit time constraints defined for tasks on alternative execution paths. In particular, superfluous time constraint violations are avoided which were detected by the approach presented in [EPR99] which treated parallel and alternative paths in the same way. [EP00] summarizes the results of the previous publications of the group. Furthermore, the concepts of early scheduling and late scheduling of tasks are introduced for workflow instances.

The results of Eder et al. can be compared to the approach to workflow scheduling and monitoring presented in this thesis. Like the original PERT and CPM approaches, no resource constraints are considered in the work of Eder et al. In PROCEED, the critical path analysis of a workflow-managed task net is only the preprocessing step for resource-constrained scheduling. The critical path computations for workflow-managed task nets presented in this thesis chose the shortest path from alternative paths instead of the longest. As a consequence, the computed constraint dates can be used as strict constraints during resource-constrained scheduling. If the longest paths were used, the computed constraint dates would be too restrictive. The computation of constraint dates for workflow-managed task nets in PROCEED can be performed at workflow runtime after workflow tasks have been completed. Thereby, neglected alternative branches are handled differently compared to the approach presented by Eder et al. Skipped tasks in a dynamic task net become zero-duration tasks and are not considered anymore during critical path analysis.

Son, Kim et al. In [CSK02, SKK05], a method is presented to systematically determine the critical path from a workflow definition. Block structured workflow definitions with synchronization edges are used as the underlying model. From every control flow block, the path with the longest average execution time is extracted and the control flow block is replaced by this sequential path. The replacement proceeds from the innermost to the outermost control flow blocks until all alternative branching and loop constructs are transformed. The resulting critical path is the path with the longest average execution time through the workflow. The approach allows to assess the criticality of workflow tasks in a workflow definition. However, it does not allow to compute earliest possible start times which can be used as strict constraints for workflow instance scheduling. Since the paths with the longest average execution times are extracted from control flow blocks, resulting earliest possible start times of succeeding tasks would be too late and succeeding tasks could be started earlier if shorter paths are selected at workflow runtime.

The intentions of temporal analysis of workflows in [CSK02, SKK05] and in this thesis are different. While in the cited articles the workflow definition is analyzed to identify critical tasks in a workflow definition independently of an actual workflow instance, in this thesis critical path analysis is performed for workflow instances
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as a preprocessing step for resource-constrained scheduling. In this context, it is important that the computed constraint dates are still valid during resource-constrained scheduling which is not necessarily the case for the approaches of [CSK02, SKK05]. Therefore, the computation of earliest and latest possible times for workflow instances presented in this thesis uses the alternative paths with the shortest average computation times.

Kafeza and Karlapalem Another early publication on time management in workflows is [KK99]. Temporal constraints can be defined between the start and end events of tasks which cover the PDM precedence constraints but without explicit lag times. This is one of few approaches to workflow management which is not restricted to sequential control flows. The consistency of a workflow definition with respect to the temporal constraints is checked by generating the corresponding event graph which connects the start and end events according to the time constraints. If the event graph is acyclic, then the temporal constraints are consistent. Besides a general system architecture for a temporal workflow management system, different scheduling policies are proposed. Thereby, global schedulers are distinguished from agent schedulers. A global scheduler assigns tasks to agents, i.e., resources, and the resources have their own scheduling policies to determine the order in which they execute the assigned tasks. A pseudo-static global scheduler schedules the tasks until the next alternative branching construct statically. After that, it waits until the decision for one of the alternatives has been made and then schedules the next portion of the workflow until the next alternative branching. In contrast, a dynamic global scheduler continuously computes the set of enabled but not yet assigned tasks and dispatches them to resources. The proposed agent schedulers are a first-in-first-out scheduler, an earliest-deadline-first scheduler, and a scheduler that selects the task with the shortest duration first. Different combinations of the dynamic scheduler and the agent schedulers achieve different scheduling goals, e.g., meeting the temporal constraints while missing some deadlines.

The presented approach is interesting insofar as automatic workflow enactment is realized in the presence of PDM precedence constraints. In PROCEED, the usage of control flow types is constrained to sequential control flows in workflow-managed task nets, because the Windows Workflow Foundation is used for workflow enactment. Furthermore, the scheduling algorithm assigns planned dates to all tasks and the assigned resources are expected to start and commit their tasks according to the planned dates. In the context of human-intensive development processes it would not make sense to define scheduling policies for agents, i.e., resources, because the human resources decide for themselves when to start a task. The dispatching of tasks to resources comparable to the dynamic scheduler in [KK99] is realized by setting the execution states of the tasks to Waiting, so that they are not scheduled for concrete dates.

Zhuge et al. In [ZCP01], the aspect of globally distributed workflow enactment over different time zones is addressed. Several time axes are modeled which are
mapped to one common reference axis. The notion of flow duration is introduced which incorporates the lag times between tasks which arise due to the transmission of control from one site to another. An approach for temporal consistency checking of workflows during build time and runtime is presented.

The aspect of different time zones has not been explicitly addressed in this thesis. A global reference calendar would have to be introduced to make the dates of individual resource calendars comparable. For certain time zones, the working hours scheduled for a particular date in the global calendar would have to be mapped to two half days in the global calendar.

**Combi et al.** Combi and Posenato introduce in [CP09] the concept of controllability for workflow definitions. A workflow definition is controllable if every possible workflow execution is consistent with all defined time constraints as long as all task durations lie between specified minimal and maximal values. This is related to the existence of a free schedule as it has been introduced in [BWJ02]. In [CP09], a conceptual model for workflows is introduced in which time constraints between the start and end times of different tasks can be defined. The introduced constraints together have the expressiveness of generalized precedence constraints with minimal and maximal lag times. An algorithm is presented, how the controllability of a block-structured workflow definition without loops can be verified efficiently. Because controllability is a stronger property of a workflow definition than the consistency of the time constraints, the algorithm implicitly checks the latter, too.

The approach is related to the evaluation of timing consistency constraints for workflow-managed task nets as defined in this thesis. However, the intentions of the two approaches differ significantly. While in [CP09], a workflow definition is analyzed in order to obtain propositions about all possible instances, in PROCEED concrete workflow instances are analyzed by evaluating timing consistency constraints and performing critical path analysis. The verification of controllability has not been the focus in this thesis. In PROCEED, expected durations of the defined tasks are used to determine their earliest and latest possible start times in order to decide whether the tasks can be scheduled in a time-feasible way. The fulfillment of timing consistency constraints is checked for the computed constraint dates and the planned dates of a workflow instance with respect to the expected durations. In [CP09], no fixed task durations are assumed. On the other hand, strict upper bounds for the task durations are defined and it is assumed that they are never exceeded. In the context of development processes it is infeasible to enforce a maximal task duration when the task is performed by a human resource. Therefore, a more practical approach has been followed in this thesis, where the constraint dates are recomputed at workflow runtime if the expected durations are exceeded. Finally, the approach for temporal analysis of workflows presented in this thesis explicitly takes loops in a workflow into account which has not been done in [CP09].

**Li, Yang et al.** Li and Yang cover two aspects regarding time management in workflows which have been neglected by other research groups, namely resource
requirements of workflow tasks and the interdependencies between concurrently executing workflow instances. In [LYC04], they investigate resource dependencies between different tasks in a workflow. They present an algorithm for checking the consistency of time and resource constraints in a workflow definition at build-time. The algorithm is based on computing the active interval of each task which is defined as the time period between the earliest start and latest end time of a task. In [LY05, LY04], the approach is extended to checking the feasibility of time constraints for concurrently executing workflow instances which require the same resources.

In PROCEED several workflow instances requiring the same resources may be executed concurrently as well. All workflow instances are embedded into the overall dynamic task net which represents the project plan. Resource dependencies between workflow instances are taken into account during resource-constrained scheduling. A time- and resource-feasible schedule defines a possibly interleaved sequencing of workflow tasks belonging to different workflow instances. If such a schedule exists, then all defined time constraints for the running workflow instances can be satisfied in the current situation. In this sense, the parallel heuristic solves the same problem as the algorithm of Li and Yang as presented in [LY05, LY04] while it is based on an established approach for project scheduling.

Chan and Chung The IPPM system which has already been reviewed in Section 6.4.1 integrates project and workflow management functionality. In [CC02], different methods are proposed to determine the duration of alternative branching constructs and loops. For alternative branching and parallel constructs, the branch with the maximal duration can be scheduled, or the average duration of all branches can be used. Finally, the weighted average of the durations can be computed weighted by the probabilities for the selection of the respective branches. In PROCEED, another possibility is added, namely to use the duration of the most probable branch. Furthermore, different durations are used for CPM and resource-constrained scheduling in PROCEED. For CPM, the shortest durations are used while for resource-constrained scheduling the longest or most probable durations are used. In [CC02], a so called prudent-estimated task replaces all optional tasks and future iterations of a loop. Its duration is defined as the expected duration of all expected further iterations. This is handled differently in PROCEED, where the first versions of iterated tasks are scheduled with expected durations which incorporate possible future iterations. Every workflow task in a loop carries the information about possible further iterations instead of introducing one additional task which covers the expected further iterations of the whole loop.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, algorithms for critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling of dynamic task nets have been presented. The algorithms are implemented in PROCEED and enable the user to perform automatic scheduling of the defined tasks based on the specified planning data, resource and time constraints. In the
following, the specific characteristics of the developed algorithms are reviewed which distinguish them from related work. Furthermore, a short outlook is provided on how the approach for scheduling dynamic task nets could be extended.

**Characteristics of scheduling approach**  The algorithm for critical path analysis is based on the classical approach which involves forward and backward scheduling of a task net [DH02]. The heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling is based on the parallel schedule generation scheme presented in [KH98, DH02, Kle00]. Several adaptations and extensions of the algorithms were required for their application to dynamic task nets. These modifications cover the following aspects.

- Hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets,
- End-end task dependencies,
- Individual work calendars for tasks and resources,
- Dynamic computation of task durations,
- Utilization of CPM results for resource-constrained scheduling,
- Heuristic schedule repair considering task execution states,
- Partial rescheduling of dynamic task nets,
- Scheduling of workflow instances.

Dynamic task nets are structured hierarchically and timing constraints apply for the task-subtask relationship. Therefore, the critical path method as well as the heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling have been extended to cover hierarchical task net structures. The developed hierarchical critical path method performs a depth-first traversal of the dynamic task net, and the computed constraint dates of a complex task depend on the respective computed constraint dates of the subtasks. During resource-constrained scheduling, a task only becomes eligible when its parent task is already scheduled for its start date. The planned end time of a complex task is updated to the planned end time of a subtask if the latter is later than the former. Furthermore, control flows between tasks contained in different subnets, i.e. task realizations, are taken into account during scheduling. Finally, task assignments and workload can be defined for complex tasks in a dynamic task net. The workload which is associated with complex tasks is distributed during resource-constrained scheduling. This is useful to model administrative work for a complex task, or to model an incomplete work breakdown structure where the total workload of a complex task includes the workload of subtasks which have not yet been defined yet.

Critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling for the cases of PDM task relationships and generalized precedence constraints have been addressed in related work [EK92, Wie81, DH02, Kle00]. However, simultaneous and standard control flows require specific attention during resource-constrained scheduling if
the task net is hierarchically structured and if the task durations are dynamically
determined. In both cases, the final planned end time of a task is not known when
the task is scheduled and backtracking has to be performed when the final planned
end time is inconsistent with the planned end time of a simultaneous or standard
predecessor. In case of atomic tasks, the forbidden set is used to delay the scheduling
of an inconsistent task. The planned end times of complex tasks are checked after a
complete scheduling pass which may lead to another scheduling pass with additional
constraint dates.

During resource-constrained scheduling, the planned workload of tasks and task
assignments is distributed according to individual work calendars of the tasks and
resources. The availability of the assigned resources may vary for different dates.
As a consequence, the resource consumption of task assignments may result in
non-uniform workload distributions.

The duration of a task is derived during resource-constrained scheduling from
the workload distributions of its task assignments, the duration of the subprocess
defined by its subtasks, and its total duration. As a consequence, the duration of a
task is not fixed before scheduling but may vary depending on resource availabilities.

The results of critical path analysis are used as constraints during resource-
constrained scheduling when CPM has been performed for a manually specified
project deadline. Thereby, all manually set release and due dates of tasks are taken
into account. If no time and resource feasible schedule can be found which respects
the project deadline, scheduling fails. This accounts for the common requirement in
plant design projects that the project deadline must not be violated.

A dynamic task net can be partially rescheduled at project runtime. The resche-
duling capabilities of PROCEED address one of the open problems of scheduling
research mentioned in [Smi03], namely the management of change during project
execution. The planned and actual performance of a process are explicitly distin-
guished in PROCEED. To adapt the plan to the actual performance of the process,
manual management decisions are required which may, e.g., align the total duration
and total workload of delayed tasks. After these operations, the schedule can be
automatically adapted to the changed planning data. A dynamic task net can be
partially rescheduled at runtime. The root of the subnet to be rescheduled can be
explicitly specified. Furthermore, certain tasks are excluded from scheduling due to
their planning data, granularity, purpose, or execution states. In particular, the ex-
clusion of waiting, suspended and terminated tasks from rescheduling distinguishes
the developed approach from related work on schedule repair: These tasks are not
rescheduled but impose constraints on the rescheduled tasks. Among the resche-
duled tasks, active and replanned tasks are treated in a special way in that their
planned start times are not changed. This accounts for the practical requirement
that the planned start time of a started task must not be changed anymore because
the assigned resource already started working on the task.

Finally, the scheduling of workflow-managed task nets takes the existence of
alternative branches and loops into account. Related work on workflow scheduling
is often confined to temporal analysis of the workflow definition. The approach
presented in this thesis addresses the scheduling of workflow instances thereby taking resource constraints into account. Workflow-managed tasks are automatically rescheduled at workflow runtime depending on the decisions made by the workflow engine.

**Open problems** The rules to compute the priority list for the parallel scheduling scheme are fixed in the current implementation of PROCEED, which is an unnecessary restriction. Different alternatives for the prioritization of tasks could be provided and the user could even be allowed to define his own comparison methods for the priorities of tasks. Different priority lists have an effect on the scheduling result. It was out of the scope of this thesis to investigate, which prioritization rules lead to better results of the scheduling algorithm.

The implemented parallel heuristic for resource-constrained scheduling may not lead to an optimal schedule in terms of the project makespan. It still remains to be shown how good the generated initial baseline schedules are compared to optimal solutions with respect to the project’s makespan. Furthermore, it has not been quantitatively measured, how good the scheduling results are with respect to the robustness and flexibility of the schedule. This kind of computational studies was out of the scope of this thesis.

The implemented resource selection during resource-constrained scheduling aims at a balanced resource usage but an optimal result is not guaranteed. Optimization goals which aim at a uniform resource utilization and a balanced resource usage have not been investigated.

Altogether, the computation of an optimal schedule with respect to different optimization goals was not the focus of this thesis. The focus of the thesis lied on investigating the possibilities for dynamic rescheduling of task nets at project runtime while taking task execution states into account.
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A key feature of process management systems is the monitoring of running processes. Especially in plant design projects it is essential to have accurate information about the current status of the enacted development process. This information is even more valuable if it is available at short notice. The PROCEED system supports incremental progress measurement of engineering design projects. At any time during the project, the current status can be retrieved, in which the most recent developments are reflected. The progress measurement functionality of PROCEED facilitates quantitative statements about the actual progress of tasks and allows comparing these to the planned progress which is derived from the project schedule. In this way, critical delays can be detected early.

The general approach for time management and progress measurement realized in PROCEED is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The estimated workload and budget of tasks and their expected durations are planned top-down in a dynamic task net. From this planning data, a baseline schedule is computed. At project runtime, the degree of completion is determined for every task in the project, and these values are aggregated on higher levels of the hierarchically structured dynamic task net.

In plant design projects, often reliable estimates are available for the required workload and costs for the different engineering phases and main tasks. The workload and costs can be distributed top-down over the work breakdown structure in the planning phase of the project. Thereby, the workload of a task is distributed to the subtasks. However, not the whole workload has to be distributed. On the one hand, workload can be associated with task assignments of a complex task. On the other hand, workload can remain at a task without being assigned to either subtasks or task assignments. This workload can be used at later stages of the project planning phase and even during project runtime for new task assignments, additional subtasks or as additional workload for existing subtasks. In addition to workload and budget, the durations of the main tasks in the project and the number of required resources can be estimated.

The scheduling algorithms implemented in PROCEED generate a time and resource feasible baseline schedule from the planning data. Thereby, eligible resources are assigned to the planned tasks in the dynamic task net. The schedule is the basis for progress measurement.

The degree of completion (DOC) of tasks in a dynamic task net can be calculated by means of several different progress measures which differ regarding the trade-off
between accuracy and measurement effort. In general, the actuality of the DOC of a task is more important than its accuracy [PR05]. Therefore, it would not make sense to spend much effort for measuring the progress of rather small and short-lived tasks. However, if the DOC of a complex, long-running task is measured by a too simple measure, then its accuracy is too low to be of any use. Consequently, progress measures with little measuring effort but low accuracy are generally used for small tasks in the project, which occur in large numbers, e.g. the specification of measuring points for the design of a chemical plant. Progress measures with high accuracy but with a comparably high measuring effort are used for critical and complex tasks in the project, e.g. the creation of a process flow diagram.

In PROCEED, the decision of which progress measure to use can be made for individual tasks or it can be specified for task types. As for other property values like the expected duration, the progress measure defined for a task type serves as the default value for all instances of this type. However, the selected measure can be changed for each task instance individually—even at runtime of the task.

Specific progress measures are used to aggregate the DOCs of subtasks at complex tasks. In this way, the DOCs of individual tasks are aggregated and propagated upwards in the hierarchical structure of the dynamic task net to finally arrive at DOCs
for the main project phases. Progress measurement may reveal bad performance of the development process which may require replanning and rescheduling at project runtime. Thereby, the structure of the dynamic task net may be modified, the scheduled dates may have to be adapted, and the DOCs of tasks may change. However, certain structural changes to a dynamic task net at project runtime may leave the DOCs of the respective parent tasks unchanged depending on whether time and workload buffer is available.

The DOC only measures the progress of a task in terms of its defined scope. It does not directly show, if the schedule will be met and the task will keep to the budget. Therefore, the actual performance of tasks has to be compared with the plan. In PROCEED, *earned value analysis* is applied for this purpose (cf. Section 3.3.2). For every task in a dynamic task net, the *Schedule Performance Index* (SPI) and the *Cost Performance Index* (CPI) are calculated. Depending on user specified thresholds for the SPI and CPI, tasks are marked in the PROCEED management views according to their degree of delay or budget overrun. Based on the SPI and CPI, the forecasted end time and the expected budget at completion are computed for every task, respectively.

Altogether, the approach for monitoring of engineering design processes is integrated in two ways. The planning and scheduling functionality is integrated with the progress measurement functionality, and several different progress measures are integrated to measure the progress of a process model instance.

Besides the calculation of performance indicators and their visualization in the management views, PROCEED additionally comprises a dedicated user interface for project status control. The development of this user interface was motivated by the specific characteristics of plant design processes: a huge amount of rather small engineering tasks and a high degree of simultaneous engineering. As a consequence, the presentation of tasks in network diagrams, Gantt charts, and task lists, and the indication of delays in these representations is not sufficient to assess the status of a project. Therefore, a concept for the *multidimensional visualization* of project management data has been developed to provide a condensed overview over all tasks in a project with their planned and actual workload and their current status. The processing of the management data for visualization is done in a *project data warehouse* to which the management data is exported in regular intervals. Additional views are provided to analyze the history of plan changes at project runtime which can be derived from the project plan snapshots in the data warehouse.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.1 describes and compares the different progress measures which can be used for individual tasks in a dynamic task net to compute their degree of completion. Section 8.2 describes, how earned value analysis is applied in PROCEED to determine the degree of delay and budget overrun of a task. Section 8.3 deals with the project data warehouse and the user interface for visual project status analysis. Related work on all aspects of process monitoring in PROCEED is discussed in Section 8.4.
8.1 Progress Measures

In project controlling theory and practice, several different progress measures are used, which range from simple heuristics to more accurate, complex measures [PR05]. The approach to progress measurement in PROCEED incorporates the most common of these techniques and complements them by new measures which are specific for dynamic task nets [Dre09, HW09, HW11].

A progress measure is basically a calculation method for the Degree Of Completion (DOC) of a task. The terms progress measure and calculation method will be used synonymously in the following. Common to all different calculation methods for the DOC of a task is, that the value is 0% if the task has not been started yet, and 100% if it has been terminated. However, they differ in how they calculate the DOC of an active task. Hence, in this section each progress measure is defined by a formula which is used to compute the DOC of an active task.

In the following, the different progress measures available in PROCEED are described in detail. For each measure an example case is given for which the measure is most appropriate. The measures are evaluated regarding their required effort and measuring accuracy and rated with one of the values Lowest, Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High or Highest. Finally, the measures are compared with each other.

The set of progress measures which are available in PROCEED is coarsely divided into two subsets. On the one hand there are measures, which do not take the progress of possibly existing subtasks into account. On the other hand there are measures, which rely on the execution states and DOCs of the subtasks. In the following, we call the former black-box and the latter white-box progress measures. Even for black-box progress measures, details of the respective task like planned and actual workload or the estimated remaining workload are taken into account. The term black-box here only refers to the fact that the progress of the subtasks is neglected.

8.1.1 Black-Box Progress Measures

The majority of progress measures found in literature fall into the category of black-box progress measures. In the following, the adopted measures are reviewed and formally defined in the notation used for all measures presented in this section. Furthermore an additional progress measure is presented which integrates the common practice to measure the progress of a plant design project by means of document states with the concept of dynamic task nets.

Established progress measures from practice  The simplest technique is the calculation method Absolute. Here the DOC of a task is 0% as long as it is not completed. Hence we have for an active task $t \in \text{Tasks}$

$$\text{DOC}_{\text{Absolute}}(t) = 0$$
This heuristic is suitable for small tasks in a project which occur in large numbers as subtasks of a common parent task, e.g. the specification of measuring points of a process plant. If the DOCs of these subtasks are aggregated at the parent task, this results in a fairly accurate DOC for the parent task. There is no measuring effort required for this measure. However, for the individual task it also has the lowest accuracy.

The Start/End heuristic returns a constant value \( k \) with \( 0 < k < 1 \) for the DOC of an active task:

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{Start/End}}(t) = k
\]

This method is slightly more accurate than the method Absolute, since active tasks are reflected with a non-zero contribution in the aggregated DOC of the parent task. At the same time, this method requires more effort, since the constant value \( k \) has to be defined. Nevertheless the effort is very low, since \( k \) can be defined for a task type and does not need to be changed for individual instances of the type.

Another common technique is the Time Proportional calculation of the DOC of a task. This technique underlies the assumption that the work defined by the task, for which the progress is measured, is carried out exactly as planned. This is a reasonable assumption for continuously performed work during the project like management activities. These activities do not have a specific goal or deadline, but the work is carried out as required. If a task is defined for this type of work in the dynamic task net, the Time Proportional calculation method is the most adequate. Let \( w_t \) be the working days of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) between its planned start and end times and let \( p_t \) be the number of actually passed working days between the planned start and end times of \( t \) until the current date. Then the DOC of an active task is computed as follows.

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{TimeProportional}}(t) = \frac{p_t}{w_t}
\]

If the planned end time of the task has already passed, the DOC is 100%. During the execution of the task, the progress increases linearly over time. This is the only calculation method which does not take the actual performance of the task into account but only the planned dates and the passed time. If the method is applicable for a task, then its accuracy can be evaluated as Medium while there is no measurement effort involved.

The DOC of a task can also be determined simply by an estimation made by a domain expert. The corresponding measure is called Expert’s Estimate. In theory, this method can be very accurate if sufficient information about the current status of the task is available and if the expert has enough experience. However, there are several social aspects which may bias the estimate [SKW07]. Therefore the accuracy of this measure may vary from Low to High. The measure requires comparably much effort for providing a good estimate, so that it has to be rated with High. Finally, an expert usually cannot provide an estimate on each working day over the complete duration of the task, which means that an up-to-date DOC is not available at any time. Let \( K_t = \{k_1, \ldots, k_n\} \) be the set of subsequent DOC estimates for a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), where \( k_n \) is the most recent one. The current DOC of the active task \( t \) is
Abbildung 8.2: Actual, planned, and forecasted total workload of a task.

then calculated as:
\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{ExpertsEstimate}}(t) = k_n
\]

The direct estimation of the DOC of a task may only be done by the resource that is responsible for managing the measured task or one of the superior tasks in the task net hierarchy (cf. Section 5.5). The progress measure is appropriate for long-term, critical tasks in the project whose DOC cannot be calculated based on the DOCs of the subtasks and where the responsibility for the estimated DOC has to be clearly defined.

The calculation method \textit{Estimate to Completion} calculates the DOC of a task based on the estimated remaining workload and the accumulated actual workload up to the current date. It requires a time registration system with which the assigned resources of the task can track their actual workload. As described in Section 5.1.3, the assignment of resources to tasks is explicitly modeled in the form of task assignments in PROCEED. Actual workload can be booked on these task assignments. For a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) with task assignments \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \in t \).TaskAssignments let \( A(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A(a_i) \) be its actual workload consisting of the registered actual workload of the task assignments, and \( R(t) \) the estimated remaining workload for the whole task. Then the DOC of the task is computed as
\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{EstimatetoCompletion}}(t) = \frac{A(t)}{A(t) + R(t)}
\]

The sum \( A(t) + R(t) \) is the \textit{forecasted total workload} of the task \( t \) assuming that no subtasks exist. Figure 8.2 shows an example where the forecasted total workload of the task is greater than the planned workload. In general, the forecasted total workload can be less, equal or greater than the planned workload, where the latter case indicates, that the actual performance does not meet the plan. As for the measure \textit{Expert’s Estimate} the remaining workload of a task may only be set by an authorized resource. The estimation requires much effort, comparable to the direct estimation of the current DOC. Together with the tracking of the actual workload this results in even more effort compared to the measure \textit{Expert’s Estimate}. Hence the required effort is rated as \textit{Very High}. The accuracy of the measure is comparable to the measure \textit{Expert’s Estimate} since an estimation has to be made and this may be equally biased. Its accuracy may therefore range from \textit{Low} to \textit{High}. As for the measure \textit{Expert’s Estimate}, the progress degree of the task is not always up-to-date. However, it may be more practical to give an estimate of the remaining workload
on a daily basis than to estimate the DOC directly with this frequency. The actual workload of subtasks is not considered in this progress measure. For tasks with subtasks, an aggregation method should be used. Therefore, the estimated remaining workload of a task is incorporated in one of the white-box progress measures as well.

Progress measurement based on document states In plant design projects, a common practice is to measure the status of the project by means of the documents which have to be created. For the different types of documents like flow sheets, device specifications, equipment lists, layout plans, etc., states are defined. Every document state is associated with a degree of completion of the document. The document states and progress degrees are usually defined in company-wide standards [Tec10]. In a concrete engineering project, a so called list of deliverables is assembled. The documents which have to be delivered are weighted by their required workload. During the runtime of the project, a document can reach a new state when a new revision is produced and released. At regular intervals, the progress values of the different documents which are derived from the current states are aggregated which results in a degree of completion of the whole project.

The disadvantage of this way of progress measurement is that it is completely detached from project planning. It is possible to derive a degree of completion for the whole project from the current document states, but if the calculated value indicates a delay of the project, the reason for this delay cannot be associated with specific tasks in the project plan. In the approach presented in this thesis, this problem has been solved by integrating the described progress measurement based on document states with the actual data flow which can be modeled in dynamic task nets by means of document revisions. The corresponding progress measure is called Document States.

For a document like a Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) several states can be defined together with according progress degrees. Furthermore, an estimate for the required workload for the document can be derived from reference data. From the progress degrees and the overall workload for the document, the accumulated workload can be calculated for each state. An example is given in Table 8.1 where five states are defined for the document type P&ID: Devices complete (DC), Piping complete (PC), Instrumentation Complete (IC), Issued for Review (IFR) and Issued for Construction (IFC).

In PROCEED, documents and tasks are managed in an integrated way. A document contained in the Comos database can be associated with an output parameter of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P&amp;ID (150 PH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 8.1: States and progress degrees for a P&ID
Abbildung 8.3: Task with produced document revisions.

Let $s_d^0, s_d^1, \ldots, s_d^k$ be the possible states of a given document $d \in \text{Documents}$, where $s_d^0$ denotes the initial state of the document right after its creation. Let $W_d(s)$ be the accumulated workload required to reach state $s$ of the document $d$. For every document $d \in \text{Documents}$ is $W_d(s_d^0) = 0$. For each output parameter of a task, the target state of the respective document is defined, i.e. the state which the document should reach in the scope of this task. For a given task $t \in \text{Tasks}$ which has an output parameter for document $d$, we denote $o_t^d$ for the defined target state of that output parameter. The current state which a document $d$ has reached in task $t$ is denoted as $a_t^d$. For each input parameter of task $t$, the input state which the corresponding document $d$ has before it is modified in the task can be determined as the target state of the connected output parameter. It is denoted as $p_t^d$. If the document is created in the task, then the input state is the initial state of the document $p_t^d = s_d^0$. Let $t$ be a task with $n$ output parameters associated with documents $d_1, \ldots, d_n$. Then, the DOC of task $t$ is calculated as follows.

$$\text{DOC}_{\text{DocumentStates}}(t) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( W_d(a_t^{d_j}) - W_d(p_t^{d_j}) \right)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( W_d(o_t^{d_j}) - W_d(p_t^{d_j}) \right)}$$

The sum of the accumulated workload for the actually reached document states is divided by the sum of the planned accumulated workload for reaching the target states.

In the example in Figure 8.3, the output documents P&ID.D, P&ID.R and P&ID.C of the task Detailed P&IDs have to reach the target state IFR. The documents are in state DC before they are modified in the task Detailed P&IDs. For the document
P&ID.D, two revisions have been created and released which represent the document states PC and IC as depicted in Figure 8.3. For the document P&ID.R, one revision has been released and the state PC has been reached. Another revision has been created but not yet released. In this case, the degree of completion for the task Detailed P&IDs computes to

\[
\frac{(105 - 30) + (60 - 30) + (30 - 30)}{(120 - 30) + (120 - 30) + (120 - 30)} = \frac{105}{270} = 38.89\% 
\]

Since it is a common practice to work with document states and workload estimates for documents in plant design projects, the used reference values often stem from long-year experience. Hence, the progress measure Document States can achieve a reasonably high accuracy regarding the progress of the defined tasks. However, the fact that for one task usually only few documents are considered may lessen the accuracy of the progress measure. Therefore the accuracy is rated as Medium. As long as no document revisions have been produced in a task, no meaningful DOC is available for the task. Until the next state has been reached, the DOC does not exactly represent the actual progress of the task.

The measure Document States is most appropriate for tasks, which produce complex and essential documents like flow sheets or layout plans, where reliable data for the document states and estimated workload is available. Since this data is required and target states for output parameters have to be defined, the effort for measuring the progress of a task by means of document states is rated as Very High.

### 8.1.2 White-Box Progress Measures

As described in Section 5.1.1 and Section 6.3, a task in a hierarchical dynamic task net can be refined by a subnet, which is either managed manually or by the workflow engine depending on whether a workflow definition exists for the subprocess. In the following, white-box progress measures are described which take the subtasks of the measured task into account. First, progress measures are described which are applicable for manually managed and workflow-managed tasks. These measures either use defined milestones or aggregate the DOC values of the subtasks. Second, a progress measure is presented which requires the measured task to be workflow-managed because it relies on reference data derived from completed workflow instances.

**Milestones** If milestones have been defined for a subnet of the overall dynamic task net, then the DOC of the parent task of the subnet can be calculated based on the Milestones measure. Each milestone is associated with an overall degree of completion which is set for the parent task as soon as the milestone has been committed (cf. Section 5.4). Let \( M_t = \{m_1, \ldots, m_n\} \) be the set of DOCs associated with the completed milestones which are contained in the realization of task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \). Then the DOC of task \( t \) is calculated as follows.

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{Milestones}}(t) = \max\{m_1, \ldots, m_n\}
\]
For the *Milestones* measure to return a meaningful DOC value, the dynamic task net containing the milestones should be structured in a particular way. The tasks and control flows have to form a weakly connected directed graph and the milestones should be cuts in this connected graph, i.e. removing a milestone would result in two disconnected graphs. Furthermore, all milestones should lie on all paths from the first to the last tasks in the subnet. Figure 8.4 illustrates the required graph structure, where the black boxes labeled with M represent milestone tasks.

The *Milestones* measure is most appropriate for complex tasks in the project where the DOCs of subtasks are not available or not reliable and where positions in the respective subprocess can be identified with which domain experts can associate progress degrees for the complex parent task. Furthermore, progress measurement based on milestones is common in practice, which is why a practical approach for progress measurement like the one presented in this thesis should incorporate this measure.

The disadvantage of the basic *Milestones* measure is that the DOCs of the subtasks between milestones are not taken into account for the DOC of the parent task. If reliable DOCs for the subtasks are available, then these should not be neglected. Hence, a variant of the *Milestones* measure has been defined, which also takes the subtasks after the last completed milestone into account. It is called *Milestones*+ because additional tasks are taken into account and the measure is slightly more accurate than the pure *Milestones* measure. However, to calculate the DOC based on this measure, the above mentioned graph structure is mandatory for the dynamic task net. Otherwise, the computation would fail. Let \( m_t = \{m_1, \ldots, m_n\} \) be the set of DOCs associated with the completed milestones, which are part of the subnet of task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), with \( m_i \leq m_j \) for \( i < j \). Furthermore, let \( m_{n+1} \) be the DOC of the next milestone which will be reached in the task net (due to the above mentioned graph structure, this milestone is unique) or the value of 100% if \( n \) is the last milestone in the task net. The set of all tasks between two subsequent milestones \( i \) and \( j \) is denoted as \( B_{ij} \subset \text{Tasks} \). Then the DOC of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) is calculated as follows.

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{Milestones}^+}(t) = m_n + \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i \in B_{n+1}^n} W(i)} \sum_{s \in B_{n+1}^n} (s.\text{DOC} \times s.\text{TotalWorkload}) \right) \times (m_{n+1} - m_n)
\]

The DOCs of the tasks after the last completed milestone are aggregated, weighted by their total workload. The difference between the overall degrees of completion...
defined by milestones \( n + 1 \) and \( n \) is multiplied by the calculated degree of completion of the subnet between these milestones, and the result is added to the overall DOC defined by the milestone \( n \). In this way, the progress of the tasks between the milestones \( n \) and \( n + 1 \) is taken into account.

For both measures which rely on the definition of milestones, there is considerable effort required for the estimation of the overall DOCs for the milestones in a task net. These estimates are specific for the subprocess defined by the subnet. Accurate estimates require reference values from previous projects and sufficiently experienced domain experts. Therefore, the measuring effort is rated as High. The accuracy of the Measures Milestones and Milestones+ range from Low to Medium, since the DOC-values defined for the milestones are based on estimates, and the progress of the other subtasks in the process is either not taken into account at all or only partly.

**Aggregation** One of the progress measures available in PROCEED has been particularly defined for aggregating the progress degrees of subtasks and is therefore called Aggregation. This measure is usually used on higher levels of the work breakdown structure, when other measures are not appropriate or applicable. The earned value of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) in terms of workload is defined as \( E(t) = t.\text{TotalWorkload} \times t.\text{DOC} \). If task assignments are defined for a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \), then their planned workload sums up to \( W_{\text{Ass}}(t) = \sum_{a \in t.\text{TaskAssignments}} a.\text{Workload} \). The DOC of task \( t \) is computed as follows according to the measure Aggregation

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{Aggregation}}(t) = \left( \frac{\sum_{s \in t.\text{Subtasks}} E(s) \times W_{\text{Ass}}(t)}{t.\text{TotalWorkload} - W_{\text{Ass}}(t)} \right) + \sum_{s \in t.\text{Subtasks}} E(s)
\]

Since no DOC is computed for task assignments, their planned workload is multiplied with the aggregated degree of completion of the subtasks. The accuracy of the measure Aggregation can be rated as Medium to High, since it combines the DOCs of the subtasks in a reasonable way. There is no additional measuring effort required for this measure.

If the actual workload of the task assignments of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) has been tracked and there is an estimate for the remaining workload for the task assignments of task \( t \), then the calculation can be refined to

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{Aggregation}+}(t) = \left( \frac{A(t) \times W_{\text{Ass}}(t)}{A(t) + R(t)} \right) + \sum_{s \in t.\text{Subtasks}} E(s)
\]

where \( A(t) \) and \( R(t) \) are defined as for the measure Estimate to Completion. The variant Aggregation+ of the measure Aggregation is more accurate. The estimation of remaining workload for the task may slightly improve the calculated progress degree. If the estimation is bad, it does not bias the aggregated value too much. Therefore, its accuracy is rated with High. Time tracking and estimation of remaining workload lead to a very high measuring effort as for the measure Estimate to Completion.
In the special case, where no task assignments with planned workload exist for task $t \in \text{Tasks}$, its DOC is computed as

$$\text{DOC}_{\text{Aggregation}^+}(t) = \text{DOC}_{\text{Aggregation}}(t) = \frac{\sum_{s \in t.\text{Subtasks}} E(s)}{t.\text{TotalWorkload}}$$

which is the weighted average of the DOCs of the subtasks, weighted by their total planned workload.

In conventional work breakdown structures, the workload of a complex task always equals the sum of the workload of its subtasks. Hence, every change to the planned workload of a task inevitably leads to a change of the planned workload of the parent task.

The total workload of a task is used as the normalizing factor in the progress measures $\text{Aggregation}^+$. If the total workload was always equal to the used total workload, then a change of the workload of a subtask would always lead to a change of the degree of completion of the task even if the DOC of the subtask was 0%. This would lead to unnecessary disturbance and confusion regarding the progress of the task during replanning. Therefore, the total workload of a task may exceed the used total workload in a dynamic task net. The creation of a new subtask or the increase of the total workload of a subtask can be covered by the unassigned total workload of a complex task. In these cases the total workload of the task remains unchanged and the dynamic change to the realization of the complex task has no effect on its degree of completion.

**Progress measurement of workflow instances** For workflow-managed tasks, a specific progress measure is available. The measure $\text{Workflow}$ calculates the DOC of a workflow-managed task based on reference values for the expected durations of the workflow activities. The current state of the workflow instance determines the expected duration of the workflow. The degree of completion of a workflow-managed task $t \in \text{Tasks}$ is calculated as the quotient of the actual duration and the expected duration of the workflow instance.

$$\text{DOC}_{\text{Workflow}}(t) = \frac{\text{Actual duration of workflow instance}}{\text{Expected duration of workflow instance}}$$

Reference values for activity durations are collected for all activities in a workflow definition—atomic activities as well as complex activities. The reference value for the duration of an activity is calculated as the mean duration of all occurrences of the activity in the completed instances of the workflow template. For an IfElse activity this has the effect that its mean duration equals the weighted average of the mean duration of its branches, weighted by the number of workflow instances which have chosen the respective branch during execution. This is illustrated in Figure 8.5. The mean duration of the activity If is 40 days and the mean duration of activity Else is 8 days. Nevertheless, the mean duration of the whole IfElse activity is only 10 days, because in the example only two workflow instances chose the If-branch while 30 instances chose the Else-branch ($10 = \frac{\left(40 \times 2\right) + \left(8 \times 30\right)}{32}$).
Abbildung 8.5: Reference values for a workflow definition.

For activities directly or indirectly contained in a While activity, more information is needed about their mean durations. For these activities, the mean duration is determined for every iteration of the surrounding loop construct separately. Figure 8.5 illustrates this. On average, activity S1 took 3 days in the first iteration, 2 days in the second and another 2 days in the third (3/2/2 days in Figure 8.5). For a While activity we furthermore store for each iteration the number of workflow instances which actually completed the respective iteration (e.g. 32/25/20 completed in Figure 8.5). In the example of Figure 8.5, the reference data only covers workflow instances with up to three iterations of the While activity. For more than three iterations, there are no reference data available. When reference values are required for further iterations of the While-loop, a simple heuristic is applied, which assumes that every further iteration will have approximately the same duration as the last one for which reference values are available. It is reasonable to assume that every further iteration of a loop does not take longer than the previous iterations, because the iteration of tasks in the context of a development project is usually performed to rework previous results. Therefore, later iterations will probably be shorter than the previous ones. However, since no information is available about the time saving in a later iteration compared to the previous one, the same value as for the previous iteration is used.

The tracking service of the workflow engine determines the total durations of workflow activities including work time and idle time. For progress measurement, only the effective work time is considered. This is achieved by suspending and resuming the workflow instance after and before working on the tasks respectively. The suspension time is subtracted from the total activity durations. This applies for
the workflow instances which are used to compute the mean activity durations, as well as for the measured workflow instance. Consequently, the activity durations reflect when the assigned resources were actually working on the respective tasks.

The quality of the reference values for activity durations depends on the number of workflow instances which are taken into account and the standard deviation of the measured durations. Only those workflow instances should be considered, which have been executed in a comparable project. Dynamically changed workflow instances are not taken into account for the computation of reference data for the original workflow template. Reference values for activities, which were dynamically added or removed, cannot be used or collected respectively. If an activity was dynamically removed, incorporating a duration of zero time units into the mean duration of this activity would bias the reference value for its duration. If an activity was dynamically added, the calculated reference value cannot be associated with an activity in the original workflow definition. Consequently, dynamically changed workflow instances have to be handled as new variants of the workflow definition and—if sufficiently many instances with the same dynamic changes exist—separate reference values can be calculated for these variants.

At runtime of a workflow instance, the reference data which has been collected for the workflow template is used for progress measurement. The DOC of a running workflow instance is recalculated after every closing event of an activity. The actual duration of the workflow instance is calculated as the time span between the start of the workflow and the closing event, where suspension times are subtracted. The expected duration of the workflow is calculated based on the actual durations of closed activities and the expected durations of all activities which still have to be executed. The algorithm updates the expected durations of all complex activities which directly or indirectly contain the recently closed activity. This leads to an updated expected duration of the whole workflow instance. The degree of completion can then be computed based on the updated expected duration.

The essential step of the algorithm is the recalculation of the expected durations of all complex activities directly or indirectly containing the recently closed activity. For Sequence and IfElse activities this is quite straightforward. The expected duration of a Sequence activity is the sum of the actual durations of all closed activities, the recursively computed expected duration of the activity containing the recently closed activity, and the expected durations of all subsequent activities which are taken from the reference data of the workflow template. For an IfElse activity, the expected duration of the selected branch is calculated which is at the same time the expected duration of the whole IfElse construct.

In case of a While activity, future iterations have to be taken into account. Similar to the Sequence activity, the actual durations of all completed iterations and the expected duration of the currently executing iteration are summed up. Furthermore, a time span is added to the result which covers the expected duration of probably executed future iterations of the While loop.

Figure 8.6 shows on the top the iterations of a While activity in a running workflow instance. The While activity contains only the single activity S. Activity S has been
Abbildung 8.6: Reference data for an iterated activity.

iterated $i - 1$ times and the surrounding While activity is now in iteration $i$. The expected duration $e_i$ of iteration $i$ is calculated based on the reference values for this iteration. For this purpose, reference values are stored for the activities contained in a While activity for each number of iterations separately. To obtain the expected duration of the complete While activity, the expected remaining time for all following iterations has to be determined. Since it is not known how many further iterations the While loop will have in the workflow instance, the remaining time of the While loop is computed using the probabilities for the additional iterations. For every number of additional iterations, the probability is determined that the While loop will iterate that often. These values are multiplied with the corresponding expected remaining durations for the respective number of iterations. The sum of these products is the expected remaining duration of the While loop. The probability for a certain number of additional iterations is derived from the reference data, i.e. from the number of workflow instances which completed this many iterations. Altogether, the expected duration of a While activity in iteration $i$ is computed as follows.

$$e_{\text{While}}^i = \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} a_j + e_1 + \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} c_j} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \left( c_j \times \sum_{t=1}^{d_{i+t}} \right)$$

The semantics of the variables in the formula is illustrated in Figure 8.6. For a certain number $j$ with $1 \leq j \leq k$, the variable $c_j$ denotes the number of workflow instances in the reference data which have completed $i + j$ iterations. The sum of the average durations of the iterations $i + 1$ to $i + j$ is the expected remaining duration of the While loop for $j$ further iterations.

A concrete example can be provided based on the workflow definition and reference data of Figure 8.5. Here, it is assumed that an instance of this workflow type has just completed activity S1 after 5 days, which is 2 days longer than expected. The expected duration of the Sequence activity in the first iteration is therefore 7 days, and the expected duration of the whole While activity is

$$0 + 7 + \frac{(25 - 20) \times 4 + (20 \times (4 + 3))}{25} = 13.4$$
The degree of completion of the whole workflow instance computes to $\frac{5}{23.4} = 21.4\%$ which is less than the planned progress after five days $\frac{5}{20} = 25\%$.

By using the expected remaining duration, the measure *Workflow* reaches an accuracy comparable to the measure *Estimate to Completion*. However, while for the latter manual time tracking and estimation are required this is not necessary for a workflow-managed task. Time tracking is done automatically by the tracking service of the workflow engine and the estimation of the remaining durations is done automatically based on the available reference data. Since workflow definitions are required for this measure, and resources assigned to workflow-managed tasks have to suspend and resume their tasks correctly, the measuring effort is rated as *Medium*. The measure *Workflows* seems to be preferable to the measure *Estimate to Completion*. However, it is only applicable for workflow-managed tasks, for which reference data is available. Finally, it is important to mention that the project controller is not obliged to choose the measure *Workflow* for a workflow-managed task. It is very well possible to choose any other measure while the task is managed by the workflow engine. The detailed description of the algorithms which are required to determine the degree of completion of a workflow instance are described in [Bri08].

**Progress measurement for incomplete work breakdown structure** By means of the white-box progress measures, which take the progress of subtasks into account, the DOC can be aggregated on higher levels of the work breakdown structure. In this way, degrees of completion for the different engineering phases and finally the whole project can be derived.

Due to the top-down planning of workload which has been described in Section 5.3, a valid DOC can be derived for the project even if the work breakdown structure has not been completely elaborated. Furthermore, if workload buffer has been planned for a complex task, dynamic structural changes to the realization of the complex task do not necessarily affect its degree of completion. This is illustrated in Figure 8.7 which shows an abstract example of a task net hierarchy.

If the measure *Aggregation* is used for calculating the DOC of task A, it returns a value of 10% because the planned total workload of the tasks C and D is taken into account, although they have a DOC of 0%. The DOCs of all subtasks are weighted by their planned total workload. Since the expected total workload is already defined for task D although its realization is not yet elaborated, i.e. no subtasks have been defined, the DOC of task A already reflects that there will be subtasks which will amount for 500 MHRS and which have not been started yet.

Similarly, the measure *Workflow* works with the expected durations of tasks. If the DOC of task A would be measured by means of the measure *Workflow*, then the expected duration of D would already incorporate the durations of subtasks which have not been planned yet. Even if task D would be iterated several times in a *While* loop, the expected duration of the whole *While* loop could be derived from the reference data, and the structural changes as a consequence of the iteration would already be incorporated into the DOC of task A before the iteration would
Finally, the measure Milestones explicitly defines points in the realization of a task where a certain DOC is reached and it does therefore not rely on the detailed planning of future tasks. For example, if the task C in Figure 8.7 would be defined as a milestone task with an overall degree of completion of 45%, then this DOC is reached upon committing task C regardless of whether task D has already been completely elaborated.

8.1.3 Comparison of Progress Measures

For every task in a dynamic task net, an individual progress measure can be chosen. In the example in Figure 8.1, the progress of the task Pump 032 may be measured by means of the measure Workflow. If for short-lived tasks like the specification of a Measuring point no workflow definition is available, then the measure Start/End may be most appropriate. For complex tasks like Specification of Machines and Devices, the measure Aggregation(+) can be chosen. If milestones are defined in a task, as it is conceivable for an engineering phase like Basic Engineering, then the measure Milestones(+) can be chosen. In this way, the most appropriate measure can be selected for every task. The selection of a progress measure for a task constitutes process knowledge which should be reused for future projects. Therefore, progress measures can be specified for task types which serve as default selection for all instances of the respective type. Furthermore, progress measures can be specified for the subtasks of process templates. This is particularly useful for the Milestones measure because the overall degree of completion determined by a milestone depends on the subprocess in which it is contained.

Table 8.2 gives an overview over all available progress measures in the PROCEED system together with the rating of their required measuring effort and accuracy. The rationale for the selected values has been given in the description of the different measures in the previous section. Furthermore, Table 8.2 shows the timeliness of the different measures, i.e. if up-to-date values for the DOC of a task are available at any time, or if the values may be outdated until a certain event takes place. Anyway, with PROCEED a project controller is not limited to assembling a progress report once a month, but he can retrieve a sufficiently accurate and up-to-date report from
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Effort</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Timeliness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start/End</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Proportional</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert’s Estimate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low–High</td>
<td>Outdated between estimations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate to Compl.</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Low–High</td>
<td>Outdated between estimations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestones(+)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low–Medium</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document States</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Outdated between creation of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>document revisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Medium–High</td>
<td>Immediately available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation+</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Outdated between estimations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 8.2: Evaluation of progress measures.

The system at any time. The different progress measures can be positioned against each other regarding their measuring effort and accuracy as depicted in Figure 8.8. The progress measures can be coarsely grouped into three sets. First, there are measures with low effort and low accuracy (Absolute and Start/End). For individual tasks, these measures return too inaccurate results and other measures are usually preferred if they are applicable. Second, there are measures with low effort and comparably high accuracy (Aggregation, Time Proportional and Workflow), which are only applicable for some tasks when certain prerequisites are fulfilled. Finally, there are measures with high accuracy, but which require a comparably high measuring effort. Although in most cases, these measures return the best results, they cannot be applied to all tasks in an engineering project, since this would lead to a huge measurement overhead.

The measures with the highest accuracy are close to each other, both in terms of effort and accuracy. However, the calculation of the DOC relies on different sources of information. If reference data about the output documents of a task is available one may decide to choose the measure Document States. If no such data is available, one has to resort to measures based on estimates. If time tracking is performed for a task, one can use the measure Estimate to Completion, otherwise Expert’s Estimate is the alternative choice. As a consequence, none of the different measures is dispensable.

In some rare cases a low effort configuration is feasible. In these cases, only measures without or with very low measuring effort are used, i.e. Absolute or Start/End for atomic tasks, Aggregation for complex tasks, and Time Proportional for accompanying management tasks. In some cases this may lead to valid progress degrees at the project level because of the balancing effect of the aggregation. However, if several long-running atomic tasks exist which are critical for the project then this approach will fail in terms of accuracy and timeliness.
The discussion leads to the conclusion, that the proposed approach to use all described measures and for every task the most suitable one is the only practicable way of measuring the progress of an engineering project with an acceptable measuring effort and a sufficiently high accuracy.

### 8.2 Earned Value Analysis and Forecasts

The calculation of the degree of completion for every task in the project is only one step on the way to a useful project status report. In general, projects are constrained by time, cost and scope. The DOC only measures the progress of a task in terms of its defined scope, i.e. it measures to which extent the final result of the task is completed, e.g. a process flow diagram can be completed to 60%. The DOC does not directly show if the schedule will be met and whether the task will keep to its budget. Therefore, the actual performance of tasks has to be compared with the plan.

In PROCEED, *Earned Value Analysis* [Anb03] is applied for this purpose. Earned Value Analysis (EVA) can be performed based on either workload or costs. The former allows a simplified planning and performance analysis without a detailed budget. However the latter is the more accurate method which is generally used in practice, because base costs and different resource costs can be taken into account. The PROCEED system supports both methods. The following explanations will refer to EVA based on the planned and actual workload of tasks.

To compare the actual performance of a task with the plan, the planned value has to be determined. The *Planned Value* $P(t)$ of a task $t \in \text{Tasks}$ is the workload that has been planned for the task from its planned start time to the reporting date. Resource constrained scheduling of a dynamic task net distributes the planned workload of tasks and task assignments over several working days. The planning of
workload on a daily basis allows for a non-uniform distribution over the duration of a task, i.e. the working hours which are scheduled per day for a task assignment may differ for different dates. As a consequence, the planned value of a task does not necessarily increase linearly over the duration of the task.

From the planned value, the planned degree of completion of a task can be derived. It is calculated as the quotient of planned value and the total planned workload.

\[
\text{DOC}_{\text{planned}}(t) = \frac{P(t)}{t.\text{TotalWorkload}}
\]

The planned DOC of a task can be directly compared to the actual DOC to check whether the task is behind schedule. In Figure 8.9 the task Process Flow Diagrams is delayed because the planned DOC is smaller than the actual DOC.

For tasks whose actual degree of completion is determined by means of the progress measure Absolute or Start/End, the planned DOC is computed in a different way. Since these progress measures provide only very rough estimates for the actual DOC of a task, the actual DOC would nearly always differ from the planned DOC if it was calculated as described above. Therefore, the planned DOC is calculated like the actual DOC but with respect to the planned dates, i.e. when the task should be preparing, running, or terminated according to the plan, then the degree of completion defined for the progress measure is used as the planned DOC. This value may nevertheless differ from the actual DOC, if the task is started or terminated too late or too early.

The comparison of the actual DOC with the planned DOC of a task does not allow any quantitative statements about the expected delay of the task. For this purpose, earned value analysis has to be applied. The Actual Value \(A(t)\) of a task \(t \in \text{Tasks}\) is the workload that was spent on the task from its actual start time to the reporting date. It is determined by means of a time tracking system in which resources can book their actual working hours per day on their task assignments. A resource can spend every number of working hours between zero and the maximally available time for a particular day on a task assignment. Like the planned workload, the actual workload is not necessarily uniformly distributed over the working days of a task. Consequently the actual value may also increase non-linearly over the runtime of the task.
The actual value of a task may deviate from the planned value. This indicates that either more or less effort and money has been spent on the task than planned. However, even if more money has been spent on the task than planned, this does not necessarily mean that the task is over budget, because the earned value may also be higher than the planned value, i.e. the work has simply been completed earlier than planned but with the planned effort and costs. The Earned Value \( E(t) \) of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) is calculated by multiplying the DOC of the task \( t \) with its total workload.

\[
E(t) = t.\text{DOC} \times t.\text{TotalWorkload}
\]

**Performance indices** To quantify the amount of delay of a running task and to decide whether a running task has already exceeded its budget limits, performance indices have to be computed which allow forecasting the expected duration and budget of the task.

For this purpose, the Schedule Performance Index (SPI) and the Cost Performance Index (CPI) are calculated for every task in a dynamic task net. In contrast to the common practice, performance indices are not only calculated for project phases or the whole project but for all tasks in the project. This enables the detection of delayed tasks on lower levels of the hierarchical dynamic task net.

The SPI indicates, how much a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) deviates from the schedule. It is defined as

\[
\text{SPI}(t) = \frac{E(t)}{P(t)}
\]

where \( P(t) \) is the Planned Value of task \( t \). An SPI value greater than one means that the task is ahead of schedule, a task with SPI=1 is exactly on schedule, and a delayed task has an SPI smaller than one. The project management is interested in tasks which perform worse than planned because these tasks may require intervention. Tasks which do not perform as planned are marked in the management views of PROCEED. A running task is marked with one out of three colors depending on whether the schedule performance index falls below a certain threshold. The colors represent increasingly severe levels of delay and required different actions by the project management.

**Green** The task is on schedule or only a little bit behind.

No corrective measure is required.

**Yellow** Corrective measures may be necessary and should be discussed.

**Red** The task is considerably behind schedule and corrective measures are required.

The thresholds for the different levels of delay can be configured for each project individually. Examples for SPI thresholds are listed in Table 8.3.

While the SPI indicates a delay of a task in terms of the schedule, the CPI indicates whether the task will eventually exceed its planned budget. It is defined as

\[
\text{CPI}(t) = \frac{E(t)}{A(t)}
\]
where \( A(t) \) is the Actual Value of task \( t \). To determine the actual value of a task, the assigned resource have to register their actual working hours in the time tracking system. A CPI greater than or equal to one means that the task is in budget limits, and a CPI smaller than one means that the task will probably exceed its budget. The color markings of tasks which are used to provide an overview over the delay of the tasks in a project can alternatively be used to represent different levels of budget overrun. The project management can switch between the two modes, i.e. the colors of tasks either represent the SPI levels or the CPI levels. For the cost performance index, the meaning of the colors is similar to the SPI.

**Green** The task is in budget limits or only a little bit over budget. No corrective measure is required.

**Yellow** Corrective measures may be necessary and should be discussed.

**Red** The task is considerably over budget and corrective measures are required.

The example thresholds for the SPI which are presented in Table 8.3 could also be used for the CPI.

### Forecasts

The SPI provides quantitative information about the delay of a task. It is furthermore possible to forecasted the expected duration of a task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \) based on the SPI as follows.

\[
t.\text{ForecastedDuration} = \frac{t.\text{TotalDuration}}{\text{SPI}(t)}
\]

It is implicitly assumed, that the performance of the task—whether good or bad—will not change until the task is terminated. From the forecasted duration and the actual start time, the forecasted end time can be derived.

\[
t.\text{ForecastedEndTime} = t.\text{StartTime} + t.\text{ForecastedDuration}
\]

Figure 8.10 shows the delayed task Process Flow Diagrams with its schedule performance index. The bars below the task illustrate the difference between the planned total duration and the forecasted duration. The delay of a task may require different actions of the project manager or another resource which is responsible for managing the subprocess. The forecasted end time does not directly influence the planned dates of the task and its successors. Adapting the plan to the actual performance requires an explicit management decision of an authorized resource. These plan changes due to task delays are discussed in Chapter 9.
Abbildung 8.10: Duration forecast based on SPI.

Analogously to the forecasted duration, the estimated budget at completion (EAC) of a task can be forecasted based on the CPI.

\[
t.EAC = \frac{t.TotalBudget}{CPI(t)}
\]

If the costs for a task exceed the planned budget too much, it may be necessary to release assigned resources of the task.

**Summary** Altogether, the performance of an enacted development process can be evaluated in different ways in PROCEED. First, the DOC of a task can be directly compared to the planned DOC. Second, the performance indices SPI and CPI of the earned value analysis are computed, and tasks are marked in the management views if their respective values of the performance indices exceed specified thresholds. Finally, the duration, end time, and budget at completion of a task can be forecasted and compared to the currently planned values to obtain the expected amount of delay or budget overrun. The performance status evaluation of a process model instance by means of the earned value analysis is not an original contribution of this thesis, but it is rather an application of the established project controlling technique to process management.

### 8.3 Visual Project Status Analysis

The Comos system is used during all phases of a plant design project for the management of the engineering data. While the AHEAD system has been applied to support the early phases of the plant design process [NM08], the PROCEED prototype also has to be applicable to later process phases, in particular to the detail engineering phase (cf. Section 2.1). Compared to the early phases of preliminary planning and basic engineering, the processes in the detail engineering phase are less dynamic but the degree of simultaneous engineering is even higher. Furthermore, a large
number of rather small, similar engineering tasks is executed in the detail engineering phase for the specification of all devices, pipes, instruments, etc. of the designed plant. As a consequence, network diagrams and Gantt charts are insufficient for the assessment of the current project status for the following reasons. The visualization of tasks in the form of a network diagram is not sufficient since most tasks are executed in parallel. If all engineering tasks would be displayed, network diagrams and Gantt charts would quickly grow too big. Finally, both diagram types focus the tasks and control flow perspective, while resources, roles, and process templates are not adequately reflected.

The project management data in plant design projects is inherently multidimensional where dimensions are among others the tasks, resources, functional roles, but also the different parts of the chemical plant which is designed. For this reason, software tools for the monitoring of design projects in plant engineering need to be able to handle and to visualize multidimensional project management data in an adequate way. Business Intelligence technologies like Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) [CCS93] in a data warehouse together with appropriate visualization techniques [Kei02, Tuf86] can be applied for this purpose. The information in data warehouses is multidimensional, meaning for the user that it can be visualized in grids. OLAP functionality is characterized by dynamic multidimensional analysis of consolidated data that supports end user analytical and navigational activities [JLVV00].

In this thesis, a multidimensional visualization approach for project management data has been developed to provide a condensed overview over all tasks, resources, and roles in a project with respect to their associated workload and costs, as well as the status and progress in case of tasks. The current project status can be analyzed from different perspectives, e.g. the planned workload per role can be visualized, or the status of all workflow instances of a certain template can be inspected. It is furthermore possible to analyze the history of plan changes in a project and to compare it with the progress of tasks. These functionalities complement the project monitoring functionality provided by the management views of PROCEED where performance indices are visualized by color markings as described in the previous section. The developed approach for multidimensional visualization of project management data has been presented in a workshop on business process intelligence [HAW10].

The analysis views of PROCEED serve several different purposes. First, project monitoring is supported by the visualization of delays, overtime work, or resource bottlenecks. Second, project planning is supported by the visualization of resource availabilities and the identification of unbalanced resource usage. Third, the traceability of plan changes during a project is ensured, and plan changes can be compared to progress changes of individual tasks or the whole project. The current plan can be compared to the initial plan at the start of the project. This leads to the fourth possible usage of the analysis views, namely process improvement. After the completion of a project, the actual workload and cost can be compared to the initially planned values, and reference data defined for task types and process templates can
Abbildung 8.11: Overview over the visualization approach.

be adapted accordingly.

An overview over the visualization approach is given in Figure 8.11. Measures are applied to the management data in the Comos database, and the measured values are exported to a separate data warehouse [JLVV00]. In the project data warehouse, the measured values are arranged along several dimensions of a hyper cube. OLAP operations on the hyper cube lead to projections which are visualized in a flexibly configurable pivot table. The views for visual project status analysis are coupled with the management views of PROCEED, so that the user can navigate between the analysis and management views. The approach to multidimensional project status analysis in PROCEED has been described in [Auß09, HAW10].

For the management of development projects in PROCEED, an object-oriented management data model is used, which has been introduced Chapter 5. Figure 8.12 shows a simplified cutout of the complete TNT meta-model for dynamic task nets extended by the entity PlantPart. A chemical plant is hierarchically structured into several plant parts. Documents as well as tasks in a plant design project can be associated with certain parts of the chemical plant. For example, the task to specify the properties of a pump as well as the resulting specification are associated with the part of the chemical plant in which the pump is contained.

The object-oriented data model is suitable for process management, but does not support the multidimensional visualization of the project management data. To facilitate the latter, a transition from the object-oriented model to a multidimensional data model is required. This is the transformation step of the so-called ETL process (export, transform, load) in which data from different data sources is loaded into a
data warehouse [KC04].

The multidimensional data model is an n-dimensional array, also called a hyper cube, which stores all measured values in its cells, i.e. at its coordinates [JLVV00, Leh03]. A hyper cube is spanned by several dimensions which act as indices for identifying values in the hyper cube. Measures associate values with points in a hyper cube. They correspond to columns in a relational database table whose values functionally depend on the values of other columns.

### 8.3.1 Measures

In PROCEED, different measures are used to analyze the status of a running project. The measured values are extracted from the management data in the Comos database and are exported to the separate data warehouse. The following measures are used for project status analysis.

- Workload
- Cost
- Degree of completion
- Schedule performance index
• Cost performance index

The measure *workload* refers to the planned and actual workload of tasks and task assignments, as well as the workload of resources and roles. The measure *cost* refers to the total budget of tasks and the costs of task assignments which are derived from the respective planned workload as described in Section 5.3.1. The degree of completion (DOC), schedule performance index (SPI), and cost performance index (CPI) is exported to the data warehouse for every task in the project.

### 8.3.2 Dimensions

The different measures can be associated with tasks, users, roles, plant parts and dates. For this reason, the data in the project data warehouse is structured along the following major dimensions.

- Time
- Tasks
- Roles
- Resources
- Plant parts

While the measures workload and cost are associated with all dimensions, the progress related measures are only associated with time, tasks and plant parts but not with roles or resources. The set of associated dimensions is called the *granularity* of a measure [Leh03].

Every major dimension has an associated hierarchy of levels of consolidated data, i.e. the coordinates of each major dimension are *structured hierarchically*. The hierarchy defined for the dimension *time* is day-month-year. For the dimension *tasks*, several hierarchies are defined. The tasks can be structured according to the task-subtask relationship in the dynamic task net, according to the task types from which they have been instantiated, or according to the process templates from which they have been copied. In case of the task types, the generalization relationship defines the upper part of the hierarchy. Functional *roles* in a project are structured according to the generalization relationship. The dimension *resources* has the human resources at the lowest level, the hierarchy of departments to which they belong on the higher levels, and the different locations on the highest level. Finally, the hierarchy of the dimension *plant parts* reflects the composition hierarchy of the designed plant.

Besides the major dimensions there are additional dimensions which are not hierarchically structured. The dimension *modus* has the coordinates *actual* and *planned* which enables the distinction between the actual and planned workload and cost of tasks and task assignments. The dimension *execution states* has the coordinates *preparing*, *running*, and *terminated* and is used to separate the planned
Abbildung 8.13: Multidimensional database schema of project data warehouse.

and actual workload of tasks in the respective execution states. Finally, the dimension time stamp defines the date and time of the data export of the measured values to the project data warehouse. It allows to distinguish between different subsequent plan states.

Figure 8.13 shows a cutout of the multidimensional data model of the data warehouse. Every box corresponds to a table in the underlying relational database according to the ROLAP data model [JLVV00]. There is a fact table for the measure workload and there are dimension tables for all major and additional dimensions. For reasons of clarity, only the fact table for the measure workload is shown in Figure 8.13 while the fact tables for cost, DOC, and the performance indices are omitted. The resulting schema is a so-called snowflake schema [JLVV00], because the fact tables refer to several dimension tables which themselves refer to other dimension tables.

Figure 8.14 shows a cutout of a four-dimensional hypercube which holds the planned and actual workload in man hours. The depicted cube is a subcube of the complete hypercube containing all dimensions and all measured values. It is the result of a so-called slicing operation by which the coordinate on the dimension time has been fixed to the date 13/09/2011. For the coordinate planned on the dimension modus, the cells of the cube hold the planned workload of task assignments for the specified date. In the example, resource Boateng has to perform 8 man hours in the task Instrumentation in his role as Instrumentation Engineer. This does not necessarily mean that resource Boateng is assigned to the task Instrumentation but the value for the planned workload for the task aggregates all values of the subtasks. The depicted values are taken from the example scenario where resource Boateng is assigned to the task Instrumentation with 2 man hours and to the subtask Reaction Instrumentation with 6 man hours which together amount for the 8 man hours. On the right side of Figure 8.14, the actual working hours performed by the resources are depicted, some of which deviate from the respective planned values.
Abbildung 8.14: Beispiel für eine Subkubus der vollständigen Hyperkubus.

Die Werte im Hyperkubus sind aggregiert entlang aller Dimensionen, die nicht angezeigt werden, und die nicht einer Slicing Operation unterworfen waren. Jede Messgröße definiert einen Aggregationsmechanismus, der dann angewendet wird, wenn gemessene Werte aggregiert werden, entweder auf einem höheren Level der Dimensionshierarchie oder entlang einer gesamten Dimension. Für die Messgrößen workload und cost ist die Summation definiert als den Aggregationsmechanismus. Für die progress beziehungsweise messgrößen, wird kein Aggregationsmechanismus definiert. Die Aggregation der entsprechenden Werte entlang der Aufgabennetz-Hierarchie wird bereits für die Management-Daten in der Comos-Datenbank durchgeführt.

8.3.3 Konfigurierbarer Pivot Tabelle für Projektstatusanalyse


Abbildung 8.15: Example configuration of the pivot table.

The project status analysis view allows virtually any combination of dimensions and measures and thereby provides many different perspectives on the project management data. It supports all common operations on a multidimensional dataset [JLVV00]: Drill-down, roll-up, pivot, slicing and filtering. With drill-down and roll-up, a dimension is added or removed from the visualization respectively, e.g. no dimension is mapped to the x-axis or the colors of the stacked bars. The pivot operation changes the mapping of dimensions to axes while the number of displayed dimensions stays the same. A slicing operation fixes the coordinates on one or more dimensions, e.g. it sets a fixed date for which the management data shall be displayed. Filtering excludes certain coordinates of a dimension from being displayed, e.g. only the basic and detail engineering phases could be displayed on the y-axis while the preliminary planning phase is filtered. The values in the hypercube are aggregated along all dimensions which are not displayed, and which were not subject to a slicing operation.
A view configuration can be manually assembled by selecting the dimensions and measures individually. Furthermore, a configuration can be changed into another configuration by applying the aforementioned operations on multidimensional data sets. However, some configurations are more useful than others for project status analysis. The most common configurations have been identified and can be directly selected by the user. On the one hand, common views provided by conventional project management systems (PMS) like Microsoft Project can be configured.

- Gantt Chart
- Task Usage
- Resource Graph
- Resource Usage

The Gantt Chart configuration maps the tasks dimension to the y-axis, the time dimension to the x-axis, and shows the planned workload in the cells of the pivot table. The configuration Task Usage additionally maps the resources dimension to the colors of the stacked-bar layers. The Resource Graph shows the resources on the y-axis, the timeline on the x-axis, and the planned workload in the cells. The Resource Usage configuration additionally maps the tasks dimension to the colors of the stacked-bar layers.

On the other hand, there are view configurations, which are not provided by conventional PMS. These configurations take specific modeling concepts of dynamic task nets as well as domain-specific aspects into account, namely functional roles, task execution states, progress degrees, and plant parts. The following configurations are available.

- Task Workload
- Technical Crews
- Task States

The Task Workload configuration has been depicted in Figure 8.15. It can be used to analyze the planned and actual workload of the tasks with respect to the different plant parts. The view configuration Technical Crews maps the roles dimension to the y-axis and the time dimension to the x-axis. The resources are mapped to the colors of the stacked-bar layers. The configuration can be used to analyze the scheduled workload for the different technical crews in the upcoming weeks.

A different perspective on the tasks in the project is provided by the view configuration Task States which gives insight into the current execution states of the tasks in the project. This configuration is depicted in Figure 8.16. The time frame is set to the current date. As in Figure 8.15, the tasks dimension is mapped onto the y-axis of the pivot table. However, this time the tasks are grouped by the process templates of which they are copies. Consequently, the values displayed in a row for a certain process template are the aggregated values of all copies of this template.
in the dynamic task net. The colors of the stacked bars indicate the execution states of the tasks. The measure is the planned total workload of the tasks. This measure has been chosen instead of the tasks count, so that tasks with a high total workload are adequately represented. By means of the view configuration Task States, the project responsible can inspect, how much work is already successfully completed, how many tasks—as measured by workload—are currently running, and how much effort still remains for the preparing tasks. These actual values are compared with the planned values which are derived from the planned start and end dates of the tasks. This view configuration is useful for project controlling to analyze the overall performance of all process instances derived from certain templates.

In the example of Figure 8.16, the measured values which are mapped to the bar stack widths indicate that for the process template Specify Pump less tasks have been terminated than planned, mainly because several tasks have not been started as planned. At the same time, the enactment of the tasks derived from the process templates Specify Heat Exchanger and Specify Plug Flow Reactor goes nearly as planned. The project responsible could gain even more insight into where the bottleneck with respect to the specification of pumps is by mapping the resource dimension to the x-axis. This would reveal, if certain resources are responsible for the delay.
Project controlling and process improvement  When the view configuration of Figure 8.15 is used after the end of the project or the end of a certain project phase, it can reveal that the planned effort defined in task types or process templates was unrealistic, and that the process knowledge has to be improved. In general, the monitoring view can be used for two different purposes: for process controlling and for process analysis. While the former may lead to corrective measures or plan changes at runtime of a project, the latter can be used for process improvement. During the course of a development project, the different view configurations can reveal, if certain tasks exceed their time limits, or if the count of completed process instances of a certain type lies below the planned number. After the completion of an engineering project, the actual workload for tasks and subprocesses can be compared with the required workload defined in the task types and process templates. The latter can be adapted if necessary. Furthermore, actual resource allocation data can be evaluated and compared with the defined assignments in the process templates.

8.3.4 Analyzing the History of Plan Changes

Besides the pivot table, an additional view is provided to analyze the past performance of the enacted development process and the history of plan changes. For every task in the project, the values of key properties can be displayed in line diagrams which show how these values developed over time. The planned total workload of a task can be displayed as it was planned at certain dates in the past. Accordingly, the planned degree of completion can be visualized. Regarding process performance, the accumulated actual workload of a task can be displayed which yields a monotonically nondecreasing function. In contrast, the actual degree of completion may also decrease compared to earlier values. Finally, the performance indices SPI and CPI can be displayed.

Planned values and the values of derived properties show the planning state for a certain date. Therefore, the dates refer to the time stamp that is assigned to each record in the data warehouse. The management data can be exported to the data warehouse in regular intervals, e.g. every night or once a week. Furthermore, it is technically possible to export changes to the management data incrementally after every change operation, e.g. after the creation of a new task. Based on the time stamp, it is possible to visualize how the planned values have changed over time. This allows for a detailed analysis of the planning process itself, e.g. it is possible to see if the plan had to be adapted several times in the course of the project. In case of actual values, the dates refer to the time dimension in the data warehouse. In this case, only the most recent time stamp is relevant. Actual values which have been determined for a date in the past cannot change anymore.

The successive property values can be visualized in separate line diagrams and can even be combined in one diagram. This combination allows, for example, to investigate whether a decrease of the actual progress of a task is related to plan changes. This situation is illustrated in Figure 8.17 where the degree of completion
of a task decreased because its total workload was increased.

### 8.3.5 Coupling with Management Views

The views for project management are coupled with the project status analysis view by navigation functionality. To take immediate action based on the analysis of the running process, a user can navigate from the project status analysis view to specific tasks in the task net or task list view. For example, if the view configuration Task States reveals that a task has not been completed as planned, the user can directly navigate to this task in the task net view to take corrective measures or to adapt the plan. Vice versa, the project manager often needs additional information when he is replanning the project. For example, if he is looking for an additional resource for a task, he can navigate from the dialog for the definition of a task assignment to the adequately configured analysis view, which shows him the utilization of the resources that can play the required role. General purpose multidimensional visualization tools fail to provide this tight coupling with project management views.

### 8.4 Related Work

Research work that is related to the project monitoring approach presented in this chapter can be divided into two categories. First, there are approaches that specifically address progress measurement of development processes. Second, research has been undertaken regarding the processing and visualization of project management data for project status analysis.

#### 8.4.1 Progress Measurement of Development Processes

**Liefeldt et al.** A specific approach for measuring the progress of a plant design project in Comos has been presented in [LGB+05]. Liefeldt et al. describe how the
project’s status can be automatically retrieved from the Comos database by analyzing the engineering data. Progress measurement can be continuously performed, simultaneously to the performance of the design process. It does not depend on reports issued by assigned resources, and it is not restricted to certain time points, e.g. once every month. The progress data is not stored in a separated database but together with the engineering data in the Comos database. The engineering data is systematically analyzed and evaluated to determine the project’s status. The basis for this analysis is the object-oriented approach to plant design in Comos. Additional objects are inserted into the database for the purpose of progress measurement. So-called check objects perform checks on the engineering data and can be divided into three different types. An attribute check determines whether a certain attribute value is set. A document check determines whether required revisions of a document have been created. Finally, a reference check determines whether certain attributes are linked with each other. The check objects can be associated with the main engineering phases in a plant design process, i.e. to successfully complete a certain phase, all associated checks have to be successful. Checkpoint objects in the Comos database search for check objects, perform the corresponding checks, and visualize or propagate the results. Various search criteria can be specified including the device type, plant part, functional role, and the engineering phase. Checkpoints can be structured hierarchically, so that the results of lower checkpoints are aggregated by superior checkpoints. Checks and checkpoints can only be performed and evaluated when the corresponding engineering objects have already been instantiated, which is not necessarily the case for all objects in the early phases of a plant design project. Therefore, a quantity structure of the expected number of engineering objects is created at project start. In this way, the existing objects can be related to the expected total amount of objects, even in early phases of a plant design project.

The proposed approach to progress measurement has the advantage that it does not require any additional measuring effort at project runtime. Members of the project team do not have to explicitly report their progress. On the other hand, there is a comparably large effort involved with customizing a Comos project to enable progress measurement. The aggregation of check results at checkpoint objects and the use of a quantity structure to incorporate not yet existing objects are related to the aggregation method for the DOC of subtasks at a complex parent task in PROCEED, where the total workload of the parent task may incorporate the workload required for not yet existing subtasks. The filters which can be used for the evaluation of checkpoint objects are related to the dimensions in the project data warehouse of PROCEED, where the results can also be structured according to plant parts, functional roles, etc. The significant difference of the progress measurement approach of Liefeldt et al. compared to the approach presented in this thesis is that the former does not rely on an explicitly defined process model. This has the disadvantage that the progress of the project and possible delays cannot be associated with specific tasks in the project plan. The same disadvantage has been identified for the common progress measurement approach from practice which is only based on document states. For this reason, this approach has been integrated with dynamic task nets in
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PROCEED as described in Section 8.1. In the same way, the approach of Liefeldt et al. could be integrated with the progress measurement capabilities of PROCEED. Check objects would not only be associated with the engineering phases but could be associated with individual tasks as well. This integration has not been performed because the technical details of the approach presented in [LGB+05] have not been available. On the conceptual level, only document checks have been integrated into the progress measurement approach implemented in PROCEED.

Gupta and Buddhdeo An early publication on progress measurement in plant engineering projects is [GB83]. Gupta and Buddhdeo present an approach which awards progress at the completion of job steps which are physically measurable. The approach implicitly takes into account the efficiency of the assigned resources. In this regard, it differs from the common methods for progress management which were used at that time including estimate to completion. The main project phases are divided into activities which are further divided into so-called job steps. The job steps of a common parent activity are sequentially executed. The progress of a project phase is computed as the weighted average of the progress degrees of the activities, weighted by their estimated required workload. The progress of an activity is determined by the last job step which has been completed. Every job step defines an overall progress of the parent activity. The overall progress of a job step is determined before project runtime based on the artifacts which have to be produced in the activity. The man hours required to create the various artifacts are distributed to the work steps. The proportion of the cumulative man hours required to complete a job step and its preceding job steps of the total required workload to complete the activity determines the overall progress defined for the job step.

The progress measurement approach presented in [GB83] is related to the approach presented in this thesis in many ways. In both cases, the actual physical progress of tasks is measured instead of the mere progress in time. The aggregation method used in [GB83] is similar to the one presented in this thesis with the exception that in [GB83] no workload can be assigned to the complex task. Gupta and Buddhdeo restrict their approach to the first four levels of the work breakdown structure comprising project phases, activities, and job steps. The approach presented in this thesis can be applied to task net hierarchies of arbitrary depth. Job steps in [GB83] correspond to work steps in PROCEED in that they define steps in a procedure which is performed to execute a task. However, the progress measurement based on job steps is related to the progress measure Milestones which has been introduced in this chapter. Job steps and milestones define an overall degree of completion of the parent task which is reached when the job step/milestone is completed. The determination of the overall progress associated with job steps is related to the progress measure Document States. A job step implicitly defines development states of the artifacts produced in the corresponding activity. The workload required for the various artifacts to reach the respective development states is combined to obtain the workload required for the job step. In a sense, the concepts underlying the progress measures Milestones and Document States are combined in the approach
for measuring the progress of an activity in [GB83]. Altogether, the basic ideas of Gupta and Buddhdeo have been picked up in this thesis and have been extended resulting in a more elaborate and flexible progress measurement approach.

**Daubner et al.** In [Dau05, DHW06, DWH06, Dau08] Daubner et al. present an approach for progress measurement in software development projects, which anchors the progress measures to elements of the instantiated process model. This allows to define measures independently of a concrete project, in particular before the start of a project. The term process model is solely used for process model definitions [DWH06]. The V-Model XT is used as an example for a process model. It defines roles, activities, and products. The work breakdown structure (WBS) of a project is used to connect the actual products produced in a project with the activities of the process model. A product is associated with a work package in the WBS which is in turn an instance of an activity defined in the process model. In this way, the lines of code of source files which belong to a certain process activity can be determined at project runtime. Further measures can be defined by the process manager and selected by a project manager. To make the measured values of different projects comparable, a standard WBS is defined and tailored for individual projects. The approach to software process measurement has been implemented as an extension of the well-known tool Maven, which supports the management and the development process of Java projects, resulting in the Maven Measurement Framework (MMF). The unique WBS code of a work package is used in a time recording system to track the effort spent by resources. Furthermore, these references to the work breakdown structure are also maintained in the configuration management system and the bug tracking system to relate the progress on products to work packages in the WBS.

The described approach for software process measurement allows to define progress, productivity, and quality measures in advance before the start of a project. Several measures can be automatically evaluated at project runtime. However, to track the effort spent by the assigned resources on work packages, a time recording system has to be used which requires manual data input. With respect to progress measurement, it does not become clear how the reference for 100% completion of a work package is defined, and whether the effort required for future process phases is taken into account. A degree of completion of running work packages cannot be determined. Only the deviation of the manually estimated expected duration from the planned duration is determined in [Dau08]. Consequently, the support for project controlling is limited. The main disadvantage of the approach of Daubner is that no explicit representation of a process model instance is maintained. Only the WBS of a project is used for measurement but not the project plan with scheduled dates. Execution states of tasks and actual data flow are not modeled. As a consequence, the connection between product versions and activities of the process model definition has to be established by the WBS codes of work packages. In contrast, timed dynamic task nets are used in PROCEED to capture all aspects of a running development process. The enactment state including the actual data flow is explicitly modeled and is used for progress measurement.
Software project control centers In [MH04], Münch and Heidrich present the concept of a software project control center (SPCC) which is a means for collecting, interpreting, and visualizing measurement data in order to provide purpose- and role-oriented information to all involved parties during the execution of a software development project. The involved parties include the project manager and the quality assurer but also the developers. The input information of an SPCC includes information about project goals and characteristics, project plan information, measurement data of the current project, and empirical data from previous projects. An SPCC visualizes measurement data depending on the context of the project, the purpose of the usage (e.g., monitoring), and the role of the user. A reference model for concepts and definitions around SPCCs is presented in [MH04]. An SPCC can be classified according to five dimensions: purpose, technical, improvement, role and tool dimension, which are presented in Figure 8.18. The purpose of an SPCC can, e.g., cover the monitoring of a running project and the prediction of future project behavior. On the technical dimension, the different purposes of data collection and presentation/visualization are distinguished among others. Münch and Heidrich also describe, how an SPCC can be integrated into a software engineering environment. This integration is illustrated in Figure 8.19 where four different levels of a software development model are distinguished: roles, services, tools, and information. The SPCC is neither used for project planning nor for the collection of measurement data, but it relies on the information provided by these tools.

The concepts and definitions regarding software process control centers presented in [MH04] can be transferred to development processes in general. This allows to characterize the functionalities provided by PROCEED using the terminology introduced in [MH04]. With respect to the dimensions for classifying an SPCC, it can be stated that PROCEED fulfills the purposes of monitoring, prediction, planning, and guidance. On the technical dimension, the functionality of PROCEED covers data
collection and validation, data processing, presentation and visualization, as well as model building. Because knowledge gained in a project about the enacted processes can be reused in future projects, PROCEED can support the project-specific improvement cycle as well as the strategic improvement cycle. It provides an experience base containing process models and historical planning data. Finally, different roles may use the PROCEED system, including project manager and developer. When the software development model of Figure 8.19 is transferred to the general case of a development process, it can be seen that PROCEED and Comos together cover the whole functionality provided by all depicted tools including project planning and progress measurement, where the software development environment has to be replaced by the design and specification functionalities of Comos. The Comos database and the PROCEED project data warehouse together provide the knowledge which is contained in the experience base of an SPCC.

**Progress measurement of workflow instances** The publications of Eder et al. have already been reviewed in Section 7.6 with respect to temporal analysis of workflows. In [EPPR99], Eder et al. furthermore present an approach to monitor the performance of running workflow instances. At workflow runtime, the internal deadlines which are computed for every task are used for the early detection of delays. Traffic light colors are used to visualize the status of a running workflow instance with respect to the defined deadline. If a workflow is green, it is expected to finish in time without skipping tasks or choosing shorter paths (cf. Section 7.6). A
yellow workflow can still be finished in time by skipping certain tasks or choosing shorter paths. A red workflow can only be finished in time if certain tasks are completed with shorter durations than planned.

The warning system implemented in PROCEED also uses three different color values to visualize the delay or budget overrun of a task. However, while the approach presented by Eder et al. is merely based on internal deadlines for workflow tasks, the warning system implemented in PROCEED is based on a resource-feasible schedule used as a reference and earned value analysis for extrapolating the amount of delay and budget overrun at task completion. The approach of Eder et al. can only be applied to complex, workflow-managed tasks, while the approach based on earned value analysis can be applied to all tasks in a project.

### 8.4.2 Visualization of Project Management Data

The visualization of multidimensional data and especially the application of these techniques to project management have been tackled in some related research projects which are described in this section. However, none of the related works covers the full cycle depicted in Figure 8.11. Furthermore, domain specific measures and dimensions are neglected.

**Stolte et al.** Polaris [STH03] has been a research project at Stanford University concerned with the visualization of multidimensional data from a data warehouse. The developed prototype offers a configurable pivot table whose axes can be associated with the dimensions of a data cube. The entries of the pivot table can be numbers or even diagrams, and their color can also be associated with a dimension. The approach is closely related to the multidimensional visualization of project management data in PROCEED. However, since Polaris is a general purpose visualization tool, it does not integrate with a process management system, i.e. no navigation from an analysis view to corresponding management views is possible.

**Songer et al.** In [DBC04], an application with different multidimensional views for project status control of construction projects is presented. The analysis is limited to budget data, and there is no pivot table among the visualizations. The focus lies rather on a comparative study about the usefulness of different diagrams than on the development of a user interface concept for a project management and controlling tool.

**Nie et al.** Another approach which applies OLAP technology to project status analysis can be found in [HN07]. A multidimensional data model for a data warehouse is developed, which comprises five dimensions and the measures person hours, actual costs and planned costs. A pivot table is used to generate different views on the project data using MDX-queries. The approach uses a simple star schema for the data model instead of a more complex snowflake schema like in the approach presented in this thesis. No information about plan changes in the monitored project is stored
in the data warehouse. No graphical visualization techniques are applied to present the data in the pivot table. Only the standard functionality of the SQL-server is used. The focus of [HN07] lies on the evaluation of the OLAP technology for project management, but not on a suitable visualization of the data.

Eder et al. In [EOG02], Eder et al. present a general architecture for a workflow log data warehouse. The enactment data which is collected by a WfMS at runtime of the workflow instances is exported to the data warehouse and processed. The measured values stored in the cells of a hypercube which is spanned by several dimensions. The data warehouse can be queried in several different ways to analyze the performance of the workflow instances, e.g. the number of workflow instances started by a certain agent for successive dates can be determined.

The approach presented by Eder et al. is related to the project data warehouse of PROCEED. In both cases, runtime data of process instances is exported to a data warehouse, processed, and queried for monitoring and controlling as well as process improvement. Both warehouses store the data for subsequent points in time for trend analysis. However, the two approaches have different purposes which has lead to significantly different warehouse architectures. While the data warehouse of Eder et al. collects runtime data of independent workflow instances which represent business processes in an organization, the workflow instances in the PROCEED data warehouse are all embedded in a development project. In [EOG02], no planned values for the workload and duration of workflows and no scheduled dates are considered. Only the actual durations of workflows and workflow tasks are determined, as well as the estimated and actual overtimes with respect to defined deadlines. A comparison of planned and actual values beyond the end times of workflows is not possible because the workflow instances are not scheduled. The visualization of the consolidated data in the data warehouse is not treated in [EOG02]. Merely, line diagrams are used to display the trends of individual measured values. In contrast, the multidimensional visualization approach realized in PROCEED allows to compare different key figures of the enacted processes. Finally, the data warehouse is not connected with the WfMS in [EOG02], i.e. the systems are uncoupled and it is not possible to navigate from the analysis views to the workflow management views to take corrective measures.

Statistical process control The statistical process control (SPC) has been applied in production management systems for decades but only recently for controlling software development processes [FC99, DCA04]. Several different chart types or diagrams are used for SPC. A run chart can be used to track trends of measured values over a period of time. A control chart is a run chart in which upper and lower levels of tolerance are defined for the measured values. The monitoring system informs the process owner if a value is above the upper or below the lower level. Early warning messages can be generated if a certain number of successive values are continuously increasing or decreasing. Histograms are used to present data by frequency, i.e. each bar represents the number of observations in a certain time
frame that fit in the indicated range. A Pareto chart is a specific bar chart that presents prioritized in some fashion. Finally, scatter diagrams plot data points, allowing trends to be observed between one variable and another.

The measured values which are exported to the project data warehouse of PROCEED can be visualized in different diagrams. Run charts can be used to visualize the planned workload, actual progress, etc. of tasks. The SPI and CPI of a task can be visualized in control charts with lower levels of tolerance. The pivot table for project status analysis can be configured to show bar charts which resemble histograms, although in PROCEED there are no measures which merely count the occurrences of events. Besides the diagram types, the SPC defines several statistical methods of data analysis which are, however, not related to the approach for progress measurement presented in this thesis.

8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the capabilities of PROCEED with respect to project monitoring have been described. Several different progress measures are available to determine the degree of completion of a task. The most common measures from practice have been integrated with new computation methods which exploit the specific modeling capabilities of the TNT meta-model. One of the new measures takes the actual data flow into account, i.e. the produced document revisions which are explicitly modeled in dynamic task nets. The second new measure uses reference data available for workflow templates to automatically determine the degree of completion of an enacted workflow. Earned value analysis is applied to compare the actual performance of tasks with the plan and to quantitatively measure deviations. In this way, project planning, scheduling and monitoring are integrated.

The multidimensional visualization of the project management data complements the project monitoring functionality based on the degree of completion and performance indices of tasks. The project management data is exported to a project data warehouse to be processed for visualization. The export is performed in regular intervals, so that subsequent planning states are stored and can be analyzed. This ensures the traceability of plan changes.

Altogether, this chapter demonstrated the integrated approach to project monitoring implemented in PROCEED. Depending on the analysis of the current project status, replanning and rescheduling may be required. In the next chapter will describe how changes to a timed dynamic task net are performed in a controlled fashion.
Kapitel 9

Change Management

The authorization model for dynamic task nets which has been presented in Section 5.5 ensures that project team members can only make changes to the dynamic task net according to their personal permissions and their task assignments. However, avoiding unauthorized modifications of a task net does not support the responsible resources in performing their management activities. Therefore, the workflow approach has been applied to define and enact management processes in addition to technical processes. The management processes have to be handled differently compared to the technical processes in a development project. The solution for the controlled enactment of management processes in PROCEED is described in Section 9.1.

During project runtime, when the defined processes are enacted, many disruptions can occur which require changes to the calculated schedule. These disruptions include bad performance of subprocesses, unexpected unavailability of resources, and additional work due to changed requirements. An overview of possible disruptions in a project and according compensating actions is given in Section 9.2. The project management control cycle which has been introduced in Section 3.3 shows that replanning of a project may be required due to performance analysis. This includes the rescheduling of tasks at project runtime. Managing changes to a project plan and integrating planning and scheduling are two of the open research questions with respect to resource-constrained scheduling [Smi03]. The scheduling algorithm presented in Chapter 7 allows to repair a disrupted schedule. However, it does not define how manual plan changes to a dynamic task net can be performed at runtime and when rescheduling is performed in the process. Section 9.3 describes the general change management procedure, which defines how changes to a timed dynamic task net have to be performed during enactment in order to avoid violations of timing consistency constraints and authorization rules. In particular, it is shown how the procedure is applied to change the values of dependent task properties.

9.1 Enactment of Management Processes

Project management covers various different activities including project planning, reporting, change management, and quality management (cf. Section 3.1.1). Project management processes are often standardized within an organization, to ensure
organization-wide quality standards. In particular, the following project management activities are usually performed according to predefined procedures.

- Reporting
- Change management
- Quality management

*Reporting* refers in this case to the submission of problem reports by people responsible for individual work packages or tasks. *Change management* includes changes to the final product of the development process as well as changes to the project plan, where the former usually involves the latter. Finally, *quality management* refers to processes in a development project which ensure the quality standards demanded for the final product, e.g., reviews of documents. Processes which belong to the listed project management activities can be *explicitly defined* as process model definitions. Instances of these process model definitions are enacted whenever a problem occurs, a change is requested, or the quality of an intermediate product has to be verified in a development project.

In Figure 9.1 a), an example for an explicitly defined change management process is depicted, which has been adapted from [Wik10]. In general, change management
has two main objectives [CAD03]. The first is to provide support for the processing of changes, which includes requesting, determining attainability, planning, implementing, and evaluating of changes. The second objective is traceability, i.e. it should be possible at any time to list all active and implemented changes. Both objectives can be achieved by enacting change management processes in a process management system. In the change management process depicted in Figure 9.1 a), a change is identified and a change request (CR) is created in the first task. The reason for a change can be the correction of an error or the improvement of the (design of the) product. Authorized resources analyze the CR and determine the action to be taken. In large development projects, the evaluation of a change request is often performed by a so-called change control board [CAD03]. If the change is approved, the required tasks for the implementation of the change are planned and assigned to qualified resources, which are then responsible for implementing the change. When the assigned resources have completed the implementation, the change has to be verified, e.g. by means of reviews. If the verification is not successful, additional work has to be performed to finally implement the change correctly and completely. In the end, the change request is closed.

The enactment of such change management processes enables the traceability of changes in a development project. A general change management procedure can be prescribed for all change management cases in the development projects of an organization. Such a procedure ensures that every change request is handled in a structured way and that the responsibilities for the evaluation, implementation, and verification of changes are clearly defined. For this reason, a change management procedure is not adapted for individual cases. Although the actual cases differ, i.e. the changes to the product and the involved changes to the project plan are different from case to case, the general procedure which specifies how to proceed in these cases is not changed.

The same argument holds for quality management processes like document reviews. Figure 9.1 b) shows an example of a review process which consists of three steps: creation, inspection, and approval of a document revision. This process reflects the common steps which have to be performed in the Comos system before a revision of a document can be released. The enactment of the process ensures that only authorized resources may perform the inspection and approval tasks of the process.

All in all, management processes for project controlling, change management, and quality management are rather static, in contrast to development processes. Furthermore, management processes comprise alternative courses of action which depend on management decisions made at process runtime. The alternatives are predefined before process runtime. As a consequence, the workflow approach is suitable for the modeling and enactment of management processes. Therefore, the workflow management functionality of the PROCEED prototype, which has been described in Section 6.3, is not only used to support technical processes but also management processes.
9.1 Enactment of Management Processes

Management tasks define work which has to be performed to manage a development project. They are distinguished from technical tasks in a task net by setting the property `IsManagementTask`, which is defined for the class `Task`, to the value `true`. Management tasks can be atomic, but they can also define complex processes. Workflow templates can be defined for management processes in the same way as for technical processes, including task assignments with required roles and data flows between the workflow tasks. A workflow template for a management process is enacted in the form of a dynamic task net as described in Section 6.3. Both, the workflow-managed task net and its workflow tasks are management tasks. A workflow-managed management task is called a management workflow. Its subtasks may be manual management tasks or again management workflows.

Although the same tools and mechanisms are applied for the modeling and enactment of management workflows as for technical workflows, they represent processes of a different kind. Management processes which are enacted in a development
project are not subprocesses of the overall development process. The subtasks of enacted management workflows are not part of the project plan. On the contrary, the execution of management tasks may involve changes to the project plan, e.g. to handle a change request. The successful completion of quality management processes may be a prerequisite for certain state changes in the dynamic task net representing the development process, e.g. several review workflows may have to be completed before a milestone task may be committed. Management tasks are usually not scheduled in a development project. They are rather executed as soon as possible and are therefore maintained in todo-lists. The explicit distinction between development processes and management processes in a project was already made in [NW94]. Management processes were enacted to change a development process. The conceptual framework presented in [NW94] will be reviewed in Section 9.4.1.

Although management tasks are not part of the project plan and are not scheduled, they involve costs which have to be incorporated in the project’s budget. A common approach in project management is to define a first level element in the work breakdown structure of a project which subsumes all project management activities [Bur00, Hau01]. As explained in Section 3.1, the costs of a project are distributed over the work breakdown structure which covers the full amount of work that has to be conducted in the project. Therefore, also project management is incorporated as a task in the WBS. This approach has been applied for management tasks in PROCEED. All management tasks are located in the task net hierarchy under the task Project Management which is defined by default on the first level below the root task representing the whole project. Figure 9.3 shows the task net hierarchy of the example scenario which is extended by the task Project Management. Subtasks of the task Project Management can be defined to structure the management tasks according to different topics, e.g. Change Management and Quality Management as depicted in Figure 9.3. The task Project Management is a management task itself, i.e. the property IsManagementTask is set to true by default. Furthermore, a management task can only be created as a subtask of another management task. This ensures that management tasks are always located somewhere below the task Project Management in the task net hierarchy.

The majority of management workflows and tasks in a project are somehow related to the project plan. In PROCEED, the project plan is the scheduled part of the dynamic task net without the task Project Management and its subtasks. The enactment of change management workflows involves changes to the project plan, the successful completion of quality management processes is a prerequisite for certain state changes in the dynamic task net, and reporting workflows are invoked to report problems which are detected in certain tasks of the development process. Therefore, the management tasks are linked to the tasks in the project plan to which they refer. When a management workflow is invoked by a user in his role as the responsible resource of a certain task, then the management workflow is linked to that task. The technical task is then called the related task of the management workflow. The corresponding association which has been defined for the class Task is depicted in Figure 9.2.
The procedures which have to be followed in a project to perform the project management activities vary from organization to organization. Within an organization, these processes may be standardized to increase the performance of projects. If individual projects in an organization require higher quality and safety standards than others, then specific management processes may be defined for these projects. As a consequence, the management processes in development projects can be organization-specific as well as project-specific. This requires the parameterization of management processes and development processes for an organization and its projects.

PROCEED provides the means to define and parameterize management processes for organizations and projects individually. The task types for development tasks as well as the management workflow templates and their subtasks can be parameterized. The definition of management workflow templates is also part of the parameterization process. The examples for management workflows which have been presented in Figure 9.1 are not predefined in PROCEED but could have been defined by a process manager of a plant engineering company which uses Comos and PROCEED in its design projects.

### 9.1.2 Parameterization of Task Types

In PROCEED, domain-specific task types can be defined which can be instantiated in process model instances in a development project (cf. Section 6.1). These task types for development tasks can be parameterized to specify which management workflows can be started from the respective task instances. This means, that the responsible resource of a task which has been instantiated from a type can invoke those management workflows for the task which have been specified for the type. For example, the responsible resource may want to send a problem report to the responsible resource of the parent task and starts a reporting workflow for this purpose. In addition to manual invocation, management workflows may also be
triggered automatically for a task upon certain events which are related to the task. Altogether, there are the following two ways to parameterize a task types with respect to management workflows.

- Actions

- Events

Actions and events are both possible triggers of management workflows. In Figure 9.2 the classes Action and EventHandler are inherited from the abstract class Trigger for which associations to the class Task are defined. Objects of the these classes always belong to a unique technical task or to a task type. Upon instantiation of a task, the Trigger objects associated with the type are cloned for the instance. Furthermore, task instances refer to a workflow template which defines the management workflow to be started. The root task of a workflow template is an object of the class Task (cf. Section 6.2). If one or several management workflows have been started for an action or an event, then they are connected to the respective Action or EventHandler objects.

**Actions** For a task type, arbitrary user-defined actions can be specified and associated with management workflow templates. Performing such an action for a task instance in a concrete project is equivalent to the invocation of a management workflow which is derived from the associated template. Because the actions and associated management workflows can be freely defined during parameterization, only examples for possible actions can be given here.

**Report problem** The responsible resource of a task may report a problem related to his task, e.g. technical problems may have occurred which will cause a delay of the task. The invoked management workflow routes the information to the resource which has to be informed about the problem. This may be the responsible resource of the parent task or the work package to which the task belongs. It may as well be the group leader of the responsible resource, the project controller, or the project manager. The definition which resource has to be informed is organization-specific and can be specified in the workflow template during the parameterization process.

**Request plan change** With this action, a responsible resource can request a change to the project plan which is related to his task. For example, if the resource estimates that the task cannot be completed within the planned duration, he may request a duration increase and with it an increase of the planned workload and budget of his task. The management workflow routes the request to the person who is authorized to decide over the plan change. This may be the responsible resource of the parent task or the work package to which the task belongs, or the project manager, depending on how plan change requests shall be handled in the project.
Operation | Event Parameters
---|---
Start\((t)\) | \(t\)
Commit\((t)\) | \(t\)
Abort\((t)\) | \(t\)
CreateSubtask\((p, o_{out})\) | \(s\)
CreateOutputParameter\((t, o_{out})\) | \(o\)
ProduceRevision\((o, o_{r})\) | \(o, r\)
DeleteTaskAssignment\((a)\) | \(a.\text{Task}, a.\text{Resource}\)

Table 9.1: Selected events which may trigger management workflows.

**Request product change** In this case a problem is reported and a change is requested. However, this action differs from the previous examples in that the requested change refers to other tasks in the project. The responsible resource of a task has detected an error in a technical document produced in a previous task which requires the revision of the document. Therefore, a workflow like the one depicted in Figure 9.1 a) is started to handle the change request. The enactment of the workflow involves changes to the project plan.

**Events** Management workflows can also be invoked automatically upon certain events. An *event mechanism* for dynamic task nets was already introduced in [Kra98]. This approach has been adopted and extended in PROCEED. Every structural and behavioral change operation on a task (net) raises a corresponding event. Table 9.1 lists some operations which raise events. The events carry parameters which describe the context of the event, e.g. which tasks have been involved or which document revision has been created. The corresponding parameters are listed in the second column of Table 9.1.

A task type can be parameterized, so that a management workflow is automatically started when a certain event occurs for an instance of the type. The workflow can be considered as the *event handler*. For example, if a task assignment is deleted, then a management workflow can be started which informs the released resource as well as his team leader about the freed working hours. Furthermore, if a responsible resource of a task aborts his task, then a management workflow can be started which informs the responsible resource of the parent task about the task’s failure, so that he may decide on compensating actions or plan changes.

The event mechanism introduced in [Kra98] has been extended by *conditions* for triggering event handlers, i.e. a management workflow which is associated with an event is not invoked in any case, but only if a defined condition evaluates to true. The associations of management workflows to events are specified in the form of *event-condition-action (ECA) rules* [DGe95]. When the event of an ECA-rule is raised and the condition evaluates to true, then the action is performed. The action is the invocation of the associated management workflow. The condition may refer to properties of the task or to its work context. In the following examples, ECA-rules are presented as triples \((\text{Event}, \text{Condition}, \text{Action})\). The previously described example
Abbildung 9.4: Management workflow triggered by an event.

for the notification about an aborted task can be refined by a condition.

\[(\text{Abort(Task)}, \text{Task.TotalWorkload} > 40, \text{InformParentResponsible})\]

In this case, the notification only takes place if the total workload of the aborted task is larger than 40 man hours. This covers all tasks for which a single resource works full-time for a complete work week. If shorter tasks fail, then no notification workflow is started because this would constitute a disproportionate management overhead. The ECA-rule including the threshold of 40 man hours as well as the management workflow InformParentResponsible are project or organization specific and would be defined in the course of the parameterization process.

An ECA-rule is represented by an object of the class EventHandler which is depicted in Figure 9.2. The condition is defined as the textual value of the property Condition. In this section, the conditions are shown in the formal notation introduced in Chapter 5. In the actual implementation, boolean conditions in the programming language C# are used as conditions, which are compiled and evaluated at runtime of PROCEED. The boolean property FireOnlyOnce specifies whether more than one management workflow of the associated template can be started. In Figure 9.4 the situation is depicted in which the previously described ECA rule for the abortion of a task has fired and a management workflow has been started. The management workflow is a copy of the associated workflow template whose root task is also an object of the class Task. The started management workflow is linked to the related technical task. The EventHandler object is also linked to the management workflow. This information is used to avoid that several management workflows are started for an event for which the property FireOnlyOnce is set to false.

In addition to events which are raised upon change operations, a timing event has been introduced which is raised whenever the current date changes and is therefore named DateChanged. This event is required to react to delays of tasks or other deviations from the plan, i.e. whenever a monitoring constraint is violated (cf. Section 5.3.2). Monitoring constraints may be violated only because time proceeds. The timing event was not defined for the event mechanism presented in [Kra98]
because the AHEAD system did not cover timing issues. The event DateChanged cannot be associated with specific tasks in a project. It applies for all tasks in the same way. Nevertheless, task types can be parameterized by the definition of ECA-rules, so that actions are performed for the task instances on certain dates. In the following example, the responsible resource of a task is notified whenever a subtask is started late, i.e. the planned start time has already passed but the task is still preparing.

\[
\text{(DateChanged, Today} > \text{Task.PlannedStartTime} \land \text{Task.State \in Preparing, InformParentResponsible)}
\]

This example of an ECA-rule should only fire once in a project. However, the event DateChanged is raised every day, and if the condition is still satisfied on the next day, then another management workflow would be started, so that the same deviation from the plan would be reported over and over again. To avoid this behavior, ECA-rules can be explicitly defined to fire only once. Altogether, there are two different modi for ECA-rules in PROCEED, those which fire only once and those which fire as often as possible. The former modus is mainly used in conjunction with the event DateChanged. The latter modus could for example be used for an ECA-rule which should fire whenever a task is resumed from suspension. This may happen several times in a project, and every time a new management workflow should be started.

### 9.1.3 Parameterization of Management Workflow Templates

Every management workflow which is enacted in a development project is derived from a workflow template. A management workflow template can be defined just like a workflow template for an engineering process. However, additional information is required to define who may invoke the management workflow and which resources shall be assigned to the workflow tasks.

**Data flow and decisions** Like for technical workflow templates, input and output parameters can be defined for workflow tasks, and data flows can be defined which connect these parameters. In management workflows, data flows are used to specify how reports and other management documents are routed between the management tasks at runtime. Decisions in a management workflow are made by setting the values of decision variables which are defined for management tasks. These decision values are evaluated in the conditions of the workflow’s control structures as described in Section 6.3.

**External management workflows** As described before, workflow templates can be associated with tasks via actions or events. Management workflows which are triggered by tasks in the dynamic task net are called *internal management workflows*. In contrast, *external management workflows* cannot be associated with tasks in the project plan. They are invoked by members of the project team which have a certain role or position in the project. These management processes are enacted to handle
changes to the scope of the project and the objectives of project management. For example, customer requirements or external deadlines may be changed. In these cases, the respective management workflows cannot be associated with specific tasks in the project plan. For a management workflow template, it can be explicitly specified whether it defines an internal or an external management workflow. For an external management workflow, the required functional role or position in the project team has to be specified. Only resources which have this role or position may invoke a management workflow of the respective type.

**Organization of management tasks** Management workflows can be started automatically by the PROCEED system upon certain events. If a responsible resource of a task invokes an action for his task, then the associated workflow is started. By default, a management task representing the management workflow is created below the task *Project Management*. Management tasks can be organized according to different project management activities, e.g. classified into quality management and change management processes like in Figure 9.3. This can be achieved by the parameterization of the management workflow templates. The type of the intended parent task can be specified. For this purpose, the association type of parent task is defined in Figure 9.2 between the classes *Task* and *TaskType*. If there is a unique subtask of the task *Project Management* which is of the specified type, then every management workflow which is derived from the template is automatically created as a subtask of this task. This situation is depicted in Figure 9.5 where the management workflow template *Document Revision* is associated with the task type *Quality Management*. The management workflow *Revision of PFD.D* is therefore created automatically below the task *Quality Management*.

**Resource assignment rules** For the workflow tasks in a management workflow template, task assignments with required roles can be defined. However, in contrast to technical tasks, management tasks are usually not assigned by means of the pull pattern (cf. Section 5.1.3) where only the required role for a task is specified and an eligible resource can pick up the task, because resource with the same functional role may have different authorizations and responsibilities for managing a project. Instead, management tasks are directly assigned to resources of the project team which are responsible for handling the change management or quality management cases. Management tasks must be assigned to actual resources at any time to avoid that essential management decisions are delayed or overlooked.

The assignment of actual resources to management tasks cannot be done during the parameterization of the workflow templates. Workflow templates are defined independently of any concrete project for which resources could be allocated. However, at project runtime, management tasks have to be directly and automatically assigned to actual resources. For this purpose, so-called *assignment rules* can be defined for task assignments of management tasks. These rules specify how the correct actual resource for a task assignment of a management task is determined automatically at runtime. The following assignment rules are predefined in PROCEED and can be
used to parameterize management workflows and management tasks. In any case, the selected resource has to be eligible with respect to the required role of the task assignment.

**Random** A resource who can play the required role is randomly selected from the project team.

**Responsible resource of related task** The resource who is responsible for the related task of the management workflow is assigned to the management task.

**Responsible resource of parent task** The resource who is responsible for the parent task of the related task is assigned to the management task.

**Responsible of management workflow** The resource who is responsible for the whole management workflow is assigned to the management task.

**Team leader** The leader of the team to which the responsible resource of the related task belongs is assigned to the management task.

If no assignment rule is specified for a task assignment of a management task or no resource can be determined by evaluating the specified assignment rule, then the task is assigned to the responsible resource of the parent task by default. This means a workflow task of a management workflow is assigned to the responsible resource of the whole workflow, and a management workflow is assigned to the responsible resource of the collective parent task which subsumes several management workflows. The automatically assigned resource can then manually reassign the management task if necessary.
Abbildung 9.6: Beispiel für eine Change Management-Ablaufinstanz.

### 9.1.4 Beispiel Fall


Die verantwortlichen Ressourcen der Unteraktivitäten des Ablaufes sind nachfolgend aufgeführt: Request Change – Baumann (Engineer), Analyze and Evaluate Change Request – Heer (Project Manager), Plan Change – Heer (Manager), Implement Change – Dreher (Engineer), Verify Change – Baumann (Engineer), Close Change – Heer (Manager).

Figure 9.6 shows an example of a change management workflow and its relation to other tasks in the project. The responsible resource Baumann of the tasks Initial P&IDs has detected errors in the previously created process flow diagrams which need to be corrected. Because resource Baumann is not authorized to change the realization of the task Basic Engineering, he issues a change request by starting a change management workflow. The management task Request to Change PFDs, which represents the management workflow, is automatically created below the management task Change Management and is linked to the related task Initial P&IDs. Different assignment rules have been specified for the subtasks of the management workflow. The management task Request Change has to be performed by the responsible resource of the related task who issued the change request, which is resource Baumann. He has to create a document which describes the encountered problems and his propositions for changes. The task Analyze and Evaluate Change Request is assigned to a random resource with the role Project Manager. In most projects,
there is a unique resource with this functional role in the project. In the example, the project manager Heer decides that the changes shall be performed. The planning of the changes is left to the responsible resource of the parent task of the related task, which is in this example also resource Heer. During the execution of the task Plan Changes, resource Heer creates a new version of the terminated task PFDs and introduces the feedback flow from Initial P&IDs to PFDs. The implementation of the changes is the responsibility of the resource Dreher who is assigned to the new version of the task PFDs. The problem report of resource Baumann can be transferred to resource Dreher via a data flow defined along the feedback flow. After new revisions of all erroneous process flow diagrams have been released, resource Dreher commits the task Implement Change. The changes are then verified by the resource Baumann who has been assigned to the task Verify Change according to the assignment rule responsible of related task. After all changes are verified, the change request is finally closed which involves the deactivation of the feedback flow. If the changes were not verified, the change management workflow would enter another iteration of the while loop. New revisions of the process flow diagrams would be created until they would finally be verified.

**Conclusion** This section showed how management tasks are handled in PROCEED, and how they are related to the development process. The clear distinction between technical tasks and management tasks is required because the latter are not part of the project plan, which is why management tasks are excluded from scheduling as described in Section 7.1. Some aspects of the approach have not been described in this section. For example, so-called recursive management tasks have been introduced, which allow for the recursive invocation of management workflows at runtime. Further specific assignment rules have been defined which were not presented in this thesis. All details of the approach are described in [Vas10]. With respect to the definition of assignment rules, the approach could be extended. A domain-specific language [KKP+09] could be introduced to enable the flexible definition of assignment rules as part of the parameterization. This has not been investigated in more detail in the context of this thesis.

### 9.2 Possible Disruptions and Compensating Actions

No development project is executed exactly as planned. At project runtime, many disruptions may occur which cause deviations from the original plan [PR05, NW94]. The project goals may change, which includes changes to deadlines, milestones and the budget. Additional customer requirements or changes to the existing requirements and specifications for the product to be developed may require to perform additional work to extend or rework the results. Disruptions in the narrow sense include the unavailability of resources, technical problems, and delivery problems, which generally lead to task delays. Finally, the actual execution of tasks may deviate from the plan because of bad estimates for the required time and workload or because of poor performance. Task delays and budget overruns can be detected by means
of progress measurement as described in the previous chapter. The forecasted end time of a task, which is computed by means of the schedule performance index, may reveal delays already during the execution of the task. The cost performance index is used to forecast the total budget at completion of the task.

Disruptions which occur at project runtime have to be addressed by the project management to ensure that the project will be completed within time and budget limits. Corrective control measures can be taken to increase the performance of the resources, e.g. by increasing the motivation or qualification of the project team members or by eliminating existing conflicts [Bur00]. If corrective measures are insufficient, the project plan has to be changed with respect to resource assignments. Additional resources can be assigned to delayed tasks or the availability of assigned resources can be increased which usually involves overtime work. Corrective measures and resource related plan changes aim at bringing delayed tasks back on schedule. If this cannot be achieved, the project schedule has to be adapted to reflect the actual performance and the expected end times of the tasks. In some projects it may be possible to reduce the scope of the project to avoid plan changes. Certain requirements for the product are deleted, so that the remaining requirements can be met within the given time and budget limits. However, this is usually the last resort and often infeasible.

In the following, possible disruptions at project runtime are reviewed. These disruptions may require certain plan changes which are performed manually by authorized users. Manual plan changes may in turn require automatic rescheduling of parts of the dynamic task net. Corrective measures and changes to the scope of the project are not considered here because they do not directly influence the project plan.

### 9.2.1 Disruptions at Project Runtime

Possible disruptions and entailed plan changes are the following.

**Requirements are added or changed.** Complex structural changes to the dynamic task net may be required. New task (versions), control and feedback flows may have to be added. It may even be necessary to abort or skip certain tasks which are not relevant anymore.

**Errors are detected in produced artifacts** If an erroneous artifact has been produced in a task which is already terminated, a new task version of this task and all terminated successors has to be created. A feedback flow is introduced which connects the task in which the error has been detected with the new version. The new task version has to be scheduled like a new task.

**Key artifacts are produced enabling the refinement of the plan** When a revision of a key artifact has been released, new tasks are introduced into the task net and existing tasks may have to be aborted. In plant design projects, the different flow sheets are key artifacts. For every device contained in such a diagram, a task should be defined for the specification of the device. Similarly, in software
Development projects, the software architecture determines the implementation tasks.

**Deadlines for tasks, milestones, or the project are tightened.** These changes may require to add additional resources to certain tasks to shorten their duration. Certain tasks may have to be aborted or skipped to meet the new tighter deadlines. In any case, rescheduling will be required.

**The project budget is decreased.** This may implicate that task assignments have to be deleted and resources have to be removed from the project team to save labor costs. The deletion of task assignments may lead to increased task durations.

**A resource becomes temporarily or permanently unavailable.** The resource has to be replaced by one or several substitutes to avoid a delay of his assigned tasks. The substitutes may possibly be reassigned from other tasks. If the resource cannot be substituted for certain tasks, these tasks may become delayed.

**A task is (expected to be) delayed.** There are many possible reasons for a task delay: Bad estimates for the planning data, poor performance at runtime, changed or additional requirements for the completion of the task, unavailable or reassigned resources, technical problems, or delivery problems. The assignment of additional resources may speed up the task. If the delay cannot be avoided, the plan should be aligned to the actual performance. This may require to relax the semantics of control flows to successors to preserve the consistency of the later planned end time with the planned dates of the successors.

### 9.2.2 Change Operations

In most cases, project management will try to avoid plan changes. However, sometimes plan changes are necessary, so that the plan reflects the actual project status and can be used to forecast the end times of running and preparing tasks. When task delays stem from bad estimates which were made during the project planning phase, adapting the plan to the actual performance is the only reasonable solution. The bad estimates for the planning data of tasks may be defined in task types. These values should be updated after the completion of the project. In this way, the process knowledge about the timing of tasks is improved, which leads to better planning results in future projects.

The manual plan changes which are performed to compensate disruptions at project runtime can be classified into three categories depending on whether they are related to the task net structure, the tasks, or the resources. Manual plan changes may require rescheduling of the task net depending on whether timing consistency constraints are violated or planned workload has to be redistributed.

- Task net structure related
**Create a new task (version).** The new task (version) requires workload and resources, and it has a certain duration. There has to be enough unassigned total workload at the parent task. The duration of the new task has to be consistent with the duration of the parent task. The planned workload has to be distributed over several work days which requires scheduling of the task. Resources can be assigned manually beforehand or automatically during scheduling. It may be required to reschedule the parent task and all of its subtasks as well to obtain a consistent schedule.

**Abort or skip a task.** The (remaining) planned workload of the task is deleted and its duration is reduced as described in Section 5.3.1. This does not lead to violations of timing consistency constraints. However, the user may want to reschedule parts of the dynamic task net to schedule successors earlier and to reduce the duration of the parent task if possible.

**Change the semantics of a control flow.** If a new control flow is introduced or the semantics of an existing control flow is tightened, e.g. changed from simultaneous to sequential, this may lead to inconsistent planned dates of the connected tasks, so that rescheduling is required. Deleting a control flow or relaxing the semantics of a control flow cannot lead to inconsistencies. However, rescheduling may be desired to benefit from the gained degree of freedom, i.e. the successor of the control flow may possibly be scheduled earlier.

- Task related

**Change the total workload of a task.** This does not directly affect the duration of the task as long as the additional workload is not used for task assignments. Therefore, rescheduling is not required at this point. However, the changed unassigned total workload of the task has to be redistributed over the duration of the task.

**Change the total budget of a task.** Changes to the budget of a task do not affect the schedule.

**Change the total duration of a task.** The new duration and planned end time may be inconsistent with the planned dates of predecessors, successors, the parent task, scheduled subtasks, and scheduled task assignments. In these cases, rescheduling is required. In any case, the unassigned total workload of the task has to be redistributed for the new duration.

**Align planned values of a task to actual values.** The planned start time is set to the actual start time, and the planned workload of all task assignments is re-distributed during rescheduling according to the actual workload distributions as described in Section 7.3.2. This may result in a changed duration and a changed planned end time with the consequences discussed before.

**Change planned dates of a task.** The planned dates are usually computed by the scheduling algorithm but can be manually adapted. If the task has task assignments and has been scheduled before, then rescheduling is required to
redistribute their planned workload. If no task assignments are defined and the new planned dates are consistent with respect to all timing consistency constraints, then rescheduling is not required. However, a later scheduling pass may override the manually set planned dates. The user can alternatively change the constraint dates of the task and initiate rescheduling.

**Add or change manually set constraint date of a task.** The new date must not be inconsistent with other constraint dates, i.e. the timing consistency constraints (5.34) to (5.40) can never be violated. The constraint date can however be inconsistent with the planned dates of the task. In this case, rescheduling of the parent task is required.

- Resource related

**Assign an additional resource to a task.** The total workload and the total budget of the task may have to be increased. On the other hand, workload can also be transferred from another task assignment. In any case, rescheduling of the task is required to distribute the planned workload of the new task assignment.

**Replace a resource for a task assignment.** Rescheduling of the task is required to redistribute the planned workload of the task assignment because the availability of the new resource may be different.

**Change the planned workload of a task assignment.** Rescheduling of the corresponding task is required to (re)distribute the new planned workload of the task assignment which may be less or greater than the previously planned workload.

**Change the total workload of a resource.** If the total workload—and thereby implicitly the available workload—in the work calendar of the resource is decreased for a particular date, then rescheduling is required because task assignments of this resource may become longer. An increase of the total workload for a particular date does not affect the dynamic task net directly. However, the intention of this change is usually to shorten the duration of tasks which are assigned to the resource, which is only achieved by rescheduling these tasks.

Task related plan changes may have the effect that formerly scheduled tasks become zero-duration tasks which are excluded from scheduling, or the other way round zero-duration tasks become scheduled tasks. A task may become or cease to be a zero-duration task due to changes to its total duration, total workload, or granularity level, or due to changes of the duration of the parent task (cf. Section 7.1). In these cases, scheduling of the parent task is required to update the scheduled dates of the predecessors and successors as well as the parent task.

In this section it has been shown which disruptions may occur at project runtime, which dynamic changes to a task net can be performed in response, and whether these manual changes require automatic rescheduling of (parts of) the task net. The
integration of planning and scheduling is based on a change management procedure which is presented in the following section.

9.3 General Change Management Procedure

Structural and behavioral invariants constrain the possible changes to dynamic task nets at runtime (cf. Sections 5.1 and 5.2). Furthermore, a user of the PROCEED system may only be authorized to modify certain parts of a dynamic task net, depending on his permissions and task assignments. Finally, timing consistency constraints, which have been defined in Section 5.3.2, further constrain the allowed change operations to a dynamic task net. These constraints are evaluated to check whether the planning data is consistent, whether there are no contradictory constraint dates, and whether the planned dates represent a time and resource feasible schedule.

Replanning a dynamic task net may violate timing consistency constraints, e.g. performing a structural change operation or a change to a timing property. The reason for a violation of a timing consistency constraint is always a user action, i.e. a manual modification of the management data. In order to maintain a time and resource feasible schedule, timing consistency constraints may not be violated permanently. However, it would be impractical to prohibit every change operation which would violate a timing consistency constraint. Therefore, the change management procedure implemented in PROCEED allows that certain timing consistency constraints are temporarily violated during replanning of a task net. A (partial) dynamic task net is replanning if the root task is in one of the states `InDefinition` or `Replanning`. All inconsistencies are eventually resolved by automatic rescheduling when replanning is completed. The replanning of a task net is finished when the execution state of the root task is changed to `Waiting` or `Active`, respectively. In this way, planning and scheduling is integrated in PROCEED.

Before a property change or a structural change operation, the PROCEED system checks whether timing consistency constraints would be violated by the operation. Depending on which timing consistency constraints would be violated, there are four different ways to handle the expected constraint violations.

- The action which would lead to the inconsistency is prohibited.
- An alternative action is performed, e.g. a consistent property value is set instead of the user-specified value.
- Additional compensating changes to the dynamic task net are made which preserve consistency.
- The inconsistency is temporarily accepted until the replanning of the subprocess is finished.

The change management procedure ensures that the timing data of a dynamic task net is eventually in a consistent state after several dynamic changes have been performed. It is divided into two parts. First, when a change operation is invoked
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by the user, it has to be decided whether the operation is prohibited, alternative or additional changes are performed, or the change is temporarily accepted. Second, when a complex task shall be defined (state change from InDefinition to Waiting) or restarted (state change from Replanning to Active), it has to be checked whether temporarily accepted changes exist for the realization of the task. The corresponding inconsistencies have to be resolved by rescheduling the realization before the task can be defined or restarted.

9.3.1 Consistency Checks Before Change Operations

The flowchart depicted in Figure 9.7 defines the procedure which is executed upon the invocation of a change operation by the user. Beforehand, PROCEED verifies that all structural and behavioral consistency constraints are fulfilled and that the user is authorized to perform the intended change operation.

Structural changes to the realization of a task as well as property changes to
the interface of a task have to be handled by the procedure. Structural changes include the creation and deletion of tasks, control flows, data flows, and feedback flows, the creation of new task versions, and all changes to properties of control flows. Property changes include changes to timing properties but exclude execution state changes. Structural changes to the realization of a complex task and changes to the timing property values of one of its subtasks may cause several constraint violations at once. For example, the manual change of a planned date may at the same time be inconsistent with other planned dates, with constraint dates, and with the workload distributions of task assignments. A change to the semantics or the lag time of a control flow may cause inconsistencies between planned dates as well as inconsistencies between constraint dates. Therefore, the post-conditions defined for structural change operations in Section 5.3.2 evaluate several timing consistency constraints with respect to the modified entities. The operation \texttt{ModifyTask}(t) covers all changes to timing properties of the task \( t \in \text{Tasks} \). The post-conditions of the different change operations are evaluated by the change management procedure before the invoked operation takes effect. In the definition of the change management procedure shown in Figure 9.7, the different structural change operations and property changes are not distinguished. For every operation it is checked whether one of the following inconsistencies would occur in the dynamic task net.

- Inconsistent planning data,
- Inconsistent manually set constraint dates,
- Inconsistencies between computed constraint dates and manual time constraints or task durations,
- Inconsistencies between planned dates and computed constraint dates, manual time constraints, or planning data.

Thereby, the inconsistencies may concern any task in the work context of a changed task, i.e. the parent task, the subtasks, as well as predecessors and successors. Changes to control or feedback flows may even affect tasks of different realizations. In the following, the reactions to the expected inconsistencies defined by the change management procedure are described for every case.

**Inconsistent planning data** If timing consistency constraints related to the planning data of tasks would be violated by the change operation, the PROCEED system determines compensating changes to the task net, which have to be performed in addition to the intended change to ensure consistency. The relevant constraints are the constraints (5.31) to (5.33). Violations to these constraints have to be resolved immediately by performing alternative changes or additional compensating changes.

If increased values for the total workload, budget or duration of a task would be inconsistent with the respective values of the parent task, then PROCEED proposes to adapt the conflicting values of the parent task as well. The latter changes compensate the intended changes. If decreased values for the total workload or budget of a
task would be inconsistent with the respective used total workload or budget of the same task, then PROCEED proposes to decrease the properties only to values which are still consistent, e.g. setting the total workload to the used total workload. The same holds for the total duration which may not be shorter than the durations of the subtasks.

Changing the total duration of a task involves an automatic adaptation performed by PROCEED. If the planned start time is defined, then the planned end time is automatically set to the consistent date which fulfills constraint (5.61) with respect to the work calendar of the task. Inconsistencies which may arise due to the changed planned end time are resolved afterwards when the planned dates of the task and its context are checked.

For example, if the user wants to increase the total workload of a task, but there is not enough unassigned total workload available at the parent task, so that the used workload would exceed the total workload of the parent task in contradiction to the timing consistency constraint (5.31), then the PROCEED system offers the possibility to increase the total workload of the parent task accordingly.

However, the option to perform additional compensating changes is only available if the user is authorized to perform the changes, e.g. if he may increase the total workload of the parent task. If the user is not authorized, then his initial change operation is discarded and he has to invoke a management workflow to request the necessary changes from an authorized resource. If the user is authorized, he may still reject the proposed compensating changes. In this case, his initial change operation is discarded as well.

In the example of Figure 9.8, the total workload and budget of the task Process Flow Diagrams is increased by resource Heer. The responsible resource Dreher of the task Process Flow Diagrams is not authorized to perform this change because it involves an increase of the total workload and total budget of the parent task Basic Engineering, which is a compensating change. If resource Dreher tried to perform
the change operation, the change management procedure would deny the change. Therefore, resource Dreher has invoked a management workflow to request the plan change from resource Heer.

**Inconsistent manually set constraint dates**  When no inconsistencies with respect to the planning data exist or compensating changes could resolve the inconsistencies, then the manual time constraints are checked for inconsistencies afterwards. Inconsistencies between manually set constraint dates may lead to the violation of one of the constraints (5.34) to (5.40). The reason for a constraint violation is either a date change or a change of the semantics or lag time of a control flow.

Inconsistent manually set constraint dates are not compensated by additional changes to the task net but alternative values are proposed instead. The PROCEED system proposes an alternative, consistent value for the changed constraint date or the semantics or lag time of a control flow. For example, if the release date of a task is set to a date which is earlier than the release date of the parent task, PROCEED proposes to set the release date to the release date of the parent task instead. If the lag time of a control flow shall be increased to a value which is inconsistent with the due dates defined for the predecessor and successor, then an alternative consistent value is proposed.

Since the user is authorized to perform the initially intended change operation, he is also authorized to set the alternative value. Therefore, an additional verification as in the case of compensating changes is not required. However, like for compensating changes, the user may still decide whether he accepts the proposed alternative changes or not. Depending on his decision, the alternative change is applied or the intended change operation is denied.

**Inconsistencies with respect to computed constraint dates**  Inconsistencies regarding computed constraint dates refer to the violation of the constraints (5.41) to (5.60). This includes inconsistencies of computed constraint dates with the total duration of tasks and with manually set time constraints (constraint dates and control flow properties). Computed constraint dates cannot be changed manually by the user but are computed automatically by critical path analysis. The consistency can be reestablished by performing critical path analysis. Therefore, the inconsistencies are temporarily accepted until the replanning of the subprocess is finished.

In the example of Figure 9.9, resource Heer increased the total duration of the task Process Flow Diagrams which lead to a violation of the timing consistency constraints (5.41) and (5.44) because the earliest and latest possible start and end times were computed based on a shorter duration before. The compensating adaptation of the total workload and budget of the parent task Basic Engineering also led to a violation of the same timing consistency constraints. The changes can be temporarily accepted because the parent task Basic Engineering is in the execution state Replanning and the resource Heer who performed the changes is authorized to reschedule the subprocess defined by this task.
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Abbildung 9.9: Temporally accepted inconsistent changes.

**Inconsistencies with respect to planned dates** Inconsistencies are also accepted temporarily in the case that planned dates are inconsistent with planning data, manually set time constraints, or computed constraint dates. These cases refer to the timing consistency constraints (5.61) to (5.79). In particular, constraint (5.70) checks whether the planned workload of a task assignment has been changed or not yet distributed by scheduling. In this case, scheduling is required and the change which led to the violation of the constraint is only temporarily accepted. Similarly, rescheduling is required when the planned dates of a task have been changed in a way that they are inconsistent with the distributed workload of the task assignments (constraint (5.71)). If a new subtask has been created during replanning, then its planning data, constraint dates, and planned dates are set by default but can also be adapted by the user. If the defined values are consistent with the timing data of the parent task, and if no task assignments have been defined, then no scheduling is required yet. However, if task assignments are defined for a new task with according planned workload, then constraint (5.70) is necessarily violated, because the planned workload of the task assignments has not been distributed yet. Therefore, the change is only temporarily accepted and the realization of the parent task has to be rescheduled before the parent task can be restarted. Likewise, all changes to the planned workload of task assignments are only temporarily accepted and require rescheduling. In contrast, the unassigned workload of a task is automatically redistributed without scheduling whenever its value or the planned dates of the task are changed (cf. Section 5.3.1.

In the case that inconsistencies are temporarily accepted, the complex task has to be determined, which contains all tasks which have conflicting computed constraint dates or planned dates. For example, if two tasks are contained in different realizations but are connected by a control flow whose semantics and lag time are
inconsistent with the planned dates of the tasks, then the common ancestor of both tasks has to be found in the task net hierarchy. This task will have to be rescheduled to resolve the inconsistency.

When the complex task has been identified which has to be rescheduled, it has to be checked whether this task is plannable, i.e. in one of the execution states InDefinition or Replanning, and whether the user who performed the change operation is authorized to schedule the task. If one of these conditions is not fulfilled, then the initial change operation invoked by the user is discarded. because it would lead to inconsistencies which could only be resolved by rescheduling but this is not possible. If the conditions are fulfilled, then a flag is set at the identified root task of the subprocess to indicate that it has to be rescheduled before it can be defined or restarted. The user is warned about the circumstance that rescheduling will be required.

In the example of Figure 9.9, The responsible resource Dreher of the task Process Flow Diagrams has estimated that the forecasted duration is actually required to complete the task. Since he is neither authorized to perform compensating changes to the planning data of the task Basic Engineering nor to reschedule this task, he has requested additional time, workload and budget for his task Process Flow Diagrams from the resource Heer who is responsible for the task Basic Engineering and at the same time the project manager. Resource Heer has changed the execution state of the task Basic Engineering to Replanning and has executed the command Adapt plan to actual performance for the task Process Flow Diagrams (cf. Section 7.3.2), so that the planned duration is set to the forecasted duration, and the planned end time is automatically changed to a consistent date. Furthermore, resource Heer has increased the total workload of the task Process Flow Diagrams and has distributed the added workload to the task assignments. Because the planned workload of task assignments has changed and is therefore inconsistent with the previously computed workload distributions, and because the new total duration and planned end time are inconsistent with the planned dates of succeeding tasks, the changes are only temporarily accepted. The corresponding flag is set for the task Basic Engineering.

9.3.2 Resolving Inconsistencies After Replanning

The second part of the change management procedure concerns the moment, when a complex task shall be defined or restarted, i.e. when its execution state shall be changed from InDefinition to Waiting or from Replanning to Active, respectively. In these situations rescheduling has to be performed if temporally accepted changes exist in the realization of the complex task, i.e. when the corresponding flag is set. Figure 9.10 shows the flow chart of the second part of the change management procedure.

After the initial planning of a task net, rescheduling is always required to initially distribute the planned workload of the defined tasks and to compute their planned dates. Therefore, a complex task and its realization are always scheduled when its execution state is changed from InDefinition to Waiting. For a complex task which
shall be restarted, i.e. whose execution state shall be changed from *Replanning* to *Active*, scheduling is only required if temporarily accepted changes exist which caused inconsistencies of the management data. Temporarily accepted changes lead to inconsistencies which are related to computed constraint dates and planned dates of tasks. These inconsistencies can be resolved by a local scheduling run of the complex task and its realization.

Local scheduling may fail due to task and resource dependencies to other tasks in the dynamic task net which are not contained in the rescheduled subprocess. In this case, it is required to start a local scheduling pass on a higher level of the task net hierarchy or even a full scheduling pass for the whole project. For this purpose, the resource who wants to (re-)start his task may have to request the rescheduling of the parent task from the respective responsible resource. According to the change management procedure, PROCEED informs the user about the failure of the scheduling pass and prohibits the change of the execution state for the moment.

Scheduling may also fail for other reasons. Given a consistent set of user-defined time constraints, planning data for tasks, and resource availabilities it may not be possible to schedule the tasks in a time and resource feasible way. This can be the case for local scheduling but also for a full rescheduling pass of the whole project. In these cases, the user is informed about necessary changes to the dynamic task net which are required for successful scheduling. Until these modifications are made by the user, the change of the execution state of the complex task to *Waiting* or *Active* is prohibited.

When scheduling is successful, the user is asked if he accepts the computed schedule. If he does, the state change is accepted and the new scheduled dates are
Abbildung 9.11: Replanned and rescheduled task net.

saved for the tasks in the subprocess. There may be reasons for the user to reject a successfully computed schedule, e.g. if he realizes that certain tasks have been scheduled too late. If he rejects the computed schedule, the scheduled dates are not written to the database and the state change is denied. The complex task for which temporarily accepted changes are pending remains plannable and the user may introduce further manual time constraints (constraint dates and control flows) or change existing ones to influence the automatic generation of the schedule. Finally, when scheduling has been successful and the user has accepted the generated schedule, then the flag which indicates that temporarily accepted changes exist is reset for all scheduled tasks, so that their execution state can be changed to either Waiting or Active.

In the example of Figure 9.11, resource Heer has invoked the operation to change the execution state of the task Basic Engineering back to Active. According to the change management procedure, partial rescheduling of the task Basic Engineering has been performed. Local rescheduling of Basic Engineering has failed at first, because the planned end time of Basic Engineering would have to be increased to the date 05/08/2011 which is later than the planned start time of the succeeding task Detail Engineering (02/08/2011). Therefore, resource Heer has changed the execution state of the root node of the dynamic task net to Replanning and has initiated a scheduling run for the complete task net. He is authorized to do so because he is the project manager and responsible of the project root task. The task Detail Engineering is now rescheduled and moved to a later planned start time because it is in the execution state InDefinition. Rescheduling of the dynamic task net is successful and all inconsistencies are resolved. The flag that temporarily accepted changes exist
for the task Basic Engineering is reset to false. Finally, the state of Figure 9.11 is reached in which the planned dates and computed constraint dates are consistent with the time constraints and planning data.

9.3.3 Rescheduling of Workflow-Managed Task Nets

As described in Section 7.4, the enactment of a workflow-managed dynamic task net may involve structural changes and local rescheduling of the task net. When the decision for one of several alternative branches is made, the workflow-managed task net is rescheduled. When a loop is iterated once more, new subtasks are created and scheduled. The structural changes and the local rescheduling are performed automatically by PROCEED according to the execution of the workflow instance. As long as the changes to the task net and the timing properties remain local, i.e. they do not influence other tasks in the context of the workflow, the enactment of the workflow-managed task net can proceed normally. If the automatic rescheduling requires to adapt planned dates of the workflow-managed task in a way that is inconsistent with timing properties of the task itself or its context, then scheduling fails. As a consequence, workflow enactment fails when the automatic local rescheduling fails, and the workflow-managed task is aborted. To compensate the abortion, a new version of the workflow-managed task has to be started manually. Since the replanning and rescheduling of workflow-managed tasks is performed automatically, it is not covered by the change management procedure.

9.3.4 Violations of Monitoring Constraints

In contrast to timing consistency constraints, violations of monitoring constraints merely indicate that the actual execution of the development process deviates from the plan. Violations of monitoring constraints may result from manual changes to the dynamic task net, but they may also result from the passing of time as discussed in Section 5.3.2. Monitoring constraints may be permanently violated. The PROCEED system informs the user about the constraint violations, but the user is not obliged to resolve the inconsistencies. Therefore, violations of monitoring constraints are not covered by the change management procedure.

9.3.5 Changes to Dependent Task Properties

Common project management systems handle inconsistencies with respect to the time management properties of a task. When the user performs a change operation to one of the properties of a task, the system reacts with an adaptation of other properties to re-establish consistency or to automatically make changes intended by the user. For example, when the user assigns an additional resource to a task in the well known project management system MS Project [Mic10a], then the software offers different possibilities: Either the duration of the task is shortened, its total workload is increased, or the resource usage per day is decreased for all assigned resources.
The total workload, the total duration, the number of assigned resources, and their planned workload per day are depended properties of a task in a timed dynamic task net. These properties are depicted in Figure 9.12. A change to one of the properties influences the other properties and may require corresponding changes to ensure the consistency of the management data. This section elaborates on how the consistency of the dependent time management properties of an individual task is ensured by means of the change management procedure implemented in PROCEED. It is shown that the procedure covers all cases of inconsistencies between the properties.

In PROCEED, the total workload of a task is explicitly defined, independently of the used total workload of the task. The total workload of a task does not necessarily equal the sum of the planned workload of the task assignments and subtasks. Therefore, the dependencies between workload, duration, number of resources and their usage are handled differently in PROCEED compared to other project management systems like MS Project.

The following description reviews manual changes to one of the four properties depicted in Figure 9.12. The arrows in Figure 9.12 indicate which property may have to be adapted in case of changes to the property at the source of the respective arrow. For every property change, the timing consistency constraints which may be violated are identified, and the responses in terms of the constraint handling procedure are described. In this way, it is shown that the defined constraints together with the defined change management procedure cover all possible cases of inconsistencies between the four properties of a task.

First, the effects of changes to the number of assigned resources are considered.

**Creation of a new task assignment** A user may create a new task assignment for a task by specifying the required role, the planned workload, and optionally the assigned resource. If workload should be transferred from an existing task assignment to the new one, this has to be done manually by reducing the workload of the other task assignment beforehand. Two consistency constraints may be violated:
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- Since the new task assignment still has to be scheduled to distribute the planned workload, constraint (5.70) is violated, and the change to the task net is only temporarily accepted until the parent task is rescheduled. Rescheduling assigns an eligible resource if necessary and distributes the planned workload according to the work calendar of the resource.

- If the used total workload of the task including the workload of the new task assignment exceeds the total workload, the constraint (5.31) is violated. This constraint violation is resolved immediately. PROCEED offers the possibility to increase the total workload of the task.

**Deletion of a task assignment** When a task assignment is deleted, no adaptation of other property values is required and the change can be accepted permanently. The used total workload of the task is implicitly reduced while the total workload remains unchanged. If the intention of the deletion was to save workload for the task, the total workload has to be reduced manually afterwards.

Second, the effects of a change to the resource usage per day are considered. In PROCEED, only the maximal resource usage per day can be manually defined for a task assignment. The planned workload of task assignments is distributed during scheduling and the individual values cannot be changed manually because they would be overridden during the next scheduling pass anyways.

**Decrease maximal resource usage per day for a task assignment** If the distributed planned workload exceeds the decreased maximal resource usage for a particular day, the constraint (5.72) is violated. This change is temporarily accepted until the parent task is rescheduled. Rescheduling may fail when the adapted total duration of the task is inconsistent with the timing properties of other tasks. In this case, the decrease of the maximal resource usage per day may have to be undone. Figure 9.13 shows an example for the situation in which the task has been rescheduled to comply to the reduced maximal resource usage of 5 hours per day for the task assignment which led to an increased total duration of the task.

**Increase maximal resource usage per day for a task assignment** This change

Abbildung 9.13: Decrease of maximal resource usage per day for a task assignment.
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Abbildung 9.14: Increase of total duration.

can be permanently accepted since it does not lead to any inconsistencies. It may however shorten the duration of the task assignment during rescheduling.

Third, the effects of a change to the total duration of a task are considered. The total duration of a task may be inconsistent with the planned dates and the distributed workload of task assignments.

**Increase of total duration** The unassigned total workload of the task is automatically redistributed. The planned end time is automatically adapted to be consistent with the new total duration. If the new planned end time of the task is consistent with the planned dates of the other tasks in the task net, then this change is permanently accepted. However, PROCEED warns the user that the new total duration of the task is longer than the scheduled task assignments. The user can for example increase the workload for the responsible resource, so that the task assignment will span over the full duration of the task after rescheduling. This situation is depicted in Figure 9.14 where 24 man hours have been added to the task assignment of the responsible resource and distributed by rescheduling over the additional days.

**Decrease of total duration** If the duration of a previously scheduled task assignment, which is implicitly defined by the distributed workload, exceeds the new total duration of the task, then the constraint (5.71) is violated. The change is temporarily accepted until the parent task is rescheduled. If the task assignment is not changed as well, then rescheduling will increase the total duration again, as required for the task assignment. To avoid this, the user has to reduce the planned workload or increase the maximal daily workload of the conflicting task assignment.

Finally, the effects of a change to the total workload of a task are considered.

**Increase of total workload** In this case, no adaptation of other property values of the same task is required. The change can be accepted permanently if it is
consistent with the total workload of the parent task. An inconsistency between the total workload and the total duration of the modified task cannot be identified at this point since the total workload may be distributed to multiple task assignments later on.

**Decrease of total workload** If the used total workload of the task exceeds the new total workload, the constraint (5.31) is violated. This constraint violation has to be resolved immediately. PROCEED proposes to decrease the total workload only to the used total workload. Otherwise, the change is prohibited.

**9.4 Related Work**

The concepts which have been presented in this chapter are related to two different research directions. First, there is the enactment of project management processes, in particular change management processes. Second, there is the integration of planning and scheduling at project runtime, in particular the identification and classification of possible changes to the project plan.

**9.4.1 Enactment of Project Management Processes**

**Nagl and Westfechtel** The distinction between technical processes and management processes was already made in [NW94]. A layered approach for the realization of a process management system is presented in which different levels of administration information are distinguished. On the lowest level, layer 0, there is only technical information, i.e. the details of the technical documents in a development project. The fine-grained processes on the technical level are not explicitly represented in the system. In the so-called extended technical configuration, technical artifacts and their dependencies are represented on a more abstract level. The development process and its subprocesses, the corresponding resources, and the extended technical configuration together form the so-called administration configuration which is administrated on layer 1. The processes which are enacted on layer 1 are comparable to the management processes in PROCEED. They define how the administration configuration including the development process is built up and modified. The highest level, layer 2, is called the management administration. On this level, the parameterization of the process management system for the usage in different domains, organizations and projects takes place. Process model definitions for technical processes as well as management processes can be defined and customized. This resembles the parameterization of management workflows in PROCEED. The three levels are compared with each other [NW94, p.45]. Different users of a process management system are associated with the different layers. Level 0 is the activity level of technical developers, level 1 that of the administrator of a project, level 2 that of the manager of the parameterization process. From the lowest level to the highest level, the number of different users of the system and the number of different user roles decreases. With respect to the enacted processes,
the degree of dynamics decreases from the lowest level to the highest level. For the modification of the technical data on layer 0, no processes are explicitly prescribed. For the management of the development process, dynamic task nets are defined on layer 1, and complex dynamic changes can be applied. Finally, the parameterization process defined on layer 2 is usually not changed at project runtime. In this thesis, management processes have been compared to development processes, and it has been argued that the former are less dynamic than the latter. This corresponds to different degrees of dynamics within layer 1 of the approach presented in [NW94]. The enacted processes on layer 1 are less dynamic than the managed processes.

**Joeris** Change management processes in the software engineering domain are addressed in [Joe97], where the author Gregor Joeris presents a conceptual framework for the integration of process and configuration management. Management of changes means managing the process of change as well as managing all artifacts of an evolving software system. Joeris argues that process modeling languages provide only poor concepts for managing the process of change. The presented approach tries to integrate the underlying representation formalisms of process and version models. For this purpose, basic concepts of dynamic task nets are used: Input and output parameters of tasks, data flow relationships, and actual data flow, i.e. modeling released document revisions in the process model instance. Feedbacks in a process are related to changes to the product. Change processes shall be reflected in a software development process by adapting the process model instance. The adaptation is performed in several steps: modeling and initiating of feedbacks, impact analysis and consequences, managing the flow of change. Joeris defines the requirement that management processes like change request authorization or approval of changes have to be integrated with the technical processes. This leads to the concept of reflexivity which is required when "the process of process (model) changes is defined in the process space". Altogether, Joeris describes on a conceptual level how change management and development process management can be integrated, but he does not provide a concrete solution for the problem. The approach for the enactment of management processes presented in this thesis can be regarded as a concrete realization of this integration.

**Ivins et al.** In [IGM04] an approach is presented which uses change processes to manage changes to products. The key activities that are required for changing a product are divided into human and technical activities. Human activities are finding developers affected by a change, obtaining permission for a change, notifying relevant users of a change, and following a predefined approval procedure for releasing performed changes. Technical activities are the actual changes to the artifacts and product configurations. The change processes provide explicit support for the coordination of human and technical activities. They are modeled using UML activity diagrams. The authors emphasize that a behavioral model was required to clearly show the sequence of activities in a process, i.e. the model of a change process has to be capable of representing sequential and concurrent activities, alternative
paths and iteration. Several requirements for a system to enact the process models are defined including the modeling of process participants and required roles, the traceability of the process, and the adaptability of the process which refers to dynamic changes of a process model instance at runtime. A research prototype has been developed which integrates workflow technology with a development system that supports versioning. In contrast to the approach presented in [IGM04], human and technical activities are not represented in the same process model in PROCEED. The human activities are the subtasks of management workflows, while the technical activities are contained in the part of the dynamic task net which represents the project plan. Both approaches have in common, that change management processes are explicitly modeled and enacted by a workflow system. This provides standardized, auditable change processes which support the coordination of several process participants in a change management case.

9.4.2 Replanning and Rescheduling

According to Smith [Smi03], two of the open research questions with respect to scheduling are the management of change and the integration of planning and scheduling. When speaking of the integration of planning and scheduling, Smith mainly thinks of planning systems from the domain of artificial intelligence. These systems autonomically generate a plan to execute and schedule the individual tasks. However, the integration of manual planning and scheduling in the context of a project is also an open field of research. Current scheduling techniques are best suited for highly predictable scheduling environments while most practical applications tend to comprise highly uncertain and dynamic scheduling environments. Solutions for reactive scheduling have already been reviewed in Section 7.6.1.

In the following, two works are reviewed in which the possible disruptions at project runtime have been systematically determined in order to develop reactive scheduling algorithms. Finally, the common functionality of project management systems for handling manual plan changes is reviewed by means of an exemplary tool.

Zhu et al. In [ZBY05], a classification of possible disruptions at project runtime is provided which defines four different classes. Under the term disruption, reasons for plan changes and actual plan changes are subsumed, e.g. resource shortage as well as the increase of a task’s duration. First, there are disruptions which are related to the project network like the creation or deletion of tasks or changes to precedence relationships. Second, task related disruptions like delays, increased task durations, and deviating resource usages may occur. The third class covers resource related disruptions like unexpected resource shortage or unavailability. Finally, milestone disruptions do not affect the feasibility of the schedule but it may be desirable to revise the schedule to meet a new or changed milestone. Several recovery options are available to repair a disrupted schedule, which have been reviewed in Section 7.6.1. Recovery options are applied by changing, adding, or
removing constraints of a integer linear programming (ILP) model. A solution to the ILP problem instance is a repaired time and resource feasible schedule for the whole project.

The classification for disruptions introduced in [ZBY05] has been used to classify the possible changes to a dynamic task net in this thesis. Thereby, milestone disruptions have not been considered. In contrast to [ZBY05], reasons for plan changes and actual plan changes have been explicitly distinguished in this thesis. Zhu et al. solve an integer linear programming problem for the whole project schedule. In this way, no local schedule repair is possible. The effects of the applied recovery options may be local in many cases, but there is no way to explicitly constrain scheduling to a part of the project plan. This has been required in this thesis due to the possibly limited authorization of a user to perform changes as well as for enabling automatic rescheduling of workflow instances. The approach of Zhu et al. does not take execution states of tasks into account because project planning is treated independently of project execution. The change management procedure presented in this chapter ensures that replanning and rescheduling is performed consistently with process enactment.

Wang Wang describes in [Wan05] several possible disruptions which may occur at project runtime. Four different cases are identified. The shift of a task refers to changing the start or end time of the task. Second, the duration of a task may change. Third, a change in certain resource capacities may occur. Finally, a temporal constraint may be added or removed. Temporal constraints as defined by Wang include release dates, due dates, precedence constraints, and milestone constraints. A milestone constraint defines a fixed point in time for the start or end time of a task. Disruptions lead to changed constraints of a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem which is then solved by means of meta-heuristics (cf. Section 7.6.1). As a consequence, the same limitations apply for the approach of Wang with respect to local rescheduling as for the approach of Zhu et al. which has been discussed before. The disruptions identified by Wang do not include the addition or deletion of tasks.

Changes to dependent task properties in project management systems As an exemplary case, the alternative adaptations offered by the project management system MS Project [Mic10a] are described in detail in the following. MS Project provides all basic functionalities required for project management in small to medium-sized projects. It provides tool support for the manual scheduling of tasks. In particular, it ensures the consistency of the planned workload of a task, its duration, the number of assigned resources, and the individual resource usage per day for the task. The dependencies are visualized in Figure 9.15 by the square with the properties at the edges. The arrows in Figure 9.15 indicate, which automatic changes MS Project proposes to handle a manual change to one of the properties, i.e. a change to the property at the source of an arrow may require a change to the property which is the target of the arrow.

The total workload of a task is not explicitly defined in MS Project and can
therefore not be changed manually. When the user performs a change operation to one of the properties, MS project performs a default change to re-establish consistency and offers the alternative change operations to the user to select one of those instead. This way, the consistency of the dependent property values is ensured. The semi-automatic adaptations of the management data are necessary because the workload of a task equals the sum of the workload of all task assignments and this equality has to be preserved at any time. The workload of subtasks is not taken into account. There are different possibilities for re-establishing the equality after a user action whereby the total workload remains unchanged. On the other hand, the user may want to change the workload of a task by performing an action like adding a new resource or increasing the resource usage per day. These alternative changes are also provided to the user.

Like in PROCEED, the planned workload of task assignments can be defined on a daily basis in MS Project. When the workload values for individual days are manually adapted by the user, the workload or the task is automatically adapted accordingly. The duration of a task is connected with the planned start and end time in MS Project. A change of the planned start or end time of a task moves the task on the time line. Thereby, the duration remains fixed. The scheduled workload of the resources is moved accordingly. It is not checked, whether the resources are assigned to other tasks in the new time frame as well. If so, this leads to overtime work for overlapping days. The project manager has to resolve the resulting inconsistencies manually.

In contrast to MS Project, the total workload of a task is explicitly defined in PROCEED and is not necessarily equal to the sum of the workload of all task assignments. Therefore, it is not required to make any adaptations in PROCEED, when the used total workload is reduced. PROCEED supports automatic resource-constrained scheduling which can resolve inconsistencies between planning data, time constraints and planned dates. As a consequence, necessary adaptations to the management data can be delayed while a user is replanning a task, and are only performed just before the task is restarted.
9.5 Conclusion

This chapter showed how changes to a timed dynamic task net are performed at project runtime. Changes to a project plan or to the scope of a project have to be performed according to defined processes in an organization. Section 9.1 showed how project management processes can be defined and enacted in PROCEED. The organization-specific and project-specific parameterization enable organizations to define their own management processes for reporting, change management, and quality management. In practice, a scheduled dynamic task net has to be continuously replanned in the course of a project. Section 9.2 described the possible disruptions which may occur at project runtime, which manual plan changes can be applied to react to the respective disruptions, and whether the plan changes require rescheduling. Section 9.3 showed how replanning is performed in a consistent way which respects the current enactment state of the development process. In this way, planning, scheduling, and enactment of dynamic task nets are integrated.
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Prototypical Implementation

This section describes the PROCEED prototype which is an implementation of the concepts and algorithms described in the previous chapters. First, a coarse overview over the system and its main components is given. In the following section, relevant technical details with respect to the design and implementation of the prototype are described. The main part of this chapter is the presentation of the graphical user interface of PROCEED. The different views for process and project management and monitoring are described. Finally, key figures regarding the size of the implementation are provided.

10.1 System Overview

The process management environment PROCEED has been implemented as an extension to the life cycle asset information system Comos which is widely used in the plant engineering industries. PROCEED adds new functionality to Comos which covers process and project management in engineering design projects. It is a prototypical implementation of the concepts and algorithms presented in this thesis.

Since the infrastructure consisting of PROGRES, UPGRADE and GRAS, based on which the AHEAD prototype was built, could not be used for the development of PROCEED, the PROGRES graph schema defining the DYNAMITE meta-model had to be translated to classes and associations defining the data model of the PROCEED prototype. Graph transformations and graph queries were translated to according methods in the PROCEED source code.

PROCEED has been implemented using the programming language C# and several libraries of the Microsoft .NET framework. The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) has been used to realize the graphical user interface. The Windows Workflows Foundation (WF) has been used to realize the workflow management functionality.

The integration of the PROCEED extension module with Comos has been realized by means of the Component Object Model (COM) []. COM interfaces have been defined to allow the invocation of the different tools provided by PROCEED from Comos. PROCEED accesses the data in the Comos database and the Comos functions via the Comos API which provides several COM interfaces.

The Comos database is an object oriented database. The planning objects in the Comos database which represent the actual engineering data in a project are derived from base objects which constitute templates for planning objects (cf.
Section 2.2. Several base objects have been created as templates for the entities of the management data model of PROCEED. A Comos database has to contain these base objects, so that PROCEED can be used.

Section 10.1 shows the coarse grained architecture of the PROCEED system and its relation to Comos. A three-tier architecture has been implemented. On the presentation tier, the different views and tools which together amount to the graphical user interface (GUI) of PROCEED are located. These views will be described in detail in Section 10.3. They are divided into three different categories. Project Management Views of PROCEED are used for managing a running project including enacted process model instances. The Project Status Analysis View is used at project runtime for monitoring. The Process Management Tools are used for the creation of process model definitions, and for dynamically changing the definitions of running process model instances.

On the logic tier, the Management Core of PROCEED is located. The Process Engine is responsible for the enactment of dynamic task nets, which includes the evaluation of all structural, behavioral, and timing consistency constraints. The Workflow Engine enacts workflow instances which control the enactment of workflow managed task nets. The bidirectional arrow indicates the coupling between the two engines. The Access Control module realizes the authorization model for dynamic task nets presented in Section 5.5. The algorithms for critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling of dynamic task nets have been implemented in the module Scheduling. The evaluation of the progress measures defined for tasks takes place in the Progress Measurement module. The degree of completion of workflow instances is computed in the module Workflow Progress Measurement which is tightly
integrated with the workflow engine. The computed values are used for the general progress measurement.

The data tier of the three-tier architecture contains the Comos database in which all management data is stored. The data is accessed via the Comos API. In regular intervals, the management data is exported to a relational database in an instance of a Microsoft SQL Server. The data of this project data warehouse is processed and condensed by means of the Microsoft Analysis Services which are conceptually located on the logic tear but are, technically speaking, not part of the PROCEED system. The Project Status Analysis View of the PROCEED system accesses the project data warehouse via MDX queries to the Microsoft Analysis Services.

The project management system Microsoft Project has been coupled with PROCEED to use its Gantt chart view for the presentation of the project schedule. When MS Project is invoked from PROCEED, the current state of the dynamic task net is exported and a project plan is generated in Ms Project. Some changes to task properties can be directly made in MS Project which is why the coupling of the two systems is bidirectional.

### 10.2 Design and Implementation

This section reviews some technical details regarding the design and implementation of the components of the PROCEED prototype. It is shown how the Process Engine accesses the objects in the Comos database. The relationships between the components which together provide the workflow management functionality in PROCEED are reviewed. With respect to task net scheduling, the data structures are described which enable a fast and side effect free computation of a project schedule. It is shown how multidimensional data sets are retrieved from the Project Data Warehouse. Finally, it is coarsely described how the coupling with the project management system MS Project has been realized.

#### 10.2.1 Process Engine

The meta-model for the management data maintained in the Comos database which has been introduced in Chapter 5 forms the basis of the PROCEED process engine. Classes have been implemented for tasks, resources, documents, control flows, etc. On the one hand, these classes encapsulate the access to the data in the Comos database. In this sense, the process engine serves as a wrapper for the Comos API. On the other hand, additional functionality is implemented in the process engine classes including the constraint checks of structural, behavioral, and timing consistency constraints.

Engineering data of a plant design project is stored in the Comos database in the form of so-called planning objects. These planning objects may represent devices of the designed plant but also documents like flow diagrams. Tasks, which are managed by PROCEED, are stored as planning objects in the Comos database. Figure 10.1 shows the tree view which is used in Comos to browse the objects in the database.
On the left side, planning objects are shown which represent process templates and tasks in a project. The realization of a task is represented by a separate object which is arranged below the task. The children of the realization object represent the subtasks. The bottom part of the tree view shows the specifications of the selected planning object. In this case, the specifications of the task Cost Calculation are displayed, and it can be seen that a specification refers to the succeeding task Realization Approval.

On the right side of Figure 10.1, the base objects are displayed which have been defined for PROCEED. Base objects serve as templates for planning objects. A base object can be customized by defining additional specifications. The base object TSK represents the most general task type. All planning objects which represent tasks are instantiated from this base object or from a specialization thereof. For the base object TSK several specifications have been defined which are therefore available for the task Cost Calculation.

The objects contained in a Comos database can be accessed via the Comos API which provides several interfaces for the different object types. In Figure 10.2 on the right, four different interfaces for Comos objects are depicted. The IComosBaseObject is the most general type. Planning objects are instances of the interface IComosDDevice. Specifications of planning objects are of the type IComosDSpeci-
Abbildung 10.2: Relation of process engine classes to Comos interfaces.

Finally, base objects, which are also called CDevices in Comos, have the interface IComosDCDevice. Every IComosDCDevice object has a unique CDevice from which it is derived. Every specification belongs to exactly one planning object or base object where the latter association is not depicted in Figure 10.2.

The classes defined by the PROCEED process engine wrap the interfaces of the Comos API. They are all derived from the class ComosObjectSubstitute. Every object which is instantiated from a process engine class is associated with a unique object in the Comos database which has the same name. Tasks are represented by IComosDDevice objects and task types by IComosCDevice objects. A control flow which connects two tasks is realized as a specification of the predecessor which refers to the successor as the so-called LinkObject.

Whenever an object in the Comos database is accessed from PROCEED, an instance of the corresponding process engine class is created. As a consequence, there may be several instances of a process engine class referring to the same data object in the database at the same time. This does not pose a problem because no property values are cached in the management object of the process engine. Instead, the values are always retrieved from the Comos database.

The process engine classes do not merely wrap the Comos interfaces but also provide additional functionality. The constraint checks of structural, behavioral, and timing consistency constraints are implemented in the methods of these classes. Furthermore, the access control module is queried whenever a change operation is invoked on an object instantiated from a process engine class to determine whether the currently logged-in user is authorized to perform the operation. In Figure 10.2, the method CreateSubtask is depicted. In this method, the authorization of the user and the various constraints which apply to this change are checked before the subtask is actually created. The subtask is created as a new IComosDCDevice object in the Comos database below the object which corresponds to the realization of the
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10.2.2 Workflow Engine

The workflow engine of PROCEED has been implemented based on the Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) [Buk08]. As described in Section 3.4.4, the WF provides a runtime engine for the enactment of workflow instances and class libraries for activities which can be used to create workflow definitions. Services for workflow persistence and tracking are provided and it is possible to implement custom services. Finally, user controls are provided for the realization of design-time tools.

Figure 10.3 gives an overview over the components which together provide the workflow management functionality in PROCEED. The central component is the Workflow Engine. Workflow instances are enacted by the WF Workflow Runtime which is used for this purpose in all workflow-based applications which are implemented based on the Windows Workflow Foundation. Several custom services have been implemented. The Persistence Service serializes workflow instances in order to store their current state in the Comos database. The Tracking Services logs all workflow events like the start and completion of activities and stores tracking data for all running workflow instances in the Comos database. This tracking data is used together with reference data about all instances of a given workflow type to compute the degree of completion of a workflow instance of this type. The degree of completion is updated upon the completion of workflow activities. The computed workflow status is stored in the Comos database. The integration of the Workflow Engine and the Process Engine which is responsible for the enactment of dynamic task nets is realized by the Workflow Integration component which receives workflow instances.
events via the Workflow Service and invokes operations like starting a workflow instance via the Workflow Runtime. Finally, two tools have been implemented for the definition and monitoring of workflows. The Workflow Designer is used to create workflow definitions which are stored for the respective workflow templates in the Comos database. The Workflow Monitor displays the current status of a running workflow instance based on the tracking data in the Comos database. Furthermore, it can be used to apply dynamic changes to running workflow instances.

The workflow management functionality has been developed in close cooperation with Siemens Industry Software, at that time called innotec. The Workflow Engine, Workflow Progress component, Workflow Designer, and Workflow Monitor can also be used independently of PROCEED to define and enact engineering workflows in Comos. This functionality has already exceeded the prototype status and has been integrated in the current release of the Comos system.

10.2.3 Scheduler

The management data of PROCEED is stored in the Comos database. This has several advantages. The Comos system can be used as the persistence layer of PROCEED and the management data is stored in the same database as the engineering data. When the user makes manual changes to a dynamic task net in PROCEED, these changes are directly written to the database.

For scheduling however, it is required to mirror the dynamic task net in the computer’s main memory. The read and write access to the data in main memory is faster than the access to the Comos database which speeds up the computationally intensive scheduling algorithm. Furthermore, the computed timing property values should not be directly written to the database but only when the whole scheduling pass is successfully completed. This way, inconsistent states of the management data can be avoided in which some tasks have been rescheduled and others have not.

The classes required for the memory representation of a dynamic task net are contained in the namespace MemoryImplementation as depicted in Section 10.2.3. There are classes for tasks, task assignments, roles, resources, control flows, and feedback flows. The classes of the memory implementation which correspond to process engine classes have only the minimal set of properties which are required for scheduling. This includes for example the execution state but excludes the degree of completion of a task.

The class MemFacade provides a compact interface for scheduling dynamic task nets and implements the facade design pattern [GHJV94]. For example, the methods ScheduleCPM() and ScheduleResources(Task root, DateTime start) can be invoked to perform the respective scheduling algorithms on the dynamic task net of the current project. The respective algorithms are implemented in the classes MemCPMScheduler and MemResourceScheduler. Before scheduling, the memory implementation of the task net is internally build by the method Build(Task root) which returns the root of the task net hierarchy consisting of instances of the class MemTask. The classes WorkCalendar and WorkloadDistribution which are also used by the process engine
classes are directly used for the memory implementation because they do not access the Comos database after they have been instantiated.

After a successful scheduling pass, the computed planned start and end times are set at the MemTask objects. Furthermore, task assignments have been created by instantiating objects of the class MemTaskAssignment, and workload distributions have been generated for the task assignments. These scheduling results have to be written back to the Comos database. The export has the properties of a database transaction, in particular it is atomic, consistent and durable. Either the whole export of all property values and task assignments is successful, or the whole export is aborted and rolled back, so that the management data in the Comos database remains unchanged.

10.2.4 Project Data Warehouse

For the multidimensional visualization of project management data which has been described in Section 8.3, a data warehouse [JLVV00] has been realized to which the
management data can be exported in regular intervals. This project data warehouse could not be realized using the Comos database. The Comos database is an object-oriented database which is based on an underlying relational database. It is not possible to add custom tables to this relational database.

Therefore, a separate relational database is used for the project data warehouse which is managed by an instance of the Microsoft SQL Server. In an ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) process, the management data is extracted from the Comos database, transformed to the schema of the relational database and loaded into the data warehouse. The Microsoft Analysis Services have been applied for the data processing. The measured values which are exported from Comos are arranged along the dimensions of a hypercube in the data warehouse. When this hypercube has been generated, multidimensional data records can be retrieved from the project data warehouse using the query language MDX. The following example of an MDX query retrieves the hypercube for the view configuration Technical Crews from the data warehouse.

```
Select [Dim Time].[Hierarchy].Members on axis(0),
       [Dim Roles].[Parent Role].Members on axis(1),
       [Dim Resources].[Parent Resource].Members on axis(2)
From [PM Cube]
Where [Dim Modus].[Dim Modus].&[planned], [Measures].[Workload]
```

The `time` dimension is mapped to the x-axis, the `roles` dimension to the y-axis, and the `resources` dimension to the third axis which is visualized by the stack layers of in the pivot table of the project status analysis view. The measure is the planned workload, aggregated over all tasks and plant parts.

Besides a full export of the management data, the export can also be performed incrementally. In this case, only changed measured values are exported. Whenever a change to a task, task assignment, resource or the like occurs, the changed values of the affected entities are immediately exported to the data warehouse and the hypercube is updated. This dynamic update functionality constituted a technical challenge, since the export and processing of data is time consuming even for an incremental export, but the user should not impeded in his work with PROCEED. Therefore, the incremental export of changed data sets is started in a separate thread, so that the user can work with the GUI of PROCEED while the export takes place. After the export has completed, a manual update of the pivot table of the project status analysis view will show the changed values. In this way, dynamic changes to the project management data are immediately reflected in the multidimensional analysis view.

For every full or incremental export of management data to the project data warehouse, a new `time` stamp is created. All exported measured values are associated with this time stamp. In this way, the history of plan changes is stored in the data warehouse and can be visualized in the project status analysis view. The subsequent values of the total workload of a task can be retrieved from the project data warehouse with the following MDX query.
Select [Dim Time Stamp].[Dim Time Stamp].Members on axis(0),
From [PM Cube]
Where ([Dim Modus].[Dim Modus].&[planned],
   [Dim Tasks].[Parent Task].&[A2CDOWFM78],
   [Measures].[Workload])

The time stamps for the subsequent states of planning are mapped to the x-axis. The modus is set to planned values thereby excluding the actual workload of the task. A slicing operation is performed for the tasks dimension, so that only the values for a particular task are returned. In this example, the unique id A2CDOWFM78 identifies the task Basic Engineering. Finally, the measure workload is selected. The retrieved values are displayed in a line diagram instead of a pivot table as described in Section 8.3.

10.2.5 Coupling with External Project Management System

The project management system Microsoft Project has been coupled with PROCEED to use its Gantt chart view for the presentation of the project schedule. Figure 10.4 shows a screenshot of MS Project with the exported dynamic task net of the example scenario.

When MS Project is invoked from PROCEED, the current state of the dynamic task net is exported to a project plan in MS Project. Only scheduled tasks are exported to MS Project, i.e. management tasks, work steps, and zero-duration tasks are not represented in the Gantt chart. For all other tasks the current and possibly existing older versions of the respective task are exported as individual tasks to MS Project.

The following properties of a task are exported from PROCEED to MS Project.

- Name
- Description
- Start and end time
- Planned start and end time
- Due date
- Assigned resources
- Degree of completion

A minor difference between tasks in PROCEED and MS Project is related to the planned end time of a task. While in PROCEED, the end time of a task is the last date on which working hours are scheduled, no working hours can be scheduled on the finish date of a task in MS Project. Therefore, the planned end time of a task had to be mapped to the next date in MS Project. Besides the functional properties of a task, the unique id of a task in the Comos database is also exported to establish the mapping between the tasks in PROCEED and MS Project.
Abbildung 10.4: Exported dynamic task net in MS Project.

Control flows are not exported to MS Project. In general, control flows could be mapped to task dependencies in MS Project. However, several limitations rendered a semantics preserving mapping impossible. First, there are no simultaneous control flows in MS Project, and it is not possible to define two different task dependencies between two tasks, e.g. to simulate simultaneous control flows by a combination of start-start and end-end task dependencies. Second, the start-start and start-end task dependencies which can be defined in MS Project have no equivalent counterpart in dynamic task nets. Finally, complex tasks in MS Project cannot be the target of task dependencies which impose constraints on their end dates, i.e. start-end and end-end task dependencies cannot be defined for these tasks.

After all tasks have been exported to MS Project, the project plan reflects the corresponding part of the dynamic task net. An event mechanism has been realized which ensures that all subsequent changes to the dynamic task net in PROCEED are immediately reflected in MS Project by incrementally exporting the changed data. On the other hand, the user can change the planned start and end times of tasks in MS Project, and he can create new subtasks or delete existing tasks. If he is authorized to perform these changes in PROCEED, and the changes can be permanently or temporarily accepted with respect to behavioral and timing consistency constraints, then they are applied to the dynamic task net. Otherwise, the intended change operation is prohibited in MS Project and the project plan remains unchanged.

### 10.3 User Interface

In this section, the different management and monitoring views of the PROCEED prototype are presented. The presentation of the management data and the functionality
for modifying the data are described.

The user interface of the PROCEED prototype has been implemented using the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) framework by Microsoft [Nat06]. One of the advantages of this new graphics framework is that all controls are vector-based graphics and can be arbitrarily scaled, so that zooming functionality could be easily realized.

10.3.1 Project Management Views

PROCEED provides two different views for process management. In these views, tasks and task relationships of a process model instance can be defined and modified. Furthermore, the process model instance can be enacted, i.e. task execution states can be changed and document revisions can be produced.

Process model instances are internally represented as dynamic task nets in PROCEED. The Task Net View uses this internal data model also for the presentation of the management data to the user. Tasks and task dependencies are represented in a network diagram. In this way, all logical relationships between tasks are visualized, but not their extension and their relative position in time.

Figure 10.5 shows a screenshot of the PROCEED Task Net View. Tasks are repre-
Abbildung 10.6: Task properties in the Task Net View.

represented by boxes and control flow by labeled edges between the task boxes. Besides the name and total workload of a task, its execution state, the responsible resource with the required role, and the start and end dates are displayed. For a preparing task, the planned start and end dates are displayed, while for running and terminated tasks, the respective actual dates are displayed. The actual and planned degrees of completion of a task are visualized by horizontal progress bars, so that they can be directly compared. The color of the task box indicates, whether the task has fallen below defined thresholds of the CPI or SPI. The setting whether the color markings in the management views represent the SPI or CPI can be changed by the user. In Figure 10.5, the yellow color of the task Process Flow Diagrams indicates, that the SPI value of the task is between 0.7 and 0.9.

The representation of a task in the task net does not allow to display all relevant property values at once. Therefore, the property values of a selected task can be inspected and modified in the property box which is depicted for the task Process Flow Diagrams in Figure 10.6. Furthermore, additional information about the task is displayed when the user holds the mouse over certain parts of the task box, e.g. in Figure 10.6 the mouse cursor is located above the planned dates of the task Equipment List whereupon a box with all actual and planned dates as well as computed constraint dates of the tasks is shown.
Abbildung 10.7: Split screen and overview window of Task Net View.

The *Task Net View* shows only one level of the task net hierarchy at a time. The user can navigate downwards and upwards in the task net hierarchy by clicking on the tasks. The tasks depicted in Figure 10.5 are all subtasks of the task Basic Engineering except for the task Specification of Machines and Devices. The latter is a subtask of the task Detail Engineering but is at the same time a successor of a task Equipment List. In dynamic task nets, it is possible to define control flows and data flows between tasks contained in different realizations. To display these dependencies, the dependent tasks from other realizations are depicted as transparent boxes in the Task Net View.

To define control flows between tasks of different realizations in the first place, it is required to display both at the same time. For this purpose, the Task Net View can be split into two parts as depicted in Figure 10.7. On the left hand, the subtasks of the task Preliminary Planning are displayed while on the right side the subtasks of Basic Engineering are visible. This *split screen* allows to define task dependencies between subtasks of different parent tasks. The *overview window* shows the user how the parent tasks are related to each other and thereby whether the subtasks may be connected by control flows.

Finally, an additional dialog can be opened for a task to define and modify its task assignments. This dialog is depicted in Figure 10.8. It shows the relevant properties of the task, namely its total workload, the unassigned total workload, and the total
Abbildung 10.8: Task assignment dialog.

duration. On the right hand side the currently defined task assignments are listed, where the task assignment for the responsible resource is marked. A new task assignment can be defined by selecting a role from the list of project roles on the left side and clicking the button below.

Besides the Task Net View, a Task List View is provided by PROCEED, which can be used by individual project team members as a todo list with their assigned tasks, but also by the project manager to get an overview over all tasks in the project. The list reflects the hierarchical structure of the task net. Several task properties can be displayed in the list which can be selected by the user. When a task is selected in the list, its input and output parameters, additional resources, and all properties are displayed on the bottom of the Task List View. Tasks which do not perform as planned are marked in the Task List View just like in the Task Net View by colors indicating the degree of delay or budget overrun.

Several filters can be applied to the Task List View. An example setting is depicted in Figure 10.10 where only the preparing tasks to which the logged in user Heer is assigned are displayed.

**Restricted Accessibility**  The authorization model described in Section 5.5 has been implemented in PROCEED. Authorization rules are evaluated to decide whether a user is allowed to perform a certain change operation and which management data is visible to the user. The functionalities of the user interface are enabled or disabled depending on the user’s authorization so that the user is only permitted to perform authorized operations. In addition, the displayed data is filtered according to the user’s authorization.

Figure 10.11 shows a screenshot of the Task Net View with restricted functionality. The user Baumann is currently logged in. He can see the task Initial P&IDs for which he is responsible as well as the tasks in the work context of this task. However, he cannot see all subtasks of Basic Engineering. The task Equipment List is not displayed.
Abbildung 10.9: Screenshot of the Task List View.

Abbildung 10.10: Filters applied to the Task List View.
Furthermore, the user Baumann cannot navigate into the task Process Flow Diagrams to view its subtasks, and he may not perform any change operations on this task. This can be seen in Figure 10.11, where the user opened the context menu for the task Process Flow Diagrams in which certain entries are disabled.

In general, the management views are adapted according to the effective permissions of the logged in user. In contrast, other views for process definition, project monitoring, and resource management are completely disabled if the user does not have the required super permissions.

**10.3.2 Process Definition Tools**

While the management views are used in a project to manage and enact process model instances, there are dedicated views for the creation of process model definitions and the management of the process knowledge. The definition of task, process, and workflows templates for technical processes and management processes is usually performed by a process engineer who has to be one of the administrators of the Comos database. Task types are directly defined in Comos by creating according base objects. For the definition of process templates, the PROCEED Template Editor is used. This tool is similar to the Task Net View but provides only restricted functionality which is required to create a process template before project runtime.

Figure 10.12 shows a screenshot of the template editor, in which the task net part of the workflow template Specify Pump is displayed. It is not possible to change the execution states of the defined tasks and to set planned dates. The required roles of the responsible resources are defined but no actual resources can be assigned to the tasks.
The workflow definition which is associated with such a workflow template is defined by means of the Workflow Designer. This tool allows to define control structures for alternative branching and loops. A screenshot of the Workflow Designer is depicted in Figure 10.13. On the right side, the workflow definition is visualized graphically. An IfElse activity and a While activity have been used to define the workflow Specify Pump. Below the workflow definition, the properties of the currently selected activity are displayed and can be modified. On the left side of the designer window, a list of available activity types is displayed most of which represent specific atomic and complex activities which have not been introduced in this thesis. An activity can be selected in the list, dragged onto the workflow definition, and dropped at the position where it shall be inserted.

The tools to define and monitor workflows have been implemented using the Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) [Buk08]. This framework provides several reusable controls, e.g. for the graphical representation of the workflow definition.

### 10.3.3 Monitoring Views

The management views already provide functionality for monitoring enacted process model instances. The execution states of tasks, their degree of completion, and the computed performance indices are displayed in the Task Net View and the Task List View.

An additional view can be used to inspect the current enactment state of workflow-managed task nets. This Workflow Monitor is an extended version of the Workflow Designer. The workflow definition is augmented by symbols which visualize the current enactment state of the workflow as depicted in Figure 10.14. Checkmarks
Abbildung 10.13: Screenshot of the PROCEED Workflow Designer.

indicate that an activity has been completed. Currently executing activities are marked with a play-symbol. In addition, the number of iterations is shown for every activity. In Figure 10.14, the While activity is in the second iteration. Furthermore, an event log is presented to the user in the Workflow Monitor which shows all execution state changes of the workflow instance and its activities.

The Workflow Monitor is not only used for monitoring running workflow instances, but also to apply dynamic structural changes to the workflow definition at runtime. Therefore, the Workflow Monitor provides the same functionality as the Workflow Designer. For dynamic changes at workflow runtime, certain restrictions apply, which have been described in Section 6.3.6. The WF provides the possibility to change running workflow instances programmatically via API calls, and it provides a user control for the graphical editing of workflow definitions. However, at the time of development of the PROCEED prototype, there was no solution available for performing dynamic changes to a running workflow instance using the controls

for the graphical representation of the workflow definition. This posed a technical challenge which could be successfully solved. The user can work with the Workflow Monitor like with the Workflow Designer by dragging activities into the workflow definition or moving activities inside the workflow definition. When he confirms his changes, they are applied to the running workflow instance.

The Project Status Analysis View which has been introduced in Section 8.3 enables project managers and controllers to visually analyze the current project status with respect to different key figures. Because this view provides an overview over all tasks in the project, it can only be used by authorized users who have the super permission to view all tasks in the project (cf. Section 5.5).

Figure 10.15 shows a screenshot of the pivot table which is used for the multi-dimensional visualization of the project management data. The user has selected the configuration Technical Crews which maps the time dimension to the x-axis, the roles dimension to the y-axis, and the resources dimension to the colors of the stacked bars. The user has furthermore defined a filter for the y-axis which only displays the role Engineer and specializations thereof. The height of the stacked bars shows how many working hours have been scheduled for the different roles and how they are distributed between the resources. This view can be used to analyze the current state of planning in order to optimize the assignment of resources to tasks. It can also help a project manager to find a suitable resource for a new task.
assignment which has not too many tasks assigned yet for the given timeframe.

In Figure 10.16, the view configuration task usage is depicted, in which the planned workload for different tasks in a selected timeframe is visualized, divided into the shares of the assigned users. The details of the stacked bars can be inspected by hovering of the coordinates of the pivot table with the mouse, so that data tips [Tid06] are displayed.

Further information graphics patterns have been applied in order to enable the user to grasp the complex multidimensional data. Data brushing [Tid06] is used to highlight data sets which refer to the same coordinate of a dimension, e.g. only the stack layers corresponding to a particular resource can be highlighted in Figure 10.15 while all other layers are displayed in the same color. The pivot table itself is an application of the small multiples [Tuf86] pattern, which allows for a very dense but clear presentation of large multidimensional datasets.

The project status analysis view allows the user to quickly navigate between different configurations of the pivot table. In addition to the manual view configuration
Abbildung 10.16: Pivot table configuration *Task Usage*.

and the selection of pre-defined configurations, several navigation operations are available which realize most of the operations on a multidimensional dataset which have been introduced in Section 8.3, e.g. pivoting by exchanging the dimensions of the axes. The operations can be invoked via context menus of the axes and the stacked-bar charts and ease the handling of the project status analysis view.

### 10.3.4 Resource Management View

A dedicated view has been implemented to support the management of roles, users, and permissions in a project. Figure 10.17 shows a screenshot of the *Resource Management View*. Only authorized users who have the super permission for resource management in the project (cf. Section 5.5) may use this view.

The top part of the view shows the roles which have been defined for the organization, and the users who can play these roles in the organization. The bottom part shows the structure of the project team, the available roles, the allocated resources,
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and their permissions in the project. When a subteam of the project team is selected in the tree view on the left, then the members of the subteam are displayed in the list Project Resources. If an available role is selected, then all project resources which can play this role in the project are displayed. When a project resource is selected, then the permission lists show the setting for this resource, e.g. the resource Volkova has only the basic permissions but no super permissions. A resource can be added to the project team by dragging it from the organization resources list onto one of the project subteams. When a new user is added to a project, the default permissions are automatically assigned to the user.

10.4 Implementation Size

The PROCEED prototype has been developed at the Department of Computer Science 3 at RWTH Aachen University in close cooperation with Siemens Industry Software, formerly known as innotec. A developer of innotec contributed to the workflow engine of the PROCEED system. Altogether, eleven developers including employees of the department and students contributed to the software prototype. The development took about three years with interruptions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>C# files</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>XAML files</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Engine, Access Control, Scheduling, Progress Measurement</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>21053</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Views</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>27550</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Management Tools</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4814</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Status Analysis View</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>12869</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow Engine, Workflow Progress Measurement, Workflow Integration</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>14739</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Project Integration</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2283</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>432</strong></td>
<td><strong>83308</strong></td>
<td><strong>76</strong></td>
<td><strong>2569</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabelle 10.1: Lines of code of the PROCEED prototype.

Table 10.1 shows the size of the implementation in terms of source files and lines of code (LOC). The lines of code are counted excluding blank lines and comments. The PROCEED prototype has been implemented using the programming language C#. The main part of the user interface has been realized using the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). The source code of WPF-based user controls is divided into the layout part which is defined in the XAML format and the program logic which is written in C#. The XAML format is a WPF specific XML format. The Management Core excluding the workflow management functionality amounts to 66 source files and 21053 LOC. The views for task and resource management in a project add another 24550 lines of C# code and 2090 lines in XAML files. There are comparably few LOC for the process management tools because the Template Editor is merely a restricted version of the Task Net View, and the Workflow Monitor is an extended version of the Workflow Designer. The LOC for the Project Status Analysis View include the source code for the ETL export of the management data to the data warehouse. Altogether, about 85T lines of code have been written to realize the PROCEED prototype.

In contrast to the AHEAD prototype, no generative software development framework like the PROGRES system [SWZ99] could be used for the development of PROCEED. It has been a requirement of the industry partner to realize the prototype using the applied Microsoft technologies for which no tools exist which could generate the application logic from a formal specification. The Visual Studio development environment merely provides support for designing graphical user interfaces. User controls can be visually designed while the editor generates the source code which defines their layout.

### 10.5 Conclusion

In this chapter it has been shown that the concepts and algorithms presented in this thesis have been implemented in a working software prototype. The PROCEED
The prototypical implementation is based on an industrial platform. It is an extension to the widely used lifecycle asset information system Comos. The workflow management functionality of PROCEED has already exceeded the prototype status and has been integrated into the current release of Comos. The concepts and algorithms for controlling development projects have been evaluated using the PROCEED prototype. Process model definitions have been defined, an example project has been created, the defined tasks have been scheduled, executed, and monitored in PROCEED. Furthermore, the dynamic replanning and rescheduling of enacted development processes has been simulated in PROCEED. The example scenario which has been described in various sections of this thesis has been used for this evaluation. For the execution of the three year-long example project, the progression of time has been simulated. By means of this virtual evaluation, the general applicability of the developed approach could be shown.

The next step would be an evaluation of the prototype in a real-world project in a plant engineering company. The circumstance that PROCEED is an extension to the Comos system which is widely used in the plant engineering industries, offers great possibilities for such an evaluation. In a first step, a plant engineering company would use PROCEED to define their design processes and the subprocesses thereof. This process knowledge would be stored in the central Comos database used for all design projects in the company. The second step would be the execution of a small design project using PROCEED for project planning and controlling. This evaluation would provide valuable insights in how project team members accept the new functionalities provided by PROCEED. The evaluation in a real-project could not be performed during the course of this research because plant design projects usually take several years.
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Conclusion

This chapter summarizes and evaluates the contributions of this thesis. Furthermore, an outlook is provided on how the presented research could be continued.

11.1 Summary

In this thesis, a novel approach for controlling development processes by means of a process management system has been presented. The solution approach can be coarsely divided into two parts. First, the TNT meta-model has been defined to provide the necessary modeling capabilities for process model instances. Second, algorithms and tool functionalities have been developed to support the scheduling and monitoring of tasks in a development process as well as the controlled enactment of change management processes at project runtime.

The TNT meta-model has been presented in Chapter 5. It defines the entities, properties, and relationships required for modeling timed dynamic task nets. The TNT meta-model is based on the DYNAMITE and RESMOD meta-models which were defined for the AHEAD system. The main concepts for modeling dynamic task nets have been adopted in the structural and the behavioral model. Several adaptations have been made to address specific requirements which emerged in the industrial context of the research project. In particular, the resource management capabilities provided by PROCEED differ from those of the AHEAD system in that a project team with subteams and team leaders can be defined, and several resources can be assigned to a single task. The behavioral model of the TNT meta-model defines a new execution state and additional state transitions to enable the skipping of tasks, which is particularly required for the automatic enactment of subprocesses in a development project.

The TNT meta-model extends the DYNAMITE meta-model by three additional models: the timing model, the monitoring model, and the authorization model. These partial models enable the scheduling and monitoring of process model instances, and the access control to the management data, respectively.

The timing model, which has been presented in Section 5.3, introduces individual work calendars for tasks and resources which define the available and used working hours for every date. Timing properties have been defined for tasks, control flows, and resources. They are divided into planning data, time constraints, computed constraint dates, and planned dates. The introduced entities and properties cover
all planning aspects of a process model instance with respect to time and resource management. Timing consistency constraints define the consistent states of the management data with respect to the timing property values. They result from a systematic analysis of all dependencies between the timing properties of different tasks, task relationships, and resources. Based on the timing consistency constraints, the consistent definition of a process model instance can be supported by the process management system.

The monitoring model introduces task properties for progress measurement and performance analysis. It has been presented in Section 5.4. First of all, actual dates have been introduced in addition to planned dates. The explicit distinction between planned and actual values enables the detection of deviations of the process performance from the plan. For performance analysis, the degree of completion of a task is defined as well as performance indices of the earned value analysis. A forecasted end time is defined in addition to the planned end time. Monitoring constraints define the enactment states in which the actual performance conforms to the plan. Based on the monitoring constraints, the enactment of process model instances in compliance with time restrictions can be supported the process management system.

The authorization model, which has been presented in Section 5.5, introduces the concept of a permission. Permissions for a project can be individually assigned to users of the system. Authorization rules specify which permissions are actually effective in a given situation. The rights of a user to change the management data of a project depend on his permissions, his task assignments, and his position in the project team. In contrast to access control mechanisms implemented in other academic or commercial process management systems, the authorization model also covers structural changes to a process model instance. The authorization model enables a project-specific tailoring of the access control policy. Depending on the assigned permissions, different management styles can be realized including the hierarchical delegation of tasks and the collaboration of project team members with equal rights. Furthermore, permissions can be assigned to users in a way that enables observation without the right to change the management data.

Process knowledge which can be reused in different development projects can be defined in several ways in PROCEED as described in Chapter 6. In Section 6.1, task types have been introduced which define default property values for their instances. In particular, default values of timing properties represent valuable process knowledge for planning a process model instance. But also the progress measure used to determine the degree of completion of a task instance can be predefined for a task type. Task types can be arranged in a generalization hierarchy where specialized task types inherit the property values of the more general types. There are two ways to define process model definitions in PROCEED. First, process templates can be defined which are copied to a process model instance during planning as described in Section 6.2. Process templates may contain several instances of a task type. They may define control flows and data flows between tasks. Second, workflow templates can be used which are extended process templates incorporating addi-
tional information for the automatic enactment of the defined subprocesses. The workflow management capabilities of PROCEED have been described in Section 6.3. A workflow definition which is associated with a workflow template defines control structures like alternative branching and loops. Decision variables, whose values can be set by process participants, are evaluated at process runtime to determine the actual flow of control. The process modeling capabilities provided by PROCEED support the planning and the enactment of process model instances. Process templates and procedural process model definitions, i.e. workflows, have been found suitable and sufficient for the application of PROCEED in industrial practice.

The timing model of the TNT meta-model enables the scheduling of tasks in a process model instance. Since manual scheduling is infeasible in large development projects, PROCEED provides support for automatic schedule generation. The implemented scheduling algorithms have been presented in Chapter 7. Not all tasks in a dynamic task net are necessarily scheduled. So-called zero-duration tasks are excluded from scheduling due to their granularity, duration, or purpose, as described in Section 7.1.

Scheduling is performed in two steps. First, a critical path analysis of the dynamic task net to be scheduled is performed. Afterwards, resource-constrained scheduling is performed to obtain a time- and resource-feasible schedule. The hierarchical critical path method for dynamic task nets has been described in Section 7.2. It computes the earliest and latest possible start and end times of tasks. Running and terminated tasks are treated differently compared to preparing tasks in that their planned dates determine the computed constraint dates. For resource-constrained scheduling, a heuristic algorithm has been developed based on a general parallel scheduling scheme. This heuristic has been described in Section 7.3. The hierarchical structure of dynamic task nets, the presence of simultaneous and standard control flows, and the dynamic computation of task durations together require backtracking during scheduling if planned end times are inconsistent. Despite backtracking, the time complexity of the scheduling algorithm is still polynomial. The constructive heuristic can be used to generate an initial baseline schedule but also to reschedule a dynamic task net at project runtime. In the latter case, the execution states of tasks are taken into account. Terminated tasks are not rescheduled at all and running tasks are not moved to a different start date. A dynamic task net can be scheduled locally. For this purpose, the root task of the subprocess to be scheduled has to be specified. All tasks which are not part of the subprocess defined by the root task remain unchanged during scheduling. It has been shown that the developed algorithms for critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling yield constraint dates and planned dates which fulfill all timing consistency constraints defined in the TNT meta-model.

Workflow-managed dynamic task nets are treated in a special way during scheduling. In Section 7.4, it has been described how critical path analysis and resource-constrained scheduling are performed in these cases. Critical path analysis uses the shortest paths through alternative branching and loop constructs to compute the constraint dates of the predecessors and successors of these constructs. Resource-
constrained scheduling is initially performed for one alternative path of a branching construct and only one iteration of a loop. At runtime, a workflow-managed dynamic task net is automatically rescheduled upon decisions made by the workflow engine, i.e. when a different alternative is selected or a loop is iterated once again.

Altogether, the scheduling capabilities of PROCEED cover scheduling of hierarchically structured task nets, local rescheduling at process runtime whilst taking task execution states into account, and scheduling of workflow instances. Thereby, PROCEED stands out against related scheduling approaches from research and commercial software packages for project and workflow management.

PROCEED supports process controllers in determining the current project status as described in Chapter 8. An innovative approach has been developed for progress measurement, which integrates several different progress measures in one unified measuring framework. The available progress measures have been described and compared in Section 8.1. The degree of completion can be determined for individual tasks by means of the most appropriate progress measure which represents the best trade-off between measuring effort and accuracy. The common practice to determine the current status of a plant design project based on document states has been integrated with the concept of dynamic task nets in the form of a specific progress measure. The integrated management of tasks and products and the explicit representation of the actual data flow in dynamic task nets enable this way of progress measurement. In contrast, state of the art project management systems do not allow to connect the tasks in a project plan with the technical products. Another specific progress measure has been defined which relies on the timing information available for workflow templates. The degree of completion of a workflow-managed task is derived from the current enactment state of a workflow-managed task net and reference values for the expected durations of the remaining tasks. The progress measure which is used for a task can be predefined for a task type or a task instance in a process template. In this way, the measuring framework can be tailored to the process model definition of a specific development process. Finally, earned value analysis has been applied to compare the actual performance of a running process model instance with the plan as described in Section 8.2.

In addition to progress measurement based on the degrees of completion of tasks and earned value analysis, the project management data can be visualized in a project status analysis view, which has been described in Section 8.3. A flexibly configurable pivot table allows to analyze the inherently multidimensional management data from different perspectives. The history of changes to the planning data which is stored in a project data warehouse is visualized in the form of line diagrams. A user of PROCEED can navigate between the different project monitoring views and the management views to take immediate action when he has identified poor process performance.

All in all, the provided project monitoring functionality goes beyond the state of the art in academia and industrial practice. The integration of planning, enactment, and monitoring enables the comparison of the actual performance with the plan. Common project management systems generally do not support the execution
of the defined tasks, and their monitoring capabilities are limited at best. While different progress measures have been promoted, no integrated approach can be found in research or practice which provides a flexible framework for progress measurement which can be tailored to a development process. The application of a data warehouse and visualization techniques for project status analysis has only recently been investigated. In particular, the integration of this functionality into a process management system distinguishes the presented approach from related work.

Controlling of development processes includes besides monitoring also steering the process by taking corrective measures and applying plan changes. As described in Chapter 9, these managerial activities are supported by PROCEED as well. In Section 9.1, it has been described how management processes are explicitly modeled and enacted in PROCEED. Workflow templates can be defined for all sorts of processes in a project including reporting, quality management, and change management processes. Task types for technical tasks can be parameterized, so that specific management workflows are enacted in certain predefined situations. In this way, the controlled enactment of management processes can be tailored to a development process. The explicit modeling and controlled enactment of management processes and their integration with the development process distinguishes PROCEED from related approaches in academia and practice. In related research approaches and commercial solutions, management processes in a development project are either not treated at all or without any relation to the enacted development process.

When disruptions occur at project runtime, plan changes may have to be performed. In Section 9.2, the possible disruptions have been analyzed with respect to whether they require manual plan changes and whether these changes require rescheduling of the project plan. The general change management procedure which has to be followed by authorized users when they perform changes to a dynamic task net has been presented in Section 9.3. It ensures, that the task net is eventually in a consistent state after replanning and rescheduling, in which the planned dates of the tasks represent a time- and resource-feasible schedule. Replanning and rescheduling are performed alternatively and iteratively in order to arrive at a feasible schedule which meets the requirements of the user. The change management procedure takes the execution states of tasks into account. Changes to the plan are ensured to be consistent with the current state of enactment. The support for plan changes at project runtime provided by PROCEED goes beyond the capabilities of common project and workflow management systems. Project management systems do not support the enactment of development processes which is why changes to the project plan may conflict with the process performance. On the other hand, workflow management systems which are commonly applied to enact predefined processes do not cover planning and scheduling and are therefore unsuitable for the management of development projects. Furthermore, the capabilities of commercial WfMS to perform changes to running workflow instances are limited.

The PROCEED prototype has been implemented as an extension to the commercial life cycle asset information system Comos. Several technical details of the imple-
mentation and the graphical user interface of PROCEED have been described in Chapter 10. PROCEED complements the functionalities of Comos for maintaining complex engineering data by process management functionality. The realization based on an industrial platform distinguishes PROCEED from other research prototypes of process management systems. In contrast to the AHEAD system, PROCEED has not been realized using a generative tool building framework, but it has been implemented in a conventional way using state-of-the-art technologies and frameworks which are commonly used for commercial applications. The functionalities provided by PROCEED can be used in plant design projects in the chemical industries. The workflow management functionality provided by PROCEED has already exceeded the prototype status and is integrated in the current release of the Comos system.

The approach to project controlling implemented in the PROCEED prototype has been evaluated by modeling a complex process model instance of a plant design project and simulating its enactment. The evaluation showed the applicability of the developed concepts, algorithms, and tool functionalities with respect to planning, scheduling, monitoring, and change management.

11.2 Outlook

The research results presented in this thesis offer some starting points for further research.

A memory representation of a dynamic task net is used for scheduling to avoid changes to the management data in the Comos database before scheduling has been successfully completed. This technique could also be applied to perform a what-if-analysis evaluating different planning scenarios. Using the memory representation, several different schedules of a dynamic task net could be computed for different manual plan changes. The resulting schedules could be used as decision support for choosing the best change operations.

Scheduling of multiple projects which share common resources is a well-known problem and a topic of ongoing research. Multi-project management has not been explicitly addressed in this thesis. The connection between several different projects could be established via the work calendars of resources. When a resource is used in one project, the working hours are not available for tasks in another project anymore. If the scheduling approach implemented in PROCEED would be transferred to the multi-project setting, then the main challenge would be to reschedule multiple parallel projects at runtime whilst taking the execution states of the defined tasks into account. Another challenge would be to adapt the authorization model and the general change management procedure to the multi-project setting.

A complementary problem is the scheduling of process model instances which span across multiple organizations. Solutions for the management of interorganizational cooperation in development processes by means of the AHEAD system have been presented in [Jäg02, Hel08a]. Subprocesses can be delegated to subcontractors who elaborate the details of the delegated tasks. If the overall development process would be rescheduled, then the delegated subprocesses would be affected as well.
However, the manager of the overall process could not see or modify the subtasks defined by the subcontractors for the delegated tasks. This scenario requires a scheduling approach which conforms to dynamic process views and cooperation protocols as they have been introduced in [Hel08a].

With respect to project monitoring, the progress measurement based on documents could be extended to the engineering data in the Comos database which is not contained in documents. For this purpose, the approach of Liefeldt et al. [LGB+05] which has been reviewed in Section 8.4 could be adopted. Devices which are represented as objects in the Comos database could be connected with output parameters of tasks. The degree of completion of such a task could be determined by comparing the properties of defined values in the device specification with the properties required to complete the specification. In contrast to [LGB+05], the aggregation of progress degrees would be performed in the work breakdown structure defined by a dynamic task net instead of the product breakdown structure defined for the chemical plant.

The application domain of this thesis has been the domain of plant engineering. Specific characteristics of plant design processes and the functionalities provided by the Comos system have influenced the developed solutions. The support of development processes in other engineering domains has not been explicitly addressed in this thesis. However, the presented approach could also be applied to software development processes. PROCEED would have to be decoupled from Comos and coupled with a version control system to be used in software development projects. User accounts and documents in the version control system would represent resources and products, respectively. PROCEED also represents an ideal platform for the integration of an issue tracking system as it is commonly used in software development projects. Tickets in an issue tracking system generally represent fine-grained tasks in a software development process. In a nutshell, the presented concepts and algorithms for controlling development processes are not confined to a specific engineering domain but are generally applicable to various types of development processes.
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